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PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT LAYOUTS 
TELEVISION STATIONS 

FOR 

Introduction 

The equipment required for a television 
studio installation varies widely depending 
on the type of station, the size of the com
munity in which it is located, and the mag
nitude of the station operation. In this 
respect it differs greatly from the equip
ment requirement of the transmitter part 
of a TV installation which, with the ex
ception of transmitter power, is much the 
same for all stations. 

If the station is a network origination 
point, located in a large city, it will prob
ably be a multiple-studio installation re
quiring a large number of cameras, asso
ciated control equipment, master control 
equipment and elaborate distribution facil
ities. If it is a non-network station in a 
large city it will probably require almost 
as much camera and control equipment 
( due to the fact that it must compete pro
gramwise with the network stations), but 
i will not, of course, require the distribu-

facilities. On the other hand a network 
s ation in a medium-sized community, be
cause it will receive most of its programs 
from the network, will need only relatively 
simple studio facilities. In some instances, 
network stations in small communities may 
not have any origination facilities except 
a slide projector for station identification, 
and a simple film pickup system. 

This wide range of requirements, plus 
the fact that many stations will wish to 
install minimum equipment and "grow" 
with the development of the audience, led 
RCA engineers to the conclusion that TV 
studio equipment should be made of care
fully planned units so coordinated that 
they could be easily fitted together to 
provide almost any desired combination of 
facilities. This is essentially the "building 
block" idea which is today employed in 
many types of industrial apparatus. How
ever, in the design of RCA TV units the 
idea has been carried further in that the 
equipment has been broken down into 
smaller units. Thus, when expanding a sys
tem m,tde up of RCA TV units it is usually 

• 
necessary to add a whole desk or con
. For instance, another camera (either 

studio or film) can be added to an existing 
system by the addition of a 14 inch wide 

section to the video console. Single ampli
fiers, monitors, relay units or the like can 
be added at will. Moreover, all of these 
units are designed to operate at a standard 
level and into a standard impedance. Thus 
input and output connections can be 
brought out to jacks, so that units can be 
patched in or out as desired ( thereby pro
viding for temporary modifications of the 
system as may be required). 

The six system layouts described in this 
article have been chosen to illustrate the 
wide range of equipment combinations 
which are practical. For the most part 
these are layouts actually in use at exist
ing studios or now being installed at sta
tions under construction. Thus they repre
sent a large amount of thoughtful plan
ning and are based, to the largest possible 
degree, on actual operating experience. 
There are, of course, many modifications 
of these systems, and numerous in-between
designs, which will occur to station engi
neers. Using RCA TV units it will be rela
tively easy to make such modifications as 
may be necessary to meet the specific re
quirements of individual stations. 

Of the six different layouts to be de
scribed, types A, B, and C utilize only one 
live-talent studio and a single control 
room. The single control room is a com
bined studio control room, film control 
room and master control room. The Type 
D station also has only one live-talent 
studio; but it has two control rooms, one 
for the live-talent studio and one for the 
master control room. The Type E station 
is a deluxe arrangement of the Type D; 
including a program console, which pro
vides additional facilities over Type D. 
Finally, the Type F Station is a master 
layout employing two studios, each with 
its own control room, and separate film 
control and master control rooms. 

General Considerations 

All TV studio installations- large or 
small- are alike in many respects. The 
difference in size, for instance, is mostly 
a matter of the number of studios in
volved. The single studio of a small sta
tion with its associated control room is 
almost identical to one of the studios and 
associated control room of the large sta-

tion. Thus the general arrangement of the 
equipment in the control room proper is 
very much the same in all stations. More
over, the equipment for all stations is made 
up from the same basic units . And, finally, 
the basic control system used in all of them 
is the same. 

Because of these similarities it is worth
while to discuss some of the basic consid
erations in a general way before beginning 
the detailed description of the six equip
ment layouts. Inasmuch as this part of 
the discussion has to do with rather ele
mentary aspects of the subject those with 
some previous background or experience 
may wish to skip this part and continue 
with the detailed descriptions of the six 
layouts which begin on Page 18. 

Basic TV Studio Arrangement 

It is not the purpose of this article to 
discuss the design of TV studio buildings.2 

However, several partial floor plans have 
been included in order to indicate relative 
sizes and the general arrangement of stu
dios, control rooms, workshops and dress
ing rooms. 

The dimensions of these studios, as well 
as the control rooms, may seem large, by 
broadcast standards. Experience indicates, 
however, that the dimensions shown are 
close to the practical minimum. TV studios 
should be large enough to provide for as 
many as two or three sets, which may be 
successive scenes in a program; while con
trol rooms should be made large enough 
to admit additional equipment as the sta
tion grows. As a matter of fact, the floor 
plan suggested for the Types A and B 
small stations will serve also for the larger 
Type C station. Because large studios are 
used, the control room window can be 
quite large compared to that of most broad
cast stations. This is an advantage in that 
the control room audio and video consoles 
when placed end to end require much more 
space than audio alone. Of course it is 
not absolutely necessary for all the tech
nical operators to be able to see into the 
studio. It is important, however, that the 
program director be able to see all of the, 
studio action from his position in the con-

2 For a discussion of TV building design see 
"Faci li ties for TV Housing", BROADCAST NEWS 
No. 50. Page 8. 
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trol room. In order to give all of the per
sonnel in the control room a better view 
of the studio, the control room floor is 
usually elevated about two feet above the 
studio floor level. .. 

There are several ways of arranging the 
equipment in the control room. RCA en
gineers are inclined to recommend that all 
the equipment consoles ; i.e., audio, video 
and director's ( if used) be placed side by 
side directly in front of the control room 
window. A somewhat different method, 
preferred by some broadcasters, is to place 
the program director and audio operator 
on a platform, (Fig. 11) elevated two or 
three feet above the control room floor . 
This particular arrangement is illustrated 
and described more fully in the layout for 
the Type C station. 

At least one announce booth is essential 
in a TV station layout. Such a booth is 
provided with the necessary audio facilities 
and a picture monitor. It enables a com
mentator, for example, to see the picture 
upon which he is commenting, so that he 
can follow the action accurately. 

This booth may be located in one cor
ner of the film control room, or it may be 

located just outside the master control 
room. If one announce booth is to serve 
also for station identification, it may be 
advisable to locate it outside the master 
control room, and construct it so that 
visual " cue" can be given from the master 
control room. 

Basic TV Studio Equipment 

Most of the units which make up the 
video system of a television station are 
counterparts of the audio units in a broad
cast station. The camera itself corresponds 
to the microphone, the camera amplifier 
to the microphone preamplifier and so on.1 

In general , these television units are ar
ranged in much the same manner as the 
corresponding audio units of a standard 
broadcast station. The output of each 
studio or film camera is fed into one of 
the input positions on a video control con
sole in the control room. At this console 
position, the video signals from the cam
eras are mixed (or switched) in the same 
manner as microphone and transcription 
inputs are mixed at the audio console. 
From the video console the picture signal 
is fed either directly to the transmitter 
line or to a master control room where it 
is mixed with signals from the studio, the 

network line, or outside points. Here again 
the operation is directly comparable to 
that of a standard broadcast setup. 

There are several major differences, how
ever, in the video setup. One of these A 
due to the fact that the video output W 
the camera has several qualities, such as 
brightness, contrast and focus, which re
quire constant supervision. This operation 
is roughly comparable to that of riding 
gain in an audio setup. It is, however, a 
much more complicated process, and for 
this reason is generally separated from the 
mixing or switching function. In all but 
the smallest setups, this supervision of the 
individual camera signals is exercised by 
a "video operator" who sits at a video 
console ( Fig. 7) . This console is made up 
of sections usually referred to as camera 
control units. There is one of these con
trol units for each studio camera and one 
for each film camera. Each unit (Fig. S) 
contains a picture monitor showing at all 
times the picture picked up by the camera 

1 All of the RCA television equipment units 
r eferred to in this ar ticle are described in de
tail in individual equipment bulletins ayailable 
from the T elevision Equipment Sales Section, 
RCA E ngineering Products Dept., Camden, 
N . J. 

RCA UNIT-BUILT EQUIPMENT LENDS ITSEL' 

FIG. 1. Type TP-35A 35mm Television 
Film Projector which enables television 
broadcasters to use standard 35mm mo
tion picture film as program material. 

~ •• , 
j 
I . 
I 
! 

FIG. 2. Type TK-20A Film Camera. Tbis 
camera converts motion pictures pro
jected from 16mm or 35mm projectors to 
Yideo signals for television transmission. 

FIG. 3. Type TC-SA Program Director's 
Console. This console provides the pro
gram director in the control room with 
pictures of the scenes being picked up 
by the studio cameras, so that he can 
choose the picture to be transmitted. 

FIG. 4. Microphone Boom and Perambulator. 
This boom enables the audio man in the 
studio to pickup the sound while keeping 
the microphone out of the view of the camera. 
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it is associated with. It also contains an 
oscilloscope for "waveform" monitoring 
and all of the necessary controls for adjust
ing the brightness, contrast, focus and 
other attributes of the particular camera 

·cture. The video operator uses these con-
- ols to keep the several camera pictures 
in optimum adjustment at all times. Thus, 
the technical director, or whoever does the 
switching, is free to concentrate on the 
action without worrying about the camera 
adjustments. 

Another major difference in the video 
setup is occasioned by the fact that video 
signals cannot be "piped" about quite as 
freely as audio signals. For this reason it 
is usually necessary (in all but the small
est systems) to employ relay switching. 
Thus, the video switching setup of most 
stations will correspond more nearly to the 
relay type of audio switching used in 
the larger broadcast station and network 
studios. 

The audio equipment used in a televi
sion station is very much like that used 
in a standard broadcast station. There are, 
however, several minor differences. One is 
occasioned by the fact that the micro
phones must be kept out of sight. This 

usually requires either more microphones 
or else the use of elaborate boom mounts 
( Fig. 4). Another is the desirability of 
being able to add background sound ( from 
a transcription turntable) and have it 
heard in the studio (which involves some 
changes in control circuits since most 
standard audio equipments are interlocked 
to prevent this) . 

The audio control requirements for TV 
also differ somewhat from those used in 
AM and FM broadcasting. In TV studios, 
microphones are usually suspended on the 
ends of movable boom stands. The boom 
operator, under the direction of the audio 
engineer, maintains the placement of the 
boom microphones for best sound pickup. 
He must also keep the boom and micro
phone out of the view of the camera. Good 
communication, therefore, must be main
tained between audio engineer and boom 
operator. This necessity of directing the 
microphone movement (in addition to his 
normal job of riding gain) keeps the audio 
operator much busier than in standard 
broadcasting. 

Because the video and audio operators 
are so busy exercising their individual mon
itoring functions, it is standard TV prac-

tice to place the actual switching ( or 
mixing) operation in the hands of a third 
technician who is usually the technical 
director. The location and arrangement of 
facilities for switching varies widely with 
the type of setup (and with the per
sonal preference of station planners). In 
medium-sized stations, a simple but effec
tive arrangement consists in adding to the 
video console two additional monitor sec
tions . These sections (Fig. 5) are sim
ilar in size and appearance to the camera 
control units. One of these acts as a mas
ter ( or program) monitor. On its screen 
appears at all times the picture output of 
the control room (i.e. , the picture being 
sent to the transmitter or the master con
trol room). There is a space on this unit 
for a panel containing a push-button 
switching system with lap-dissolve levers, 
signal lights, etc. The technical director 
uses these controls to select the picture for 
transmission. The monitor in the unit gives 
him a constant visual check on the trans
mission. Ordinarily a second unit, similar 
in size and arrangement, is located next 
to the master monitor. This second mon
itor is used as a "preview" monitor. The 
technical director uses a set of push-but
tons on it to select the camera input he 

tPo A VARIETY OF TV STATION LAYOUTS 

FIG. 5. Video Console Section. A num
ber of these sections. each containing 
IO-inch picture monitors. make up the 
video consoles shown in Fig. 7 and 

in the layout photos. 

G. 6. Television Audio Console. This 
console is the control center for the 
audio part of the television program. 

FIG. 7. Video Console. These sections can 
be Individually equipped as TB:-IOA camera 
controls, TS-IOA camera switching systems. 
and "preview" and program monitors sections. 

FIG. 8. TB:-lOA Studio-type Camera and 
Pedestal. 
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proposes to use next. This allows him to 
monitor (for quality and action) his up
coming shot. This monitor may also be 
used to take visual "cue" from a preced
ing program by switching to the video line 
from the preced ing origination point. 

The "master" and "preview" monitors 
obviously do not have to be a part of the 
video console. They may, if desired, be 
located some distance away as, for in
stance, on an elevated platform beside the 
program director 's position. Several such 
alternatives are shown in the equipment 
layouts which are described in the follow
ing pages. Also described are several dif
ferent types of switching controls. How
ever, the general operation is the same in 
all cases. 

It will be evident by now that the major 
difference between TV and AM (or FM) 
equipment layouts is in the relative com
plexity of the former. In addition to the 
three technicians mentioned above , the 
active personnel in a TV studio control 
booth usually includes a program director 
and one or more assistants. All of these 
people must be provided with some moni
toring facilities. Here again there are wide 
differencPs between setups. In the smallest 
layouts, the program people simply peek 
over the shoulders of the technicians. In 
the most elaborate setups, the program 
director has his own program console 
( Fig. 3 ). Various program monitoring set
ups are described in connection with the 
layout description on following pages. 

Basic TV Studio Control System 

The control systems included in the tele
vision layouts treated in this article are 
similar in arrangement to those used in 
broadcast stations of corresponding size. 
Thus, in this respect also many of the 
operational procedures used in AM broad
casting are carried over into television 
broadcasting. 

The average television program consists 
of a succession of studio pickups, plus the 
occasional inclusion of signals from remote 
points or other studios. A simple example 
of the latter is the insertion, into the pro
gram, of a station identification slide or 
short picture sequence originating in the 
film projection room. Another is the occa
sional ( although less frequent) insertion 
of outdoor scenes picked up by field equip
ment and fed to the station by line or 
microwave relay. Thus, even though the 
major part of any one program will orig
inate in one studio, with control of the pro
gram centered in its control room, some 
provision must be made for coordinated 
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FIG. 9. Simplified diagram of the camera switching and 
master switching systems. Jack panels, rack-mounted near 
the switching relays. permit program material to be patched I 

directly into any control position. 

control of the remote signals, as well as 
the signals emanating from the projection 
room and other studios . In almost any 
television setup, switching from local to 
remote signals can be done, of course, in 
master control. But a feature of the lay
outs described here ( with the exception of 
Types A, B and C which have a single 
combined control room) is that the remote 
signals and the signals from other studios 
may also be brought into any of the cam
era switching systems, thereby allowing 
control of all program source material 
within any studio control room , as well as 
in master control. Fig. 9 is a simplified 
drawing of such an arrangement. Note that 
video plugs and jacks are employed be
tween the cameras and camera switching 
relays , and at one point, into the master 
switching relays. By locating all these jacks 
and plugs in one room such as master con
trol , remote signals as well as signals from 
the projection room can be patched into 
the control rooms of either studio. With 
this arrangement, the program director in 
the studio control room can introduce out
side signals at any time into the studio 

program line. Another useful feature of 
this system is that the ou tput from a 
studio camera or film camera can be 
patched directly into the master switching 
relays (S7 and S8) . This permits a test 
pattern or announcement slide to be placed 
on the transmitter line without disturbing 
the operation of either studio, which may 
be engaged in rehearsal or feeding a net
work program. 

It will be noted that the system just 
described closely parallels that used in 
broadcasting, except that the cameras take 
the place of microphones and relays are 
used instead of key switches. The aud io 
equipment used with the video equipment 
is arranged in the same manner and can 
be arranged to have the corresponding 
audio master switching relays ( equivalent 
to the video master switching relays Sl , 
S2 , S3 and S4) interlocked so that both 
sets of relays are operated from one set 
of controls. For simplification, the descra 
tion of video and audio facilities in th!W
layouts has been handled separately. The 
audio faci lities are outlined at the end of 
the article. 
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FIG. 10. This partial floor plan shows 
the space and housing facilities re
quired by the standard size station for 
the oriqination of studio and film shows. 
Clients' viewing room is localed above 

Cl) 

the studio control room. 
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FIG. 11. (Left) Cross-section of control 
room of Fig. 9, shows elevation of pro
gram director to provide him with a 

good view into the studio. 
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FIG. 12. Typical Control Room for the Type A Small Television Station. Two console sections with picture monitors (center) are standard 
studio control room units. Portable field-type units on the right. when not used for outdoor pickups. are placed in the control room for 

production of local studio shows. At left are transcription turntables and the audio control console. 

TYPE A LAYOUT FOR A STATION WITH ONE LIVE TALENT 
STUDIO, FILM PROJECTOR AND CONTROL ROOM 

This plan for a small television station 
provides the facilities necessary for broad
casting the four main types of television 
programs; namely, ( 1) network programs 
received by coaxial cable from the studios 
of a network key station, ( 2) standard 
16mm entertainment and commercial films, 
( 3) local studio programs, including live 
talent, and ( 4) programs "picked up" at 
points remote from the studio with port
able field equipment, and which are sent 
to the station via coaxial line. 

Broadcasting of these four types of pro
grams with an equipment which represents 
a relatively low initial investment is made 
possible by dual use of the RCA Television 
Field Equipment. This equipment, which 
consists of portable field cameras, plus 
small-size, easily portable auxiliary units, 
is especially designed for use in picking up 
programs from locations outside the studio 
- such as boxing matches, football games, 
nightclubs and the like. In medium-size 
and larger television stations it will, most 
likely, be used exclusively for that pur-

pose. However, in small stations (where 
studio programs may be relatively few in 
number) it can also be used, at least in the 
initial stages, as the regular studio equip
ment. Special, inclined-top tables can be 
used in the control room to accommodate 
the camera control units. These tables 
when placed side by side with the audio 
or video consoles form an attractive studio 
control room layout. The field type cam
eras when used in the studio can be 
mounted on tripods fitted with mobile 
dollies. Or, of course, the cameras can be 
mounted on studio pedestals, or even on 
crane-type dollies, if desired. Technically, 
the field type cameras operate very well in 
the studio. 

The facilities for the Type A layout in
clude : one live-talent studio, a film projec
tion room, a combined studio and film con
trol room and an announce booth. In larger 
stations, the projection room has a control 
room too, but in this plan for the small 
station the studio control room houses the 
film camera control equipment as well as 

the studio camera control equipment. Thus, 
it becomes a combined film and studio 
control room. Master switching, i.e . be
tween studio, film and remote signals, is 
also done in the studio control room in 
this layout. 

Studio Equipment 
Equipment for the studio of the small 

station consists of two RCA field cameras 
plus the necessary lighting and props re
quired to put on live-talent shows. The 
field cameras are complete with electronic 
viewfinders and folding tripod mountings. 
As previously mentioned, special studio 
pedestals or crane dollies can be made a 
part of the studio equipment to enable the 
cameramen to dolly the cameras, as well 
as move quickly between two or three 
"sets" methodically arranged in the one 
studio. Power for the cameras is supplied 
through the camera cable from the stud. 
control room. The cameras, microphone!IIIIP 
and their mountings, therefore, are the only 
items of television equipment required in 
the studio. 
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FIG. 13. Block Diagram Showing Inter
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Control Room Equipment 

When the two field cameras are used in 
the studio for producing live-talent shows, 
the complete control room equipment will 
be that shown in Fig. 12. The major items 
consist of a three-operator console ( re
quiring a program director, one audio and 
one video operator), two audio turntables, 
and equipment racks to house the ampli
fiers, sync generator, and power supplies. 
The control room console is actually made 
up of separate audio and video units. But 
these units are designed to go together to 
provide a console with unified appearance. 
The audio control equipment shown in the 

•

tos consists of two consolettes. The 
A 7 6 consolette is the large one next 

to the video monitors, and the small con
solette to the left provides an additional 
audio channel and private telephone cir-

cuits. This audio equipment is described 
more fu lly following the description of 
these layouts. 

At the video operator 's position are (a) 
the two field type camera control units for 
the cameras in the studio, (b) a field type 
switching system, and (c) three field type 
power supplies. Each of the two camera 
control units contains a 7-inch picture 
tube, waveform oscilloscope and manual 
controls for making the necessary adjust
ments of the picture signals. It is through 
manipulation of these camera controls that 
the video operator, while watching the pic
ture produced by each camera, controls its 
technical aspects. He makes sure each pic
ture has the proper shading and contrast, 
and that the video and sync levels are cor
rect, as indicated by the built-in oscillo-
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scopes. Moreover, he may, at the request 
of the program director seated beside him, 
switch the selected signal into the program 
line ; although, it is possible that the di
rector may choose to do his own switch
ing, while at the same time previewing 
these signals on the picture tubes of the 
camera controls. The field switcher, which 
serves for switching any of the incoming 
signals (including network, film or remote 
line) to the transmitter room, is located 
close to the program director for that 
purpose. 

In this plan A setup for the small sta
tion, the program director is seated before 
two standard control room units (a) a 
line monitor and (b) a film camera con
trol unit. Both of these units are installed 
in standard studio console housings. In the 
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upper compartment of each housing is a 
TM-SA Master Monitor, which has a 
10-inch picture tube and a 5-inch CRO 
tube. This is the monitor which is used in 
all RCA standard studio and master con
trol room equipments. It is illustrated in 
Fig. 5, Page 15. 

The film camera control has a function 
similar to that of the field camera control 
unit in that it supplies the blanking and 
driving signals for the fi lm camera, and 
also reproduces a preview picture of the 
signal generated by the film camera. Con
trols for adjustment of picture levels and 
shading are located on the console. The 
film camera control is located adjacent to 
the video operator so that he can con
veniently observe the picture being dis
played on the monitor and keep it at a ll 
times technically suitable for broadcasting. 

The line monitor alongside the fi lm cam
era control provides the director with a 
large bright picture of the video signal 
being sent (through a rack-mounted mas
ter switching panel) to the transmitter 
room. This picture appears on the monitor 
as the desired video signal is switched into 
the transmitter room line. There is a pos
sibility that in some station layouts the 
control room rack which contains the mas
ter switching panel might be located sn 
that the video operator could conveniently 
reach the switching panel. In th is case. the 
switching panel would then become a ma~
ter switching position which would enab le 
the operator to view the selected signal 
on the preview monitor before he switcheu 
it to the transmitter room. In either case, 
of course, the camera control units provide 
excellent preview pictures, so that a special 
preview monitor is not an absolute neces
sity in this layout. Power supplies, for the 
line monitor and fi lm camera control mon
itor are mounted in the control room 
equipment racks. 

When the two field cameras are used 
outside the studio to make remote pickups, 
the two field camera control units, the 
three field type power supplies and the 
field switcher are removed from the con
trol room and taken along with the field 
cameras and a field type sync generator. 
These units can be readily removed and 
replaced without disturbing other equip
ment in the control room. 

During field use of the cameras, there 
will be three possible sources of program 
signals: ( 1) Remotes picked up by the 
field cameras and relayed by coaxial line 
to the control; ( 2) Film signals produced 
in the projection room; and (3) Signals 
coming in from an outside network. All 

FIG. 14. (Above) Projection Room Setup Consisting of Two TP-16A 16mm 

Film Projectors, TP-9A Multiplexer (center) and TK-20A Film Camera (rear). 
Multiplexer operation is illustrated in diagram below. The TP-9A Multiplexer 
consists of two mirrors and provision for mounting a slide projector. Images 
from the slide projector, or from e ither film projector. focus directly into 

the film camera. 

these signals are fed to the rack-mounted 

switching panel in the control room , from 
which the program director can select the 

program signal and route it to the trans

mitter room. Any one of these signals can 

be viewed on the monitor, before it is 

switched to the transmitter line. 

Projection Room Equipment 

The fi lm projection room equipment for 

this typical small station consists of a 

single 16mm film projector, a film camera 

for translating the projected picture into a 

video signal, a rack-mounted picture mon

itor, and a film multiplexer. The film multi

plexer has two mirrors mounted at the re-

quired angle for projecting the images from 
either one of two projectors on the pickup 
tube in a single film camera. Use of the 
multiplexer is suggested in this layout be
cause it is also fitted with a slide projector 
which can be used for station identifica
tion or for projecting other stills. 

Technical Aspects 

A functional block diagram of the equip
ment required by plan A of the small sta
tion is shown in Fig. 13. This diagram also 
sho:,vs the . schematic arrangement of t1. 
vanous umts. W, 

Direction of signal flow between the 
units is indicated by the arrow-headed 
lines. Signals brought in through the net-
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FIG. 15. The synch·onizin1 gener::itor, 
power supplies. a mplifiers. a,d in some 
cases. video monitors are rack-mounted 
items. The three-section rack shown 
he·e contains the TG-lA Studio Sync 
Generator (left section), TK-IA Mono
scope C:,mera, TM-S A Master Monitor, 
TA-lA l'istributicn A.mplilier (center sec
tion'. TRR relay receiver control, three 
WP-33A Power Supplies (right section). 

work line or remote pickup line are already 
mixed with sync. This is the usual condi
tion, the sync being added at the remote 
~ource of programming. On the other hand, 
the video signals from the film camera and 
from the field cameras (when they are used 
in the studio) obtain sync from the RCA 
Type TG-lA Studio Sync Generator (also 
located in the control room). 

The switching system is designed so that 
the Type TS-lA Switching Panel, a rack-

•

ounted unit, is a master switching point 
r selection of the major program sources 

for the transmitter. This makes it possible 
for the station to use the TS-30A Field 
~wi tching System solely for studio re-

hearsals, during which time the TS-lA can 
be used for switching between network or 
fi lm signals. Two identical outputs from 
the fi lm camera feed video to the field 
switcher and to the distribution amplifier. 
Sync is added in each of these units. 
Therefore, when the field switcher is used 
along with the field cameras to make re
mote pickups, and the TS-lA panel is in 
use at the control room, the distribution 
amplifier will combine sync with the film 
camera signal. Of course, the Type TG-lOA 
Field Sync Generator can be used as an 
auxiliary for emergency operation. Like the 
other field units, this generator is a port
able suitcase-type unit. It is used during 

outside pickups to supply driving signals 
to the field cameras and sync to their video 
outputs. 

The Stabilizing Amplifier, through which 
the network programs pass, is a six-stage 
video amplifier with special keying and 
clipping stages. It removes low-frequency 
disturbances which may be present in the 
line, and enables the operator to match 
the sync and video levels of incoming sig
nals to that of the signals generated by the 
local cameras.3 

3 For an ex planation of the operation of the 
Stabilizing Amplifier see "How To Use The 
Stabilizing Amplifier" by Jnhn H . Roe. BROAD· 
CAST NEWS No. 49. Page 34. 
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TYPE B LAYOUT FOR A STATION SIMILAR TO TYPE A, 

MODIFIED TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL PROGRAM FACILITIES 

Plan B for the small television station 
differs from Plan A principally in the tech
nical facilities available for programming. 
This plan requires slightly more control 
room equipment and therefore is not quite 
as economical from an initial investment 
standpoint. The additional equipment, how
ever, requires no greater floor space than 
for Plan A, and the added facilities pro
vided permit more flexible programming. 

In Plan B, the program director can do 
more than simply switch from one signal 
to another. He can fade one camera out, 
fade the other in, mix the two camera sig
nals in a lap-dissolve, or hold them super
imposed. This unique feature, a means for 
very effective programming, is made pos
sible by the use of RCA's TS-lOA Studio 
Camera Switching System, which supplants 
the field switcher used in Plan A. This 
camera switching system (Fig. 17) is de
scribed in detail in one of the RCA tele-

vision equipment brochures. It consists of 
a studio console section identical to the 
director 's monitor section in Plan A. Like 
this section, it has a large-picture monitor 
mounted in the upper compartment, but 
in add ition, a mixing amplifier chassis 
(which performs the technical process of 
dissolving signals) is mounted in the lower 
compartment. 

In the Type B setup the program di
rector can preview network and relay sig
nals on the monitor directly in front of 
him before switching them into the trans
mitter room. There is a selector switch on 
the TS-1 0A panel which enables him to 
do this. Thus, the monitor in this setup 
can be both a "preview" and " line" mon
itor for the remote signals. Of course, the 
monitor in the film camera control section 
of the console serves for previewing the 
film signal, and the field camera controls 
provide preview of the studio cameras, so 

that this signal, if desired, is visible to 
the program director at all times. I) 

The photo, Fig. 16, shows the equip
ment arranged in the control room. As 
can be seen, this layout is similar to that 
for Plan A. Actually it requires somewhat 
less space than Plan A because the field 
switching system is not needed in the con
trol room, and the more elaborate TS-lOA 
Switching System occupies space already 
available in the program director's preview 
section of the console. 

As in Plan A, film facilities are fur
nished by a film camera, a 16mm pro
jector and a slide projector located in the 
projection room. The film camera control 
is a console section similar to the studio 
camera controls, and is located with them 
in the control room. The projectionist 
utilizes a 10-inch picture monitor for cue
ing and fo r changeover. This monitor can 

FIG. 16. (Below) Control Room for the Type B Small Station. This equipment layout utilizes the Type TS-IDA Camera switching and 

lap-dissolving system, designed for studio control room use. Video units are identified in the block diagram, opposite page. 
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be mounted in the rack which houses the 
projector control mechanism, if desired . 
The Multiplexer is a device which has 
provisions for mounting a slide projector, 
and two mirrors mounted a t the required 
ngle for refl ecting the images from either 

of two film projectors on the pickup tube 
in the film camera. Thus, by the addition 
of another projector, this setup can be 
easily made to handle multi-reel film shows. 

FIG. 17. (Above) Closeup of the TS-IDA Switching 
System. With this system, the program director or 
the technical director can select the desired camera 

picture, or superimpose two pictures. 

FIG. 18. Block Diagram of the major video items used in the Type B Small Station Layout. The TS-lOA Camera 
Switching System is mounted in a section of the video console. The Master Switching Panel is rack-mounted. 
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FIG. 19. Control Room of the .. Standard .. or Medium Size Type C Television Station. This st::ition utilizes Studio-type 
Cameras and control room equipment. In this layout, field-type cameras and auxiliary control units are used for 

outdoor and remote pickups. 

TYPE C LAYOUT FOR A STATION WITH INDEPENDENT 
FACILITIES FOR MAKING STUDIO AND FIELD PICKUPS 

The Type C layout is suitable for the 
so-called "standard" or medium-size tele
vision station. In addition to field camera 
equipment, it includes studio type Image 
Orthicon Cameras in the studio, and stand
ard RCA studio type control room equip
ment . Thus, studio programs can be put 
on even when the field equipment is at 
some remote location. It has other advan
tages over the small station layouts pre
viously described, in that, ( 1) network 
shows, field pickups, and film shows can 
be run independently of the studio rehear
sals and ( 2) studio and film productions 
can be combined with field pickups or other 
remote signals. 

A typical floor plan for the Type C 
station is shown in Fig. 10. The layout 
includes a large live-talent studio , a pro
jection room, a combined studio and pro
jection control room, an announce booth, 
engineering workshop, and props and 

dressing rooms. The studio has adequate 
floor space to accommodate all scenery, 
property, floor lights, microphone booms, 
camera dollies, etc. Since there is only one 
studio in this type station, sufficient space 
is provided for setting up more than one 
scene. With sets at either end, for instance, 
the cameras in the center of the studio can 
shoot either way. The announce booth is 
provided with a microphone and video 
monitor. The video monitor displays a pro
gram line picture so that the announcer 
can see the scene he is commenting on. 

In this layout, a program director works 
directly with one audio and one video 
operator. The program director is seated 
at the console located in front of a window 
looking into the studio, from where he does 
all the switching, and directs the show 
through the intercom system. Seated on 
the director's right is a video operator 
whose duty it is to get a technically good 

picture from each camera. The audio 
switching and control are done by the 
audio operator who sits to the left of the 
program director. Line amplifiers and 
powrr supplirs for video and audio are 
located in equipment racks. These racks 
may be located in an adjoining room if 
desired. Howe,·er , it is a distinct advantage 
to have them on the same floor level, to 
permit easy movement of video and test 
rquipment between the areas. 

Fig. 20 is a functional block diagram of 
the equipment used in the Type C layout. 
The combined studio, film and master con
trol room has all the necessary monitoring 
facilities to monitor and cue the programs 
emanating from remote points or from both 
the pro_iection room and the live-talent 
studio. Tt also has the switching faciliti<a 
for routing any of these signals to t~ 
transmitter. Video control equipment con
sists of a TS-lOA Switching System, two 
studio camera controls, one film camera 
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FIG. 20. Block Diagram of the Major Video Units Used in the Type C Station. Master switching in this layout Is 

performed at the video console. Note use of video jacks for patching sources of signal into either the camera or 
master switching systems. 

FIG. 21. (Right) Closeup of Master Switching 
Position. These pushbuttons, mounted in a con• 
sole section, electrically operate relays rack• 

mounted in the control room. 

control, a combined preview monitor and 
master switching section, and a remote con
trol panel. The TS-lOA Switching System 
serves for switching between the two studio 
cameras, film camera and remote incoming 
signals such as network or relay signals. 
The associated line monitor displays the 
signal going to master control. It also 
can be used to preview network and relay 
signals. The remote control panel is 
mounted in a console section at the right 
end of the video console. By means of the 
controls, the operator can make video and 
sync. level adjustments on rack-mounted 
video amplifiers and sync insertion units. 
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Master Switching 

The master switching panel is mounted 
n a sloping portion of the console desk 

top (see Fig. 21 ). It consists of a num
ber of pushbuttons which electrically op
erate the rack-mounted master switching 
relays. It can accommodate six input lines 

and two outgoing lines. One outgoing line 
is connected to the preview monitor which 
provides for preview of any of the six in
ruts. The other outgoing line is connected 
into the transmitter. The operator, from 
his po8ition at the console, can preview 
upcoming signals from all sources on his 
preview monitor. He can also switch any 

desired signal to the two outgoing lines. 
As can be seen by the block diagram, this 
layout employs a number of video jacks. 
These jacks, which are all rack-mounted on 
panels adjacent to each other, enable oper
ators to patch in any signal either remote 
or local to either the camera switching 
system or the master switching system. 

wigfi
Stolen 2 Line Transparent
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Elevated Platform Setup 

Fig. 22 shows another possible arrange
ment for the equipment in the Type C 
control room. This arrangement requires 
another operator ( technical director) at 
the video console. In this plan, the pro
gram director and audio operator are lo
cated on a platform ( 2 or 3 feet high) 
behind the console desk, where they can see 
all the video monitors as well as all studio 
action. The video operator is located at 
the console desk in front of the control 
room window, to the right of the technical 
director who has charge of all technical 
aspects of programming and who does all 
video switching. 

In the platform arrangement, which 
actually can be used in any of the layouts 
described, it is important that the program 
director 's desk be as close to the video 
console as possible to enable the director 
to look over the heads of the video oper
ator and technical director. Therefore, the 
distance between platform and console 
should be kept to a minimum ( 2 feet, if 
possible) . This, combined with the height 
of the program director 's position gives 
him a view of the studio and the video 
monitors. Station layouts Types E and F 
describnl later, however, make use of the 
RCA Director's Console which provides 
both preview and line monitors in front 
of the director, and thus obviates the need 
for a platform arrangement. 

d 11111 ~ 
i-------1z'-9•----I '@/ @f -~ .. 1 

□ 
\J 

t::1 PD. 

A .O. 

FIG. 22. Some broadcasters prefer to locate the program director and audio 
engineer on an elevated platform to provide them with a better view into 
the studio. Shown on the platform in this photo is the audio control console, 
plus a desk section providing space for the program director and his scripts. 
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FIG. 23. Plan View of Type C Control Room 
Showing Program Director's Platform and Arrange
ment of Control Equipment. The racks contain 
audio and video amplifiers and power supplies, 
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FIG. 24. To provide the director with closer supervision over video switching operations, the TS-lOA Camera Switching System can be 
located on the platform with the audio console, as shown above. Platform setups are possible with any of the equipment layouts· 

described. Photo below shows an arrangement for the Type B station previously described. 
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FIG. 25. Studio Control Room of Type D Layout. This layout has a separate control room for the live talent studio, which 
permits camera rehearsals while remote pickups, network or film shows are being broadcast through master control. 

TYPE D LAYOUT FOR A STATION PROVIDED WITH A 

SEPARATE CONTROL ROOM FOR ITS LIVE-TALENT STUDIO 

A further refinement in the design of the 
television station is the provision of a sep
arate control room for the live-talent 
studio. This makes it possible fo r studio 
rehearsals to be conducted using the sep
arate control room, while at the same time. 
broadcasts of network, relay or film pro
grams are being handled in the combined 
master and film control room. Thus com
plete camera rehearsals of studio programs 
rnn be run without interrupting regular 
program output of the station. 

The studio control room in this case 
employs a four-section video console com
prising a TS-lOA Camera Switching Sys
tem, two stud io camera controls and a 
preview monitor. The combined master and 
film control room consists of a five-section 
video console which employs a TS-lOA 
Switching System (for switching and lap
dissolving between the two film cameras), 
two film camera controls. a transmitter line 
monitor, a preview monitor and a console 
section conta ining the master switching 
pushbutton and a control panel for remote 
control of the gain and other functions in 

stabilizing amplifiers and relay receivers. 
The remote control panel is not a neces
sity, since the units which it controls are 
usually rack mounted in the control room. 
However, remote control of these units per
mits a single operator to make adjustments 
at the console while watching the picture 
on the adjacent preview monitor. Also, this 
system of remote control can be extended 
to include stopping and starting of film 
projectors , adjustment of monoscope cam
eras and shifting of sync generator phase, 
thus permitting many operat ions to be car
ried out from one point in the control 
room. 

A typical arrangement of the equipment 
in the Type D studio control room is 
shown in the photo above. This control 
room is a complete unit capable of putting 
on live-talent shows, fi lm shows, network 
programs, outdoor pickups, and slides. The 
flexible system of jack panels in the mas
ter control room enables any of these sig
nals to be patched into, and thus be con
trolled from, either the studio control room 
or master control. Another feature , the 

use of preview relays ( controlled from a 
switching panel on the preview monitor 
desk) provides preview pictures of any 
one of these signals. 

Using the studio and this control room . 
both production and technical aspects of 
the television program can be carried out. 
The photo shows positions for three oper
ators: left to right, they are audio oper
ator, program director and video operator. 
Here , the program director has charge of 
a ll camera switching which he can perform 
hv use of the TS-lOA switching system 
in the console section before him . The pic
ture appearing on the monitor in this con
sole section is that from the camera which 
he selects for program line. The picture 
appearing on the monitor in this console 
section is that from the camera which he 
selects for the program line. The video 
operator's duty is to keep each of tJa . 
cameras at the proper contrast and brigh-., 
ness levels and in general maintain good 
picture quality. Preview pictures from each 
camera. of course, are vif'wed on the two 
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FIG. 26. (Above) Combined Film Control and Master Control Room of the Type D Station. Audio and video console handles output from film 
projection room, network lines and microwave relay. FIG. 27. (Below) Block Diagram of Video Units in Type D Layout. The video console in. 
each control room contains a TS-lOA Camera Switching System. Through a rack-mounted system of jacks, any source of signal can be fed to 
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camera control monitors in front of the 
video operator. The preview monitor at 
the right end of the console displays the 
signal (relay, network, or film) which 
could be broadcast during studio rehear
sals, or switched in as a part of the studio 
program. Thus, the preview monitor pro
vides a means for cueing the studio show 
into the program line, when necessary, as 
well as previewing external cameras to be 
switched in. Use of patch cords and jacks 
in master control makes it possible for the 
program director from his position in the 
control room to switch films in as part of 

a studio show. Films and slides are fre
quently used during station identification 
breaks. 

The schematic arrangement of the en
tire video switching system is shown in the 
block diagram of Fig. 27. Video signals 
from the studio cameras, film cameras and 
monoscope test camera are fed to their 
respective switching systems in the studio 
control room and in the master and film 
control room. Output from the studio con
trol room as well as from the projection 
room is fed to the switching system in the 

master and film control room, where the 
desired program signal can be selected. As 
in the C type layout, pushbutton operated 
relays are used for master switching. The 
master switching system in this layou , 
however, has an additional bank of relay 
which provides an additional output line. 
These output lines can feed to the trans
mitter room, to clients' viewing rooms or 
even to a network line. Switching between 
film cameras is performed by a TS- lOA 
Camera Switching System identical to that 
used in the studio control room. 

FIG. 28. Partial Floor Plan for the Type D Station. The equipment arrangement shown is for the Type E station described on the 
following page. The floor plan will serve for both D and E Type layouts. Note location of announce studio so that visual cue canJ 

be taken from either control room. 
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FIG. 29. Studio Control Room of the Type E Layout. This layout employs two control rooms, and features the utilitarian Program 

Director's Console (center), described in the text. Video Console at right displays pictures from each of three Studio Cameras plu9 

picture on studio output line. 

TYPE E LAYOUT FOR A STATION SIMILAR TO TYPE D, MODIFIED 

FOR FURTHER FLEXIBILITY IN ARRANGEMENT AND UTILITY 

The fifth type of television station is 
the Type E arrangement. Like the Type D 
previously described, Type E employs one 
live-talent studio, a studio control room, 
a projection room and a combined master 
and film control room. It differs from the 
D layout in that an RCA Program Direc
tor 's Console ( center in photo above) re
places the TS-lOA Camera Switching Sys
tem in the video console. The director's 
console has a pushbutton switching panel 
which operates rack-mounted relays for 
camera switching. It also has large picture 
monitors which provide the director with 
preview and line pictures. Another differ
ence in the layout is the use of three studio 
cameras instead of two: Space in the video 
console section previously occupied by the 
TS-lOA Camera Switching System now 
houses the camera control chassis for the 
additional camera. As in layout D, a 

- S-lOA Camera Switching System is used 
for switching between two film cameras 
and remote signals. A functional block 
diagram of the layout is shown above. 

Use of electrically-operated relays for 
studio camera switching adds to the layout 
flexibility of the system, particularly as to 
the locations of the control rooms. This 
becomes even more important when more 
than one studio is provided. Delay com
pensation for the different studio runs is 
simpler when all camera switching is done 
at one central location. 

Camera Relay System 

The camera switching system used here 
is designated as the Type TS-20A Remote
Control Studio Switching Equipment. 
Basically it consists of the program console 
with its monitors, banks of momentary-con
tact pushbuttons and tally lights, and fader 
controls mounted on the console desk, plus 
associated rack-mounted equipment such 
as relay panels and fader and stabilizing 
amplifiers. As can be seen in the drawing, 
signals from all cameras including mono
scope test cameras, network and relay sig-

nals, when patched into the relay system, 
can be switched to master control. These 
local signals can also be lap-dissolved and 
faded. 

The Program Director 's Console is an
other outstanding feature of this layout. 

This console, which is illustrated in Fig. 
30, is designed expressly for use by pro
gram and technical directors in supervising 
studio programs. The console is only 3 7 
inches high (which provides full view of 
the studio). It can accommodate as many 
as five 10-inch monitors, which are re
cessed below the desk top to prevent direct 
light from striking the screens. These five 
monitors can provide the directors with 
preview pictures of all cameras if desired, 
plus pictures from a network signal and 
the program line. The photographs show 
the arbitrary use of three monitors in the 
console: a preview monitor which displays 
the picture produced by any one of the 
three cameras; a line monitor which dis
plays the signal switched to master con-
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trol; and an "air" mu11i1nr ,,·hirh shows 
the picture on the output line of 1he master 
control room. 

The Director 's Console is unique in that 
the program and technical directors ha,·e 
large bright pictures of the program cl i
rectly before them and need not depend 
on their ability to see the monitors in the 
video operator 's console, which may he 
located several feet away. In this setup. 
the technical director would ord inari ly do 
the necessary switching at the request of 
the program director. Both directors can 
use the intercom and talkback system. 
built into the console, for communicating 
with production and technical personnel at 
the cameras and in the control room, pro
jection room, dressing rooms, etc. 

FIG. 30. Type TC-SA Program Director's Console. This modern console p rovides 
the program director and technical director with pictures of the scenes being picked 
up by the individual cameras, from which the program signal can be selected. 

Use of a number of distrib ution am pli
fiers on the outgoing lines of the master 
switching system provides in this layout 
three independently switched nutrut line& \ 
from master control. The~e output Jin._,, 
may be used to feed the transmitter room , 
clients ' viewing rooms, and one or more 
networks lines. 

wigfi
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TYPE F LAYOUT FOR A STATION UTILIZING TWO (OR MORE) LIVE-TALENT STUDIOS 

Type F is a complete equipment layout 
for a " master" television station with facil 
ities for the production and broadcasting 

Af all types of television programs. It in
. udes fac ilities for simultaneously orig

inating and rebroadcasting different net-
work shows. Such a station is usually 
provided with : ( 1) a film projection room 
with a projection control room ; ( 2) two 
or more studios with individual control 

rooms, so that live-talent rehearsals can be 

carried out wh ile studio programs are on 
the air ; ( 3) facilities for picking up out

door events; and ( 4 ) a master control 
room in which the desired program mate

rial can be selected from any of the above 

mentioned sources. 

T he Type F layout does not represent 

the ultimate as far as a station layout 

is concerned; but it does illustrate the 
schematic a rrangemen t of the equipment 
required fo r a station employing two stu
dios and providing the facilities needed 
for the master type stat ion . This layo ut 
is designed to furnish a high degree of 
flexibility in programming. Facilities are 
prov ided to handle live-talent shows. 
films. outdoor pickups and remotel~' orig
inated shows. whilf' rehearsals are in 
progress at the station. It consists of a 
large studio (Studio A) with its own con
trol room ; a smaller studio (Studio B ) 
with its own control room: a projection 
room with its own control room ; and a 
master control room. Each of the studios 
is a complete unit, capable of producing 
live-talent shows. Output from film control 
and from each of the studios, as well as 
signals from networks and remote pickups 

are routed through master control where 
the signal to be fed to any one of the out
go ing lines can be selected. The flexible 
system of jack panels permits remotes, fi lm 

and other studio outputs to be switched 

at either of the stud io control rooms as 

well as at master control. 

Film Facilities 

The projection ruom houses the film · 

pr0jectors, film cameras, and slide projec

tors. Three film cameras can accommodate 

as many as six projectors, using the Type 

TP-9A Multiplexer, a mirror device pre

viously described. However, as suggested 

in the drawing, a more utilitarian arrange

ment might be to set up one film camera 

which will handle slides exclusively, and 

provide four film projectors (two 16mm 

FIG. 32. One of the Studio Control Rooms in the Type F Station. This type station employs two or more studios each with 

similarly equipped control rooms. Several other physical arrangements of the unit-built control equipment are possible. 
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and two 35mm) to be used with the other 
two film cameras. However, the Multi
plexers can be obtained equipped with 
slide projectors so that it is possible to 
insert slides into any camera chain even 
though it has been set up with two motion 
picture projectors. 

The switching system for the film cam
era control room is a relay switching sys
tem of the same general type used in the 
.studio control rooms. The pushbuttons 
which operate the relays are mounted on 

the desk section of the video console lo
cated in the film control room. The system 
is capable of switching and fading between 
any of the three fi lm camera outputs. Jack 
panels located in master control also pro
vide for patching in remote signals or 
signals from other cameras to this switch
ing system. In add ition to the above, the 
output of each film chain is connected to 
the master switching system thrpugh a 
distribution amplifier (where the sync sig
nal is added). This makes it possible to 
put on fi lm shows or preview a film in a 

client's room without use of the camera 
switching system. 

Remote Signals 
Facilities are available for handling a 

number of remote signals by telephone 
company lines and by microwave rela 
Stabilizing amplifiers are available on t1le 
same jack panels as the incoming signals 
so that they can be connected into the 
circuits. The stabilizing amplifiers are de
signed to set the proper synchronizing-to
picture ratio and to improve the quality 
of the synchronizing signal of incoming 
remotes. Tht! stabilizing amplifier utilizes 
clamp circuits to remove hum, bounce, and 
other line disturbances. 

The relay receivers and the stabilizing 
amplifiers are rack mounted in the master 
control room and their remote controls are 
brought to a console section for con
venience in setting up and operating the 
equipment. Each of these pieces of equip-

FIG. 33. The Type F "master" station employs sepa
rate control rooms for its studios, projection rooms 
and for master control functions. Above photo shows 
the master control console; below is the film control 
console. Diagram al right is a partial floor plan of 
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ment has two outputs available at jack 
panels so that signals can be fed to the 
master switching system or to the studio 
camera switching system independently. 

Master Control Room 

All switching for the station (including 
studio camera switching) is accomplished 
by relays located in the master control 
room. Video signals, local and remote , are 
fed to jack panels where they can be con
nected into any part of the system. All 
camera signals are fed to a jackboard 
where they are normally connected through 
to the corresponding video switching re
lays. These relays are controlled from 
pushbuttons located in the various switch
ing positions. Each studio control room has 
associated with it three banks of inter
locked relays, two for the fader amplifier 
and one for the preview monitor. 

The master control switching selects the 
.illliesired composite signal for transmission. 
1. his system consists of six banks of twelve 

interlocked relays each, thus providing for 
six output circuits and up to twelve input 
circuits. Two of the output circuits are 

fed to two preview monitors located in the 
master control console. The four remaining 
lines can be switched independently to any 
of the twelve incoming signals. This pro
vides for four separate programs to be 
transmitted at one time. Each of the four 
outgoing program signals can be connected 
to distribution amplifiers to give additional 
outgoing lines to feed clients' rooms, view
ing rooms, offices, studios, etc. 

The master control console itself con
sists of five video console sections. Two 
of these contain the two preview monitors, 
one contains the on-the-air monitor, one 
the switching controls, and one contains 
the remote controls for stabilizing ampli
fiers, relay receivers, and sync generator 
phasing controls. 

Two synchronizing generators ( one a 
spare) are provided in the master control 
room with a switch to select the desired 
generator for use . This then feeds distribu
tion amplifiers to distribute the blanking, 
driving, and synchronizing signals to the 
various parts of the system. In case 

the differences in physcial separation of 
the master control room and the individual 
studio control room is great, delay com
pensation can be inserted between the sync 
generator and the various distribution 
amplifiers. 

This overall system is extremely flexible 
as it provides numerous combinations of 
camera facilities for programming and re
hearsal. Cameras and remotes can be 
patched into any studio switching system 
so that the program director at his console 
in a studio control room can have complete 
control over the switching of any studio 
cameras, film cameras, or remotes that he 
may require to make up a given program. 
A complete film program can be run en
tirely by master control room when so re
quired. In this way the facilities of an 
individual studio may be used for rehear
sals while another studio or film is put on 
the air. One film chain may be used for 
a program while other film is previewed in 
a client's room without interference. Thus 
almost any combination of facilities may 
be used to suit the particular requirements 
that may arise. 
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FIG. 36. The audio console above will handle the audio requirements for most television stations. Equipment shown is the Type BCS-3A 
Auxiliary Switching Unit (smaller unit at left) and the Type 76-TV Consolette. (Below) Block Diagram of the Audio Control Setup for a 

Television Station Employing a Single Studio. a Projection Room and Control Room. 
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TELEVISION AUDIO AND COMMUNICATION FACILITIES 

The audio facilities at a television studio 
A re similar in most respects to those now 
Wi use at AM and FM stations. The prin

cipal differences are: ( 1) provision must 
be made for handling the sound channel of 
television film projectors; and (2) means 
must be provided for feeding transcription 
sound to loudspeakers in the studios for 
accompaniment of video performers, or for 
sound effects. 

There are, however, basic differences in 
talkback and intercommunications require
ments, these facilities for video being more 
elaborate than those used in AM and 
FM studios. In even the most modestly 
equipped TV station, the communication 
system at some time will be called upon 
to perform these functions: ( 1) talk back 
( override, carrying cue or orders to studio, 
projection room, and announce booth
a function of the audio facilities) ; ( 2) 
Order-Wire ( telephone facilities to offices 
and to outside lines for communication with 
remote pickup locations) ; ( 3) Intercom 
( two separate channels to provide private 
and conference wire communications-one 
channel for production and one channel for 
technical personnel) . 

.eneral Considerations 

As mentioned at the beginning of this 
article, the audio engineer is responsible 
for placement of studio microphones and 
proper sound pickup. Present practice is 
to use as few microphones as possible, 
usually suspended on the ends of movable 
microphone boom stands. Throughout the 
show, the microphone boom operator, 
under the direction of the audio engineer, 
maintains the correct placement of the 
boom microphone. He moves it in and out, 
raising or lowering it as required to secure 
the best sound pickup. Moreover, the boom 
operator must keep the boom and micro
phone out of the view of the camera. 
Therefore, good communication must be 
maintained between the audio engineer and 
the boom operator. Also, the audio engi
neer should be located so that he has a 
good view of the outgoing line picture 
monitor. 

Boom stands require the use of light
weight microphones. Moreover, the micro
phone is subject to considerable movement 

•

nd, therefore, must be constructed so that 
will not pick up wind noise or other 

noises when the boom is moved about. 
RCA types 77-D, 44-BX, 88-A, and 
KB-2C are used for studio pickup. The 

77-D, 44-BX and the KB-2C have adjust
ments to attenuate low frequencies, which 
is an advantage since it removes some of 
the boominess present when the micro
phones are several feet from the source of 
sound. 

Audio for A, B, and C Layouts 

A typical TV setup for the types A, B, 
and C layouts described in this article con
sists of a single studio, an announce booth, 
a film projection room and a combined 
studio, film, and master control room. In 
addition to the studio and film programs, 
part of the station 's program probably will 
be from a video network or remote pickups. 
Basic audio and communications require
ments for these three layouts• are then as 
follows: 

Studio: 

( 1) Four studio microphones with four 
additional microphone lines that can 
be patched to consolette input circuits. 

( 2) Studio loudspeaker for turntable feed 
and talkback. 

(3) On-Air Signals. 

( 4) Intercom and talkback from audio en
gineer to microphone boom operator. 

( 5) Intercom and talkback from director 
to camera operators and video op
erator. 

Film Projection Room: 

( 1) Control for sound outputs of two film 
projectors. 

( 2) Intercom and talkback from director 
to film projection room. 

Control Room: 

A. Mixer Facilities 

( 1) Mix and switch four microphone 
lines. 

(2) Patching facilities for four addi-
tional microphones. 

(3) Mix audio outputs of two film 
projectors. 

(4) Mix and switch remote and net-
work lines. 

(5) Mix and switch outputs of two 
turntables. 

B. Intercom and talkback enabling audio 
operator to talk to microphone boom 
operators. 

C. Intercom and talkback enabling pro
gram director to talk to video oper
ator, camera operator and to film pro
jection room. 

D. Feed turntables to studio loudspeaker 
for background purposes, or for ac
companiment of vocalist and other 
similar purposes. (Possibility for the 
output of the turntable at the same 
time to be mixed as a part of the con
solette program.) 

E. Studio equipment to feed loudspeakers 
in studio control room, studio, an
nounce booth, and projection room. 
Studio control room equipment able to 
feed one regular and one spare pro
gram line. 

F. Program line to feed house monitors 
through an isolation amplifier. 

G. Program cue to camera and boom 
operators. 

H. Termination and equalization facilities 
provided for 24 remote broadcast and 
private lines. Ringdown equipment pro
vided for magneto telephones. Equal
ization of telephone lines to 15 KC. 

I. Switching facilities in studio so that 
program from air monitor and other 
studios, etc., can be readily monitored. 

Announce Booth: 
Announce booth containing these audio 

items: 
( 1 ) a microphone 
(2) a monitor loudspeaker. 

The audio control equipment to provide 
the facilities just outlined consists of the 
Type 76-TV Consolette, plus a Type 
B CS-3A Auxiliary Unit and one equip
ment rack. These audio control facilities 
are illustrated in the photo and block 
diagram (Fig. 36). 

The BCS-3A contains a VU meter, six 
ringdown relays and control keys for pri
vate line telephone facilities. With the 
BCS-3A, it is possible to feed turntable 
outputs to a loudspeaker for vocalist ac
companiment, or for background purposes. 
The equipment rack contains the ampli
fiers, jacks, equalizers and power supplies. 

4 Audio systems for types D, E, and F sta
tions will be described in a forthcoming article 
devoted to TV audio facilities. 
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TELEVISION TECHNICAL TRAINING PROGRAM 

TELEVISION FI ELD PICKUP EQUIPMENT * 

INTRODUCTION 

In every art , advances occur at intervals 
which serve as distinct milestones in the pro
gress of that art. They are steps which over
come major limitations , and thus open up new 
fields which men have only dreamed about before. 
Such an advance has recently occurred in the 
art of television in the development of the 
image-orthicon pickup tube. 

Television has ma1e much progress in the past 
two decades in such thing s as higher definition, 
greater picture brilliance and size , greater 
immunity to interference in transmission, im
proved techniques in propagation, and the intro
duction of color on a laboratory scale. How
ever , the requirement for intense illwnination 
of the televised scene has dogged the industry 
from its inception up to the very recent past. 
This requirement has limited outdoor pickups to 
daylight hours with bright sunlight, and indoor 
pickups either to motion-picture film or to 
studios where enormous amounts of lighting on 
the order of 1000 to 1500 foot-candles could 
be provided. 

The lighting equipment for such studios not 
only represents a large capital investment , but 
it entails excessive operating expense. Costly 
air-conditioning systems only partially allevi
ate the discomfort of performers , who literally 
have to "sweat it out" in scenes that cannot be 
retaken if things do not go right the firsttLne. 
From the producer's point of view, such in
tense lighting produces flat , shadowless , un
interesting effects which greatly limit the 
artistic possibilities of the mediwn. 

These conditions are always attendant on 
operation with the iconoscope as a pic!cup tube. 
The iconoscope itself is one of television's 
milestones because it introduced the storage 

principle to the art , made the system all-elec
tronic , and thus brought television into a form 
which has commercial possibilities. It repre
sented a big stride in sensitivity over previous 
nonstorage devices. However , its lack of suffi
cient sensitivity to operate satisfactorily out
doors in cloudy weather or in late-afternoon 
dusk, or indoors under moderate lighting, has 
bee n , and still is, its principal limitation. 

The next step in the direction of greater 
sensitiVity was the introduction in 1939 of low
velocity scanning in the RCA-1840 orthicon-type 
of pickup tube. It retained the storag e prin
ciple and added a g reat improvement in efficiency 
with a corresponding improvement in sensitivity 
of the order of five times •• This meant the 
possibility of reducing incident illwnination 
to about 200 or 300 foot-candles. 

Wartime development of military television 
equipment 1 a ccelerated work on a pickup tube 
which had its beg inning s before the war starte d. · 
The result of this work we know today as the 
imag e orthicon, a pic!cup tube which embodies the 
old principles of storage and low-velocity scan
ning, and, in addition, the principles of image
electron multiplication and signal-electron 
multiplication. The tube and the theories 
underlying its operation and incorporation into 
television cameras have been described in detail 
in recent 1 i terature. 2 

The image orthicon has as its most ou~stand
ing characteristic very great sensitivity, of 
the order of 100 times greater than that of the 
iconoscope . One of the most obvious and useful 
results of the hig h sensitivity of the tube is 
that , under mt:dium or high illwnination, the 
lens opening may be stopped down to a very small 
size , thus giving an enormous depth of focus. 
Even under relatively low illumination, the 
depth of focus of the image orthicon is much 

* Reprinted by ,permi s sion of I ns t i tu t e of Raai o ii:ngi neers from an arti de entiti ed "NEW TELEVI SI ON Fl EL D 

PICKUP EQUIPMENT EMPLOYIN G THE IMA GE ORTHICON" by John H. Roe , Radi o Corpora t ionofAmeri ca , RCA Victo r 
Di vi s i on, Camden , N. J. , ,publi shed i n I.R. E. Proc . , Vo l. 35, No. 12 , December 191./ 7, pp . 1532-1 51./6 . 

l 

2 

A seri es of paper s on military televis i on deve lopmen ts appeared i n RCA Rev., Vo l. 7, Sep tember and 
December , 191./6 . 

A. Rose , P. K. Weimer , and H. B. Laiu, "THE IMA GE ORTHI CON - A SEN SITI VE TE t. EV I SION P ICKUP TU BE, " Proc . 
I . R. E., Vol. 31./, pp. L/21./-1./32; July, 1936. 
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greater than that obtainable with less-sensi
tive tubes. 

In contrast with the simple orthicon, the 
image orthicon has another outstanding charac
teristic; namely, its ability to accommodate a 
tremendous light range without serious loss of 
contrast. The scene illwnination may be changed 
from dark shadows to bright sunlight and back 
again without losing essential picture informa
tion. 

Other important characteristics are: (a) small 
target size , (b) small over-all tube size, and 
(c) high output signal level. 

The small target area makes it possible to 
use relatively small lenses which lend them
selves to a reasonable turret design. Lenses 
for such a field are readily available in a 
variety of focal lengths and apertures. The 
small size of the image orthicon is a factor of 
great importance in making the camera itself as 
compact and light as possible. 

All previous types of standard pic 1rup tubes 
have such low signal outputs that very high-gain 
amplifiers are req':11red where shot noise in the 
first stage limits the signal-to-noise ratio. 
The image orthicon, in contrast to these , pro
duces a high signal output , so that a compara
tively low-gain amplifier may be used. Hence , 
shot noise in the amplifier is very low , com
pared with noise in the beam. 

These characteristics have opened up a wide 
field of opportunities in television program
ming, such as night games under standard incan
descent lighting, daytime athletic and other 
events lasting into late-afternoon shadows, and 
all sorts of special events at any time of day 
or night, as well as studio and theatrical shows 
with standard stage lighting, and a host of in
dustrial and military applications. 

FI ELD PICKUP E~ I PM EMT 

The first and most obvious application for 
the image orthicon is in field or remote-pickup 
equipment. 3 This type of equipment must be so 
designed that it can be transported quic!cly and 
easily and set up almost anywhere for operation 
with little more than a moment's notice. Usu
ally, under such conditions , it is impossible 
to control the amount of illumination on the 
scene; hence, if it is to be truly useful, the 
piclrup device must have sufficient sensitivity 
and range to function with the amount of light 
available at any time or place. The new field 
pickup equipment being produced by the Radio 
Cbrporation of America has been designed to meet 
this need. 

In the design, consideration has been given 
to the possible needs for using the field equiJ>
ment under three different types of conditions: 
These are: 

1. In temporary locations, inaccessible to ve
hicles, to which the equipment must be car
ried by hand. 

2. In temporary locations accessible to vehi
cles where all of the equipment except the 
cameras may remain in a suitable mobile unit 
which serves as a control center. 

3. In permanent locations where the equipment 
may be used for studio productions. 

One of the first two of these conditions is 
encountered in every operation in the field. 
The third condition may exist in the case of a 
small broadcaster who wishes to begin studio 
operations with a minimum of capital investment. 
He may wish to us e the same equipment for both 
field and studio wor~ in case he is operating 
on a limited schedule which permits the neces
sary breaks for transporting the equipment. This 
third condition may also apply to the ambitious 
broadcaster who , like many in these times , is 
unable to obtain any other type of equipment i11r
mediately, and who, in spite of this, wishes to 
get the training of technical 11.nd program per
sonnel under way for more extensive operations 
in the future. 

These conditions , together with electrical 
considerations , dictate in large measure how the 
equipment should be divided into units. Each 
unit should be small and 1 ight enough to be car
ried by one man. On the other hand, the number 
of units must be 1cept to a reasonable minimwn 
in order to facilitate assembling and disassem
bling in the field. The shape of the units 
must permit easy handling, and also permit set
ting them side by side on a bench or table so 
that the assembly of units has the general ap
pearance and utility of a console. Simple and 
rapid means of electrical interconnection are a 
further requirement. To meet these requirements , 
most of the major units of the field equipment 
have been housed in cases resembling a medium
sized suitcase in both shape and dimensions. 
Cameras, view finders , and master monitors have 
special requirements which necessitate devia
tions from this standard shape. 

The bloc•c diagram of Figure 2-1 shows the ar
rangement of major units required to ma~e up a 
system of field pic!rup equipment consisting of 
two or more cameras, with necessary switching 
facilities, radio relaying, and a mobile unit. 
It includes also a simplified schematic diagrwn 
of the interconnections. The two large upper
left-hand blocks show the actual camera equip-

3 R. E. SheLby ana H.P. See, "FIELD TELEVISION," RCA Rev., VoL 7, pp. 77-93; March, 191+6. 
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Figure 2 - 1 - Block. Diagram or Field Pick.up 
Equipment 

ment required for a standard two-camera sys
tem, The third block below (in dotted lines) 
illustrates how additional cameras , up to a 
total of four , may be included in the system, 
The blocks (in solid lines) in the center and 
right-hand side of the diagram show equipment 
which is common to the entire system, whether 
it be composed of two, three, or four cameras, 
and which need not be duplicated when cameras 
are added to the system, The dotted block in 
the lower center of the diagram shows additional 
monitoring equipment which may be added to pro
vide a second viewing position for an annonncer , 
for visitors, or for other special purposes, In 
the case of single-camera operation, the switch
ing equipment and auxili a ry moni taring equipment 
are omitted, 

l1~~G E .. Ofl:HICON--CAMERA .. 

i 

_ __ _ _ ! ___ R£GUL AHO POWER PULSE PULSE " · 11 117• 1 

PO_!f'ER OISTRIBUT IO"t Box] SUPPi IES ,SHAPER FOFl,ME._~ 

Figure 2-2 Two-camera System Including 
Desk. 

2-3 

The system illustrated provides a maximum of 
flexibility with a minimum number of separate 
units, As a system it provides many features 
which make for ease in operation and fine per
formance, 

Figure 2-2 illustrates the equipment required 
for a two-camera setup , mounted on a desk such 
as may be used for studio operation, The nnits 

Figure 2 - 3 - Installation or Field Equipment in 
the Mobile Unit 

on top of the des!c include two camera controls, 
a master monitor, and a switching system. These 
nnits contain all the controls normally required 
by the operators during the program. The other 
uni ts under the des!c are those which normally 
require little or no attention during program 
time. These units are the synchronizing genera
tor and the power supplies, 

Figure 2-4 - Mobile Unit in Operation, with 
Camera and Relay Transmitter on the Roo r 
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Figure 2-3 shows the same equipment mounted in 
a similar manner in a mobile unit. Figure 2-4 is 
an external view of the mobile unit, showing 
how access to the roof is provided through a 
hatch, and how a camera may be set up for opera-

CNGilNf 
COMPARTM[NT 

Fiqure 2-5 - Plan Diaqram of the Uobile Unit 

tion on the roo~ Sufficient space is also 
available on the roof for setting up a microwave 
relay transmitter. Storage space for a maximum 
of 1200 feet of camera cable is provided on 
reels with swing-out brac!cets at the rear of the 
mobile unit. The gene ral plan of the mobile 
unit showing operating positions and storage 
space for cameras , tripods , view finders , relay 
transmitter , sound-piclcup equipment , and miscel-
1 aneous accessories , is illustrated in Fig
ure 2-5. 

CAMERA 

Full advantage has been taken of the rel a
tively small size of the image-orthicon tube in 
designing a compact camera. The dimensions of 
the case , including the cover , but without 
lenses or view finder , are al x 10-1/ 2 x 1:..-1/ 4 
inches , and the weight is 65 pounds (see Figures 
2-2 and 2-9). 

The principal features of the camera are as 
follows: 

1. Image-orthicon pickup tube. 
2. Completely self-contained deflection cir

cuits. 
3. A four-position lens turret with rear con-

trol for quick change of lenses. 
4. Miniature tubes in picture prerunplifier. 
5. Small, flexible camera cable. 
6 . Operation over a long cable (up to 1000 feet). 
7. Forced-air ventilation. 
J. Accessibility for servicing. 
9. Rugged mechanical construction. 

Though the use of lens turrets is well known 
on photographic cameras , their application to 
television cameras has not been attempted before, 
mainly because the lenses required for iconoscope 

and orthicon cameras are too large and heavy 
for a suitable turret mechanism. Furthermore, 
the use of optical view finders on many such 
cameras , requiring matched pairs of lenses at 
least doubles the difficulties of turret 

design. 

The useful photocathode area of the image 
orthicon is a rectangle 0.96 inch in height by 

1.23 inches in width. Since this is approxi
mately the same size as the frame of many minia
ture photographic cruneras which use 35-mm. film, 
it is possible to use lenses designed for such 
cameras. The Koda!, Elctar lenses for the Ektra 
c~~era provide a useful series of focal lengths 
which have been applied to the image-orthicon 
camera. Available lenses include 50-, 90-, and 
135-mn. focal lengths. These lenses are light 
in weight and are excellent for turret opera
tion. ::ipecial lightweight lenses up to 25 
inches in focal length and with j / 5 apertures 
have been constructed using achromats in black 
bakelite barrels with quick-change slotted 
mounting s. These weigh only 2 to 3 pounds and 
may be attached to the turret (see Figure 2-2). 

The four-position turret is mounted on a 
hollow shaft which extends through the camera 
to a control handle and indexing mechanism in 
the rear at the operator's position. Releasing 
the indexing detent automatically cuts off the 
picture signal while the turret is being ro
tated to another position. 

Optical focusing is accomplished in a novel 
manner by moving the pic'cup tube , along with its 
focus ani deflection-coil assembly, instead of 
by motion of the lens. 'fhe mechanism is self
locking in any position of the camera. The 
greatest advantage in this system is the obvious 
simplification of the turret. A second impor
tant advantage is the increased range of focus 
obtainable when lenses with individuii.l focusing 
mounts (such as the Ektar lenses) are ~se~ 
fhe total available relative motion between 
lens and target is then the sum of the individual 
motions. A further advantage of the individual 
focusing mounts is that lenses of different 
focal lengths may be preset to focus on the same 
scene, thus eliminating the need for adjusting 
optical focus after rotation of the turret. 

~igure 2-6 shows a top view of the camera in 
which the coil assembly and magnetic shield are 
exposed. The coil assembly is supported on a 
steel plate which moves on three rollers . At 
the rear of the compartment may be seen the 
focusing drive screw and the wiring to the base 
of the image orthicon. A small trap door at 
the rear end of the magnetic shield box exposes 
the cross field or aligrunent coil and the gear 
drive used for rotating this coil. 
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Figure 2-7 shows the focus coil alone. This 
is a simple, random-wound solenoid long enough 
to enclose both the deflecting coils and the 
image section of the image orthicon tube with 
an overnang of about one-half inch at the front 
and one inch at the rear. fhe deflecting coil 
assembly, which is mounted within the focusing 
coil , is illustrated in Figure 2-8. 

The deflection circuits are included in the 
camera in order to reduce the number of major 
uni ts in the field equipment. To mal<e the 

II 

cf! 

Figure 2-6 - Top View of Camera , Showing Coi I 
Assembly 

camera capable of operating over a long cable, 
it is necessary to locate the deflection gen
erators either in the camera itself or in an 
auxiliary unit adjacent to the camera. Locat
ing the deflection circuits and part of the 
picture preamplifier in all auxiliary unit makes 
it possible to keep the size and weight of the 
camera to a minimum. Such an arrangement, how
ever, complicates the system by increas-ing the 
number of units , and hence the number of con
n~cting cables and the time and effort re
quired for setting up 9 dismantling, and trans-

2-5 

Figure 2-7 - Focus Field Coi I for the Image 
Orthi con 

porting the equipment. A further objection is 
that , in some field operations , an auxiliary 
unit is a serious nuisance , especially when the 
camera has to be set up on a small stage or 
platform where space is restricted. In the case 
of the image-orthicon camtra, it is possible to 
include all of these circuits in the one unit 
without ma!<ing the camera unreasonably large or 

Figure 2-8 - Deflecting-coil Assembly for the 
Image Orthi con (Outer Tube Removed) 
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heavy. With this arrangement, it is necessary 

to transmit over the cable only the timing in

formation in the form of driving pulses. The 

transmission lines used for this purpose are 

easily terminated with resistors , and the pulses, 

which are not unduly critical as to wave form, 

are then easily amplified to usable levels. 

The ·horizontal-deflection circuit, in common 

with similar circuits in other parts of the sys

tem, employs two new tyPes of tubes , the 6BG6G 

and 6AS7G. The 6BG6G is similar to the 807 9 but 

has special characteristics for deflection out

put service. The 6AS7G is a twin triode, having 

very low plate resistance and large power capa

bilities. It is used as a damper or reversed

current output tube. 

The horizontal retrace period is made about 

10 per cent of the total horizontal scanning 

period, in order to avoid the necessity for 

artificial compensation for delay in long camera 

cables. The difference between the minimum 

kinescope blan!dng width ( 16 per cent) and this 

retrace is 6 per cent , or 3.8 microseconds. 

This is just slightly in excess of the time re

quired for a round trip (a)OO feet) in a 1000-

foot cable. 

The high voltage required for operating the 

image-orthicon tube totals about 2000 volts , 

- 500 volts required in the image section and 

+ 1500 volts in the signal multiplier. This is 

generated by amplifying and rectifying the pulse 

signal that appears across the horizontal de

flecting coils. Negative pulses are partially 

integrated and fed to the grid of a 6V6GT am

plifier with its plate coupled to the primary 

of a special step-up transformer, The screen 

and cathode circuits of this amplifier are made 

degenerative in such a way as to compound the 

plate current. As a result , the peak plate 

current at the beginning of each retrace period 

is constant over a two-to-one range of pulse in

put to the grid. Thus the voltage fed to the 

rectifier is nearly independent of the horizontal 

scanning amplitude (width). The high-voltage 

transformer includes a small heater winding for 

the filament of a tyPe 1B3/ 8016 rectifier. 

Suitable voltages for the various electrodes in 

the image orthicon are obtained from a filtered 

bleeder. 

Negative feedback is employed in the verti

cal-deflection circuit by deriving a voltage 

from the drop across a small resistor in series 

with the deflecting coils and, after amplifica

tion, injecting the feedback signal into the 

plate circuit of the first sawtooth-amplifier 

stage. This feedbac!, does two important things. 

It eliminates almost entirely the effect of 

iron saturation in the transformer core and 

nonlinearities in the amplifiers. It also 

minimizes the effect of varying tube character

istics , and makes the vertical scanning linear

ity largely independent of amplitude. 

Blanking signal for the target in the image 

orthicon is derived from the horizontal and 

vertical driving signals by mixing. 

Controls associated with the scanning cir

cuits are all located in the camera. These 

include height, width, centering, and linearity 

controls, Other controls also located in the 

camera are preamplifier gain, image accelera

tor , orthicon decelerator, and horizontal shad

ing. None of these controls requires a -ttention 

during actual operation, and hence the crunera 

man is left free to aim the camera and focus 
the optical system, 

The picture signal is amplified in a five

stage preamplifier built into the camera. The 

preamplifier employs miniature tubes and cir

cuits compensated to give uniform output up to 

approxi~ately 8 me. The cathode follower in 

the final stage serves to feed the signal over 

a coaxial transmission line to the crunera con

trol , and also to provide signal for operation 

of an electronic view finder which may be used 

with the camera. 

Components in all parts of the camera are 

accessible for servicing, and can be removed 

easily in case replacement becomes necessary. 

A single camera cable contains all the 

electrical connections to the camera. It in

cludes three 50-ohm coaxial transmission lines 

and 21 other conductors ~sed for power, con

trol , and communication. The cable is unusu

ally small in diameter (O,Bt inch) and light 

in weight. 

VIEW FINDER - Television cameras have been 

equipped in the past with a wide variety of 

view finders , ranging from two screw heads 

used as rifle sights , through wire frames and 

double-lens systems, to electronic finders in 

which the scene is reproduced on small kine

scopes mounted be·side or above the cameras. 

Each tyPe has advantages , but no one tyPe has 

all the desired characteristics. In the cases 

of iconoscope and orthicon cameras, the optical 

View finder employing a second lens identical 

with the camera lens has enjoyed the greatest 

popularity because it not only serves to indi

cate focus , but is capable of including por

tions of the scene outside of those actually 

being televised. This has been considered im

portant because the camera man can see and 

avoid unwanted objects before they intrude 

themselves in the picture. 
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In the case of the image-orthicon camera, the 
double-lens type of optical finder becomes com
pletely useless when the equipment is used under 
limiting low-light conditions. This is true 
because the image orthicon can operate with such 
low illumination that the image on a ground
glass screen is nearly invisible. Thus the 
electronic view finder is the only remaining 
type capable of indicating both focus and the 
outline of the scene. It has two distinct ad
vantages over the optical system. It is entirely 
free of parallax errors , and it provides an 
erect image where a single-lens direct optical 
finder provides an inverted image. The elec
tronic view finder has a disadvantage in that 
it cannot include anything outside of the tele
vised scene. 

The view finder designed to be used with the 
image-orthicon camera employs a flat-faced 
5-:i.nch !cinescope tube (type 5FP4) with about 
7000 volts on the second anode. This arrange
ment provides a picture with sufficient bril
liance to be seen readily under bright ambient 
lig ht . The view finder is constructed as a 
separate unit to be mounted on the top of the 
camera. The two uni ts are styled to appear as 
a single unit when thus assembled. 

The physical arrangement is such that the 
!dnescope faces the operator at the rear of the 
camera. The face of the tube may be shaded with 
either of two types of viewing hoods. One of 
these includes two mirrors in a p~riscopic ar
rangement which may be reversed so that the 
operator's eye level is either above or below 
the l<inescope , depending on the height of the 
camera, The other hood provides a direct view 
of the kinescope. A single cover opens on a 
hinge at the front , exposing the entire internal 
assembly (see Figure 2-9). 

The circuits include the picture and blan!c
ing amplifiers required to drive the kinescope , 
and also t~e deflection generators and high
voltage supply. The latter is a pulse type of 
supply associated with the horizontal-deflec
tion circuit. ~ecessary controls are accessible 
at the rear in line with the operating controls 
on the camera. All electrical connections are 
made through a multicontact plug and receptacle 
(see Figure 2-6). 

An auxiliary view finder in the form of a 
polaroid ring sight may be mounted on top of the 
periscope viewing hood (Figure 2-2) 9 or, in the 
absence of the electronic view finder, on the 
camera itself. This ring sight produces a 
series of concentric spectral interference rings 
which appear to be at a considerable distance 
in front of the sight. Because they appear at 
a distance , the eye can observe the rings and 
the scene simultaneously with a minimum of 
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strain. This device is useful in following 
action which moves too rapidly and too far to 
be followed readily on the !<inescope. Its use
fulness is limited, however, because it does 
not indicate either correct focus adjustment or 
the boundaries of the scene. It is simply an 
aiming device. 

Figure 2-9 - Dertection-amp!ifier Side of the 
Camera and View Finder ( Internal View) 

CAMERA CONTROL 

The camera control (Figure 2- 10) is a unit 
which performs all of the functions not already 
performed in the camer~ itself that are neces
sary to the production of a complete composite 
picture signal. These functions include: 

Figure 2-10 - Field-camera Control 
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1. Amplification of the picture signal to the 
standard level required for feeding out

going 1 ines. 

2. Addition of 1cinescope blanking signal. 

3. Establishment and maintenance of the peaks 
of the blanlcing pulses at true "black" 

level. 

4. Addition of the receiver synchronizing 
(sync.) signal in cases where only a single 
camera is in use. 

5 . Monitoring of the finished picture signal 

to chec!, the accuracy of optical and elec
trical focus in the camera and the general 

quality of performance of the camera chain 

by means of the following: 

(a) A picture monitor tube (!cinescope) 
which reproduces the scene being tele

vised. 

(b) A wave form ,nonitor tulle (cathode-ray 
oscilloscope) which shows the \'.'fl.Ve form 
of the picture signal and measures the 
amplitude of this signal. 

6 . Controllin6 electrical focus and other para
meters involved in operation of the image
orthicon tube in the camera. 

From consideration of these six functions it 
is apparent that the camera control is neces

sarily a complex unit , for it includes all the 
circuits and components found in that part of a 
television receiver which follows the second 

detector , also those required for a wide-band 

cathode-ray oscilloscope, and, in addition, am

plifiers , special circuits and controls , and 
cable connectors required directly for opera

tion of the camera. 

As indicated previously, the shape of the 

\!amera control is that of a medium-size suit
case , the dimensions being approximately 

Bx15x24 inches (Fig;ures 2-2, 2-10 9 and 2-11) , and 

tne weight about 65 pounds. The chassis and 
case are spot-welded into a rigid, durable as
sembly. The kinescope ( type 7CP4) , the C.R. O. 

tube (type 3Il>l) , an1 the most important con
trols are mounted on the front end of the case. 
All small tubes , capacitors , and transformers 
are mounted on one side of the chassis , with 
wiring on the opposite side. Controls of secon

dary importance are mounted under a trap door 

in the top of the case. Past experience and a 
good deal of thought have produced a chassis 
layout which provides a ,naximum of accessibility 
for servicing, and at the same tiille a system 

for rigid, vibration-proof mounting of compo
nents which contributes much to trouble-free 

Fiqure 2-11 - Rear or the Camera Control 

operation. A removable metal cover protects 
the cathode-ray tubes anJ controls during trans

portation. The two side panels or covers are 
easily removed by releasing three cowl fasteners 
at the top of each, and listing them from three 

spring retainers at the bottom. All external 
electrical connections are made through plugs 
and receptacles on the rear of the case (Fig
ure 2-11). This same general construction is 
followed in the other suitcase units described 
hereinafter. 

The circuits in the camera control include: 

1. The picture ~'llplifier , with stages for mix

ing 1cinescope blan!dng and synchronizing 

pulses" 
2. A picture amplifier for the monitor kine

scope. 
3. A picture amplifier for the C. R..O. tube (for 

vertical deflection). 
4. Deflection circuits for both C.R. 0. tubes. 
5. Distribution amplifiers for feeding driving 

pulses to the camera. 
6. A filament transformer. 
7. A high-voltage transformer , rectifier , and 

filter for the C.R. o. tubes. 
8. Camera circuit controls. 
n. "On- the-air" tally and intercommunication 

system. 
10. <lemote power control. 

wigfi
Stolen 2 Line Transparent
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The picture amplifier consists of several 
stages of types 6AC7 and 6AG7 tubes in conven
tional frequency-compensated c'ircuits. One 
stage in th.is amplifier performs the very im
portant function of establishing the peaks of 
blanking at "black level. " To do this , the con
trol grid is clamped at the end of each scanning 
line to an arbitrary reference potential. Be
cause the target in the image ortldcon is 
blanked during the scanning retrace (i.e . , made 
sufficiently negative to repel the scanni11g 
beam) the picture signal from the camera during 
this retrace period is fixed with respect to 
black level , though it may vary continuously 
with respect to an arbitrary fixed reference 
because of the addition of hum, power-supply 
surges , or other spurious signals. The clamp
ing action serves to set up a fixed relationship 
between the actual black level in the retrace 
periods of the picture signal and the arbitrary 
reference by connecting the control grid men
tioned above to the reference potential through 
a very low impedance. At all tLmes , except dur
ing the retrace periods , the grid is discon
nected from the reference , and thus is free to 
follow the normal potential variations in the 
picture signal. 

An important by-product of this clamping ac
t ion is the elimination of the low-freque11cy 
components of any spurious signals , provided 
they do not have sufficient magnitude to cause 
amplitude modulation in any preceding stage. 
Hence , the clamp circuit removes power-supply 
surges and low-frequency hum , and minimizes 
microphonics. In fact , it limits the amplitude 
of any spurious additive signal to the amount 
which occurs in the period of one scanning 1 ine. 
(For a more detailed description of clamping, 
see the Appendix.) 

l{inescope blan'dng is mixed with the camera 
signal just ahead of the clamper. It provides 
undistorted, noise-free blanking intervals by 
the addition of independent , carefully controlled 
pulses. Since this added blanking is constant 
in amplitude , it does not affect the clamping 
action in any way except to shift the constant 
relationship between blac!c level and the refer
ence to a different constant value . After 
clamping, the combined camera and blan!dng sig
nal is clipped near black level thus producing 
a final signal in which the peaks of blan~ing 
b e ar a definite relationship to black level. 
fhe clipper makes use of a diode as a switch in 
series with the picture signal circuit. It de
pends for its accuracy in maintaining black 
level on the clamping which precedes it. This 
clipper is somewhat more complicated than the 
usual plate-current-cutoff type of clipper , but 
is justified because it cuts off very abruptly 
and is almost perfectly linear in the neighbor
hood of cutoff. (See Appendix.) A manual con-
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trol (BLAN~ING) adjusts the clipping level to 
any desired point near black level, and there
after the circuit maintains clipping at that 
level. Usually the clipper is adjusted so that 
the peaks of the blanking pulses are slightly 
"blacker than blac!c , " thus assuring complete 
removal of the retrace lines in receiver kine
scopes. 

D-C restoring circuits maintain black level 
(or sync. peaks when sync. is present in the 
output) on the grid of the !dnescope and on the 
grids of several stages where it is important 
to minimize distortion. 

Ueflection circuits for the kinescope are of 
the driven type. These circuits are of the same 
general kind as those used in the camera de
scribed previously, the only differences being 
in the deflecting-coil design and matching 
trans formers. 

Seven electrical controls , grouped on the 
front panel , provide for maintenance of proper 
operating conditions in the camera and associ
ated picture-amplifier circuits in the camera 
control during the program. These are: ( 1) GAIN, 
(2) BLANKING, (3) BEAij CURRENT (ORTH.) , (4) 

ORTHICON FOCUS, (5) IMAGE FOCUS, (6) TARGET 
POTENTIAL, and (7) ~fULTIPLIER FOCUS. 

1)nly the first two of these required frequent 
chec 1cing during operation. However , the others 
are easily available to the operator at the 
camera control without the need of distracting 
the attention of the camera man, who is occupied 
with his normal duties. Location of these con
t rol sin the camera control is particularly 
useful in the process of making adjustments when 
a new image orthicon tube is installed in the 
camera, because the nu~ber of adjustments to be 
made in the camera itself is reduced to a mini
mum. Controls of secondary importance , such as 
size and centering for the !dnescope and C. n. 0 , , 
are located under a small trap door on top and 
near the front of the unit , easily accessible 
to the operator, 

Plate current for all of the amplifier tubes 
is obtained from a regulated power suppl y en
tirely separate from the camera control. A 
power switch on the front panel of the camera 
control actuates a relay in the power supply 
which, in turn, opens or closes the power-input 
circuit for the entire camera chain. 

POWER SUPPLY 

The problem of providing the large fu~ount of 
highly stabilized d.c. required for the larg e 
nwnber of amplifier tubes in a camera chain has 
been solved in a unique way in the field power 
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supply. The problem resolves itself into one 
of finding means to reduce the weight of the 
unit to a point where one person can carry it. 
fhe difficulty may be understood when it is 
pointed out that the total plate-current drain 
in a single camera chain is approximately l. 
ampere at 235 volts, regulated within limits of 
less than ± 0.5 volt. The regulation does not 
constitute the major part of the proble:n9 but 
simply adds to it by increasing the total vol
tage required from the rectifier. 

fhe general attack on this problem was devel
oped several years ago in the design of portable 
television equipment for the type-1810 orthicon. 4 

A very light-weight transformer with the core 
divided into sections , with large openings in 
the end turns of the windings and with only a 
small fraction of the usual amount of iron and 
copper, was designed to be used with a continu
ous blast of air through the openings (Figure 
2-l.2(a)), This transformer , together with the 
blower and motor, weighed less than ~ pounds , 
and the entire power supply, including ·case , 
transformer , blower , tubes , and other compo
nents , weighed only 5d pounds. £his design 

Figure 2-12 - ( a) 0 rewar Design of a Forced
air-cooled Power Transformer. (b} New Design. 

achieved the required objective , and gave rea
sonably good service in field use for several 
years. 

In the field power supply for the image-orthi
con equipment , a new and much improved trans
former has been developed by ma'cing use of sili
cone enamel on the wire and glass fabric impreg
nated with silicone varnish for insulation be-

tween layers of the windings. The core is not 
sectionalized, and the windings are tight , as 
in conventional transformers (Figure 2-12 (b)). 
The running temperature may be as high as 180°C. 
without danger of deterioration. As a result of 
this design, the overall weight of the field 
power supply has been kept the same as in the 
earlier model, and the reliability has been in
creased. 

New regulator tubes have made possible an 
improvement in efficiency. The type 6Aci7G, a 
heavy-duty twin triode with extremely low plate 
resistance and the ability to dissipate 25 
watts , is used for series regulation. This is 

Figure 2-13 - Field Power Supply , Tube Side 

the same tube that is used as a damper in the 
horizontal-deflection circni ts. These tubes 
have appreciably less voltage drop than other 
types previously used in such service , and hence 
are more efficient, They also have very high 
transconductance, and therefore provide improved 
regulation control. 

The rectifier is connected to a two-stage 
choke-input filter using electrolytic capacitors, 
through a thermal time-delay relay which pre
vents application of the high d-c voltage until 
all tube heaters have attained operating tem
perature. 

A 6SL7GT tube functions as a two-stage con
trol amplifier, and two OD3/ VR150 tubes serve 
as voltage references. 

'fhe field power supply is capable of deliver
ing 950 ma. at 285 vol ts continuously to the 

4 
M.A. Trai ne r, "ORTHICON PORTABLE TELEVISION EQUIP1o4ENT," Proc. I.R.E., voi. 30, pp. 15-19; 

Januar y , 191+2. 
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main load, and, in addition, 75 ma. to the fo

cusing field coil in the camera. This latter 

supply is current-stabilized so that changes in 

the resistance of the coil do not change the 

current. Figure 2-13 is a side view of the 

field power supply, showing the transformer 
housing, blower and tubes. 

The primary power circuit includes means for 

switching and metering of taps , so that a wide 

range of supply voltage may be accommodated. 

Provision is also made for metering currents and 

voltages in parts of the output system. 

SYNCHRONIZING GENERATOR 

The new field synchronizing generator, which 

is part of the image-orthicon equipment , is de

signed on the same basic principles as earlie·r 

models , but improvements and new features have 

been added which make its performance the equal 

in every respect of that of the studio type of 

generator. Equality of performance is obviously 

necessary, especially in view of the increasing 

importance of field operations in television 
programming. 

The field synchronizing generator comprises 

two suitcase units having the same size and 

shape as the field camera control. They are 

called the field pulse former and field pulse 
shaper , respectively. These two units generate 

four distinct signals required for operation of 

the entire television system, including the re

ceivers. All four signals, though different in 

wave shape , are accurately synchronized with 

each other by being derived from a single pri

mary frequency source. Two of these signals 

appear directly in the composite picture signal 

which . modulates the r-f currier. They are 

"kinescope blanking" and "synchronizing" (or 

"sync.") , respectively. The wave shapes of 

these two signals are specified completely in 

standards recommended by the lladio Manufacturers 

Association. 5 The remaining two signals, "hori

zontal driving" and "vertical driving," respec

tively, are simple pulse signals used locally 
in the pickup equipment for triggering camera 

and monitor scanning circuits, and for target 

blan'dng and clamp-circuit keying. 

The principles underlying the operation of 

this generator have been described fully in a 
6 

previous publication. ~o basic changes have 
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been made in the arrangement of circuits , but 
refinements have been included to increase the 

stability of the primary frequency source and 

also to improve the steepness of wave fronts in 

the outputs. Among these, specifically, are a 

crystal oscillator which may be used in loca

tions where the power supply frequency is un
stable, an improv.ed a-f-c circuit for lock-in 

with a 60-cycle power supply, an additional 

counter to reduce the maximum number of steps 

in any given counter , and a cathode-ray-tube 
indicator to provide a means of quickly checking 

the operation of the counters. 

One of the two units includes a built-in 

regulated power supply, thus making the syn

chronizing generator completely self-contained 

in the two units. Separation of the circuits 

occurs at a point where only three signals re

quire connections between uni ts. A single multi

conductor cable connects t _he pulse former to the 

pulse shaper. The only input to the pulse 

former is a-c power. Output from the pulse 

shaper is split in two cables , one a single co

axial line for synchronizing signals and the 

other a multiple coaxial cable for the other 

three signals. The two suitcases appearing in 

the lower right hand corner of Figure 2-2 are 

the pulse shaper and pulse former. 

SWITCHING SYSTEM 

One of the most important operations in tele

vision programming is that of switching from 

one camera to another. Switching must be ac

complished smoothly without either interrupting 

or disturbing the receiver synchronizing, even 

momentarily. If' precautions are not ta!cen to 

avoid surges in switching, it is possible that 

the sync. may be clipped later in the system 

during the period of the surge. Some receivers 

are very sensitive to such interruptions. Cases 

have been known in the past where switching 

surges have been so large as to overload the 

transmitter and throw it off the air. It is not 

possible to experience such difficulties in 

properly designed television systems today be

cause means are used to maintain constant black 

level at all points where surges are harmful. 

Since switching is likely to produce surges , it 

is desirable to eliminate them at this point. 
A successful means for accomplishing this is the 

clamp circuit which was described previously in 

the section on the camera control. This cir-

"SYNCHRONIZING GENERATOR WAVEFORMS," a drawing com-piled by the Subcommittee on Studio 

facilities of the RNA (revised, October 9, 19q6). 

6 
A. v. Bedford and J.P. Smith, "A PRECISION TELEVISION SYNCHRONIZ-ING SIGNAL GENERATOR," 

RCA Rev., Vol. 5, pp. 51-69; July, 19qo. 
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cuit restores the picture signal to some arbi
trary reference level at the end of each scan
ning line; i.e., during the retrace or blanking 
period. It is independent of anything that 
takes place in the signal. Thus no surge can 
exist longer than the period of one line. 

The field switching systemis a suitcase unit 
of ·the same shape and size as the other units 
described previously (Figure 2-14). On the 

Figurt? 2-14 - Field Switching System , 
Front Side 

front panel are located two sets of push-button 
switches , the lower one of which provides for 
switching among four cameras and two auxiliary 
picture circuits. Each of these buttons has an 
associated tally light which operates in con
junction with tallies on the respective camera 
and camera control selected by it . These six 
switches connect six coaxial 75-ohm lines , one 
at a time , to the input of the picture ampli
fier contained in the unit. 

The picture amplifier consists of three 
stages , the las~ one being a cathode follower 
which feeds the picture ,line to the relay trans
mitter , or a line directly to the main studio 
(75-ohm coaxial). A bloc!cing capacitor sepa
rates the line from the cathode , so that no di
rect current flows in the line. The grid of 
this cathode follower is subjected to the action 
of the clamp circuit. llence , no surges appear 
on the outgoing line. 

Two other coaxial lines also provide signal 
to other parts of the system. One of these is 
connected to a line monitor , or field master 
monitor. It is fed through a separate unity
gain amplifier contained in the switching sys
tem. The input of this amplifier may be 
switched with the upper set of push but tons to 
any of several points in the pickup equipment. 
fhe second line may be used to feed an addi
tional monitor for the use of spectators or an 
announcer , or it may feed a stand-by relay 
transmitter. All three output 1 ines carry 
identical signals. 

The synchronizing signal is mixed with the 
camera signal in the switching system to form 
the final composite picture signal. The syn
chronizing signal is supplied to the switching 
system directly from the pulse shaper , and is 
coupled to the picture output line through a 
two-stage runplifier. Thus , the synchronizing 
pulses are always transmitted independently of 
the camera switching. In cases where picture 
signal already including the synchronizing 
pulses is being received over one· of the auxil
iary input circuits , the local synchronizing 
signal may be disconnected by turning a special 
switch on the front panel. 

Keying signal for the clamp circuit is de
rl ved from the sync. signal. In cases where the 
incoming signal includes sync., the sync. is 
separated, as ln a receiver , and delayed so that 
keying is done 011 the •back porch, " i.e., on the 
pe~ks of blanking just following the sync. 
pulses (see Appendix). In the usual case where 
the picture signal is received from a local 
camera chain, sync. is not present at the clrunped 
g rid; hence it is not necessary to delay the 
'.ceying in order to clamp at black level, In 
either case , clrunping is done automatically at 
black level. 

Circuits are included in the swi'tching sys tern 
for communication between the various techni
cians operating the equipment. Two sets of 
telephone jacks are mounted in each camera, one 
for the cameraman and the other for a program 
assistant stationed at the camera. Connections 
for these telephone sets are included in the 
camera ca:t>le. These intercommunication circuits 
all terminate in the field switching system 
where the technicians operating the camera con
trols anJ switching system, and the program 
director may connect their telephone sets. 
Private telephone lines to the main studio also 
terminate here , and may be connected to the 
local circuits. A variety of commun.ication net
wor!c combinations may be secured with the set 
of toggle switches on the 11pper front panel. 

Each telephone set consists of a carbon-but
ton microphone and two earpieces. The micro
phone and one ear-piece are used for the inter-

• 
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connnunication circuits. The second earpiece is 

connected to a separate circuit which carries 

program sound. Thus, each operator can hear the 

program sound at all times, and get useful cue

ing information from it. 

Power for operation of the telephone circuits 

is obtained through a selenium-disk rectifier 

from the power lines, and is entirely independ

ent of the po_wer for the picture-amplifier cir

cuits. 

FI ELD MASTER MONITOR 

A high-quality picture monitor primarily de

signed for studio applications has been adapted 

for use with the field equipment by the design 

of a special carrying case. (See Figure 2-2.) 

~his monitor contains a lO-inch, nearly flat
faced kinescope with aluminum backing (type 

1816P4) 9 and a 5-inch oscilloscope tube. The 
kinescope 9 which operates at about 9000 volts, 

provides an exceptionally bright picture suit

able for program monitoring in high levels of 

ambient illumination. rhe oscilloscope provides 

a large , clear trace of the outgoing picture 

signal , and associated circuits include means 

for accurate calibration of signal level. As 

indicated in Figure 2-1, the monito,r is operated 

on the same power supply as the field switching 

system. 

The shape of the master monitor case is some

what different from the shape of the other suit
cases because of the size of the tubes used, 

However , the dimensions and weight are of the 

same order. 

APP EN DIX 

Two unusual circuits which contribute to the 

satisfactory performance of the field equipment 

are described in some detail in the following 

paragraphs, One of them has been discussed in 

a previously published article, 7 but will be re
viewed here in the light of its direct applica

tions in this equipment, 

CLAMP CIRCUIT - As applied in television , a 

clamp circuit is a device for establishing an 
arbitrary reference potential at fixed and regu

lar intervals on some chosen circuit element in 

the picture amplifier, The operation of estab

lishing such an arbitrary reference is very use

ful wherever it is desirable to restore the d-c 

component of the picture signal , or , in other 
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words , to make the actual "black level" in the 

signal coincide with an arbitrary reference, 

The clamp circuit is capable of doing this with 

an unusua egree of accuracy, It is a pulse

driven switchir@; circuit . and is applicable on y 

in cases where there are pulse intervals present 

in the amplifier signal during which the switch

ing operation can take place, Since a televi

sion picture signal (having blanking pulses to 

SUppressthe scanning beam during the retrace 
periods) is of this type , the clamp circuit may 

be used successfully. 

The orthicon and image-orthicon tubes both 

employ low-velocity scanning, Because of this , 

they gene rate picture signals which contain ac

curate black-level information during the 

blanked retrace periods. However, because these 
signals a r e gene rated at low level , the blank

ing pulses , which contain the "blaclc-level" in

formation , may include noise and other spurious 

components which make the pulses unsuitable for 

blanking in the receiver, This condition ~s 

B PIC TUR[ &(..lttH<ING 
51C.NAL 

C PI C. TUA~ SIGtlAL IN 
CAMERA. CONTROL 
B[f"(m[ CLIPPING 

0 P,.ICTUlllE SIGNAL IN 
CAMERA CONTLIIOL 
1HT[R CLIP'PING 

E COM'LCTC PICTUA[ 
SIGNAL WITH 
SYNCHRONIZING 

Fiqure 2-15 - Television Siqna! Wave Forms 

illustrated in Figure 2-15(a). ·ro provide 

clean-cut blanking pulses in the final signal , 

it is customary to add another blanking signal 

(Figure 2-15(b)) at a high-level point in the 

amplifie r , giving the result shown in Figure 

2-15 ( c). fhen this composite signal is clipped 

at black level to give the signal shown in 

Figure 2-15(d), To insure proper operation of 

the receiver , the clipping must be done accu

rately at black level. Here the clamp circuit 

is an indispensable tool. It is used to bring 

7 c. L. Townsend , "THE CLAMP CIRCUIT, 11 Broadcas t Eng. Jour., Ji'eb ruary and March, 19L/ 5. 
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about a firm correlation between the black level 
existing in the negative peaks of the camera 
blanking pulses and the grid bias on the clipper 
stage of the amplifier. It should be noted that 
the addition of a constant signal (such as the 
blanking signal shown in Figure 2-15(b)) does 
not affect the accuracy of the correlation be
tween black level and clipper bias, but simply 
shifts the bias to a new value. 

A simplified diagram of an amplifier control
led by a c_lamp circuit is shown in Figure 2-16. 
It consists of two amplifier tubes , v1 and 17

2
, 

with a clamp circuit, consisting of the switch 
S in series with a small resistance R, connected 
to the control grid of~ on which it operates. 
Whenever the switch S closes, the grid of v

2 
is 

established at the potential of terminal P 

(which is the arbitrary reference potential), 
provided that Sis closed for a time interval 
that is ·long compared to the time c·onstant 
( R + R1,) C1. This latter condition is necessary 
for proper operation of the clamp circuit. 

V, B V2 C, 

A 

51' RL R 

p 

+ 

Figure 2-16 - Simplified Schematic Diagram of 

Clamp Circuit 

Assume that the camera signal of Figure 
2-15(a) has been introduced at terminal A in 
Figure 2-16, and the blanking of Figure 2-15 (b) 
at terminal B, but with polarities such that the 
resultant mixed signal as shown in Figure 2- 15 ( c) 
appears on the plate of v1• Now let the switch 
be closed for intervals such as m-m included 
within the pealc of each camera blanking pulse, 
and let it be open the rest of the time. Thus 
the grid of V

2 
is established firmly at the 

potential P at each peak of the camera blanking. 
The tube , V 2 9 is made part of a clipper or 
limiter, hence, when Pis set at the proper 
value with respect to the cut-off potential of 
the clipper grid, the clipping will take place 
at black level. 

In actual practice, the switch is a pair of 
diodes (contained in the twin diode, v

3
) which 

are keyed on and off by equal pulse signals of 
opposite polarity, as shown in Figure 2-17. 
These two pulse signals are coincident with 

v. 
A 

B 
C, 

......Wv\lW'r-.. + 

+_n_4 l~ 

Vz 

Figure 2-17 - Schematic Diagram of Clamp 
Circuit 

each other and also with the time interval m-m 
in Figure 2-15(c). Thus , both diodes conduct 
simultaneously and provide a low-impedance path 
for current flow to change the charge on C1 • 

In this case, the critical time constant is 

+ 

where R' is the effective resistance of the sig
nal source which generates the keying pulses , 
and RD is the effective resistance of one diode. 
In most cases , c1 is made about 500 µ,µ,fd and the 
total resistance about 2500 ohms. Hence, the 
time constant of the circuit is about 1. 25 micro
seconds. Since the total keying interval is 
usually about 6 microseconds, tlE re is time for 
the charge on c1 to approach equilibrium. 

In Figure 2-17, the reference potential is 
that which exists at the midpoint of R1• This 
may be deduced as follows. During the keying
pulse intervals, both diodes conduct, and hence 
both terminals of R1 are at the same potential. 
Because of this conduction, the equal capaci
tors , C and C, receive opposite charges, each 
equal ti the pJa!c-to-peak voltage of the pulses. 
During the intervals between pulses, the diodes 
become nonconducting, and the charges placed on 
C

2 
and c

3 
cause a current to flow in R1, pro

ducing a voltage drop equal to the sum of the 
pulse voltages on the two capacitors. The 
polarity of the voltage is shown in Figure 2-17. 
Bince both the circuit and keying signals are 
balanced, it is then apparent that the diodes 
always arrive at a single potential during the 
pulse intervals which is the same as the poten
tial existing at the midpoint of R1 during the 
intervals between pulses. The time constant 
C 

2
R 1 = C R 1 is made very large compared to. the 

period of the pulses, so that the current in Ri 
is small; hence the charges on C

2 
and c

3 
remain 
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essentially constant. 

If R1 is connected as a potentiometer, as 
shown in Figure 2-17 , the reference potential 
( at the midpoint) may be shifted with respect to 

ground. For example, if the control is moved 

to the left, the midpoint becomes positive with 
respect to ground. This control is an effec
tive and useful means of adjusting the bias on 
the grid of the amplifier tube , v

2
• Whenever 

the control is moved away from the midpoint the 

circuit becomes unbalanced, and difficulty may 
be experienced in maintaining pulse shape , 
especially when the control is near one end of 
R1• To minimize this effect , a resistor, R

2
, 

may be inserted in the ground connection. Since 
the average current in such a resistor is always 

zero, it may have a very large resistance. Use 

of this control in no way disturbs the accuracy 
of the clamping action in establishing the grid 
of V

2 
at the reference potential (midpoint of 

R 1). 

The only path for charging current from the 
capacitor c1 (in the absence of grid current in 

V
2
), is through the clamp circuit. During the 

open-circuit intervals in the clamp circuit, it 

is therefore impossible for the charge on C1 to 

change. Hence the low-frequency response of 

the coupling circuit between v1 and v
2 

is not 

attenuated even though the capacitance of C
1 

be 

made very small. 

It is important that the keying interval m-m 

shall come to an end before the end of the blank
ing pulse, so that the charge which is left on 

C1 will always correspond to black level in the 
picture signal , and not to some other level ex
isting in the signal after the blanking pulse. 

A further consideration is necessary in 
determining, the proper value for the time con
stant 

The peaks of the camera blanlcing pulses usu
ally contain some high-frequency noise signal 
originating in the low-level parts of the sig
nal system. The response of the charge on C1 
to the clamping action must be slow compared to 
the period of the noise signal, in order to 
avoid variations in the correlation between 
black level and the reference potential. Black 

level may be considered as the average of the 
noise signal. Hence the clamp must be slow 
enough to average out the noise, Since the re
sistive elements are usually determined by the 
requirements of the keying circuits, the value 

2 - 15 

of C1 is used to control the time constant. 

Values cited previously have been found to work 
well is most cases, though where the noise sig
nal contains low-frequency components it may be 

necessary to use a larger value for C1 . 

The chief advantage in the clamp circuit, as 
compared to other types of leveling or d-c re
storing circuits, is the fact that its action 
is entirely independent of the picture signal in 
the amplifier. It depends only on the keying 
pulses. These may be controlled at will with 
respect to amplitude and timing. It should be 
noted that the ~litude oft e lceying fil!lses is 
usually made about twice the amplitude of the 
picture signal in the amplifier at the point 
where the clamp operates. 

The ability to control the time at which the 
clamping is done is sometimes of great advantage. 
For example, in the field switching system, it 
is necessary to clamp the signal after the 
camera switching. At the point where the clamp
ing is done , it is necessary to accommodate two 
types of picture signal: (a) from the cameras, 
in which case the sync. pulses are not present, 
since they are added subsequently, and (b) fro1 
an outside source which provides complete com
posite signal including the sync. pulses. Clamp
ing must be done on the same level in both types 
of signal. Obviously, clamping cannot be done 
on the peaks of sync. in case (a); hence , it 
just be done on blanking peaks, or at true black 
leve~, which is present in both cases. 

In case (b) , the only available space on 
Which the clamp may operate at black level is 
that portion of the blanking pulse immediately 
following the sync. pulse , commonly called the 
"back porch" (see Figure 2-18). Keying pulses 
are derived from the sync. by separation as in 
a receiver , and subsequent forming. A sync, 
pulse after separation is shown in Figure 
2-18 (b). This separated signal is fed to the 
grid of a triode as in Figure 2-19, The capac
itor C is made very small, about 20 ~~fd and 
the grid leak R is connected to a positive vol
tage source. Before the leading edge of the 

pulse, it may be assumed that the grid is draw
ing current, hence is approximately at cathode 
potential. The positive excursion of the lead
ing edge causes very little change in the grid 
potential because of the low impedance from 
grid to cathode. The resulting sharp exponen
tial pulse is shown in Figure 2-18(c). After 
returning to its original potential, the grid 
is excited by the trailing edge of the pulse in 
the negative direction. This excursion stops 
the flow of grid current and also swings far 
enough to go beyond plate-current cut-off, as 
illustrated. The signal voltage causes no 
further change, but the positive voltage on the 
grid leak immediately starts to recharge the 

wigfi
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Figure 2- /8 - Derivation of Keying Pulses 
for Back-porch Clamping 

capacitor C, and thus produces the positive 
slope shown in the diagram. The rise in grid 
voltage stops abruptly as soon as grid current 
starts to flow. The steepness of this slope is 
proportional to the position bias voltage , and 
inversely proportional to the value of R. Hence 
the duration of this negative sawtooth may be 
adjusted by changing either the positive bias or 
the resistance of R. 

The pulse of voltage appearing on the plate 
of the triode is shown in Figure 2-lS(d). The 
leading edge of this pulse may be sloped a lit
tle to acquire some delay, by making RL large 
and thus allowing the stray capacitance on the 
plate circuit to integrate the slope, Further 

+ + 

Figure 2-19 - Schematic Diagram of 
Differentiating Circuit 

8 RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J. 

Clipping of this signal eliminates the negative 
"pip" caused by the leading edge of the original 
pulse, and makes it suitable for a keying signal 
in a clamp circuit to operate on the "back 
porch." 

Examination of the functioning of this cir
cuit during the serrated vertical pulse in the 
standard RMA sync, signal shows the formation 
of keying pulses which are timed to coincide 
with the slots in the vertical pulse, Thus key
ing of the clamp circuit at black level is car
ried on with no interruption throughout the 
vertical sync. pulse. 

Use of this type of clamp circuit in the 
switching system eliminates surges introduced 
by switching, and also any surges and low-fre
quency additive cross talk from other sources 
which may have been introduced ahead of the 
clamping point, It further insures constant 
sync. output under all conditions of varying 
picture signal by confining the sync. pulses to 
a fixed portion of thee - iA characteristic 
of the output stage, g ~ 

CLIPPER CIRCUIT - The clipping operation re
quired in the process of correlating the peaks 
of blanking pulses with black level , illus
trated in Figure 2-15 9 must be performed with 
rigid accuracy. In order to maintain the clip
ping level with the necessary accuracy, it is 
imperative that the critical electrode in the 
clipper stage be controlled by a clamp circuit, 
as described in the preceding paragraphs. When 
as is usually the case , a screen-grid tube is 
used as~ clipper, it is further necessary to 
supply current to the screen grid from a regu
lated source so that its potential does not 
change with variations in the average brigt)tness 
of the scene. With these two precautions, any 
of the usual types of clipper will maintain the 
correct black level in the blanking pulses. 

The clipper circuit used in the field equip
ment has unusual characteristics which merit 
description. It is a circuit which was devel
oped originally by K. R. Wendt8 to overcome the 
inherent curvature near cut-off in the plate
current-cutoff type of clipper. auch curvature 
increases the gamma of the system, Since the 
orthicon type of c~~era tube has unity gamma, 
and the average kinescope has gamma in the 
neighborhood of 2 , the resultant system gamma 
is higher than is ordinarily'desired. There
fore , it is desirable to avoid increasing the 
gamma at any other point in the system. 

The basic circuit (Figure 2-a:l) includes a 
pentode amplifier, V

2
, which has for its prin-

cipal plate load a re.sistor R
2 

in series with a 
diode, V 't. An additional load, R 1, is connected 
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in parallel with R and v4 . R1 is much larger 
than R

2
• fhe diode2 acts as a peak limiter, pre

venting the flow of current in R
2 

whenever its 
cathode rises above the potential E/2• The 
tube , V 

2
, is the same as V 

2 
in the previous 

Figures 2-16 and 2-17 , with its control grid 
connected to a clamp circuit. doth of the sup
ply voltages shown, rt b and rt /2, are closely 
regulated and have approximately the 2-to-1 
relationship indicated. Under these conditions, 

Vz 

R, 

I 
I 
I •--~ ...I.. I 

-, I 

+: 
I 

Figure 2-20 - Schematic Diagram of Linear 
Clipper 

black level will correspond to some definite 
value of plate current in V

2
• By adjusting the 

clamp reference potential (equivalent to adjust
ing the bias on V

2
) to the proper value, black 

level may be made to coincide with point Bin 
Figure 2-21. 

The curve A-B-D represents the normal eg - ip 
curve of v

2
• From A to B9 no current flows in 

R
2
,and hence ip = i 1• However , between Band D, 

current flows in v4 and R
2

, and hence ip divides 

itself between R1 and R
2

• Therefore ip = i 1 + i
2 

in this region of the curve. By proper selec

tion of the value of R1 , it is possible to place 
point B (cutoff point of the diode, V

4
) so that 

8-D covers the linear portion of A-B-D. Then 
at all times the useful part of the picture sig
nal swings only over this linear part of the 
tube characteristic. The curved portion of the 
characteristic from A to Bis not used, and 
hence does not affect the gamma of the system. 

It should be noted that the cutoff of this 
circuit is extremely abrupt. This arises from 
the fact that V

2 
is a screen-grid tube having 

a very high plate resistance. In other words , 
the flow of plate current is not influenced ap
preciably when the external load resistance is 
changed by the opening of the diode. Therefore, 
as i

2 
approaches zero, the ratio i 1/i 2 

rises 
very rapidly, and, since R1 is large (about 20 
to 20 times R

2
) , the potential of the cathode of 

V
4 

also rises very rapidly, carrying the diode 

2-17 

abruptly through its cutoff region. 

The diode limiter, V
4

, has one serious 
fault; namely, its plate-cathode capacitance 
permits feed-through of unwanted parts of the 
signal - particularly, steep wave fronts in
volving high frequencies. This trouble may be 
largely nullified by the simple device of con
necting a second diode (available in any of the 
twin diodes) across the p}.ate circuit of V

2
, as 

shown by the dotted lines in Figure 2-20. By 
proper adjustment of the bias control on this 
diode , it may be made to start conducting at a 
potential just above the cutoff potential of 
the limiter diode , thus causing a low-resistance 

CLIPPING LEVEL, 
(BLACK Lf:VEL) : 

~ 
I 

Figure 2-21 - Characteristic Curve of Linear 
Clipper 

shunt to appear across the signal source which 
effectively "squelches" the signal and prevents 
feed- through. 
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TELEVISION TECHNICAL TRAINING PROGRAM 

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT THEORY 
THE TELEVISION SYSTEM 

PART I 

A REVIEW OF THE BASIC CONCEPTS OF THE SYSTEM AND 
THEIR EFFECT ON THE DESIGN OF STUDIO EQUIPMENT 

INTRODUCTION 

The problems which arise in the design of 
television equipment involve a. branch of elec
tronics which is strange to many technicians 
entering the field for the first time. This is 
especially true of those who have long experi
ence in the field of sound broadcasting and re
production, but whose education and experience 
antedate the post-war television boom as well 
as the war-time period, during which were devel
oped so many of the techniques of electronic 
pulsing circuits. Basically the art involves 
the generation and reproduction of high-speed 
transient phenomena at both regular and irregu
lar intervals and the consequent need for under
standing circuits used for amplifying and trans
mitting wide bands of frequencies. Not only 
are the techniques new, but a whole new language 
has been developed to aid in their expression. 
It is hoped to provide here at least a brief 
glimpse of this new field and its language, thus 
helping the beginner to a firmer grasp of the 
tools he must now employ. 

L I M IT AT I ON S 

No true appreciation of any system can be 
realized without some understanding of its basic 
limitations, and a discussion of the television 
system should therefore begin by reviewing 
these. The most serious limitation of a tele
vision system, as in the case of an aural sys
tem, is "noise." The same phenomena that cause 
hum, crackle, and hiss in the background of a 
sound broadcast, cause bar-like shadows, random 
blotches, and "snow storms" in the background 
of a television picture. The word, noise, has 

been carried over from aural terminology into 
television terminology with the same connota
tion; thus, any spurious elements in a televi
sion picture are generally called noise. In 
reading the following discussions, it will be 
helpful to remember that much of the reasoning 
behind the methods used in the television sys
tem is based on the need to minimize the effects 
of noise. 

Spurious noise components in the signal arise 
from three general sources, (a) shot noise and 
thermal agitation in vacuum tubes and other cir
cuit elements, (b) pickup from associated or re
mote electrical apparatus, and (c) microphonics. 
The best means for minimizing noise is to main
tain a high signal-to-noise ratio in all parts 
of the system; but where this is_ impossible, 
special circuits are a distinct aid in extending 
the useful range of operation. 

Noise limits, among other things, the ability 
of the system to resolve fine detail. However, 
a more direct limitation on the resolving power 
of the system is the frequency bandwidth avail
able in the transmission system. This limita
tion has commercial aspects of more significance 
than the technical aspects because of the limited 
room available in the radio spectrum. As a re
sult, the decisions of the Federal Communications 
Co11111ission effectively determine the limits of 
resolution within the noise-free service area 
of any station. Long years of field testing 
have shown that a six-megacycle channel will pro
vide adequate resolution and at the same time 
will yield a reasonable number of channels. 

Other f'actors which limit overall performance 
are the fineness of scanning apertures*, the 
degree of accuracy with which tonal gradations 

• The use of the word aperture in television probably arose from the use of scanning disks where the 
Light passed through smaii holes which traver'sed the projected area of the scene; S-m.a~L holes 
traversing closely spaced Lines in the area were capable of greater resolution than Larger holes 
traversing more widely spaced Lines. Though scanning disks are no Longer used, the term aperture 
is stiLL applied to the scanning device in a ~eneraL sense. In electronic television, the diam
eter of the "aperture" is simply the diameter of the scanning beam of electrons in the plane of 
the scanned image. Similarly the term aperture correction is applied to means (usually the use 
of special circuits) for compensating the picture signal for Loss of resolution caused by finite 
size of the beam and by non-uniform distribution of electrons over the cross-sectional area of 
the beam. 
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are reproduced, and ~he brightness range of 
which the reproducing device is capable, How
ever, if it can be assumed that the transmission 
system between the pickup and repro<lucing de
vices is reasonably linear, then the problems 
arising from these particular limitations are 
confined largely to the pickup and reproducing 
devices themselves, and do not affect system 
considerations to the same extent as limitations 
described in the preceding paragraphs, and as 
certain economic factors do. 

Economic factors usually limit the degree to 
which technological development is used to im
prove the quality of performance. Methods may 
be known by which some of the physical limita
tions of the system can be overcome, but some
times such methods are not used for a long time 
after their discovery because means for apply
ing them economically are not developed simul
taneously, In other words, their use increases 
the cost of equipment excessively. This is 
especially true in the case of receiving equip
ment which must be proouced in large quantities 
at low unit cost. 

Such methods often do find their way into 
transmitting equipment, where low unit cost is 
not so important and where quality of perform
ance is paramount. Quality is stressed in 
transmitting equipment to provide reliability 
and to reduce the need for including in the re
ceivers complicated and expensive corrective 
circuits. Examples are circuits for automatic 
correction of scanning linearity, and clamp 
circuits for accurate re-establishment of black 
level, or d - c restoration, as it is often called. 

STANDARDS 

During the decade preceding the entrance of 
the United States into World War II, Radio Cor
poration of America carried on an extensive 
program of research and development in televi
sion which has been largely responsible for the 
formulation of the standards governing our pres
ent black-and-white system. The earliest work 
on standards was done through the medium of the 
Radio Manufacturers' Association. Much more 
extensive work on standards was carried on later 
by the National Television System Committee and 
the Radio Technical Planning Board, the former 
body being set up to deal exclusively with tele
vision standardizing problems and to bring about 
agreement among the several interested groups 
on suitable standards for reconunendation to the 
FCC, With the approach of commercial broadcast 
service, the FCC adopted the reco1T111endations of 
these bodies as the basis for tentative stan<l
ards of good operating practice. Activity of 
the RMA has continued on television and its 
recommendations have been extended to cover 

much of the detail of studio and transmitter 
operation, and of receiver design, While a con
siderable portion of this material still exists 
only in the form of reconunendations to the FCC, 
it will undoubtedly constitute the major part 
of the final standards. 

One of the most important standards recom
mended is the one which de!reribes the waveshape 
of the picture signal. This standard is out
lined in detail in a drawing which is repro
duced in Figure 3-5. Reference will be made to 
this drawing from fime to time in discussing 
the system, and an attempt will be made to 
clarify the reasoning involved in establishing 
many of the specifications included in it. 

SCANNING SYSTEM 

The standard system of scanning in television 
is one in which the scene or image is traversed 
by the aperture in lines which are essentially 
horizontal, from left to right, and progressive
ly from top to bottom. The aim is to have the 
aperture move at constant velocity both hori
zontally and vertically during actual scanning 
periods because this type of motion is simple 
to duplicate in the reproducing aperture and be
cause it provides a uniform light source in the 
reproducer, At the end of each line the aper 
ture, or scanning beam, moves back to the start 
of the next line very rapidly. The time oc
cupied by doing this is called the /Ly-ba c k or 
r e trace period. In a similar way, the beam 
moves from the bottom back to the top after the 
end of each picture scan. Motion during retrace 
periods need not be linear. The complete trav
ersal of the scene is repeated at a rate high 
enough to avoid the sensation of flicker. This 
rate has been set at 60 times per second because 
most of the power systems in the United States 
are 60-cycle systems, and synchronism with the 
power system minimizes the effects of hum and 
simplifies the problem of synchronizing rotating 
machinery in the television studio (film projec
tors) with the scanning. 

It has appeared rather recently that the 
choice of 60 cycles for the vertical scanning 
frequency was a fortunate one for another reason. 
The progress of the art has included means for 
obtaining brightness levels in the reproduced 
pictures which are appreciably greater than 
those used in motion picture theatres. It is 
well known that the threshold of flicker in
creases as the brightness increases. Thus, 48-
or 50-cycle flicker would be noticeable to some 
observers at modern brightness levels in tele
vision receivers. Persistence of vision varies 
in different people, and those whose persis
tence characteristics are short are conscious 
of the 60-cycle flicker in the bright pictures 
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on some present-day receivers. Therefore it ap
pears that a still higher vertical frequency 
would be desirable if other factors would per
mit. Needless to say, the interline flicker, 
mentioned later in connection with interlacing, 
is also less objectionable with the higher scan
ing rate. 

Another important factor affecting flicker 
~ the persistence characteristic of the screen 
material in the receiver. This can be made long 
enough to overcome any appearance of flicker, 
even with scanning rates less than 50 cycles per 
second, but, if carried too far, such long per
sistence causes ghost-like trailing after moving 
objects in the scene. Judicious choice of 
screen persistence is a great aid in reducing 
flicker. 

Obviously the scanning apertures in the pick
up and reproducing parts of the system must be 
in exact synchronism with each other at every 
instant. To accomplish this, synchronizing in
formation is provided in the form of electrical 
pulses in the retrace intervals between succes
sive lines and between successive pictures. The 
retrace intervals are useless in reproducing 
picture information, hence are kept as short as 
circuit considerations permit, but are useful 
places in which to insert the synchronizing 
pulses. These pulses are generated at the studio 
in the same equipment that controls the timing 
of the scanning of the pickup tube, and they be
come part of the complete composite signal which 
is radiated to the receiver. Thus scanning 
operations in both ends of the system are al
ways in step with each other. Synchronizing is 
discussed in more detail in a later section. 

The number of scanning lines is the principal 
factor determining the ability of the system to 
resolve fine detail in the vertical direction. 
The number of scanning lines is also related to 
the resolving power in the horizontal direction 
because it is desirable to have the same resolu
tion in both directions. Thus, as the nwooer of 
lines increases, the bandwidth of the system 
must also increase to accommodate the greater 
resolution required in the horizontal direction. 
The present system employs 525 lines, a number 
arrived at after thorough consideration of the 
related questions of channel width and resolu
tion by the N.T.S.C. and the R.T.P.B. 

INTERLACING 

One of the most interesting features of the 
television scanning system is the interlacing of 
the scanning lines, a scheme which is used to 
conserve bandwidth without sacrificing freedom 
from flicker. The sensation of flicker in a 
television image is related to the frequency of 
the illumination of the entire scene. It has 
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no relation to the number of scanning lines nor 
to the frequency o:f the lines themselves. There
fore a system which causes the entire area o:f 
the scene to be illuminated at a higher fre
quency, even though the same lines are not scan
ned during successive cycles of illumination, 
results in greater freedom :from flicker. Inter
lacing does just this by scanning part o:f the 
lines, uni:formly distributed over the entire 
picture area, during one vertical scan, and the --~------

----::::. :: - - ----
-----------------
-:..:z:-: --_ _,. ---

--
Figure 3- I - Odd- I ine In fer I aced Scanning Sys -

fem with 13 Lines . Consecutive Fields are 

Indicated by Solid and Doffed Lines, Respec

tively. 

remaining part or parts during succeeding scans. 
Thus, without changing the velocity o:f the 
scanning beam in the horizontal direction, it 
is possible to obtain the e:f:fect of increased 
frequency o:f p.icture illumination. 

In the standard two- to-one interlaced system, 
alternate lines are scanned consecutively :from 
top to bottom, a:fter which the remaining lines, 
that fall in between those included in the :first 
operation, are likewise scanned consecutively 
from top to bottom. (Figures 3-1 and 3-2 11-

----~------------
---------- -----~ -----

------------
-----------
---- --------

Fiqure 3-2 - Even line Interlaced Scanning Sys . 

fem with 12 lines . 
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lustrate this principle). In the 525-line sys
tem1 each of these groups, called a fi e id, con
sists of 262-1/ 2 lines. Two consecutive fields 
constitute a frame, or complete picture, of 525 
lines. Each field is completed in 1/ 60 of a 
second and each pair of fields or frame, in 1/ 30 
of a second, The effect on the observer's eye, 
from the standpoint of flicker, is that of 
repetition of screen illumination every 1/ 60 of 
a second, yet the complete picture is spread 
out over 1/ 30 of a second. 

The important result of interlacing is a re
duction in the bandwidth of the frequencies 
generated in the picture signal, for a given 
value of limiting resolution, as compared to the 
bandwidth produced in a system using sequential 
scanning. This may be understood as follows. 
In either system, interlaced or sequential, the 
vertical scanning frequency must be the same anrl 
must be high enough to avoid the sensation of 
flicker. In the standard television system this 
frequency is 60 cycles per second. In a sequen
tial system, aii of, the scanning lines must be 
traversed in the basic vertical scanning period. 
However, in the two-to-one interlaced system, 
only haif of the scanning lines are traversed 
in the same period. Thus, obviously, the hori
zontal velocity of motion of the aperture in the 
interlaced system is only half of the velocity 
in the sequential system, and likewise the sig
nal frequencies are reduced by the same factor. 

Interlaced scanning has certain inherent 
faults among which are interline flicker, and 
horizontal break-up when objects in the scene 
move in the horizontal direction. 

Interline flicker results from the fact that 
adjacent scanning lines are separated in time 
by 1/ 60 of a second, and that each line is re
peated only at intervals of 1/30 of a second, 
It is apparent in any part of a scene where some 
detail of the scene is largely reproduced by a 
few adjacent scanning lines, and where the con
trast in the detail is high. For example, the 
top edge of a wall which is oriented in the 
scene so as to be nearly parallel to the scan
ning lines might be reproduced by only two or 
three adjacent lines. The 30-cycle flickering 
of the line segments forming the edge of the 
wall would be quite noticeable. In the limiting 
condition, where the wall is exactly parallel to 
the scanning lines, the edge would be reproduced 
by only one line repeated at intervals of 1/ 30 
of a second. This is probably the worst possible 
condition, but one which is encountered rather 
infrequently. The top and bottom edges of the 
raster nearly always produce objectionable inter
line flicker because they are nearly parallel to 
the scanning lines. Interline flicker, like any 
other type of flicker, is most objectionable in 
scenes where the highlights are very bright and 

the contrast is high. When the brightness and 
contrast are low, interline flicker becomes 
neg ligible. 

Break-up exists when an object in the scene 
moves in the horizontal direction rapidly enough 
so that the total motion in 1/60 of a second is 
equal to one or more picture elements. Then 
vertical erlges of the object become jagged lines 
instead of smooth lines and there is apparent 
loss in horizontal resolution. This is roughly 
illustrated in Figure 3-3 where two rectangles 

I I 

~ 
I I - --1 -\~---~'--MOTION 

IN ½ose.c. 

Figure 3-3 - Errect or Horizontal Motion on 
Resolution or Vertical Edges in Z-to-1 inter 
l aced System. Upper Object Stationa,:y . Lower 
Object Moving to Right. 

a re shown, the upper one being stationary, and 
the lower one moving toward the right. The mov
ing rectangle is shown as though it started mov
ing from a position directly below the other. 
In the moving rectangle, signal is generated, 
in both fieid s , from the starting position of 
the left edge because of the storage of informa
tion in the pickup tube during the interval be
tween fields. Thus the storage effect causes 
actual blurring of the trailing edge of a moving 
object. This is illustrated by the thin exten
sions of the scanning lines in the seconrl field 
at the left sirle. The leading edge of the mov
ing object may have a more definite jagged ap
pearance because the storage effect in the pick
up tube cannot fill in the spaces. In non
storage pickup devices, both edges will appear 
jagged. 

The geometrical distortion, illustrated b y 
the tendency for the moving rectangle to become 
rhombic, is char~cteristic of any scanning sys
tem, whether interlaced or sequential. It is 
similar to the effect produced by a focal-plane 
shutter in a photographic camera. 
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Further consideration makes it clear that 
higher ratios of interlacing would produce these 
troubles in aggravated form, which would be in
tolerable. Another object.ion to higher ratios 
of interlacing is an illusion of crawling of 
the scanning lines either up or down, depending 
on motion of the observer's eyes. The effect 
is extremely annoying and tends to distract the 
observer's attention from the scene. 

The type of interlacing adopted for commer
cial television is known as odd- Line interlacing. 
TIE total number of lines is an odd integer. 
Th.ls the number of lines in each of two equal 
fields is a whole number plus a half. In this 
system, the use of perfectly uniform vertical 
scanning periods (equal to half the product of 
the total number of lines and the period of one 
line) and constant vertical scanning amplitude, 
results in consecutive fields which are dis
placed in space with respect to each other by 
half a line, thus producing interlacing of the 
lines, as illustrated by the 13-line system in 
Figtre 3-1. Specifically, as stated above, the 
total number of lines in the standard system is 
525; the number per field is 262-1/ 2; the verti
cal scanning frequency is 60 cycles per second; 
the number of complete pictures (frames) per 
second is 30; and the horizontal scanning fre
quency is 60 x 262-1/ 2, or 15,750 cycles per 
second. 

Interlacing may also be obtained when the 
total number of lines is an e ven number, but 
even-Lin e interlacing requires that alternate 
fields be displaced vertically one-half line 
with respect to each other by the addition of a 
30-cycle component to the amplitude of the ver
tical scanning sawtooth wave (see Figure 3-2). 
This frame frequency component must have a de
gree of accuracy that is impractical either to 
attain or maintain. Hence even-line interlac
ing is not used for commercial television. 

One other factor has influenced the choice 
of the particular number of scanning lines. This 
is the need for an exact integral relationship 
between horizontal and vertical scanning fre
quencies. It has been the practice to attain 
this relationship by using a series of elec 
tronic counting circuits. To secure a high de
gree of stability, the characteristic count of 
each circuit was limited to a small integer less 
than ten. Thus the h/v frequency ratio was re
quired to be related to the combined product of 
several small integers. In the RCA synchroniz
ing generator equipment, for example, there are 
four such circuits countingthenumbers 7, 5, 5, 
and 3 respectively. The combined product of 
these four numbers is 525, the number of 1 ines 
per frame. The product of 525 and 60 is 31,500 
which is the frequency of the master oscillator 
tn the sync generator. To obtain the correct 
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frequency for the horizontal scllnning system, 
another counter circuit divides the master oscil
lator frequency by two to yield the required 
frequency of 15,750 cycles. 

SYNTHESIS OF THE PICTURE SIGNAL 

The basic part of tne signal applied to the 
reproducer ls the series of waves and pulses 
generated during the actual scanning lines in 
the pickup or camera tube. No matter what else 
is done in the equipment intervening between the 
two ends Of the system, this basic part of the 
signal should be preserved in character with the 
greatest possible accuracy. H.owever, during 
the retrace periods, the pickup tube may gener
ate signals which are spurious or which at 
least do not contain valuable picture informa
tion. Furthermore, retrace lines in the repro
ducing tube itself, especially during vertical 
retrace, detract from the plc.ture. It is there
fore desirable to include in the picture signal, 
components ·which will eliminate spurious signals 
during retrace and the retrace lines themselves 
in the reproducer. These results may be ob
tained by adding synthetically some pulses known 
as bianking pulses. 

Blanking pulses are applied to the scanning 
beams in both the camera tube and the kinescope 
in the receiver. Camera blanking pulses are 
used only in the pickup device and never appear 
directly in the final signal radiated to the re
ceiver. They serve to close the scanning aper
ture in the camera tube during retrace periods. 
In orthicon tubes, the picture signal during 
retrace thus goes to reference black or to some 
level constantly related to reference black. 
This is a useful result to be discussed later. 
In iconoscopes, no such constant relationship to 
black exists during retrace, and the only func
tion of camera blanking is to prevent spurious 
discharge of the mosaic during the retrace 
periods. 

Kine s c ope blanking or pi c t ure b Lan king pulses 
are somewhat wider than corresponding camera 
blanking pulses. They become integral parts of 
the signal radiated to the receiver. 

The function of the kinescope blanking pulses 
is to suppress the scanning beam in the kinescope 
(reproducing tube), or in other words, to close 
the aperture in the receiver during the retrace 
periods, both horizontal and vertical. They are 
simple rectangular pulses having duration 
slightly longer than the actual retrace periods 
in order to trim up the edges of the picture and 
eliminate any ragged appearance. They are pro
duced in the sync generator from the same basic 
timing circuits that generate the scanning sig
nals; hence they are accurately synchronized 
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·with the retrace periods. Typical waveshapes of 
a basic camera signal and blanking pulses are 
illustrated in Figure 3-4, A and B respectively. 
Only parts of two scanning line periods are 
shown, and the pulse in Bis therefore a single 
hori z ontaL bLanking puLs e . The result of adding 
the signals in A and Bis shown in C, where it 

A 

J_ ______ _ 

I 
I 

LJ " 
I I 

-----~ - 4 --------
1 

1 c ----_ BLAC~VE L 

cc wPiN c.-LEV u ..::T 

DE L AY IN CAMERA 
CABLE 

I 
---- -

SYN C. 
PULSE 

Figure 3 - 4 - Steps in Sy nthes is of Picture 
Signal . 

D 

may be seen that the unwanted spurious part of 
the camera signal has been pushed downward out 
of the territory of the basic picture signal. 
fhis unwanted part may now be clipped off and 
discarded, leaving the signal illustrated in D. 

The blanking signal, shown only in part in 
Figure 3-4B, actually contains pulses for remov
ing visible lines during both horizontal and 
vertical retrace periods. The horizontal pulses 
recur at intervals of 1/ 15,750 of a second and 
are only a small fraction of a line in duration; 
but at times corresponding to the bottom of the 
picture they are replaced by verti c aL bLanking 
puLses which are just like the horizontal pulses, 
except that they are of much longer duration, 
approximately 15 scanning lines long, because 
the vertical retrace is much slower than the 
horizontal. The period of recurrence of the 
vertical blanking pulses is of course 1/ 60 of a 
second. Both horizontal and vertical blanking 
pulses, and their approximate relationship, are 

shown in diagrams 1 and 2 of Figure 3-5. 

The picture signal shown in D of Figure 3-4 
may be considered as partly natural and p~rtly 
synthetic. It is important to point out here 
that the natural part, or basic camera signal, 
may contain certain noise components arising 
from the fact that the output of the pickup tube 
usually is not large compared to the noise thres
hold of the first picture amplifier stage or 
some other part of the system, such as the scan
ning beam in an image orthicon. On the other 
hand, the blanking pulses, or s·ynt.hetic parts 
of the signal, are added at a relatively high
level part of the system and are therefore 
noise-free (at least in the transmitted signal). 
The importance of noise-free blanking pulses 
will become apparent in the discussions of other 
functions which they perform. 

Details of horizontal blanking pulse shape 
are shown in diagram 5 of Figure 3-5. That part 
of the diagram below the point marked Blanking 
Level is a synchronizing (sync) pulse which will 
be considered later. The overall vertical 
dimension f3 is the maximuJil height of a blanking 
pulse. Thus the top horizontal line is Refer
ence White Level, as indicated in diagram 3. 
The auration, or width, of the pulse must be 
sufficient to cover the horizontal retrace in 
the most inefficient receiver. Thus, the cir
cuit limitations in such receivers set a minimum 
limit to the horizontal blanking width which was 
the basis for the RMA spf•cification in Figure 
3-5. This minimum is indicated by the width 
near the peak (lower end) of the pulse and is 
prescribed by the sum of two dimensions x + y, 
the value of which is 16.5% of the horizontal 
period, H. The impossibility of producing in
finitely steep sides on the pulse is recognized 
in the greater maximum width (18% of B) allowed 
at the upper end of the pulse and in the ob
viously sloped sides. 

Because of inevitable discrepancies at the 
extremes of the sides of the pulse, all measure
ments of pulse widths are made at levels slightly 
removed from the extr~mes of the sides. These 
levels are shown by dotted horizontal linP.s in 
diagram 5 of Figure 3-5, spaced 10% of f3 from 
top and bottom of the pulse. 

Details of the vertical blanking pulses _are 
shown in diagrams 1 and 3 of Figure 3-5. The 
width of the pulses is not limited by circuit 
considerations, as is the width of horizontal 
blanking. The limitation here is the require
ment of television film 'projectors of the inter
mittent type, that the scenebeprojected on the 
pickup tube only during the vertical blanking 
period. The maximum period of 8% is ample for 
the operation of present-day film pickup sys
tems, the criterion being that enollgh time mmt 

wigfi
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be allowed for projection so that there is ade
quate storage of photoelectric charges on the 
sensitive surface of the pickup tube. The mini
mum period of 5% is an indication of expected 
system improvements in the future, when it will 
be possible to reduce waste of picture trans
mission time in vertical blanking. The present 
usefulness of the 5% minimum is to require re
ceiver manufacturers to maintain vertical re
trace periods at less than 5% and thus avoid the 
need for modifying old receivers when improve
ments are made in the system. The problem of 
film projectors is discussed in a later section. 

The final step in synthesizing the complete 
composite picture signal which goes to the modu
lator in the transmitter is to add the synchron
izing pulses which are required for triggering 
the scanning circuits in the receiver. These 
pulses, like blanking pulses, are essentially 
rectangular in shape. The blanking pulses serve 
as bases or pedestals (inverted) for the sync 
pulses, as shown in E of Figure 3-4. Here is 
one of the most important reasons for having 
noise-free blanking. The synchronizing function 
in the receiver is a very critical one, and it 
is important that nothing be allowed to distort 
the sync pulses either in shape or timing, as 
noise during the blanking intervals would do. 
The nature of the vertical sync signal is rather 
complicated; it is not illustrated in Figure~, 
but will be discussed later along with other de
tails of synchronizing. 

The sync signal is not added individually to 
the output of each camera, but is added at the 
studio output so that switching from one camera 
to another will not cause even momentary inter
ruptions in the flow of synchronizing ihforma
tion to the receivers. 

THE D-C COMPONENT OF THE PICTURE SIGNAL 

The visual and aural senses differ in one 
important respect which places a requirement on 
the television transmission system which has no 
counterpart in the sound transmission system. 
The response of the ear to sound is actually a 
response to variations in air pressure. While 
the ear is very sensitive to rapid variations 
in pressure, it is completely unconscious of 
absolute values of air pressure, or of slow 
variations in pressure, as sound. In other 
words, there is a definite low limit to the fre
quency of pressure variations which the ear ac
cepts as sound. Therefore there is no need, for 
a sound transmission system, to pass frequencies 
below the aural limit which is somewhere in the 
neighborhood of 15 cycles per second. The cir
cuits may be a-c coupled without loss of essen
tial information. Even the best of practical 
systems have a low-frequency cutoff at about 30 

cycles, and most others cut off somewhere be
tween 50 and 100 cycles. 

The eye, on the other hand, is sensitive to 
absolute intensities of light and to slow varia
tions of intensity. As the frequency of varia
tion increases, the eye rapidly loses its abil
ity to follow the chan~es and tends to produce 
a sensation which is an average of the varia
tions. It is this ave~aging ability that en
ables the eye to interpret a. rapid succession of 
still pictures as a portrayal of smooth motion. 
This phenomenon is the basis of both motion pic
ture and television systelnS. 

The important point, in the present discus
sion, is that thee~ r~cognizes a slow change 
in light intensity. The period of the change 
may be a fraction of a second or it may be a 
minute, an hour, or a half-day in length. A 
television system must be capable of conveying 
these slow changes, no matter how long the 
period, to the receiver. The rapid scanning of 
the image of the scene in the camera produces a 
signal containing these slow changes as well as 
very rapid variations caused by the passage of 
the scanning beam over small light and dark 
areas of the image. The slow changes often have 
periods so long that they may be considered as 
d-c levels which simply change value occasional
ly. Hence, the signal is said to contain a d-c 
component. The television system must either 
pass the entire spectrum, including the d-c com
ponent, in each of its stages, or the signal 
must contain such information that it will be 
possible to restore the d-c component, which 
would be lost in an a-c-coupled system, when it 
finally arrives at the 'reproducer. Because of 
the well-known difficulties in constructing 
multistage d-c coupled amplifiers, it is desir
able to use an a-c coupled system. It is for
tunate that relatively simple means are known 
for d-c restoration, thus making possible the 
use of an a-c coupled system. 

(a) D -c CoMPONCNT 
PnE..s£N T 

/bi D -c CoMPON,NT 
LOST 

Figure 3-6 - D-C Component 

Figure 3-6 (a) illustrates a signal which con
tains a d-c component in the form of a temporary 
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change in the amplitude of the pulses. The 
period t 1 embracing the low-amplitude pulses 
may be of any arbitrary length. The original 
signal is characterized by the constant level of 
the negative peaks of all the pulses, regardless 
of amplitude. After passing through an a-c 
coupled system (in which the time constants of 
the coupling networks are short compared to the 
period t1), the signal becomes distorted approx
imately as shown in Figure 3-6(b). Here the 
negative pulse peaks no longer fall on a con
stant level, but the signal tends to Rdjust it
self in a consistent manner about an axis called 
an a-c axis. 

The a-c axis of a wave is a straight line 
through the wave, positioned so that the area 
enclosed by the wave above the axis is equal to 
the area enclosed by the wave below the axis. 
The broken line marked a-c axis in Figure 3-6(b) 
is actually the correct axis only for a wave 
composed of large pulseslike the first four at 
the left. During the transient condition fol
lowing the first short pulse, the line shown is 
not the true a-c axis, but represents the oper
ating point of the amplifier in the a-c coupled 
system. The actual a-c axis of the short pulses 
(shown by the dotted line) gradually adjusts 
itself to coincide with the operating point of 
the amplifier. This adjustment is shown by the 
exponential rise of the signal during the inter
val t1, but it is interrupted before completion 
by the resumption of the large pulses. Thence 
a second transient condition takes place, lead
ing to a gradual restoration of the signal to 
its original form. 

The departure of the pulse peaks from the 
original constant level indicated by the line m, 
is called loss of the d-c component or loss of 
"lows". It is interesting to note that this 
loss causes an increase in the peak-to-peak am
plitude of the signal, a conrlition which is un
desirable, especially in high-level amplifiers. 

BLACK LEVEL 

An absolute system of measurement must have 
a fixed standard reference unit or level. This 
.rule applies to the problem of reproducing 
absolute light intensities. The simplest and 
most obvious reference for such a system is zero 
light, or black level as it is often called. 
This is a reference level which can be repro
duced arbitrarily at any point in the system. 
Now if the television signal can be synthesized 
in such a way that frequent short intervals 
have some fixed relationship to actual black in 
the scene, then it becomes possible to restore 
the d-c component by forcibly drawing the signal 
to a fixed arbitrary level during these inter
vals. 
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D-C INSERTION AND D-C RESTORATION 

Because the blanking.or retrace periods are 
not useful for transmitting actual pic.ture in
formation, they offer convenient intervals for 
performing special control functions such as d-c 
restoration as mentioned in the previous para
graph. If the peaks of the blanking pulses are 
coincident with black level, or differ from 
black level by a constant amount, then d-c re
storation can be accomplished simply by restor
ing these peaks to an arb ;ltrary reference level. 
Thus, in Figure 3-6 (b), if the peak of each 
pulse can be restored to the line m, then the 
signal will appear as in (a) and the d-c com
ponent will have been restored. Small errors 
will remain, corresponding to the displacement~ 
in level between pulses, but these are usually 
negligible and in any case do not become cumu
lative. Hence the restoration is essentially 
complete. 

It now becomes apparent that an extremely 
important step in the synthesis of the television 
signal is that of making the peaks of the added 
blanking pulses bear some fixed relationship to 
actual black level in the scene. It was pointed 
out previously that the peaks of these pulses 
are produced by clipping off' unwanted portions 
of the signal, as illustrated in Figure 3-4, C 
and D. A second, and most important, function 
is performed when the clipping is controlled in 
such a way that the resultant peaks have the re
quired fixed relationship to black level. This 
process of relating the blanking peaks to actual 
black level is called d-c insertion, or insertion 
of the d-c component. A subsequent process, 
later in the system, of bringing these peaks 
back to an arbitrary reference level is called 
d-c restoration. D-C restoration must be ac
complished at the input of the final reproduc
ing device (the kines cope) in order to repro
duce the scene faithfully. 

It is desirable to restore the d-c component 
at other points in the system also, because the 
process N!duces the peak-to-peak excursions of 
the signal to a minimum by removing increases 
in amplitude caused by loss of the d-c compo
nent. In a similar way, it is possible to re
move switching surges, hum, and other spurious 
signal components which have been introduced by 
pur.e addition to the signal. Maintaining mini
mum excursion of the signal is important, 
especially at high-level points in the system, 
in order to avoid saturation in amplifiers and 
consequent distortion of the half-tones in the 
scene. For a specific example, d-c restoration 
helps to maintain constant sync amplitude in 
high-level amplifiers. In other words, it 
makes possible economies in the power capabili
ties of amplifiers such as the f'inal stage in 
the picture transmitter. 
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Diagram 3 in Figure 3-5 illustrates part of 
a typical picture signal including two hori
zontal blanking pulses. It may be seen that 
there is a distinct difference between actual 
black level and blanking level which is pre
scribed as 5% of maximum blanking pulse ampli
tude. This difference is usually called setup 
and its magnitude was set as a reasonable com
promise between loss of signal ampl·it ude range 
and the need for a tolerance in operating ad
justment. Setup is desirable as an operating 
tolerance in the initial manual adjustment of 
the clipper in that part of the system where 
the d-c is inserted. It simply insures that no 
black peaks in the actual picture signal are 
c 11 pped off• 

The accuracy with which setup is maintained 
depends on characteristics of the pickup or 
camera tube. Some types of pick.up tubes produce 
signals during blanked retrace periods which are 
the same as, or are constantly related to, black 
level. In systems where such tubes .are used, 
the magnitude of setup may be held constant 
automatically at whatever value is determined 
in the initial manual adjustment of the clipper 
circuit. In general, pickup tubes employing 
low-velocity scanning, such as the image orthi
con, provide this kind of basic black level in
formation. The iconoscope differs from orthi
cons in this respect, because the secondary 
emission resulting from the high-velocity scan
ning produces a potential distribution on the 
mosaic in which black level is far from the 
level existing during the retrace periods when 
the beam is cut off. In fact, the difference 
between black level and blanking level varies 
continuously as the scene brightness changes, 
because the potential distribution caused by re
settling of the secondaries likewise changes. 
Automatic maintenance of setup, or pedestal 
height, cannot therefore be obtained by refer
ence to the signal during blanked retrace periods 
in the iconoscope, but may be obtained by refer
ence to actual black peaks in the picture sig
nal. Where such reference is not practical, a 
manual control may be readjusted from time to 
time to keep the setup at the required value. 

SYNCHRONIZING 

The horizontal and vertical scanning circuits 
in a receiver are two entirely independent sys
tems, bot~ of which require extremely accurate 
information to keep them in step with the cor
responding scanning systems in the camera, where 
the signal originates. Because the duration of 
sync pulses may be rather short, these pulses 
may be added to the picture signal in such a way 
as to increase the overall amplitude of the final 
signal without increasing the average transmit
ted power level very much. Thus, simple ampli-

tude discrimination can be used to separate t~ 
synchronizing information from the incoming com
posite signal in the receiver. It is, however, 
desirable that a second increase in amplitude 
should not be used to distinguish between hor i
zontal and vertical sync. The reason for this 
is that a further increase in signal amplitude 
would make necessary an increase in the peak 
power rating of the transmitter or else would 
unnecessarily restrict the power available for 
the picture and horizontal sync portions of the 
signal. 

A synchronizing system has therefore been 
chosen in which both vertica·l and horizontal 
pulses have the same amplitude, but different 
waveshapes. Frequency discrimination may then 
be used to separate them in the receiver. The 
shapes of these pulses and their relation to the 
blanking pulses are illustrated in detail in 
Figure 3-5. Figure 3-7 is a functional block 
diagram showing the steps necessary to "utilize" 
the sync signuls. 

5, t 0NO 

DETEGTO( 

P1cT1..1RE.. 

A,.PLIFltR ------'----'C.:..:.:....: 

Fiqure 3-7 - Bloc!<. Diaqram of Picture-siqnal 
Amplifier and Scanninq Circuits in Typical 
Receiver . 

Diagrams 1 and 2 of Figure 3-5 illustrate a 
typical complete composite picture signal in the 
neighborhood of the vertical blanking pulse in 
each of two successive fields. Interlacing of 
the scanning lines is shown by the time dis
placement of the horizontal blanking pulses in 
one diagram with respect to those in the other 
diagram. This displacement is one-half of the 
interval of a scanning line (H/2). 

All sync pulses appear below black level in 
an amplitude region which is sometimes called 
blacker-than-blac k; hence they can have no ef
fect on the tonal gradation of the picture. 
Horizontal sync pulses are (except during the 
first portion of the vertical blanking interval) 
simple rectangular pulses, such as those appear
ing at the negative peaks or bases of the hori
zontal blanking pulses and during the last por
tion of the vertical blanking pulses. The dura
tion of a horizontal sync pulse is considerably 
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less than that of the blanking pulse, and the 
leading edge of the sync pulse is delayed with 
respect to the leading edge of blanking, form
ing a step in the composite pulse which is called 
the front porch. C9rrespondingly, the step 
formed by the difference between the trailing 
edges of sync and blanking is called the back 
porch. The purpose in forming the front porch 
is to insure that the horizontal retrace in the 
receiver (initiated by the sync pulse) does not 
start until after the blanking pulse has cut 
off the scanning beam. It also insures that any 
discrepancies which may exist in the leading 
edge of blanking do not effect either the timing 
or ·the amplitooe of sync. 

The choice of the nominal width of horizontal 
sync (0.08 H, see diagram 5 in Figure 3-5 was 
influenced by three t'actors. First, the wirlth 
shouldbeas greataspossible so that the energy 
content of the pulses will be large compartd to 
the worst type of noise pulses which may be en
countered in the transmission process, thus 
providing maximum immunity to noise. Second, 
the width should not be greater than is neces
sary to meet the first condition, because aver
age power requirements of the transmitter may 
thereby be minimized. Modulation of the pic
ture transmitter is such that sync pulses rep
resent maximum carrier power; hence it is de
sirable to keep the duty cycle as small as pos
sible. Third, the horizontal sync pulses should 
be kept as narrow as possible so as to maintain 
a large difference between these pulses and the 
segments of the vertical sync pulses described 
in the following paragraph. Such a large dif
ference makes it easier to separate the vertical 
sync fr om the composite sync signal. It has 
also been recognized that the back porch is use
ful for a special type of clamping for d-c re
storation. Hence it should be as wide as pos
sible. 

Vertical sync pulses are also basically 
rectangular in shape, but are of much greater 
duration than the horizontal pulses, thus pro
viding the necessary means for frequency dis
crimination to distinguish between them. How
ever, each vertical sync pulse has six slots 
cut in it, which make it appear to be a series 
of six wide pulses at twice horizontal frequency, 
i.e., wide compared to horizontal sync pulses. 
The slots contribute nothing to its value as a 
vertical sync pulse but do provide means for 
uninterrupted information to the horizontal 
scanning circuit. 

Before anrl after each vertical pulse interval 
are groups of six narrow pulses called equaliz
ing pulses. These also are for the purpose of 
maintaining continuous horizontal sync informa
tion throughout the vertical sync and blanking 
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interval. The repetition frequency of the 
equalizing pulses and the slots in the vertical 
pulses is twice the frequency of the horizontal 
sync pulses. This doubling of the frequency 
does two things. First, it provides an arrange
ment in which the choice of t ·he proper alternate 
pulses makes available some kind of a· horizontal 
sync pulse at the end of each scanning line in 
either even or odd fields, Second, it makes the 
vertical sync interval ans both equalizing 
pulse intervals exactly alike in both even and 
odd fields. The importance of this latter re
sult will becoipe evident in following paragraphs. 
It is important to point out that the leading 
edge (downward stroke) of each horizontal sync 
pulse and of each equalizing pulse, and the 
trailing edge (again the downward stroke) of 
each slot in the vertical pulses are responsible 
for triggering the horizontal scanning circuit 
in the receiver; hence the intervals of H or H/ 2 
apply to these edges. 

Perhap~ the most difficult problem in syn
chronizing, and the one in which there is the 
largest number of failures, is that of main
taining accurate interlacing. Discrepancies in 
either timing or amplitude of the vertical scan
ning of alternate fields will cause displace
ment, in space, of the interlaced fields. The 
result is non-uniform spacing of the scanning 
lines, which reduces the vertical resolution and 
makes the line structure of the picture visible 
at normal viewing distance. The effect is usu
ally called pairing. The maximum allowable er
ror in line spacing in the kinescope, to avoid 
the appearance of pairing, is probably 10% or 
less. This means that the allowable error in 
timing of the vertical scanning is less than 
one part in 5000. This small tolerance explains 
why so much emphasis is placed on the accuracy 
of vertical synchronizing. 

The presence of a very minute 30-cycle com
ponent in the vertical scanning invariably 

causes pairing. The fact that the rasters pro
duced in alternate fields are displaced with 
respect to each other by half a line means that 
the horizontal sync signal has an inherent 30-
cycle component. It is this situation, and the 
need to prevent any transfer of the 30-cycle 
component into the vertical rleflection, which 
account for the introduction of the double-fre
quency equalizing pulses before and after the 
vertical sync pulses. The vertical sync pulses 
are separated from the composite sync signal, 
before being apJilied to the vertical scanning 
oscillator, by suppressing the horizontal sync 
pulses in an integrating network similar to that 
illustrated in Figure 3-8. 

Most receivers employ integrating networks 
of three stages instead of the two illustrated. 
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nowever, the general character of the circuit 
action is clearly shown by the wave-form dia
grams* in Figure 3-8. In simple terms, the 
equalizing pulses before the vertical sync 
pulses cause the integrating network to "forget" 
the difference between alternate fields by the 
time the vertical sync pulses begin. This is 
illustrated by the gradual convergence of curves 
f and g during the equalizing pulse interval, 
as the result of integration in the first stage 
alone. The effect of further integration in the 
second stage is shown by curve h, which is typi
cal of the pulses applied to the vertical oscil
lator in a receiver. Thus, the 30-cycle com
ponent is effectively eliminated, from the 
standpoint of accurate timing of the start of 
vertical retrace, by the addition of the first 
set of eq_ualizing pulses and the slots in the 
vertical pulse itself, The second set of equal
izing pulses which follow the vertical pulse af
fect to some extent the impedance of the circuit 
to which the vertical scanning oscillator is 
coupled, and thus affect the amplitude of its 
output; hence these pulses help to provide more 
nearly constant output of the oscillator. Both 
sets of equalizing pulses contribute materially 
to tte necessary accuracy of vertical synchron
izing. 

The width of an equalizing pulse is half the 
width of a horizontal sync pulse (see diagram 4 
of Figure 3-5, and Figure 3-8). This width is 
chosen so that the a-c axis of the sync signal 
does not change at the transition from the line
frequency horizontal sync pulses to the double
frequency equalizing pulses. The curves f 2 and 
g2 in Figure 3-8 illustrate the undesirable ef
fect of making the equalizing puls.es the same 
width as the horizontal sync pulses. There is 
a slight rise in the integrated wave during the 
equalizing pulse interval, which could cause 
premature triggering of the vertical oscillator 
in the receiver if the hold control were ad
justed near one end of its range. This rise in 
the integrated wave results from the change in 
the a-c axis. 

The width of the slots in the vertical sync 
pulses is approximately equal to the width of 
the horizontal sync pulses. The slots are made 
as wide as possible so that noise pulses or other 
discrepancies occurring just prior to the leading 
edge of a slot (i.e., near the end of the pre
ceding segment of a vertical pulse) do not trig
ger the horizontal oscillator. Premature trig
gering can happen if the noise pulse is high 
enough ard if it occurs very close in time to 
the normal triggering time. Increased time-
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separation (a wider slot) reduces likelihooct of 
such premature action. Here again, the require
ments of' special clamping also are met more 
easily if the slots are made as wide as pos
sible, 

A further important advantage of the RMA sys
tem of separating the vertical sync by frequency 
discrimination is that the integrating network 
is a potent factor in reducing the effect of 
noise on vertical synchronizing, Noise signals 
contain mostly high-frequency components; hence 
they are almost completely suppressed by the 
integrating circuit. 

Differentiation, or suppression of the low
frequency components, of the sync signal before 
it is applied to the horizontal scanning oscil
lator is done sometimes, but it is not neces
sary, and has not been imicated in Figure 3-7. 

The methods just described for synchronizing 
the scanning circuits in a television receiver 
are complicated by the need for transmitting the 
complete information over a single channel. In 
the case of the scanning circuits in the cameras, 
however, the situation is very different. The 
cameras and the synchronizing generator are so 
close to each other that there is no problem in 
providing as many wire circuits as may be de
sired. Therefore it is customary to use what 
are called driven scanning circuits in cameras 
and sometimes in picture monitors used with the 
cameras. Separate pulse signals, called driving 
signals, are produced in the synchronizing 
generator for exclusive use in the termin,l 
equipment. Horizontal and vertical driving sig
nals are completely independent of each other 
in the RCA system and are carried on separate 
transmission lines to the points of application. 
The driving signal pulses trigger directly the 
sawtooth generators which produce the sc'anning 
wave forms. This method reduces interlacing 
errors in the terminal equipment to the errors 
inherent in the driving signals. 

Figure 3-9 illustrates a portion of the scan
ning lines appearing on a kinescope as a result 
of the application of a television signal com
posed of RMA sync and blan.king pulses. The 
group of lines shown are those occurring in the 
neighborhood of the vertical retrace period in
cluding a few before and a few after the verti
cal blanking pulse. As noted on the diagram, 
the triggering of the lines has been displaced 
both vertically and horizontally so that the 
shadows produced by the sync and blanking pulses 
appear near the center of the raster rather than 

* Diagram prepared by A. V. Bedford, RCA Laboratories, for presentation to the N.T.S.C. 
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Figure 3-9 - Television Synchronizing Signa I and Pulse Cross 

in the normal positions at the edges of the 
raster. This displacement is brought about sim
ply to clarify the illustration of the effect 
of the pulses on the raster. 

The shadows produced thus are called a puLs e 
cross. When expanded vertically so that in
dividual scanning lines become easily apparent, 
the pulse cross becomes a ready means of check
ing the performance of the sync generator. The 
shadows produced by each different kind of 
pulses are indicated clearly on the diagram. 
With linear scanning, the horizontal dimensions 
of the shadows are measures of time or pulse 
width, and, because of the expanderl scale, they 
provide a relatively accurate means of measur
ing pulse width. Furthermore, by counting ap
propriate lines, the number~ of equalizing 
pulses, slots, vertical sync pulses, etc. can be 
checked easily. 

A useful piece of station test equipment can 
be made by modifying the deflection circuits in 
a pictw-e monitor to provide the displacement of 

the lines and the extra large vertical expan
sion described. 

AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL OF SCANNING 

The constant search for means of immuniza
tion against the effects of noise has brought 
about the development of automatic frequency 
control (afc) of the scanning circuits in tele
vision receivers. In triggered circuits, each 
scanning line (and each field) is initiated in
div !dually by a pulse in the incoming signal. 
In contrast to thls, in an afc system, scanning 
generators are governed by stable oscillators 
which, in turn, are controlled by voltages ob
tained from phase comparison of the incoming 
sync pulses with the scanning signals themselves. 
The time-constant of the comparison circuit is 
usually made long, cpmpared to the period of the 
scanning, so that random noise pulses have very 
little effect on the resulting control voltage, 
and correspondingly little effect on the scan-
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ning frequency. 'l:he fact that such afc circuits 
are keyed provides a further inununization factor 
by eliminating the possible effect of all noise 
pulses except those which coincide with the 
short keying intervals. The use of afc scanning 
circuits ma1ces possi bl e accurate synchronizing 
of a receiver under such bad conditions of noise 
that the masking of the picture by the noise 
renders it completely unusuable. Thus, failure 
to synchronize may be largely eliminated as a 
limiting factor in picture reception. 

l 
AFC may be used with both vertical and hori-

zontal scanning circuits, but so far is being 
used commercially for horizontal circuits only. 
One reason for not using afc with the vertical 
circuits is that the time-constant must be ver y 
long to provide a stable control voltage. As a 
result, the circuit will not recover from an 
extended interruption of the incoming signal 
until an intolerably long time has elapsed. The 
frequency of the oscillator drifts during an 
interruotion, and may not recover for a large 
number of seconds a fte r the signal re turns. Dur
ing the period of recovery, the raster rolls 
over continuously at a decreasing rate until 
control is restored. The time- constant of the 
horizontal circuit, on the other hand, may be 
short enough so that recovery takes place in 
less than one field. Triggered scanning cir
cuits, of course, recover from sig nal interrup
tions very rapidly, but they do not have the 
same high immunity to noise that the afc cir
cuits have. 

-,-------------, 
1 /k<iJN N IN(l OF 
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Figure 3-/0 - Ert"ect or Frequency Modulation or 
Horizontal SyncandBlanl<.ing on Shape or Raster 
in Receiver with AFC or Horizontal Scanning . 

As a result of the use of afc circuits in re
ceivers, a high degree of frequency stability is 
required in the horizontal sync and blanking 
signals. Frequency modulation of the horizontal 
pulses is intolerable because it causes the 
right- and left-hand edges of the blanked raster 
in the receiver, as well as vertical lines in the 
scene, to assume the same shape as the modulating 
wave. As shown in Figure 3-10, the border of the 
complete raster in the receiver is rectangular, 
but frequency modulation of the horizontal sync 
and blanking will distort the shape of the border 
produced by blanking. Frequency modulation by a 
00-cycle sine wave is illustrated, 
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Horizontal retrace begins along a straight 
vertical line regardless of timing; and since 
this retrace is controlled by a stable oscilla
tor in the receiver which is not responsible to 
short-time changes in sync timing, the presence 
of variations in sync timing and of correspond
ing changes in blanking pulse timing, will show 
as a displacement of the edges of the blanked 
raster. The frequency stability of the sync 
generator must therefore be at least equal to 
the stability of the oscillators used in afc 
receivers. The maximum rate of change of fre
quency allowable in a sync generator has been 
specified by RMA as 0.15% per second, This is 
a rather strict tolerance, as indicated by the 
fact that it allows a total displacement of only 
1/ 32 of an inch (approx.) in a period of one 
field in a picture 10 inches wide. 

FILM PROJECTION 

The use of standard souna motion picture 
film for television program material offers a 
special problem which arises from the difference 
in the picture repetition rates use. For rea
sons explained previously, the rate used for 
television is 30 frames and 6() fields per second. 
The standard speed for sound film, both 16nun and 
35mm, is 24 frames per second, and since each 
frame is projected twice, the picture rate is 
48 per second. The basic problem of reconciling 
the frequency difference has been met by using 
special projectors for television, in which 
alternate frames of the film are projected twice 
and the remainder are projected three times. In 
this way, 6() pictures are obtained in place of 
the usual 48, but the average speed of the film 
through the projector is unchanged; hence the 
sound take-off is entirely normal. 

Another problem also presents itself in the 
use of intermittent film projectors for televi
sion. The vertical scanning period occupies 
from 92% to 95% of the total period. If the 
projected image is to be thrown on the pickup 
tube during the scanning period at all, it must 
be for the entire time so that all parts of the 
area will be subject to the same lighting con
ditions. Such an arrangement would leave only 
the vertical retrace period (5% to 8% of the 
total, or approximately one thousandth of a sec
ond) in which to pull down the film to the next 
frame. 35mm film will not stand up under accel
erations produced by sprocket-hole pull-down in 
such a short period; hence some other scheme must 
be used. The method which has been adopted for use 
with intermittent projectors makes use of the 
storage property of certain kinds of pickup 
tubes, such as the iconoscope. The frame of 
film is projected with very intense illumina
tion during the vertical blanking period only, 
while neither the pickup tube nor the receiver 
is being scanned. Then the light is cut off and 
the pickup tube is scanned in the absence of any 
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optical image from the film, The signal gener~ 
ated during this scan results from charges 
stored on the sensitive surface during the pre
ceding flash of light. Wh~le the light is cut 
off during the scan there is ample time to pull 
the film down before the next flash of light, 
without exerting destructive forces. The pulses 
of light may be obtained by chopping the output 
of a continuous source with a rotating disk, or 
(with a special type of arc lamp) by pulsing the 
source itself by electronic means. The storage 
properties of pickup tubes for this purpose must 

.. be sufficiently good so that dissipation of the 
stored charges is negligible between light 
pulses. Appreciable dissipation causes loss of 
contrast at the bottom of the picture, 

Another solution to the problem of film pro
jection in television is the use of a continu
ous projector, a type which produces a station
ary image from continuously moving film by means 
of moving mirrors or lenses. This solution has 
not been accepted commercially so far because 
of practical difficulty in making the optical 
system sufficiently accurate to stop motion of 
the image completely, 

The film problem in England, Europe, and 
other areas where 50-cycle power systems are 
standard, and where the television field fre
quency is also 50 cycles per second, is simpler 
in one respect, namely that it is not necessary 
to use the two-three ratio for projection of 
alternate frames of film. Instead, the film is 
projected as it is in theaters where each frame 
is projected twice. No attempt is made to com
pensate for the difference between the 24 frame 
taking speed and the 25 frame projection speed. 
The results are an approximate 4% increase in 
the apparent speed of motion of objects in the 
scene (which is probably negligible) and a slight 
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rise in the . pitch of all sounds. This latter 
effect is the more objectionable of the two, 
though generally it is not noticeable in speech 
and many other ordinary sounds, The change in 
pitch is undoubtedly noticeable to the trained 
musician in the case of musical sounds and must 
produce an unpleasant mental re~ction to the 
music. However, no easy solution to the problem 
is known, and the situation is accepted without 
serious complaint. The other aspects of the 
film problem are not affected by the use of 50 
fields instead of 60. 
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PART 11 

FUNDAMENTAL CIRCUITS 

INTRODUCTION 

The foregoing discussion of basic concepts 

shows that television circuits use vacuum tubes 

and components in ways that differ significantly 

from audio- or radio-frequency circuit applica

tions. Sinusoidal wave forms are the exception 

rather than the rule. Usually the complex wave 

forms observed in television circuits are rec

tangular pulses , sawtooth shapes , or combina

tions of both. Vacuum-tube g rids may be driven 

from a point well below cut-off potential into 

the positive region where grid current flows. 

The vacuum tube may operate as a switch in 

which total voltage and current values are used 

rather than small incremental quantities. Also 

time becomes an important factor since c e rtain 

circuits must function in a particular manner 

with respect to time. The following notes are 

concerned with some funf amental television cir

cuits employing coi'lcepts outlined above. 

OVERDRIVEN AMPLI Fl ER 

An overdriven amplifier is one in which the 

grid voltage is varied from a point below the 

tube cut-off voltage to some value in the posi

tive region where grid current flows. This tyPe 

of amplifier may be used as a limiting or clip

ping device or as a pulse amplifier. A circuit 

diagram is shown in Figure 3-11. 

.._ _________ ~_.._ __ --4_ I I t--+,---...J 

E1:,):, 

Figure 3-11 - Overdriven Ampliri@r 

In the over ,lriven amplifie r the following 

symbols apply: 

d-c plate resistance= e bl ip· For 

eg = 0 assume rp constant 

10,000 ohms approximately for 6SN7. 

d-c grid resistance= eg/ ig. Assume 

rg constant for given tube 

1,000 ohms approximately for 6SN7. 

Eco grid voltage for plate current cut-off 

Ebb/~ for triodes only. 

g rid limiting resistor which !imits 

grid voltage to a value slightly posi

tive with respect to the cathode. 

Figure 3-12 shows an equivalent circuit and 

the r esultant wave forms when a sinusoidal vol

tage ei is applied to the grid. In this equi

valent circuit, switches S
1 

.,,nd s
2 

are open when 

the grid voltage is below cut-ot"f. They are 

closed when the grid voltage is positive with 

r espect to the cathode. 

I?~ s, 52 E'- e; 

Pq Re 

Ebb ~ 

Ip 

tc 

t-

Fi qure 3-12 - Overdriven Amp/irier, Equivalent 

Circuit and Wave Form . 

When e. = 0 9 the grid voltage e is equal to 
i g 

Ek. When e i - Ek = O, grid current flows and 

limits e to a slightly positive value. The 

g rid voltgage r emains positive and constant, be

cause of the drop across R (note that R >> r) , 
until e. approaches the f ~o-degree poilt of fhe 

i 
cycle. During the first half-cycle ip rises 
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-rapidly to a value determined by ""P' RL, Ek, and 

Ebg and then remains constant until e becomes 

negative. When e i + Ek is equal to t~e cut-off 

voltage, ip falls to zero and no plate current 

flows for the remainder of the cycle. During 

the time that eg is zero or slightly positive, 

+ 

When plate current is cut off (S2 open) , 

In this circuit the sinusoidal input voltage 
has been clipped at both top and bottom to give 

a rough square-wave output voltage. 

CATHODE FOLLOWER 

A linea.- cathode-follower stage differs from 

the ordinary amplifier circuit in five ways: 

( 1) the signal polarity is not inverted, (2) the 

gain is less than 1, (3) the output impedance 

is low, (4) the input impedance is high, and 

(5) the input capacitance is lowered. It may 

be used (1) after a pulse-shaping circuit to 
prevent loading of the circuit , (2) to drive 

tubes requiring grid power without altering the 

waveshape , or (3) as a device to match high to 

low impedances. It can deliver high currents 

to a low-impedance load without altering the 

waveshape. The basic circuit and equivalent 

circuit are shown in Figure 3-13 for incremental 

quantities. 

Ip 

Fi qure 3-13 - Cathode Fo l lower Circuit 

From Figure 3-13 it may be seen that 

eg = ei - ek; hence µ,eg b ecomes µ,( ei - ek). Then 

in the equivalent circuit 

3-19 

and the output voltage e
0 

is 

eo ek ilk 

µ, ( ei - ek) Rk 

""p + Rk 

from which the gain A is expressed 

µ, R 
A 

If the amplification factorµ, is large, com

pared to 1, the gain A becomes 

A 

In another form, the gain may be expressed 

µ, 

""p R k, 

A 

1 + £__ Rk 
""p 

gm Rk 

1 + gm R k 

The last equation resembles the equation for 

the gain of an ordinary amplifier stage r educed 

1 
by the factor 1 + gmRk 

The grid-to- cathode 

input capacity is reduced by the same factor , 

and the total input capacity becomes 

C + gp 

Similarly, the output impedance is reduced to 
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MUL Tl VIBRATORS 

A multivibrator is a circuit arrangement in 
which two tubes operate as switching elements 
to control the duration of current flow in the 
two load resistances. It may be compared to an 
oscillator, in that its action can be self-sus
tained. Such a multivibratoris called a "free
running" multivibrator. It may be synchronized 
to a desired frequency by either a sine wave of 
the given frequency or by a pulse whose repeti
tion rate is equal to the desired frequency. 
There is also a type of mul tivibrator known as a 
"flip-flop", "one-kiclc", or "one-shot" multi
vibrator. This type of multivibrator performs 
one cycle of operation only when triggered by 
an external synchronizing signal. 

Figure 3-14 is a circuit diagram of an un
biased free-running multivibrator. Capacitor 

T, 

Figure 3- 14 - Unbiased Free-running 
Multivibrator 

C1 couples the grid of T1 to the plate of T
2

• 

Similarly9 C 2 couples the grid of T 2 to the 

plate of T1• The circuit operates as follow~ 

Suppose Ebb is applied when both tubes tend to 

conduct. Any small difference in circuit Values 

or tube characteristics will result in one tube 

carrying more current than the o-ther. Suppose 

more current flows in T1• The greater voltage 

drop in RL
1 

is impressed on the grid of T 29 ma!c

ing that grid more negative and decreasing the 

current flow in T
2

• The plate potential of T
2 

rises, and this drives the grid of T
1 

toward 

positive potential, causing T
1 

to draw a still 

greater current. The effect is cumulative and 

results in T1 carrying maximum current while T
2 

is cut off. 

The cycle of operation following the cut-off 

of 'f
2 

is shown in Figure 3-15. The plate vol-• 

e'I, 

--1----!ob 

eRLI 
;: .. 

---- Ebb 01--------------- t r,.t R._, 
ol====i-----+,__ ____ _ 

01----------------t 
01----+:,,,.---~------t 

I 
I 
I 
I 

t2 --r- t, 

--------Eco 

Figure 3-15 - Operc1ting Cycle of Free-running 
Mui tivibra tor 

rP 
tageof T1 drops to a value equal to---- Ebb" 

rp + R Ll 

dince the grid of T
2 

is coupled to the plate of 

T1 through C
2

, the grid voltage of T
2 

also drops 

below zero by an amount equal to eRLl" Grid 

voltage eg tends to go positive because eb
2 

rises to Ebb when T
2 

is cut off; however , c
1 

charges quickly through RL 2 and rgl and leaves 

eg1 at approximately zero potential. Capacitor 
C

2 
begins to discharge exponentially through 

Rg 2 and RL 1 and rpl in parallel. fhe equiva
lent circuit, for C

2 
discharging, is shown in 

Figure 3- 16. 

Fig,,re 3- 16 - Capaci for Discharge Circuit 

The equation for the discharge of a capaci
tor is 

where 

e Eo E-t/RC 
C 

voltage on capacitor at time t 
total discharge voltage 

time constant of discharge circuit. 
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Since we are interested primarily in e 2, we 

shall consider the voltage across Rgz · it the 

beginning of the discharge e gz = e RL 1• The 

steady-state condition toward which eg
2 

is tend

ing is zero volt; however , when e 2 reaches cut

off voltage , tube T
2 

will begin fo conduct , and 

tube T1 
will be cut off. 

From Figure 3-10 it can be seen that the 
total resistance in the discharge path is 

+ 

Stray capacity is neglected in the calculations, 

but tends to round the corners of the plate-vol

tage wave form as shown in Figure 3-15, From 

the foregoing we may write the equation for the 

voltage on the grid of T2: 

(specific equation to point of cut-off). 

In the usual design problem all the constants 

are !mown or can be determined, with the excep

tion of R 
2 

and 0
2

• The value of RL
1 

is de

termined ty the amplitude of plate-voltage 

change desired. Eco and rp
1 

depend upon the 

tube type. The time interval t
2 

is known for a 

particular application and is the time that T
2 

is not conducting. The product R C may be 
g2 2 

calculated from the equation for voltage across 

Rg2· 

The operation of T1 
follows an identical 

cycle when it is cut off. The sum t1 + t
2 

of 

the cut-off periods determines the total period 

of the cycle, The frequencyof the multivibrator 

may be varied by varying either or both grid 

resistors. 

It will be noted in Figure 3-15 that eg ap

proaches Eco at the angle a. Since this angle 

is small, any variation in tube characteristics 

3-21 

or components causing a shift in Eco will alter 

the cut-off period t because the point of inter

sec tion of e with E will change. ,Vhen it is 
g co 

essential that t remain nearly constant over a 

long period of operation, the grid may be re

turned to Ebb a s shown in ·Figure 3- i7. 

Figure 3-17 - Grid Return Circui f 

The discharge wave form for eg
1 

is shown in 

Figure 3-13, In this example , eg
1 

is heading 

for E bb instead of zero potential as in the 

previous case, a nd the angle a is 1 arge, Small 

------✓--

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ r t,--i / 

C 
-------Eco 

Figure 3-18 - Grid Vol fage Wave Form 

variations in E co willnotgreatly alter the in-

te~section of e 1 
main very nearfy 

and Eco' and thus t 1 will re

constant. The equation for 

the discharge of c1 becomes 

+ E ) E- t / RC 
bb 1 

An example of the so-called "flip-flop" 

multivibrator is shown in Figure 3-19 with the 

associated wave forms, Tube T
2 

is normally con

ducting, and plate-current now through R k lceeps 

T1 cut off. When the grid of T1 receives the 

trigger pulse, ep
1 

decreases and drives the grid 

of T2 below cut off, T
2 

remains cut off until 

C 
2 

discharges to the cut-off potential , at which 
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Figure 3-19 - "Flip- Oop" Mu/fivibrafor 

point T
2 

resumes conduction until another trig
ger ~ulse is received. 

CATHODE-COUPLED MUL Tl VIBRATORS 

The multivibrators discussed thus far oper
ate well up to pulse repetition rates of several 
thousand pulses per second. At higher repeti
tion rates , stray capacity tends to cause un
stable operation. To minimize stray-capacity 
effects and extend the stable range of opera
tion, one can resort to cathode coupling between 
stages. 

A cathode-coupled multivibrator is shown 
schematically in Figure 3-al. 

Figure 3-20 - Cathode-coupled Mulfivibrafor 

When +B voltage is applied to the circuit , 

plate-current flow establishes across Rk a bias 

voltage connnon to both tubes. At the same time 
the voltage drop across RLl is impressed on the 
grid of T2, reducing the plate current in T

2 
and lowering the bias voltage across Rk. With 
lower bias voltage, T1 carries a larger plate 
current, and the resulting plate-voltage drop 
drives the grid of T

2 
more negative. The proc

ess is cumulative and rapid, so that T 2 is cut 
off quickly. 

Capacitor C
2 

discharges in normal manner 
until the grid reaches cut-off potential, This 

cycle is shown, during t 1 , in Figure 3-20. 
Then T 

2 
begins to conduct, The flow of T 

2 
plate 

current through Rk reduces the plate current in 

T1 because of increased bias. The plate voltage 
of T1 rises as the plate current decreases , and 
this voltage rise is coupled to the grid of T

2 
through c

2
• The grid of T

2 
is driven positive 

by this cumulative process . Heavy current in 
T2 cuts off T1 . 

Now c2 begins to charge through RL 1 and the 

parallel combination of rg and Rg
2
• It charges 

quickly until the grid voltage is reduced to 
cathode potential. Then T

2 
grid current ceases, 

and C
2 

continues to charge through RL
1 

and Rg
2

• 

At the end of the time interval t
2 

plate current 
in T

2 
has been reduced sufficiently to allow T

1 
conduction. From this point on, the cycle is 

repeated, 

This type of multivibrator is inherentl y un

stable because neither tube can keep the other 
in cut-off condition. Also , the effect of stray 

capacity is reduced by interstage coupling to 
one grid only, and the input capacity of that 

grid is reduced by cathode-follower action. The 
controlling signal is coupled between stages by 

a low-impedance circuit in the cathodes , in 
which the effect of stray capacity is lessened. 
A mul tivibrator of this type may be operated in 
reliable manner at a pulse repetition rate of a 
million pulses per second. 

CLIPPING CIRCUITS 

Clipping circuits are used to eliminate un
desired portions of complex wave forms by limit
ing the amplitude excursion in either the posi
tive or negative direction, or in both direc
tions. Clippers or limiters are usually applied 
in circuits in which pulses are formed and 
shaped to desired spe cifications. 

Figure 3-21 illustrates a simple peak-clip
ping circuit which may be used to form a square 

Tt CONOUCTING 

Figure 3-21 - Peal<. Clipping Circui f 

wigfi
Stolen 2 Line Transparent
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wave from a sinusoid. Two diode elements, T1 
and T

2
, are connected as shown. Bias battery 

E1 keeps tube T 1 cut off until input voltage e i 

increases in the positive direction to a value 

equal to E1• Further increase in ei causes con

duction of T1 and results in a voltage drop 

across R. As ei increases, both the current in 

T1 and the voltage drop across R increase so 

that the output voltage e
0 

is fairly constant 

after ei becomes slightly greater than E1 . A 

similar condition holds for the negative half

cycle of the input voltage. In this , the out

put voltage increases in the negative direction 

until bias E
2 

is overcome. Then conduction in 

T
2 

limits the output voltage to a fairly con

stant value. \\'ave forms for the cyclf' of opera

tion are shown in Figure 3-21. 

To produce, from a sine wave, a square wave 

with a short rise time by using a clipper of 

this type, it is necessary to connect several 

stages in cascade, inserting amplifiers between 

stages. 

The overdriven amplifier discussed on previ

ous pages may also be used for performing a 

Clippin& operation. Figure 3-22 is a practical 

+B t 

"'~· 
0 

0 0 
0 "' "' "' t \\i 0 

i, 
,01 

Te 1--e, ey, 
e; 

ff ff e, 

... ;,- eb, 

C 

Figure 3-22 - Triode Clipper Circuit 

triode clipper circuit utilizing a type 6SL7 

tube, It may be desirable , for example, to re

move O'Vershoots or distortion in the tops of a 

square wave such as e. in Figure 3-22. If e. 
t t 

is symmetrical about the a-c axis , the grid of 

T_i_ will assume a bias voltage, due to grid cur

rent , which will permit just the tip of the 

pulse to reach zero potential with respect to 

the cathode. If the pulse amplitude is suffi

ciently large , the negative excursions will drive 

the tube beyond cut off and eliminate the over

shoot on the negative half-cycle. 

3- 23 

The signal on the plate of T1 consists of a 

square wave with overshoots eliminated in the 

positive half-cycle. By passing this signal 

through Tt the overshoot is eliminated in the 

negative half-cycle, and a clean square wave is 

obtained in the output. 

In the foregoing examples of clipping cir

cuits, the action was symmetrical about the a-c 

axis. In some cases it may be desirable to clip 

only the tips of positive pulses, retain the 

tips, and eliminate the remainder of the wave 

form. Such a circuit and the appropriate wave 

forms are shown in Figure 3-23, Suppose the 

input voltage consists of alternate positive and 

+B e/ o t 

t 

I-
eJ 

eo 

'~o -- t 

Figure 3-23 - Clipper Circuit 

negative pulses obtained by differentiating a 

square wave. It is desired to clip the positive 

pulses midway between the axis and the tips. 

Voltage relationships are shown in Figure 3- 23, 

The clipping level is set by adjusting the 

bias in the cathode circuit so that, without 

signal , the tube is biased beyond cut-off. Only 

the positive tips of the input pulses cause 

plate current to flow. 

In the clipping circuits described thus far , 

no attempt has been made to compensate for the 

inherent curvature near cut-off in the plate

current-cut-off type of clipper. Where the 

clipper is used to clip the blanking pulse and 

establish black level , as in Figure 3-4C, it is 

imperative that the slope of the grid character

istic curve remain constant to the clipping 

point; for this will prevent squashing of the 

Video signal near blac!c level and avoid change 

in the transfer characteristic. The linear 

clipper shown in Figure 3-24 accomplishes the 

desired result. 

The linear clipper circuit includes a pentode 

V1 , a load resistor R
2 

in series with a diode 

section V29 and an additional load resistor R1 
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_, V2 

v, 't 
.._,2 

,, R, r OUT IN --- ---

fK t---, 
-4. -,-. 

~ ~ 

2 

--=-

Figure 3-24 - Linear Clipper Circuit 

in parallel with R
2 

and V
2

• The value of 

approximately ID to 30 times that of R
2

• 

plate and screen supplies are regulated, 

R1 is 

Both 

Figure 3-25 shows the characteristic curve 
for the linear clipper, 

ip = i,-t ii--. 

A 

CLIPPING LEVEL 

(BLACK LEVEL) -- I 
I 

,, 

C 

0 

Figure 3-25 - Linear Clipper Characteristic 

When V1 is operating on the linear portion 

B-~ the plate current ip is i 1 + i
2

, and the 

plate voltage is less than Eb/2; hence V
2 

con

ducts and causes signal current i to flow in 
2 

R 2 • At point B the plate voltage of V
1 

is equal 

to Eb/2. Between Band A the cathode voltage 
of V

2 
is greater than E i2; therefore i 

2 
is 

zero, and there is no change in signal output 

voltage, Thus the blanking pulse is clipped at 
black level, Only the linear portion of the 

curve between Band C is used for the picture 
signal. 

Cut-off in this clipper is abrupt. The use 
of a pentode tube permits an abrupt change in 
external load resistance without affecting 
plate current. As i

2 
approaches zero, the ratio 

i
1
!i

2 
changes rapidly, resulting in a rapid 

change of v
2 

cathode voltage in the cut-off 
region. 

By adjusting the equivalent bias on V
1

, point 
B can be made to coincide with blac!c level. 

A serious drawback of the linear clipper is 
capacity feed-through of transients. This 
trouble can be cured by connecting a second 
diode element, as shown by the dotted lines in 
Figure 3-24, By proper bias adjustment the 
second diode can be made to conduct at a poten
tial just above cut-off of the limiter so that 
unwanted signals are shunted to ground when the 
limiter is inoperative. 

BLOCKING OSCILLATORS 

A blocking oscillator is a form of self
pulsed oscillator that is used as a simple means 
fbr obtaining a short pulse at some desired 
repetition rate. Figure 3-26 is a schematic 
diagram of a simplified blocking oscillator cir
cuit. The coupling coefficient of the iron-core 
transformer Tis very nearly unity. The con
nection polarities of the transformer must be as 

Tr+B 

,___;;;.-..,+ I i e b 

Figure 3-26 - Blocl<-ing Oscillator Circuit 

shown. Wave forms for the operating cycle are 
given in Figure 3- 27. 

When B+ is applied and plate current starts 
to flow, a voltage develops in the primary wind
ing, due to the inductance drop L di l dt. This 
voltage is coupled to the secondary so as to 
cause the grid voltage to rise in the positive 
direction. Thus , the plate current is further 
increased. The effect is cumulative and causes 
the grid to go positive quickly. As the grid 
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Figure 3-27 - Block. ing Osei I la tor 
Operating Cycle 

is driven positive , two actions occur: Grid 

current flows and charges c1; and plate vol

tage is reduced to such a low value that further 

increase in grid voltage will not increase the 

plate current. The secondary voltage then 

ceases to increase, and C1 begins to discharge. 

The discharge of C1 lowers the grid voltage, 

causing a decrease in plate current, The in

duced voltage in the secondary is in the nega

tive direction, due to the change in dipldt, 
and the grid is driven quickly below cut-off. 

Then C1 is discharged through R1 and the trans

former secondary until the grid voltage is less 

than cut-off, When plate current starts to 
flow, the cycle is repeated, The unbiased block
ing time is roughly 2 or 3 times C1 R1 , depending 

upon the transformer turns ratio , induct~nce 

values, and self-resonant frequency. The block

ing oscillator frequency may be controlled by 

varying the bias on the grid or on the cathode, 

or by varying R1 . 

The blocking oscillator may be svnchronized 
by applying either a sine-wave or a pulse vol

tage across a resistor in the ground lead of the 

transformer secondary. 

STEP-CHARGING Cl RCU I TS 

A step-charging circuit is one in which the 

p9tential across a capacitor is built up in a 

series of steps, Its fundamental use is in a 

frequency-dividing system in which a blocking 

oscillator is triggered after a number of steps 

have been completed. Figure 3-28 shows a simple 

3 - 25 

step-charging circuit and the resultant wave 
fornis. 

Figure 3-28 - Step-charging Circuit 

Asswne that the plate voltage ebrises quickly 

at time t 1 and that e
0 

= O, Diode section T1 
will conduct and charge C1 and C

2
• The voltage 

across C
2 

is given by the equation. 

When eb returns to its minimwn value, diode sec

tion T
2 

will conduct and discharge C1 . At time 

t 2 diode T 1 conducts again, charging C 1 and C 2 . 

This time, however , the total change in eb is 

not divided between C
1 

and C
2 

since C
2 

has on it 

the voltage developed at time t 1 . Let e1 denote 

Voltage to which C
2 

was charged during the in

itial pulse. Then 

Each succeeding step may be calculated in the 

manner shown above. The voltage on C
2 

during 

the preceding step must be subtracted from the 

pea!c-to-peak plate voltage in determining the 

amplitude of the next step. 

At the end of a given ,1umber of steps, a 

blocking oscillator is triggered, C
2 

is dis

charged, and the cycle is repeated. 

NON-LINEAR Ml XERS 

In some television applications , specifically 

in the synchronizing generator, it is necessary 

to mix two pulses in such a manner that the re

sultant signal is not the algebraic sum of the 

two pulses. In effect, a third pulse is created 
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which differs in character from the original 
pulses. Consider the circuit in Figure 3-29. 
The 6L7 tube is biased at such a high value that 
both grids must receive positive pulses before 
plate current can flow. During the time that a 
positive pulse exists on both grids, plate cur
rent flows and gives an output voltage as shown. 

0 

e, --1-

+B 

0 
0 

"' 

Figure 3-29 - Non- I inear Mixer 

Figure 3-30 is a curve taken on a tyPe 6L7 
tube for the electrode voltages shown. If the 
bias voltage is set at -14,5 volts as indi
cated, either grid potential may be reduced to 
zero without plate current flow. 

-16 

- :4 --------- +EK, QUIESCENT POINT. 

-12 

- 10 

'C3 -B 

-6 

-4 

-2 

<' 

O -2 -4 

6L7 
Eb ~ 150 VOLTS 

Ecz= 75 VOLTS 

-6 -8 -10 -12 -14 -1 6 - IB -20 -22 

Ec1 

Figure 3-30 - Characteristics or Type 6L7 Tube 

A-F-C DISCRIMINATOR Cl RCUI T 

To improve receiver performance , certain 
limitations have been recommended oy the RMA 
Committee ,n Standards for the maximum accelera
tion of the synchronizing-signal frequency. 
Also, it is desirable to lock the frequency of 
the sync generator to a local 60-cycle power 
supply so as to simplify studio and remote opera
tion. Since the local power-supply frequency 
may change by an amount exceeding RMA standards 
during sudden load changes , a means of delayed 
frequency control must be devised, in which the 
acceleration of frequency, in cycles per second 

per second, does not exceed the recommended 
standard. Such a circuit is the lock-in cir
cuit shown in Figure 3-31. 

\60NPULSE INPUT 

~~--._) O-C OUTPUT 
~---- Rz VOLTAGE 

Figure 3-31 - Frequency Control Circuit 

The circuit consists of four diode elements 
in a balanced bridge network. The sine wave of 
the local 60-cycle supply is clipped and applied 
across the bridge. A 60-cycle pulse voltage, 
derived from the synchronizing signal oscilla
tor, is applied to the center leg of the bridge 
through a transformer. The phase of the local 
power supply voltage is adjusted so that the 
pulses occur at the zero-voltage point. 

With reference to Figure 3-31 it may be seen 
that , normally , T1 and T

2 
would conduct during 

the negative half-cycle; however, a bias vol
tage , built up across R1 c1, prevents conduction. 
Similarly, ·T

3 
and Tit would normally conduct dur

ing the positive half-cycle , except for the 
bias voltage. The pulse voltage overcomes the 
bias voltage when the clipped sine wave is 
passing through zero , and T1 and T

2 
conduct 

briefly during a small portion of the negative 
half-cycle, while T

3 
and T

4 
conduct momentarily 

during a small portion of the positive half
cycle. If the pulse voltage is in phase with 
the power 1 ine voltage and of the same frequency, 
the net charge on C

2 
will remain the same. 

If, however, the frequency relationship be
tween C

1 
and the pulse voltage should change, 

the charge on C
2 

will change because the diodes 
will conduct more during one of the half-cycles 
than during the other. The time constant of 
R

2
c
3 

may be aujusted to provide for slow changes 
in the d-c output voltage, thus preventing er
ratic changes in power-line frequency from ap
pearing in the control voltage. 

The d-c output voltage is used to control a 
reactance tube for changing the frequency of the 
pulse voltage. 
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REACTAHCE TUBE CIRCUIT 

A reactance tube is used for controlling the 

frequency of an oscillator by varying the effee

tive tank circuit in the plate of the oscillator, 

Figure J-32 shows a typical reactance tube cir

cuit, 

Figure 3-32 - Re-'lctance Tube Circuit 

In this circuit , R
1 

>> "1/ jwC
1

• Let the im

pedance between points "C" and "D" be Z
1 

= R
1

• 

The impedance from "D" to "G" is 1/ jwC
2

, which 

we shall call z
2

• Then we may draw the equiva

lent circuit shown in Figure 3-33, 

A 

8 

Figure 3-33 - Reactance Tube Equivalent 

Circuit 

E Z
2 'v 

E Z
2 

If zl >> z eg 'v 

2' z + z2 zl 1 

If zl + z >> r p, i f' '"'' i, 
2 "-· 

gm z 
2 

E 
but i p gmeg z 

1 

fhe admittance , loo 1cing into the reactance 

tube plate is 

3-27 

or 

Thus , the admittance of the reactance is 

equivalent to an inductance which would vary 

with gm• The vector diagram of current and vol

tage relationships is shown in Figure 3-34. 

E 

Figure 3-34 - Reactance TubP. Circuit Vector 

Diagram 

1lutual conductance of the rcactance tube is 

varied by changing the d-c grid bias, fhis cir

cuit , in conjunction with the lock-in circuit 

previously described, may be used t o keep the 

frequency of an oscillator synchronized to a 

local power source, 

SAWTOOTH GEN ERATO RS 

A sawtooth generator is a device whose out

put voltage has a repeating triangular wave 

shape of which the positive slope is constant, 

Thus 

de 

dt 
Constant 

This type of voltage is used as a time base for 

the scanning of cathode-ray or !dncscope tubes, 

In view of the present television standards , we 

shall be concerned with sawtooth wave forms whose 

frequencies are 60 cycles and 15,750 cycles per 

second. 

Figure 3-35 is a circuit diagram of a saw

tooth generator commonly used in television 

equipment, 

Asswne that C is charged at t.he l-ieginning 

of a cycle, Pulse ei is applied to the grid 
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~ n___n_ .,_ _________ ► eo e,.~yr 
Figure 3-35 - Sawtoo-th Generator Circuit 

With sufficient amplitude to drive the grid 
positive. The triode conducts heavily, dis
charging C. !luring the positive pulse interval , 
the flow of grid current produces a bias voltage 
across the grid resistor , of sufficient ampli
tude to cut the tube off when the pulse goes 
negative. Capacitor C charges exponentially 
through resistor R while the tube is cut off 
between pulses. 

In the analysis of the sawtooth gene rator , 
certain assumptions will be made. First, we 
shall assume complete discharge of C during the 
pulse. Usual ly rp << R and ti is long enough 
to permit the voltag e across C to discharge to 
E br:/( rp + R). With rp « R, we have el.. ~ O. 

~ow we shall define a linearity factor A. 
Consider Figure 3-36 in which we have a linearly 
increasing voltage of constant slope de/dt. 
3uch a voltage may be obtained by making the 
charging current constant , or 

0 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - - Eb 
I 

dtc : CONSTANT j Ebl/RC 
,. ,,. ,. I E T \ 

/ ~~/\ 
/ I RC 

,; .,, I 
,,. I 

,, I 

t ..... 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Figure 3-36 - Analysis of' Sawtooth Voltage 

:{' i dt 

C 
t 

~ 
RC 

In the ordinary sawtooth generator circuit, the 
charging current is not constant, but varies ex
ponentially so that the voltage on C at the time 
Ts is less than the voltage for the ideal case 
by a factor A, or 

E T b s _ 
A 

RC 

The linearity factor A is thus expressed as the 
percentage of ideal voltage to which C charges 
in a simple circuit. 

From the simple circuit we know that 

hence 

A -T / RC RC 
(1-E s )T 

s 

If we expand the exponential term.a.bout zero 
by means of a .\IcLaurin' s series we obtain 

l 
24 + • • ·] 

Let us ta•ce the first two terms and rearrange 

2 

If we restrict the value of A to the limits 
0.75 to 1 , we may write 

T 
s 

RC 

'v 
'v 

2 

A 
2 
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~ubstituting, we obtain 

'v 
'v 

'v 
'v 

- 2) /I_ 

The preceding equations are useful for de
termining the charging time constant and output 
voltage for a given supply voltage and linear! ty 
requirement. The linearity factor usually 
varies from0.90 to0.95. 

BLOCKING OSCILLATOR SAWTOOTH GENERATOR 

The sawtooth generator described above re
quires a pulse driving signal of fairly good 
r ectangular wave shape. If the driving pulse 
fails , no sawtooth output is obtained. A block
ing oscillator can be used as a sawtooth gene r a
tor to provide output voltage even though the 
synchronizing source may fail. Figure 3-37 is 
a circuit diagram of such a generator 

SYNC 
INPUT 

HEIGHT 

'---------.1-------i► eo 

~ 

Fiqure 3-37 - B!ocl< inq Osci!lafor Sawfoofh 
Genera for 

In this circuit, Rand C form the sawtooth 
through the charging and discharging action of 
the tube. Assume that C is charging through R. 
Then the blocking oscillator conducts heavily, 
discharg.ing C. !Vhen the grid is driven below 
cut-off, the tube ceases conduction , and C 
charges through R. The blocking oscillator is 
synchronized by a pulse signal whose wave form 
need not be rect angular. Frequency is ad,just&d 
to the synchronizing signal by the "hold" con
trol. Amplitude of the sawtooth is adjusted by 
the "height" control. 

LINEARITY 

The 1 ineari ty of the output voltage from the 
eonventional sawtooth generators described above 
varies with the time co11stants used; and the 

3 - 29 

voltage always is an exponential, instead of a 
linear, function of time. Special methods !llay 
be applied to improve the linearity of the saw
tooth. One means by which linearity may be 
corrected is shown in Figure 3-3u. 

Tl l ~ 

J: ► ---

£ ==::. T2 
11...JL ---7_ 

I f, 7 

-

Fiqure 3-33 - Sawfoofh Linearity Circuit 

In this circuit C is charged during the in-
d put pulse and dischargei through a constant-cur

rent pentode 'I' 
2

• ::lince the discharge current 

is very nearly constant, the voltage on the ca
pacitor becomes. 

ec -:f i ri,t 

Kt 
C 

The plate resistance of the pentode can be in

creased by using a large cathoJe resistor R
2

, 

thus increasing the effective plate resistance 

by 1/(1 - gmR 2) 

It will be 11oted that the outp"Jt is inverted 

from the conventional sawtooth generator. 

By tne use of feedback to the pentode of 

Figure J-3'l , a perfect sawtooth may be obtained. 

In Figure 3-3'1 a portion of the sawtooth output 

l 
l eo -- --- r---
I --=- -

.~iqure 3-39 - Lineari fy Feedbacl< Circui f 
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is fed back to the cathode of the constant-cur
rent pentode, The effective plate resistance 
is hi gh as C begins to discharge , and decreases 
as the discharge proceeds, Not only may a linear 
sawtooth be obtained, but a strong overcorrec
tion may be attained, 

These, and other methods of linearity corree
tion, are described in the December Lq46 issue 
of "Electronics" in the paper "Linear Sweep Cir
cuits" by Robert P. Owen. 
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MAGN Ell C DEFLECT! ON 

Deflection of the electron beam in ldnescope 
and camera tubes is accomplished by a uniform 
magnetic field at right angles to the tube axis . 
When it travels through the magnetic field, the 
electron is subjected to a transverse force 
which causes it to move along an arc of a cir
cle. On leaving the magnetic field, the elec
tron continues along a straight line which is 
tan6e nt to the arc at the field boundary, as 
shown in Figure 3-10. The electron emerges from 

Fl ELD BOUNDARIE 

ELECTRON e 
PATH / 

--""-•----'---=-=- 7' -
_l __ _ _ 

Fiqure 3-40 - Electron Path at Field Boundary 

the field at an angle 0 with respect to the 
original direction of motion. The total angle 
of deflection is 20. In present-day !dnescope 
tubes , the maximuni angle of deflection is 50 ° 
and is limited by inside neck diameter and 
length of field\.,, 

The magnetic field required for deflecting 
the electron beam in a television !dnescope or 
pic!<-up tube is produced by passing a sawtooth 
current through a pair of series-connected coils 
on opposite sides of the tube nee!<. Formerly, 
the coils which ma!<e up the yoke were wound on 

a flat rectangular template , and then formed 
around a cylinder of a diameter equal to, or 
greater than, the tube neck. Present coils are 
machine-wound, and the cylindrical forming oc
curs during the winding process. Figure 3-41 
is a rough sketch of a modern yo!<e winding. 

A G-D 
Figure 3-41 - Der! ecti on Yol<.e Winding 

fhe number of ampere-turns required to pro
duce a given angle of deflection is calculated 
from 

where NI 

lo 
'11. 

e 
Ea 

NI 

sin 0 -JE 
.a 

ampere-turns of winding 

length of air gap, inches 

length of magnetic field , inches 

1/ 2 total deflection angle 

accelerating potential, volts. 

Note that the above value NI is for half the 
total deflection angle, fo obtain NI for the 
total deflection angle, multiply by 2. 

For a standard 4:3 aspect-ratio television 
raster , the value of the horizontal-winding 
ampere-turns is 

( NI) H 0 . 8 NI 

while for the vertical winding it is 

( NI) V 0. 6 NI. 

VERTICAL DEFLECTION CIRCUIT 

Figure 3-42 shows a vertical deflection cir
cuit in its simplest form. The vertical yoke 
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Figure 3-42 - Vertic,:1/ Der!ection Circuit 

winding is transformer-coupled to a 6SN7 triode, 
r2, with both sections parallel-connected. The 
driving sawtooth is generated in a conventional 
sawtooth generator, r1 • 

Practical values for the vertical winding of 
the yoke are L = 4J millihenrys and R = 70 ohms. 
At the vertical scanning frequency the load im
pedance becomes 

Z = 70+ j l8.l y 

In the design of the transformer and driving 
circuit, the inductive component of the load is 
neglected. The problem then becomes one of de
signing a transformer which will match the yoke 
resistance to the driver tube and present suf
ficient primary inductance for good low-fre
quency response. A tYPe 6dN7 triode provides 
sufficient output to deflect a 9-lcv beam. The. 
plate resistance of the 6SN7 , parallel-connected, 
is approximately 3500 ohms. For maximum power 
output , the load should be 2rP.; therefore the 
reflected load of the yoke should appear as 
7000 ohms on the primary side. The transformer 
turns-ratio becomes 

✓ 7000 / 70 10/ 1. 

Good low-frequency response is obtained by ma!c
ing the primary inductance large. In the RADIO
TRON DESIGNER'S HANDBOOK the ratio of low-fre
quency gain to mid-band gain is given as 

l 

If the response at 60 cycles is to be 1 db down. 
A,,. becomes o. 89 9 from which 

3-31 

For the circuit of Figure 3-42 the primary in
ductance should be 18 henrys. Actually, for 
standard vertical-deflection transformers , LP 
varies from 40 to 60 henrys. 

Some control of linearity may be obtained by 
varying the bias voltage of r

2
• Usually, the 

sawtooth amplitude and bias are adjusted togeth
er to place the operating point in the most 
linear portion of the tube curves. 

'fhe picture is centered by adjusting the cen
tering potentiometer so that a steady d-c cur
rent flows in the yoke. Current may be caused 
to flow in either direction to move the picture 
in either direction. 

No external damping of the yoke winding is 
require d, in the majority of cases , since the 
plate resistance of the tube is reflected to the 
transformer secondary. If external damping is 
required, a resistor of proper value may be 
placed across the yoke winding. 

AUTOMATIC LINEARITY CONTROL 

Picture linearity may be corrected by the 
linearity correction devices previously dis
cussed. Additional tubes and circuit components 
are required, however , and if the expense is 
justified, an automatic control may be used, 

Figure 3-43 shows an automatic linearity con
trol circuit recently developed by the Advanced 
Development Section, Home Instruments Depart
ment. 

6 K6 OR 6V6G 

-11-1---

47 
B+ 

l 

B+ 

Figure 3 - 43 - Aufom,:1fic Linea.rity Control 
Circuit 

The circuit operates as follows. A pilot 
voltage is developed across R~ in the yoke cir
cuit, which is proportional to the current in 
the yoke. This voltage contains the distortion 
of the current sawtooth and is shown in Figure 
3-44 (a). 

wigfi
Stolen 2 Line Transparent
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Q. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

Figure 3-44 - Sawtooth Linearity Control 
a. Current Sawtooth Containing Distortion 
b. Plate 6SH7 Sawtooth Plus Distortion 
c. Input Sawtooth 
d. Grid 6A G7 Distorti on Only. 

The distorted sawtooth is amplified in a 
high-gain pentode and fed to the top of R

3
• A 

sawtooth of good linearity is fed into the 
driver tube, 6[6 or 6Y6, and also to R1 . In the 

resistance network R1R
2 

the linear sawtooth is 

compared to the distorted sawtooth, and the ex
isting distortion is placed on the grid of the 
6AG7, The distortion signal causes the plate 
of the 6AG7 to draw a current which cancels the 
original distortion. 

In this system, picture size may be changed 
over wide limits with negligible vertical dis
tortion. The values of R1 and R

2 
should be less 

than one-half megohm to prevent integration of 
the linear sawtooth. 

HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION CIRCUITS 

Circuit design for magnetic deflection of the 
electron beam at horizontal-line frequencies re
quires a different approach than for vertical 
deflection. At 15,750 cycles per second, the 
yoke presents a load which is almost entirely 
reactive. Unless means are devised to recover 
a portion of the power fed into the yoke during 
trace time , a r e latively high amount of power 
must be expended in deflecting the beam. An 
ideal cyclic system such as that discussed by 
Otto Schade in RCA REVIEW for ~eptember 9 1947 9 

requires wat tless power. This s ystem will form 
the basis for study of the horizontal-deflec
tion problem. 

Consider the simple circuit of Figure 3-45 9 

The yoke is represented by L , C , R • Suppose 
y y y 

that switches S1 and s2 are open at the time 

t = O. At the beginning of the defl e ction 
cycle, S1 is closed, applying voltage E across 

L R and C If it were not for R . the cur-
Y' Y' Y- Y' A 

rent through Ly would increase linearly with W, 
time , as expressed by the relation 

di E 

dt L 

• , 
4--. ~l2, 

ls, ~ Ly 
-I Cy u -=-E 

Ry 

Figure 3-45 - Equivalent Horizontal 

Dertection Circuit 

52 

R, 

Since R is present , the current rises expo

nentialfy until switch S1 is opened. At this 

point, the beam has been deflected to the right

hand side of the picture. The magne tic field 
must be reversed quickly in order to return the • 
beam to the left-hand side of the picture , to 
begin another trace. 

Since L C and R form a resonant circuit, 
Y' y' y 

the fastest means for reversing the field is to 

permit the winding to oscillate for approximately 

one-half cycle at its natural resonant frequency. 

\Vhen s1 is opened, the magnetic energy stored 

in the field of L is converted into pote ntial 
y . 

energy by the flow of +1, into Cy' and bac 'c into 

magnetic energy by the flow of -i 9 resulting in 

an almost complete reversal of the field. Losses 

in the resonant circuit limit the completeness 

of reversal to 

Figure 3-46 indicates the current and voltage 

waveshapes in the yoke for a complete deflec

tion cycle. 

When the cut·rent in the yoke has reached the

value 12 in the negative direction, switch S2 is 

closed, which places damping resistor R1 acr~ss 
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Figure 3-46 - Dertection-cycle Waveshapes 

the oscillating circuit. If S2 were not closed, 
the yoke would continue to oscillate, as shown 
by the dotted lines in Figure 3-4,6. Closing of 

S2 causes the oscillatory circuit to be slightly 

overdamped, so that -i decays exponentially. 
When -i reaches zero, S1 is closed again to be
gin another cycle. 

Because of the presence of the iR drop in the 

inductance , the resultant current wave form in 
the yoke is exponential instead of being linear 

with time , as desired. It' the iR drop can be 
canceled, the total voltage E may be applied to 
L 9 resulting in a linear current in the yoke. 

y 
Suppose we insert a generator in series with E, 
whose characteristic is 

-R. 

Then a linear rise of current in L may be ob-
y 

tained. Reference to the plate-family of curves 
for a vacuwn tube reveals that a tube may serve 
as such a generator and as an electronic switch 

to replace S1 . Also , we may use a vacuum tube 
to replace S2 and add -R for the oscillatory 

phase. Such a circuit is shown in Figure 3-47. 

The operation of the tube maybe plotted from 
its fa~ily of curves. Refer to Figure 3-48. 
The load line -Risso drawn that it intersects 
the plate-voltage, or zero-current , axis at the 
point E - L di l dt. A plot of current-versus
time is obtained from the intersection of the 
-R line with the grid-voltage lines. The grid
voltage waveshape eg is obtained for the tube 

------ Ly 

G:1,1111111 

R 
Cy 

E 

Figure 3-47 - Electronic Switch and 
Genera for Circuit 
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Rs 

by plotting Eel against time for corresponding 

values of current i. 

The diode characteristic is plotted in a 
similar manner. The voltage causing diode con
duction, however , becomes L di / dt and is equal 

-~--c:--c-Q. 
- 10 . -s->r~-==-=,-=20 - -,p 

~=====::j====-~-=-_3Q--=-=-- ... -::....------+----'-- t 

Figure 3-48 - Tube Opera ting Curves 

to the drop across the inductance during trace 

time. The load line for the diode must be 

drawn for rd+ Rs' where rd is the diode resis
tance. Schade states that linearity in the 

diode circuit occurs when 

The circuit operation may be improved by re

placing the diode with a controlled triode. For 
simplification, a transformer is added, and the 

circuit becomes the one shown in Figure 3-49. 

6666 51 
-p7i1 

B+ 

Figure 3-49 - lmoroved Switching Circuit 
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The combined characteristics of the beam 
tetrode and the triode are shown in Figure 3-50. 
Note that the characteristics resemble those of 
the ordinary push-pull arrangement. 

0 

,_.__ _____ ..,__~ 

0 Ts 

Figure 3-50 - Combined Characteristics of 
Beam Tetrode and Triode 

In the ideal case, in which there are ·no 
losses , the 6BG6 driver tube supplies half the 
deflection current, and the 6AS7 triode damper 
supplies the rP-mainder· from the stored energy. 
Such utilization of current is shown in Figure 
3-51. Because of losses in the actual circuit, 
the driver tube must supply about 60% of the 
total deflection current. 

IDEAL ACTUAL 

Figure 3-51 - Deflection Circuit Operation 

The control-grid voltage for the triode 
damper is generated by differentiation of the 
pulse voltage across the yoke. The values of 
RO are determined by the equation 

2 

A. 
2 

where 'A.= linearity of voltage rise = 0. 3 to 0. 8. 

Usually R is made variable for adjust~ng lin
earity. 

The combination R
1 

0
1 

has a long time-constant 
and is placed in the grid circuit for establish
ing grid bias for the triode by the flow of grid 
c-urrent on the peaks of the grid voltage. 
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VIDEO AMPLI Fl ERS 

REQUIREMENTS - The nature of the picture sig
nal imposes certain requirements upon the video 
amplifier, which must be met if fine picture 
detail is to be resolved. First, the bandwidth 
must satisfy the relation 

where fn 
A r 
n = 
R = a 

A n r 

fundamental 
aspect ratio 

10 6 

frequency for n lines 

= 4/ 3 

number of lines to be resolved 
active trace time, microseconds , 

Since horizontal blanking occupies 16% of the 
horizontal period, the active trace time, Ra' is 
0.84 x 63.5 = 53.3 microseconds. To resolve 
400 lines , the bandwidth must be 

4 400 X 10 6 
-x 

3 53.3 X 2 
5 megacyd es 

In practice , the output of the video trans
mitter is specified by standards to include all 
frequencies between:.> cps and 4 megacycles per 
second. Hence, the video amplifier must amplify, 
without discrimination, at least those frequen
cies between 30 cps and 4 megacycles per second. 
Usually, the video amplifier i~ designed with a 
bandwidth exceeding these limits. 

Also, the video amplifier must have a minimum 
time-delay discrimination. This requirement is 
fulfilled when the phase angle between input and 
output voltages is proportional to frequency. 

Finally, there are requirements for the video 
amplifier which are set by standards or practice, 
some of which are output-voltage levels, termi
nal impedances, permissible signal-to-noise 
ratio, etc. 

• 
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE - Low-frequency response of 

an RC-coupled amplifier is determined by the 

time-constant of the coupling capacitor and 
grid-leak resistor. In practice, good low-fre
quency response is obtained by making the time

constant large or by using clamp circuits. 

High-frequency rP.sponse is limited by shunt 
capacity across the plate-load resistor. This 
shunt capacity includes the tube input and out

put capacity, wiring capacity, and stray capac
ity of circuit components. Good high-frequency 

response is obtained by utilizing the various 
shunt capacities as elements of a low-pass 
coupling filter. 

Figure 3-52 is a diagramof a constant-K low
pass filter consisting of one full section and 
one half-section terminated in its character-

figure 3-52 - Cons tan t-K Low-pass Fi I fer 

istic impedance. The terminating half-section 
is added for impedance matching purposes. When 
the low-pass filter is properly designed and 
terminated, the characteristic impedance is c·on
stant to almost the cut-off frequency. Connec
tion of the coupling filter to the amplifier 
tubes is shown in Figure 3- 53, ln Figure 3-53 

L 

B+ 

Figure 3-53 - Coup! Ing Fil ter-c()nnecfion 

C
0 

and Ci are output and input capacities of the 

tubes. For this particular tyPe of low-pass 

filter, the following equations apply: 

fc cut-off frequency 

1 
R 

0 

3 - 35 

L = R2 C. 
0 1, 

C. 
1, 

co 
2 

A' 

The resistor R1 is added to lower the Q-factor 

of the series inductance. A peak in the response 

curve will result prior to cut-off if the Q

factor is not optimum. 

The characteristics of the constant-K low
pass filter depend upon the components being 
pure inductances and pure capacitances. It has 
been shown that distributed coil capacity con
verts the constant-K type into an M-derived 

filter, as shown in Figure 3-54. 

TI
~ 

I 

Figure 3-54 - Errect or Coil Capacity on 

Cons tan t-K Fi I fer 

Equations for the M-derived filter are as fol
lows: 

1 C Cd 
N 1 + (~2 -

co co 

N 
R 

0 
1T f cci 

Ll R2 C. 
0 1, 

I, 2 0.8 Ll af:,prox. 
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A 

( 5 - 10) R 
0 

Practical video amplifiers use the M-derived 
low-pass filter as a means of coupling amplifier 
stages. 

Diagnosis curves are given in Figures 3-55 
and 3-56 to aid in the alignment of video am
plifiers using low-pass filter coupling. 

J 

J 

IDEAL FILTER 

PRAC fl CAL 
FILTER 

NO DAMPING 
R, 

R1 TOO LARGE 

R1 TOO SMALL 

- - - -------

P,L TOO LARGE 

L 
I 

Figure 3-55 - Diagnosis Sheet #I 

L2 INCORRECT 

(L ARGE OR SMALL ABOUT 
I S AME) 

I 
I I 

~ I 
I 

L1 TOO SMALL 

. Figure 3-56 - Diagnosis Sheet #2 

CLAMP Cl RCU I TS 

The clamp circuit is often used as a "D-C 
Restorer"; however, it can also be used to re
store low frequencies in a video amplifier. Its 
operation in the latter application will be de
scribed first. 

Consider the video signal for a half-black, 
half-white picture applied to the input of a 
video amplifier whose frequency response is very 
poor below the horizontal-scanning frequency. 
Assume that horizontal blanking pulses are also 
introduced at the amplifier input , and that they 
are of greater amplitude than any other part of 
the video signal. A sketch of the picture and 
the corresponding video signal with horizontal 
blanking is shown in Figure 3-57. 

Figure 3-57 - Half-black., Half-white Picture 
and Video Signal 

After this signal has passed through the am
plifier, the low-frequency components will be 
missing, and the signal will distribute itself 
about an a-c axis as shown in Figure 3-58. Low
frequency components are , in this case , con
sidered to be any components of less than the 
horizontal scanning frequency. The transitory 
periods immediately following the change from 
black to white are not shown in Figure 3-58. 

A-C 
AXIS 

Figure 3-58 - Video Amplifier Output Signal 

Note that , if we could bring the peaks of 
the horizontal blanking pulses that occur dur
ing the "black" portion of the picture to the 
same level as the peaks of those that occur dur
ing the "white" portion, the signal would again 
be identical to that in Figure 3-60. In other 
words ,_ the low- frequency components would then 
be restored because the output signal would be 
similar in shape to the input signal. 

Figure 3-59 shows a hypothetical circuit for 
bringing all of the blanking pulses to the same 
level. The time-constant of Rand C must be 
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sufficiently small so that C is discharged be

fore the blanking pulse is over. The switch is 
so controlled that it closes at the start of 

the blanking pulse and opens before the end of 
the pulse. Because of these conditions (grid 
of the tube floating during the time the switch 

is open, grid-side of C being always brought to 
ground potential during the pulse , and switch 
opening before the pulse is over) , the remain
ing portion of the Pulse always falls at the 
same point on the tube's operating character
istic. As explained in the preceding paragraph, 
this is equivalent to restoring the low-fre
quency components. 

C 

7-
R 

+ 

Figure 3-59 - Simplified Clamp Circuit 

A clamp circuit, shown in Figure 3-60 , .is 
electrically equivalent to the arrangement of 

Figure 3-59. The diodes replace the switch of 
Figure 3-59 , and the switch control is supplied 

by the diode keying pulses. The circuit "clamps" 

on the periodic pulses in the video signal , 
which in the given example are horizontal blank
ing pulses; hence its name. 

-lie 
]~ I 6f 0 ,.,, 

~ "" LI-

C2 

Figure 3-6{1 - Clamp Circuit 

The keying pulses (which should not be con
fused with the clamp pulses) are 180 degrees out 
of phase, so that both aiodes become conducting 
simultaneously. By using this balanced arrange

ment, the keying pulses cancel out at the grid 
of the amplifier tube , and are therefore not 

added to the desired signal. It is essential 
that the keying pulses end before the clamp 

pulses, as explained above. Horizontal syn
chronizing signal makes ideal keying pulses. 

3-37 

The amplitude of the keying pulses must also be 

greater than the clamp pulses, so that the 
diodes can be made conducting during keying 

time. Practice has shown that the keying pulses 
should be one-and-a-half to two times as large 

as the clamp pulses. 

It is important to note that pulses other 

than horizontal blanking can be used to clamp 
on. The only requirements are that they be 
greater in amplitude than any other part of the 

video signal, that their peaks represent con
stant amplitude in the input signal , and that 
their frequency be sufficiently high for the 

amplifier to pass them without frequency or 

pbase distortion. Of course , they must not 
interfere with the desired signal. Hence , for 
television work, they must occur at horizontal 

scanning frequency, and during horizontal blank
ing time. Their polarity, with respect to the 

video signal , is unimportant, 

The coupling capacitor C and the resistance 

between grid and ground during keying time must 

have a sufficiently small time-constant for C 

to discharge during keying time. For 15-kc 
clamp pulses, the value of C can be between 100 
and 500 µµf. The coupling capacitors, C1 , and 

C
2

, are also somewhat critical because the 
diodes are self-biased by them and their asso
ciated "leak" resistors, The bias developed is 

proportional to the amplitude of the keying 
pulses , in a manner similar to that of a con

ventional diode detector. Values for C1 and C
2 

are best determined by experiment. Values 
which have been used in the past lie between 

0.003 µf and 0.1 µf for the leak resistances 
shown. 

In some cases it may be desirable to return 
the grid of the amplifier tube to a fixed-bias 
source instead of to ground. The bias source 
is then introduced in series with the ground 

lead shown in Figure 3-60. 

The source of the keying pulses is of impor
tance. A center-tapped transformer is desirable 

because it provides balanced pulses easily, and 
the source-impedance is low. A tube with load 

resistors in both plate and cathode circuits 
(cathode-follower type of phase inverter) can 
be used to provide keying pulses. This tube 

should preferablf operate w,ith a negative
polarity pulse on its grid, so that the tube is 

cut off during keyi'ng time. Otherwise , the 
source-impedance will be different for the posi
tive and negative output pulses, due to cathode

follower action. An unbalance in the source
impedance may adversely affect the operation of 
the clamp circuit. 

The clamp circuit can be modified to advan

tage when only single-polarity keying pulses 
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Figure 3-61 - Clamp Circuit for Sing! e
polari ty, Keying Pulses 

are available, This is shown in Figure 3-61, 
In this circuit, a single keying pulse makes 
both diodes conducting because they are in 
series, as f'ar as the keying pulse is concerned, 
The disadvantage of' this circuit is that a small 
amount of' the keying pulse is super-imposed on 
the video signal because of' the unbalance, When 
horizontal sync pulses are used as keying pulses , 
this circuit will add a small amount of' sync to 
the video signal; this will some times be an ad
vantage rather than a disadvantage, If' verti
cal sync is unavoidably present along with the 
horizontal , the coupling capacitors C1 and C2 
should be increased to 0,5 ~f. 

Another version of' the clamp circuit is 
shown in Figure 3-62. Only single-polarity key
ing pulses are required, The source-impedance 
of' the keying pulses can be high, but the cir
cuit provides a low-impedance path between grid 
and ground during keying time. 

I 
[ 

l 

Figure 3-62 - Clamp Circuit for Sinqle 
p olari ty Keying Pu/ ses 

THE CLAMP CIRCUIT AS A D-C RESTORER 

Since , as was just shown, the clamp circuit 
ef'f'ectively restore6 low f'requencies , the same 
reasoning can be extended to say that the clamp 
circuit will also res tore the d-c CO!IIJlonent of 
the video signal. Without d-c restoration, the 
a-c axis of' any signal will pass through the 
operating point of' the tube characteristic to 

which that signal is applied. However, when the 
clamp circuit is used on the grid of' an ampli
f'ier tube (or kinescope), the clamp pulses in 
the signal are always ref'erred to the same point 
on the characteristic, regardless of' signal~ 
plitude or wave f'orm. In other words, the a-c 
axis is shif'ted as the signal amplitude and wave 
f'orm vary, and a shif't in the a-c axis of' a wave 
is equivalent to adding a d-c component. The 
clamp circuit has the advantage over the simple, 
single-diode typeof'd-c restorer in that it re
sponds very quic!dy to signal changes, whether 
they be increasing or decreasing; whereas the 
simpler type has appreciable time lag when the 
signal suddenly decreases. 

PI CK-UP TU BES 

TYPES - Two types of' pick-up tubes are in gen
eral use today, namely, the iconoscope and the 
image orthicon. The iconoscope dates back to 
about 1923, when it was developed by Dr. V. ;(. 
Zworykin. It is still being used f'or motion
picture pick-up, The image orthicon has re
pl aced the iconoscope f'or live-talent pick-up. 
Image-orthicon development was hastened by war
time requirements , and progress on the stabili
zation and improvement of' this tube has been 
rapid. 

I CONOSCOPE - The iconoscope pick-up tube may be 
used where the scene is illuminated by incident 
light of' approximately 1500 f'oot-candles. Under 
ideal lighting conditions, the pictures obtained 
have excellent resolution and low noise-level, 
The intensity of' illumination, however , limits 
the use of' the iconoscope f'or outdoor events. 
When incandescent lighting is used in studios, 
the problem of' removing the heat arises. At 
present, the iconoscope is used in f'ilm cameras 
only where the motion-picture projector provides 
runple illumination on the iconoscope mosaic. 

The iconoscope contains a photo-sensitive 
mosaic , a collector ring, and an electron gun, 
A sketch of' the tube is shown in Figure 3-63. 
The electron gun is set at an angle with the 
mosaic in order to clear the f'ront of' the tube, 
so that an optical image may be f'ocused on the 
mosaic. 

A unif'orm mica plate, 0,001 inch thick, is 
the basic structure upon which the mosaic is 
constructed, A f'ine coating of' silver oxide is 
sif'ted upon the mica, Then, the structure is 
baked in an oven. The heat produces pure silver 
f'rom the silver oxide. The pure silver congeals 
into thousands of' small droplets, Then the mica 
plate is placed in the presence of' cesium vapor 
and oxygen, and a glow discharge is passed 
through the tube. Silver oxide, cesium oxide, 
and pure cesium are f'ormed. By this process, 
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small photo-sensitive islands are formed on the 
mica. The mosaic is completed by coating the 
back side of the mica with colloidal graphite 
to form the signal plate which is capacity
coupled to the photo-sensitive surface. Better 
color response is obtained by the process of 
silver sensitizing, in which a small particle 
of pure silver is heated in a filament while the 
tutle is on the pumps. Silver vapor settles on 
the photo-sens! tive islands and gives the mosaic 
better response toward the blue end of the vis
ible spectrum. 

MICA 

_ __/j _ _ +--v OBJECT 
L ENS 

ELECT RON GUN 

- I OOO V 

Figure 3-63 - I conoscope Pi cl<-up Tube 

The ic.onoscope is a storage-type device in 
which the varying illumination of an optical 
image on the mosaic causes emission from the 
photo-sensitive islands. The charge on each 
picture element represented by the photo-sensi
tive element remains constant until released by 
the scanning beam, The operation of the icono
scope is best understood by considering first 
the action resulting from scanning the mosaic 
in darkness, i.e., with no optical image or 
light on the mosaic. 

With the collector ring grounded and the 
cathode potential fixed at -lOOO vol ts, the beam 
acquires a kinetic energy of lOOO electron volts 
by the time it reaches the mosaic, On striking 
the mosaic, the beam causes secondary emission 
of electrons from the photosensitive islands , 
i.e., each beam electron knocks several secondary 
electrons off the photosensitive island, The 
ratio of secondaries to beam electrons is 6: 1 
under dark conditions. The secondary electrons , 
for the most part, rain back on the mosaic. 
Enough secondaries travel to the collector ring 
for the collector-ring current to be equal to 
the beam current (since the mosaic is completely 
insulated, the current leaving it must equal the 
current arriving in the scanning beam) 

Figuratively speaking, the scanning beam 
plows along the mosaic, causing an eruption of 
secondary electrons from the photo-sensitive 
surface. The element under the scanning beam 
charges up to about 2 volts , due to loss of 
electrons. This value represents the maximum 
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charge which the element can attain by secondary 
emission and is !mown as the white level. As 
the scanning beam moves across the mosaic , part 
of the electron shower can fall baclc on the 
scanned area and reduce the positive charge on 
picture elements just scanned. At the right
hand edge of the mosaic, however, the scanning 
beam is turned off for retrace , and no more 
secondaries are generated to discharge the last 
part of the trace. Similarly, the beam is cut 
off at the bottom of the mosaic for vertical 
retrace; therefore, the last few scanning lines 
do not receive a proportionate share of the 
electron rain and remain partially charged. 
Remember that this action is occurring in com
plete dar 1mess. 

As the electron beam starts scanning the 
second frame , it encounters elements of the 
mosaic on the right-hand side and on the bottom 
that are partially charged, due to the loss of 
electrons, These elements appear as though they 
had been exposed to white light. When the beam 
scans them, fewer secondaries are emitted, and a 
signal voltage is impressed on the signal plate, 
This voltage has the waveshape shown in Figure 
3-64 vertical and horizontal scans. It is an un
wanted signal , that is due to uneven redistribu
tion of secondary electrons, and it is called a 
shading signal, For eliminating shading signals, 
equal-amplitude opposite-phase signals are fed 

Figure 3-64 - Sha d ing Signal Waveshap e 

into an amplifier stage following the pick-up 
tube, The unwanted signal may, fortunately , be 
effected by a combination of parabolic and saw
tooth si g nals which can be generated quite 
easily. 

Now we may consider the action of the scan
ning beam whe n the mosaic is illuminated by a 
scene. Bright areas in the scene cause the is
lands to emit electrons. These electrons travel 
to the collector ring or redistribute themselves 
over the mosaic, Suppose a gray tone causes a 
photo-sensitive island to charge up to +1.5 
Volts. Then , when the scanning beam comes 
along , this part l cular element can only be 
charged by a differential of 0.5 volt to the 
white level. On the other hand, a black area 
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leaves the element discharged until it is scan
ned, at which time the element can charge to the 
full 2-volt white level. The video signal cur
rent in the load resistor is shown in Fig
ure 3-65. 

l BLACK 
SIGNAL 

Figure 3-65 - Video Signal for 
Illuminated Scene 

In Figure 3-63 the electron gun for the 
iconoscope is shown at an angle with the mosaic, 
This geometrical arrangement produces an effect 
1mown as keystoning. For a given angle of de
flection of the scanning beam 9 more of the 
mosaic top is scanned than the bottom. If no 
correction were applied to the horizontal scan
ning generator, the resultant pattern on a moni
tor would appear as shown in Figure 3-66. 

Figure 3-66 - Keystone Pattern 

To correct for keystoning, the horizontal 
scanning generator is modulated by a 60-cycle 
sawtooth that increases the horizontal scanning 
current peak-to-peakValue linearlyat a 60-cycle 
rate, so that the angle of deflection becomes 
larger as the beam is deflected vertically, 

I MAGE ORTH I CON PI CK-UP TU BE - The image orthi
con is at least 100 times more sensitive than 
the iconoscope, Also, it is free from the an
noying shading and edge-flare effects of the 
iconoscope, It will deliver a satisfactory pic
ture , without readjustment , when the scene 
brightness changes by a factor of 100 to 1, A 
satisfactory picture may be obtained when the 
incident light on the scene is only 10 foot
candles. The sensitivity of the image orthicon 
makes it an ideal tube for pic!c-up of outdoor 
events. 

G4 ORTH 

(1s"s~~~~vJ 

PHOTO
CATHODE 
(-3oovl 

Figure 3-67 - Image Orth/con Pic!<.-up Tube 

A sketch of the image orthicon tube con
struction is shown in Figure 3-67. The tube 
contains an electron gun with a grid for con
trolling the current in the scanning beam. The 
# 3 grid 9 sometimes called the "persuader" , 
causes electrons from the first dynode to go to 
the second dynode. The #4 grid, which is the 
coating on the tube wall , together with the 
magnetic focusing field, focuses the electron 
beam on the target, ·rhe decelerating ring 9 

grid #5, produces an electric field which im
p roves corner focus, 

The targe t is a special glass membrane 
stretched in a metal ring. The thickness of the 
glass is approximately 0,0001 inch, On the 
image side of the target, and at a distance of 
0,001 inch, is a mesh screen having 250,000 
hole s per square inch, 

urid #6 is a ring placed between the target 
and photocathode, It aids the focusing of elec
trons from the photocathode on the target, 

The photocathode is a transparent layer of 
cesium in tyPe 2P23 tubes , antimony in type 
5769 tubes , and bismuth in tyPe C73150 tubes. 
The cesium tubes have high infra-red response, 
while the antimony and bismuth tubes have a more 
uniform color response in the blue regions. 

IMAGE ORTH ICON OPERATION- When an optical image 
is focused on the photocathode 9 electrons are 
emitted in proportion to the light and dark 
areas of the scene. Since the photocathode is 
at a potential of about -300 volts with respect 
to the ground and the target screen, the elec
trons are accelerated toward the target. The 
action of the focusing coil and the #6 grid 
focuses the electrons on the target. Thus the 
optical image is converted into an electron 
image which bombards the target, 

Bombardment of the target causes an emission 
of the electrons from the glass. Secondary 
electrons released by the target are collected 
by the screen, Secondary emission leaves a 
positive charge pattern on the front of the 
target, corresponding to the electron image. 
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Because of the thinness of the glass target , 
it does not matter, for the electron beam, on 
which side of the glass the positive charge 
lies. Upon its arrival near the target rear 
surface , the beam deposits enough electrons to 
neutralize the charge. The remainder of the 
beam turns around and heads toward the rear of 
the tube. During frame time , the deposited 
electrons flow through the glass and unite with 
the positive charge, 

The returning electron beam is equal to the 
electrons emitted by the cathode (nearly a con
stant number) minus those electrons deposited 
on the target, The returning beam, therefore, 
is the original beam modulated by the video 
signal. 

An electron multiplier is located at the rear 
of the tube, The construction of this multi
plier is shown in Figure 3-6S. 

It is such as to offer an almost opaque sur
face to the electrons entering from the front. 
Electrons leaving each dynode , however, find 
negligible resistance to their travel, 

The return beam containing the video informa
tion strikes the first dynode, causing secondary 
emission, The secondary electrons are persuaded 
to the second dynode by the action of the "per
suader," or multiplier focus electrode, As the 
beam travels from dynode to dynode, the original 
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Figure 3-68 - Electron Multiplier for 
Image Orthi con 

return beam is multiplied by seconctary emission, 
The final signal is removed from the signal 
plate. The overall gain in the electron multi
plier can be as high as 2000, 

In tube manufacture , the electron gun may be
come tilted with respect to the tube axis, 
Electrons emitted from such a gun would enter 
the focus field with a transverse component of 
velocity, A force would be developed, which 
would cause the beam to travel in a radius about 
the tube axis, The net effect is a spira ling 
of the beam down the tube, To correct for mis
alignment of the electron gun, an alignment coil 
is placed just in front of the gun, It produces 
a transverse field which cancels the deflection 
of the beam due to gw1 tilt, 
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TELEVISION TECHNICAL TRAINING PROGRAM 

• 

SECTION IV 

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS 
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RCA Television Field Pick-up Equipment 

The RCA Television Field Pickup Equipment is designed for 
portable or field use in picking up television programs such 
as sporting events, parades, outdoor or indoor shows, and 
other special events in places where permanent television in
stallations are not available. The design of the equipment is 
centered around the RCA Image Orthicon camera tube which 
is so sensitive that it may he used with incident illumination 
on the scene as low as approximately one foot candle, and 
which is entirely free of any blocking or "charging-up" effect 
from flashes of excess light which paralyze other types of 

pick-up tubes. 

The Field Equipment includes such important features as a 

four-position lens turret on each camera, an electronic view 

finder in each camera, a complete telephone intercommunica• 

tion system, accessibility of tubes, components, and circuits 

for easy servicing, and many other features. 

To facilitate portability, the equipment has been divided into 

relatively small units with emphasis placed on keeping the 

number of major pieces to a minimum, and at the same time 

maintaining high standards of reliability and flexibility in 

operation. Wherever possible the major units have the shape 

and approximate size of a medium sized suitcase. The camera 

and view finder, master monitor, and power distribution box 

are the only exceptions. Each unit is provided with one or 

more carrying handles, and covers and shock mounts to pro• 

tect fra1ile parts durin1 transportation. All interconnection, 

are made with cables and plugs which may he connected or 
di.connected in a few minutes. 

A general practice of making all electri cal connections through 
receptacles mounted on the rear panels of the suitcase units 
has been followed. An exception exi sts in the case of inter• 
communication head-sets which are plugged into jacks on the 
front of the Field Switching System. Whenever poss ible, mul
tiple conductor cables are u sed so that the number of cable 
connections is kept to a minimum consistent with fl exibility 
of the equipment. With few exceptions, the connectors u sed 
have single-turn locking rings which prevent accidental dis
connecting of the cables. 

Careful consideration has been given to conservative design 
in the selection of high quality components and in allowing 
ample reserve in ratings. Also altention has been given to pro
viding rugged construction and secure mountings so that the 
equipment will stand the wear and tear of daily u se over long 
periods of time. 

The Field Equipment is so designed that it may be set up for 
temporary operation on a table or desk. A special Field Con• 
trol Desk (Ml-26960) is available if it is de~ired to make a 
!emi-permanent installation of this equipment for studio use. 
In such a case, the desk and control units comprise a simple 
<>perating console. The equipment may also be used in con
junction with a mobile television unit in which the suit cases 
may be installed to form a mobile television studio. 
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The units induded with the standard Two-Camera Chain, Field 

Pick-Up Equipment are as follows; 
2- Type TK-30A Field Camera Equipments 
I- Type TG-l0A Field Synchronizing Generator 
I - Type TS 30A Field Switching Equipment 

(All equipments are supplied with tubes) 

The Type TK-30A Field Camera Equipment includes: 

I- High Sensitivity Image Orthicon Camera with newsreel-type 
tripod, plu g-in electronic view finder employin g a 5" 
Kinescope and three turret-mounted lenses (50 mm and 
90 mm and 135 mm focal lengths). 

]--Field Camera Control Uni t. This unit provides the required 
control and operating voltages for the Field Camera and 
provides picture (on a 7" Kinescope) and wave form (on 
a 3" Cathode Ray Oscilloscope tube ) monitoring of the 
camera signal. 

]- Field type Power Supply. This unit contains the heater and 
plate supply transformer, rectifiers and plate-voltage regu
lating circuits. 

I- Set of Camera-Camera Control Unit Cables; one 50' length, 
one 100' length and one 200' length. 

The Type TG-l0A Field Synchronizing Generator includes: 

I- Field Pulse Former 
I - Field Pulse Shaper 
I- Power Distribution Box. This unit provides for power sup

ply connections lo a-c power system s of three types : 3 phase 
- 4 wire; Single phase- 3 wire; Single phase- 2 wire. 
9 Twist Lok power outlets and 4 convenience outlets are 
provided. 

The Type TS-30A Field Switching Equipment include■ : 

I- Switching System. This unit provides all the video program, 
monitor and intercommunication switching required for 
field pick-up equipment using up to four cameras, plus two 
auxiliary video program lines. Camera, view finder, camera 
control and switching equipment tally lights indicate to per
formers, cameraman, control operators and program di
rector which camera is supplying program. 

The Field Type Master Monitor (listed below ) can be 
sw itched to : 
a. The outgoing video signal. 

b. Relay equipment monitoring signal. 

c. Either of the two auxiliary vi<leo program lines. 

d. A separate Monitor input. 

The audio intercommunication facilities provide a flexible 
~et-up so that the program director can talk to any or all 
of the opemting personnel and the home station, or various 
special and separate intercommunication circuits may be set 
up. All operating personnel normally hear program sound 
on one headphone, and intercommunication sound on the 
other. 

I- Field Type Power Supply. This furnishes power lo the 
switching system and Master Monitor. 

OPTIONAL 

I- Field Type Master Monitor. Thi :i unit provides for picture 
(on a 10" Kinescope ) and wave form (on a 5" CRO Tube ) 
monitoring of the Signal selected by the field switching 
system. 

RCA TELEVISION FIELD PICKUP EQUIPMENT 

Max. Number of Cameras, Four 

TK-30A FIELD CAMERA EQUIP. #1 
Ml-26905 

Image 
Orthicon I Camero I-_ Camera 

I 
Control 

t,,,\l-26010 Ml 26065 

I 

I Power I 
Supply 

Ml-26095 

TK-30A FIELD CAMERA EQUIP. 12 
Ml-26905 

Image 
Orthicon I 1_ Camera 
Camera 

7 Control I -Ml-26010 Ml - 26065 -
I 

I Power I 
Supply 

Ml - 26095 

r-----------------, 
I I+-I TK-30A FIELD CAMERA EQUIP. #3 

I (Same units as above) I 

I I 
L- - -- - ---- - - - - - - _J 

r---------------, 
I I 
I TK- 30A FIELD CAMERA EQUIP. #4 I 
I (Same units as above) :---I L ______________ ...J 

2)4905 

TG-10A FIELD SYNC. GEN. EQUIP. 
Ml-26920 

I Pulse ~ Power I 
Former Dist. Bax 

Ml - 26105 Ml - 26260 

• I Pulse ~ -
I 

Shaper 
Ml - 26115 

TS-30A FIELD SWITCHING EQUIP. 
Ml - 26950 

I Switching L_ _7 System 
-I Ml - 26215 

I Power r-Supply 
Ml-26095 • 

n ,. 
Master 
Monitor 

Ml-26295 

TM-SA-1 MASTER MONITOR EQUIP. 

-.. To micro•wave relay 
equipment or 
tronsmi11ion line 
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Field Television Camera Type TK-30A 
Features 
• Highly sensitive at extremely low light levels. 
• Able to handle enormous light ranges. 
• No loss of picture after intense flashes of light. 
• Simplified interconnections providing quick assembly on 

location. 
• Electronic view finder. 
• Rugged mechanical construction. 
• A four position lens turret controlled from rear. 
• Provision for two intercom telephone sets. 
• Suitable for studio use. 
• Easy access to all parts. 

Use s 
The TK-30 television l'amera is intended to be used in field 
television pick-ups of all kinds. It is especially suitable for 
use where the lighting conditions are poor, as is frequently the 
rnse at sporting events, in night clubs, and at other remote 
pick-up points. While designed especially for field use, it is 
also satisfactory for most types of studio programs; and for 
many applications the TK-30A has special advantages. 

Description 
The TK-30A is a portable, field television camera equipment 
consisting of camera, tripod, camera cntrol, field power sup
ply, and miscellaneous accessory items; such as: cables, etc. 
The rnmera makes use of the RCA-developed Image Orthicon. 
The remarkable sensitivity of the Image Orthicon is so great 
that operation is possible with light levels as low as one foot
candle with an f 3.5 lens. This is a considerable improvement 
over other types of picture tubes, and makes possible field 
television pick-ups without elaborate, special lighting installa• 
tions, and under conditions which hitherto would have been 
impossible. In addition, the Image Orthicon is able to adapt 
itself automatically to enormous changes in scene brilliance 
without serious loss of contrast anywhere in the range. This 
characteristic makes it possible to shift instantly from a dark 
scene in heavy shadows to another in bright sunlight with only 
very slight readjustment. The Image Orthicon is able to with• 
stand extreme peaks of intense illumination, such as photo 
flash lamps aimed directly at the lens, without any after effects 
requiring the resetting of controls. 

The Field Camera Control is contained in a small easily-car
ried case. On the front, there are located two cathode ray tubes 
which serve as indicators of the picture quality. A seven inch 
kinescope is used as a picture monitor, and a three inch 
oscilloscope is used as a wave form monitor. 

The picture signal amplifier performs the following several 
important functions: 

1. It provides a gain control for the picture signal. 
2. It mixes th~ Picture Blanking signal with the signal from 

the Camera. 
3. It establish~s black level at the beginning of each scanning 

line by means of a "clamp" circuit. 
4. It provides for the addition of the Synchronizing signal 

whenever only a single camera chain is used. 
5. Its output stage is a line amplifier capable of delivering 

two volts peak to peak composite picture and synchronizing 
signal to a 75 ohm coaxial transmission line (or 1.5 volts 
of picture only). 

6. It includes a stage for introducing a fixed amount of gamma 
correction. 

7. It im·ludes high level driver stages for feeding the two 
monitor tubes. 

The Field Power Supply is a portable unit designed to pro
vide all the d-c required by the circuits in the Field Camera, 
Field View Finder, and Field Camera Control in one camera 
chain. It may, of course, he used for any other application 
where its voltage and current ratings meet the requirements. 

The output voltage of this power supply is electronically regu• 
lated within very close limits. It is capable of delivering l 
ampere at a maximum of 285 volts. The internal impedance 
of the power supply is less than 0.25 ohm. This low impedance 
makes it an excellent power supply for amplifiers having 
variable current requirements and critical low frequency re• 
sponse such as television amplifiers. 

A separate electronic regulator circuit is provided to hold a 
constant current flow regardless of resistance changes, through 
the focusing field coil in the Field Camera. 

On the rear panel are two receptacles for a-c input and power 
output respectively. In addition there is included a single 
convenience outlet with fuse. 

The complete camera may be disassembled into several parts 
for easy carrying. The camera is built into an exceedingly 
compact case which mounts on top of the tripod. All con
trols are conveniently located on the hack. The camera as
sembly includes a picture signal preamplifier and the deflec• 
tion and camera blanking circuits. A feature of this camera 
is the provision of a lens turret in which four lenses of dif
ferent focal lengths may be mounted. On the rear of the case 
is located a large handle which rotates the lens turret. A 
trigger switch incorporated in the handle cuts off the picture 
during the interval while the handle is turning. Changing from 
one lens to another requires only one and a half seconds. This 
compares to two or three minutes with prior types of cameras. 
Because the plate of the Image Orthicon is much smaller than 
that of previously designed pickup tubes, the focal lengths of 
the lenses required are only about half as great. This makes it 
po;;sible to use relatively inexpensive standard lenses for all 
types of pick-up. 
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Field Camera Control and Field Power Supply 

The operator focuses the pi cture by observing the image in 
the electronic view finder, constituting the upper section of 
the camera assembly, and adjusting a knob on the right side 
of the cabinet. This knob slides the Orthicon back and forth 
inside the case. This saves having to adjust the lenses them
selves for focu sing. The use of the electronic view finder with 
this camera is a necessity; since at low light levels an optical 
view finder would not be sati sfactory. It also has the ad van• 
tage of eliminating the need for additional lenses which would 
be required for an optical system. The view finder employs a 
five inch kinescope with sufficient brilliance to produce a satis• 
factory picture under normal outdoor light conditions. Since 
the operator sees on the face of this kinescope the picture 
which is being transmitted, he is able to focus the picture, 
and also to monitor the quality and general operation. Two 
different viewing hoods are provided: one straight-on type, 
and the other a periscope type, which may be mounted in 
either of two positions. This gives the operator a choice of 
three different viewing heights. For ease in tran sporting and 
maintenance, the view finder and camera are separate units, 
each of which is an integral unit in itself. A streamlined 
cover with a carrying handle is placed on the camera unit 
when the view finder is removed. It is also possible to operate 
the camera without the view finder: as for instance where the 
camera is set up in a fixed position and operates unattended. 

Specifications 
FIELD CAMERA, CONTROL & POWER SUPPLY 

Number of Scanning Line-------------~25 

TK-30.A. Electronic View Finder and Camera di3auembled 
for -r carrying 

2J4905-A 

Interlacinl'r--------------------" to I 
Field Repetition Rate _____________ ,60 per sec. 

Frame Repetition Rate _____________ 30 per sec. 

Line Repetition Rat~ ------ - ----15750 per sec. 
Picture Signal Level ___ 2.0 volts, p eak-to-pea k, max. of which 

75% is picture and blank, and 25% is sin e. (See RMA 
Standards ) . 

Picture Sig11al Polarity at Outpu~ ______ Black 11ega tive 
Type of Transmissio11 Line for Picture Signa Coaxial 
Impedan ce of Transmiss ion Line 75 ohm s 
:vlaximum Length of Ca mera Cable 1000 ft. 
Total Included Angle of Lenses (in hor izontal plane): 

a. 50 111111 fl.9 Ektar _____________ _ 34o 
1,. 9U 111111 f3.5 Ektar _______________ ~U 0 

,·. 135 111111 13.8 Ektnr IJ O 

,:, ''' d. 8.5 in., f3.9 Ilex 8° 
,:, * *e. 13 in ., 1"3.5 Ilex 5.3 ° 
** * f. 15 in . 4.5 ° 
*** g. 17 in. 4° 
''** h . 25 in . 2.75 ° 
l11 cidenl lllumination on Scene: 

(a) Minimum (approx. ) __________ 0.5 ft. candle 
(b) Required for First Grade Results_ l0 Lo 20 ft. candles 
(c) Maximum _____________ Bright sunlight 

Note: Figure for (a) above is based on the u se of an 
f3.5 len s or fa ster. 

Primary Volts ____ _ 98-129 volts, a-c, 50-60 cycles 
Primary Voltage Taps: 

Nominal Range 
Tap No. l _ _________ _ 125 v. 121-129 v. 
Tap No. ------------ 117 v. 113-121 v. 
Tap No. 3 __________ _ 109 v. 105-113 v. 
Tap No. ------------ 102 v. 911-106 v. 

A-c Power Input for All Units----- = pprox. 1200 watts 

Power Output of Suppl y : 
Regulated d-c Supply 270-285 volts, _____ _ _ 1 amp. 
Constant Current Supply intended to operate int o 2000 ohm 

load (focusing coil) ___________ _ 50-80 ma. 
Dimensions ( in inches) : 

Length 
20¼ 

Length 
21¾ 

Length 
24½ 

Length 
24½ 

CASE ONLY 

Width 
103/s 

CASE ONLY 

FIELD CA MERA 

Height Length 
11-h 26 

VIEW FINDER 

OVERALL 
Wulth 

11¾ 

OVERALL 

Width Height Length Width 
103/s 7 21 ¾# 11 ¾ 

FIELD CAMERA CONTROL 
CASE ONLY 

Width 
8¼ 

Height Length 
15 ¼ 27% 

FIELD POWER SUPPLY 
CASE ONLY 

Width 
8¼ 

Height 
15 ¼ 

Length 
24½ 

OVERALL 

Width 
8½ 

OVERALL 
Width 

8½ 
Camera Cable Dimensions: 

Height 
13%** 

Height 
13 3/e ** 

Height 
18½ 

Height 
18½ 

Diameter 0.840 in. 
Standard Lenglho...-________ 50 ft., 100 It ., 200 ft . 

Weights: 
Field Camera (less Len ses) ______ _____ 65 lbs. 
View Finder (less Hood ) 34 lbs. 
Field Camera Control 65 lbs. 
Field Power Supply 58 lbs. 
Turret with 3 Ektar Lenses 4¾ lbs. 
Camera Cable (200 ft. with plugs) 80 lbs. 

Fini sh~ __ Two lone umber gray wrinkle with chrome trim 
Stock Identifi ca tion: 

Field Camera ---------------~"~l-26010 
View Finder I-26015 
field Camera Tripo 1-26045 
Field Camera Contro 1-26065 
Field Power Supply 1-26095 

# Less viewing hood. 
• Less lenses. 

• • Including cover. 
•••Not standard equipment. Available as acceSBory item,. 
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Field Synchronizing Generator Type TG-lOA 

features 
• Delivers standard RMA synchronizin g and bla nkin g. 

• Also delivers separate horizontal and vertical d1·ivin g signal s. 

• Complete in two suitcases, Pulse Former and Pul se Shaper . 

• Frequency stabilization either b y 60 cycle power line or by 
quartz crystal. 

• Built-in cathode ray tube indicator for counter circuits. 

• Built-in regulated power supply. 

• Single cable connection between the two suitcases. 

• All output signals, except synchronizing, on sin gle cable . 

• Synchronizing on separate cable Lo provide for singl e or 
multiple camera operation. 

• Operation over wide range of line voltage. 

• Built-in line voltage meter and tap switch . 

• Convenience outlet with fuse. 

Uses 
The field synchronizing generator is the heart of the fi eld 
television pickup equipment. Its fun ction is to provide all the 
timing information, in the form of electrical pulse signals, r e
quired for controlling and synchronizing the scanning processes 
in both the field pickup equipm ent and the home rece ivers. 

Description 
In order to keep the weight and size of the TG-l0A within 
reasonable limits, the equipment has been divided into two 
parts, each contained in a separate case, and called the Field 
Pulse Former and the Field Pulse Shaper. Also included with 

the TG-lOA is a Power Di stribution Box which is intended 
Lo be u sed for connecting the 117 volt power source to the 
var ious units of the RCA Field T elevision Equipment. 

The equipment generates four separate signals which are used 
in various ways to produ ce the RMA standard television signal. 
T hese four signals are those required for a 525 line interlaced 
system as recommended by the RMA. The signals are usually 
des ignated as follows : 

1. Synchronizing 
2. Picture blanking 
3. Verti cal driving (al field frequency, 60 cycles) 
4. Horizontal drivin g (at line frequency, 15,750 cycles) 

The fir st two of these signals, Synchronizing and Picture 
Blanking, are u sed directly in composing the final picture 
signal fed Lo the output of the system. In other words, they 
appear as parts of the composite picture signal. The last two 
signals, Horizontal and Vertical Driving, are used in the pickup 
equipment only. Their principal fun ction is to trigger deflection 
generators in ca meras and monitors. They are also u sed for 
keyin g signal s in "clamp" circuits and for blanking signals 
in the cam era. 

FIELD PULSE FORMER 
The Field Pulse Former co ntains the timing circuits r equired 
in the system. Specifi call y, they include the ma ster oscillator 
whi ch operates at twi ce line frequency (31,500 cycles), a 
series of counters for stepping this master frequency down to 
line frequency (15,750 cycles) and to field frequen cy (60 
cycles), and an automati c frequency control circuit for lock
in g the synchronizing generator to the power supply frequency. 
A crystal oscilla tor operating at 94.5 kc. is provided as an 
altern ative mean s of stabilizing the generator where the power 
suppl y system is not stable enough to serve as a reference. 

Co ntrols for the counter circuits, AFC circuit, and crystal 
oscillator are made accessible by removing the side cover on 
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Power Distribution Box 

the tube side of the unit. A cathode ray tube indicator 
(RCA 2BP1) for the counter circuits is mounted within. the 
case and is visible when the cover is removed to make adJust• 
ments of the controls. 

A single cable containing 4 coaxial lines and several other 
conductors carries signals and power between the Field Pulse 
Former and the Field Pulse Shaper. The a-c power enters the 
Pulse Former through a special connector. A convenience out
let, separately fused for 10 amperes, is provided on the rear 
panel. No other connections to this unit are required. 

The Field Pulse Former also includes a regulated power 
supply which provides all the plate current required by both 
the Former and the Shaper. The Transformer primary is tapped 
at several points to accommodate a wide range of line voltage 
( 98 to 129 volts). A selector switch for these taps is mounted 
on the front panel directly under a line voltmeter which indi
cates when the proper tap has been selected. 

FIELD PULSE SHAPER 
The Field Pulse Shaper contains all circuits necessary for 
shaping, mixing, and pulse width control to produce the four 
output signals. Pulse widths are adjustable by means of screw• 
driver-type controls which may he locked in position. 

The outputs are fed to 75 ohm coaxial lines from the plate 
circuits of the final amplifier tubes (RCA 6AG7). These out• 
puts are coupled through blocking capacitors to prevent d-c 
from flowing in the transmission lines. The normal signal level 
on these lines is 4 volts, peak to peak. All four signals are 
negative in polarity. 

Two separate cables carry the signals to other units in the 
system. One multiple cable, consisting of several coaxials, car• 
ries the Picture Blanking and the Horizontal and Vertical 
Driving signals to the Field Camera Controls. The second cable 
is a single coaxial line which carries the Synchronizing signal. 

Two filament transformers are mounted in this unit to supply 
the tube heaters. Plate current for the tubes is provided by the 
regulated power supply in the Field Pulse Former. 

POWER DISTRIBUTION BOX 
This distribution box has nine 2-prong twistlock receptacles 
which fit the power cables supplied with the equipment. This 
number of outlets is more than sufficient for a four camera 
setup, and thus allows extra outlets for operation of asso• 
ciated audio equipment. Two standard convenience outlets are 
also provided for soldering irons, trouble lights, etc. 

The power-feed line to the box is a four-conductor water 
proof cable (each conductor #10 gauge, stranded) connected 
through 4-prong twistlock connectors. A total of 200 feet of 
this cable is supplied with each equipment. 

2J4905-B 

Provision is made for connecting this box to any one of three 
types of power distribution lines which are normally encoun
tered in the United States. These are: 

1. Single phase, 2 wire ( 117 volts) . 
2. Single phase, 3 wire (117 volts from each outer I ine to 

neutral}. 

3. Three phase, 4 wire 017 volts from each outer line to 
neutral). 

A link board under a trap door at one end of the box pro• 
vides easy means for rearranging the circuits to fit any of 
these three systems. Outlets are color-coded to indicate phas
ing on the three phase system, and correspondingly colored 
pilot lamps indicate which phases are "hot" in case a main 
fuse burns out. 

Provision is thus made to utilize all elements of any avail• 
able power distribution system so as to minimize voltage drop. 

Specifications 
Field Repetition Rate _____________ 60 per ser. 

Frame Repetition Rat 30 per sec. 

Line Repetition Rat 15,750 per sec. 

Synchronizing Generator Master Oscillator Frequency 
31,SUO cycles / sec. 

Synchronizing Generator Counter Ratios: 
First _________ ____________ 7 : I 
Second 5 : 1 
Third : I 
Fourth 3 : I 

Frequency Stability of Horizontal Sync. 
(when stabilized by power supply) _ +O.lS'fo / sec. max. 

Frequency of Quartz Crysta1-94,500 cycles / sec. ± 50 cycles 

Synchronizing Generator Output Signals: 
(a) Signal Level (all signals) 

4.0 (- 0.5, + 1.0 volts, peak-to-peak) 
(b) Signal Polarity (all signals) ________ ,.egat1ve 

(c) Waveform-Sync DP6ned by "Recomended Sync. 
Generator Waveforms", a drawing submimtted Janu
ary 22, 1946 (Revised October 9, 1946) by the RMA 
Sub-committee on Studio Facilities. 

(d) Waveform-Picture Blanking D.,fined by "Recom-
mended Sync. Generator Waveforms", a drawing sub
mitted January 22, 1946 (Revised October 9, 1946) by 
the RMA Suh-committee on Studio Facilities. 

(e) Waveform-Horizontal Driving, ____ Rectangular pulse, 
15,750 / sec. Width 6.3 microsec. (approx.) 

(f) Waveform-Vertical Driving Rectangular pulse, 
60 / sec. Width 4o/o or .0006 7 sec. 

A-c Power Input, Sync Gen ____________ 325 watts 

Dimensions (in inches) : 
CASE ONLY OVERALL 

Length Width Height Length Width Height 

FIELD PULSE FORMER 
24½ 8¼ IS¼ 25¾ 8½ 18½ 

FIELD PULSE SHAPER 
24½ 8¼ 15¼ 25¾ 8½ 18½ 

POWER DISTRIBUTION BOX 
11 ¼ 8¼ 3¾ 113/a 81/s 5 

Weights: 
Field Pulse Former _____________ _ 67½ lbs. 

Field Pulse Shaper 2 lbs. 
Power Distribution Bo 10 lbs. 

Finish ____ Two tone umber gray wrinkle with chrome trim 

Stock Identification: 
Field Pulse Former' ___ _ _ ______ __ .,,.1-26105 

Field Pulse Shaper 1-26115 
Power Distribution Bo 1-26260 

,pfll NTE"o 

'" 0 .S.l>o· 
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Master Monitor Type TM-SA 

Features 

• Operates with composite picture signal input (synchronized 
operation) or with separate picture signal and pul se signal 
input voltages (driven operation). 

• Special 10 inch diameter, kinescope with aluminum backing 
makes possible a very brilliant picture. 

• Special low capacity input connection . 

• Compact design permits location in operating consoles with 
minimum space requirements. Operator can eas il y look over 
the top of the console and can observe at least three 
adjacent monitors without difficulty. 

• Synchronization of the oscilloscope sweep with the kinescope 
sweep at half line or half field frequency is completely 
automatic. 

• Operating controls are extremely simple. 

• Pulse high voltage supply reduces sho ck hazard con
siderably. 

• Tubes and circuits are readily accessible. 
• Adapter is available for rack mounting and a suitcase type 

enclosure available for portable or field use . 

• Calibration circuit permit~ quick reference to a fixed volta ge 
level. 

• Grid circuit of oscilloscope is available for pulse mea sur
ing techniques. 

Uses 

The Type TM-SA Master Monitor provides in a compact 
chassis a complete monitoring unit adaptable to the super• 
vision of composite picture signal s at any stage of transmission, 
from camera pickup to radio transmitter input. It may be used 
for both picture and waveform monitoring of signals from the 
relay receiver, the output signal at the master control room, 
or any other picture signals it may be desirable to monitor 
at the radio transmitter location. 

Description 

The Master Monitor is furni shed in chassis form . It may, 
therefore, be placed in a housing and grouped with other master 
monitors or camera controls to form an opera ting console. A 
case for table Lop mounting is ava ilable so it can be used 
conveniently with field equipment for monitoring purposes, 
and in conj un ction with the adaptor, Ml-26526, it can be used 
as a rack mounted monitor. 

The unit employs a 10 inch kinescope for direct picture 
monitoring and a 5 in ch oscilloscope for signal component 
analysis. Input circuits are arranged to permit the same or 
different picture signal s to appear on the kinescope and os
cilloscope screens at the same time. 

A calibration circuit is included lo establish a definite voltage 
level on the oscilloscope screen for measuring purposes. The 
horizontal scanning frequency of the oscilloscope tube is auto
matically half that of the kinescope and results in two cycles 
of e ither horizontal or vertical pulses, as may be selected by 
the operator, appearing on the oscilloscope screen. 

The vertical front panel of the monitor, fini shed in dark 
umber gray is arranged with an opening at the top center, 
fitted with a rectangular mask, for the 10 inch kinescope to 
present the picture screen. The screen of the 5 inch oscilloscope 
is arranged immediately below the kinescope screen in a 5 inch 
circular opening. The lower section of the panel carries the 
switch es and controls, conveniently grouped. 

With the end s of the kinescope and oscilloscope presented to 
the panel, the other components of the circuits are mounted 
on vertical chassis on both sides of the cathode-ray tubes with 
tube sockets and circuit components arranged on narrow shelf 
members so that all parts are readily accessible for servicing. 
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A twelve contact plug at the rear of the assembly provides for 
the connection of necessary input power and external syn
ehronizing pulse wiring. A safety feature is included in the 
form of an interlock which is attached to the monitor, so that 
withdrawal of the chassis from the case opens the high voltage 
circuits in the unit to prevent accidental contact with dan
gerous potentials. 

The Master Monitor may be operated as either a "synchron
ized" or as a "driven" monitor. In the synchronized case, the 
scanning circuits are operated by blocking oscillators which 
in turn are triggered by the sync. pulses contained in the 
incoming composite picture signal. In the driven case, the 
incoming signal will normally come from a camera chain 
without sync. pul ses. The scanning circuits are therefore 
"driven" directly by separate signals from the synchronizing 
~encrator. Conn ection s to the sync. generator are made throngh 
the multi-conta ct plug. The switching arrangement employed 
for selecting the type of operation cuts off the blocking oscil
lators hy opening the cathode circuits when the unit is oper
ated as a driven monitor. The unit includes three step down 
tran sformers to furnish current for the tube heaters and fila
ments but d-c currents for the tube plate circuits and centering 
circuits mu st be obtained from an external regulated power 
supply. 

Specifications 

INPUT POWER WHEN USED AS LINE OR 
RELAY RECEIVER MONITOR 

From Line for Tube Heaters : 
Line Voltage _______________ l05-125 volts 
Line Frequency 50-60 cycles, single phase 

From Power Supply: 
Plate Voltage 85 volts d-c 
Plate Curren-----------------~10 ma. 
Centering Voltage 7 volts d-c 

2J4905-C 

INPUT FROM CAMERA CHAIN WHEN USED AS 
CAMERA OR PROGRAM MONITOR 

Peak to Peak 
Voltage 

Frequency 
in Cycles 

Vertical Drive __ _ 
Horizontal Drive __ 

*Oscilla tor Drive 
* • Bias 

* •" Tally Ligh~----

Frequency Response: 

2mi11. 
2min. 

8 

- 18 
6.3 v. 

60 
15,750 

Mixed 30 and 7875 
d-c 

Pulse 
Width 

4% 
lOo/o 

Kinescope Amplifier -------~ lat ± 1 db to 8 me. 
Oscilloscope Amplifier 

(Vertical Deflection) ----~ lat ± 1.5 db to 4 me. 

Input Impedance: 
CRO Input _________________ High 

Kinescope Input High 
CRO Drive Signa igh 

Signal Input Range: 
_____ ___ _______ o.s to 3 volts 

______ _ ______ o.5 to 3 volts 
CRO Input 
Kinescope Input 

Chassis Dimension~----17¾" high; 13" wide; 20¼" deep 

Weight __________________ 68 lbs. 

Stock Identification (chassis only) ________ Ml-26135 

* Use of this signal is optional. 
** Used only with camera chain, under which condition fol

lowing output voltages are available from monitor: 
Pedestal Control _________ O to - 18 volts d-c 
Video Gain Control ____ O to -18 volts d-c 

" • * Connl'cted to switching or monitor heater circuit. 

9t1-I N Teo 
IN 

ll,S.,._ 
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Field Switching System Type TS-30A 

Fe atures 
• Surgeless camera switching (clamp circuit) for four cam

eras and two auxiliary signals. 

• Switching betwee n ca mera s without inle rrupl ing sy nc, thu s 
eliminating fram e slipping at receivers. 

• Individual level control on each auxiliary picture input. 

• Switching of Master Monitor for checking the outgoing pic
ture line, auxiliary lines, r elay transmitter, etc. 

• Push button switches for pi cture signals. 

• Tally system to indicate "on-the-air" to the camera control 
operator, camera man, and p erformers. 

• Clamp circuit holds black l evel constant. 

• Sync. l evel adjustable over wide range. 

• Incoming signal may be with or without sync. 

• Operation in conjunction with a Master Monitor from a 
single external power supply. 

• Built-in power supply with separate control switch for the 
intercom. system. 

• Complete miniature "central office" for an inter-communica
tion system between all operators in a four camera setup 
and the program director, techni cal director, and main 
studio . 

Uses 

The Field Switching System, when used in combination with 
the Field Master Monitor, is the equivalent, in the Field Equip
ment, of the director's console in a studio. It provides two 
major services in a setup involving more than one camera. 
The fir st is, of course, a means of switching between cameras 
and of monitoring the outgoing signal. The second is the 

prov, swn of an intercommunication cente r for the te lephone 
system which enables all operating personnel to talk with each 
01her. 

Description 
The complete equipment consists of the Fie ld Switching unit, 
contained in a compact, easily carried case; and the associated 
Field Power Snpply, likewise contained in a portable case. 

The picture signal circ~its provide for switching between four 
cameras and two incoming auxiliary lines, or in unusual 
cases, between six cameras. Communication circuits are limited 
to a maximum of four cameras. 

Two sets of push button switches are provided for picture 
8Witching. One set, located at the bottom of the front panel, 
and marked "CAMERA SWITCHING," switches signal from 
any of four cameras or two auxilliary inputs to the out
going line. The second set marked "MONITOR SWITCHING" 
provides for switching the Field Master Monitor to any of 
the following five positions : 

1. Outgoing picture line. 
2. Monitor output of relay transmitt er. 
3. Incoming auxiliary line 5. 
4. Incoming auxiliary line 6. 
5. Spare input to monitor. 

Each push button has an associated tally. Camera switching 
tallies operate in conjunction with tallies in the Cameras and 
Camera Controls. 

The picture amplifier includes a "clamp" circuit to eliminate 
switching transients and other low frequency di slurbances 
which may have been added to the signal earlier in the system, 
and thus provides that smooth switching which adds much to 
program technique. 

wigfi
Stolen 2 Line Transparent
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The three 75-ohm coaxial outputs from the outgoing line ampli
fier are as follows: 
1. Picture Output (for feeding a relay transmitter or studio 

line). 
2. Master Monitor Output. 
3. Auxiliary Monitor Output. 

At output 1 appears the signal from the particular camera 
selected by the CAMERA SWITCHING push button. The 
second output is effectively in parallel with the first output. 

The third output is provided to supply signal to any auxiliary 
equipment which it may he desi red to operate such as an addi
tional monitor, a standby link transmitter, or the switching 
system of an additional set of field equipment. 

All three of these outputs deliver the same signal level and 
polarity, i.e., 2 volts, peak to p eak, of picture and sync. with 
sync. negative. It is assumed that thi s level is based on the 
standard ratio of 75% picture and 25% sync. However, for 
signals from local Cameras, where sync. is mixed with the 
camera ; ignal in the Field Switching System, the amount of 
synchronizing voltage may he increased above the 25% value 
by adjusting the Synchronizing Gain Control. 

Pulse signals for operation of the clamp circuit are derived 
from the synchronizing signal. The clamp operates at black 
level so that the output stage always operates over the same 
portion of its characteristic. 

Filament power for the picture and pulse amplifier tubes is 
supplied by a transformer in the .Field Switching System. D-c 
for plate supply is obtained from an Ml-26095 Field Power 
Supply which is also capable of providing plate current to a 
Field Ma ster Monitor al the same time. The power control 
switch for the Field Power Supply with an associated tally, is 
located on the front panel of the Field Switching System. 

2J4905.[) 

Front view of Switching Unit 
showing panel detail 

The intercommunication system provides talking circuits be
tween the camera men, the camera control operator, the tech
nical director, the program director, and any ass istant produc
tion personnel who may be stationed Hear the cameras. It pro
vides also a circuit for distribution of the program sound to 
all the operators of the system. Each operator may be provided 
with a telephone set <'Onsisting of a double ear phone head 
hand and a microphone. One ear phone in each set repro
duces the program sound, and the other reproduces the oper
ators' conversation. 

Recessed und er the front panel of the Field Switching System 
is a jack board with accommodations for six telephone sets ; 
one for each ca mera, one for the program director and one 
without program so und for the relay Lran smitler operator. 

A group of toggle switches 011 the upper parl of the front 
panel provides means for making several circuit combinations 
in the inte rcommunication system . The following combinations 
are available: 

l. Separate circuit lo each camera and the relay transmitter. 

2. A common circuit to all cameras or any grouping of them. 

3. Optional tie-in between operators and program director. 

4. Optional tie-in between operators and the engineering PL. 
(Private Line). 

5. Optional Lie-in between engineering PL and production PL. 

6. Optional circuit for the program director over the program 
line. 

The circuit used for the intercommunication system is the 
common battery type. The power supply operates fom the a-c 
line and is contained in the Field Switching System. A sep
arate power switch, fuse, and tally are provided so that the 
intercommunication system may he operated while the rest 
of the equipment is turned off. 

Four separate cahles ca rry the intercommuni cation and tally 
circuits between the Field Switching System and the four Field 
Camera Controls. A jack provides means for a 2 wire circuit 
to the relay transmiller. R eceptacles are provided for connect
ing the program sound, and the engineering and program 
phone lines, or PL's, from the main studio or transmiller. 

Controls normally used during show time are located on the 
front panel. Others, used rather infrequentl y, are located under 
a small trap door on top of the rnitcase. Controls normally 
preset are located on the chassis and are made accessible by 
removing the cover on the tube side of the unit. 

Individual coaxial connectors are provided for all incom ing 
and outgoing picture and synchronizing lines. All other con
nections are made with multiple conductor cables lo keep the 
number of connections lo a minimum. 

A removable front cover i s provided to protect the switches 
and other controls from damage during transportation. Re
movable side covers are also provided. The wiring side is 
interlocked and an auxiliary link is supplied lo restore power 
for servicing. 

Specifications 

Dimensions: 
Field Switching Unit 

Case Only _______ 24½" long, 8¼" wide, 15¼" high 
Overall ______ _,.6½" long, 8½" wide, 18½" high 

Field Power Supply 
Case Only ------4½" long, 8¼" wide, 15¼" high 
Overall ________ 24½" long, 8½" wide, 15¼" high 

A-c Power Input (approx.) : 
Switcher and Power Uni~ ___________ ,800 watts 
Switcher, Power Unit and Master Monitor ____ ll50 waits 

Weight: 
Field Switching Uui~------------71.5 lbs. 
Field Power Uni 8 lbs. 

Stock Identification: 
Field Switching Uni'----------------"•il-26215 
Field Power Supply 1-26095 

ffllNTeo 
IN 

tl.S. "· 
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Tripod Dolly, Type TD-15A 

Features 

• Provides mobility for tripod camera mountin g. 
• Folds into compact lightweight se lf-lockin g package for 

carrying. 
• Large diameter 5" wheel s permit easy movem ent. 
• Wheel stops provide for locking tripod in position. 
• Tripod firml y lo cked to doll y. 
• Attractively fini shed in hard chrome. 

Use 

The Tripod Dolly i s designed for use on tripods fitt ed with 
telev ision cam eras . When tripod s are u sed indoors, which is 
very ofte n the case, u se of the doll y precl udes a ny possibility 
of marring the floor, and provides great er mobility for the 
tripod. Used in the fi eld with reasonably fl at te rrain, the doll y 
makes it convenient and easy to (·ha nge the po si1ion of the 
tripod. 

2J4905-E 

Dolly Fitted 
to Camera 
Tripod 

Description 

The Tripod Doll y co nsists of a li ghtwe ight triangula r-shaped 
steel stru cture supported on three swivel wheel s, five inches 
in diameter. The fini sh is hard chrome. For convenience in 
lran sporting, the dolly fold s into a package 8 x 14 x 29 inches. 
·when ex tended and fa stened to the tripod, it occupies a 
,·in:ular area 57 inches in diam eter. Tl,e doll y is fa stened 
firmly to the tripod b y a clamp al each leg. Sprin g-loaded 
stop fee l at ea ch wheel se rve Lo hold the lripod in a fix ed 
posilion . A lso the wheel s n rn he removed readil y if such 
should b e required. 

Specifications 

Dime nsion s ( unfolded a nd ex te nded ): 

Height 6 

Diameter ----~--------------~ 7 

Fold ed for tran sport: 
8 Height 

Width 14 

Length ----~---------------- 9 

Weight 5¼ 

in. 
~n. 

in . 
in. 
in. 

lbs. 
\110,·k I d e nt ifi!'ation MI-26042 

Dolly Folded for Transportation 
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Television Mobile Unit Type TJ-SOA 

Features 

• Economical and convenient lo maintain- standard Chevrolet 
school bus chassis. 

• Modern styling conforms with that of RCA Television 
Equipment. 

• Six feet of head room in interior. 

• Large windows in driving compartment. 

• All glass is shatterproof. 

• Complete and convenient stowage facilities. 

• Cables contained on six convenient reels. 

• Inside ladder and hatch provides access to roof. 

• Roof covered with special non-skid tread material. 

• Adequate heating facilities. 

• Complete control room in rear of truck. 

Uses 

The RCA Television Mobile Unit is a custom-built vehicle 
,lesigned to carry the television equipment needed to pick up 
outdoor scenes and relay the pictures to a studio or trans• 
miller room for Lroadcasting. 

The interior arrangement provides adequate storage space 
for three cameras, their tripods and the relay transmitting para• 
bola- units whit·h must be set up outside the vehicle for tele
l'asting. Equipment which need not he removed from the 
vehicle, such as the relay transmitter control unit, audio ampli
rier and mixer, monitors and the camera control units, are 
shockmounted on an attractively finished, linoleum covered 
operating table inside. 

Use of the Mohile Unit greatly simplifies the work of trans
porting the television equipment required for field pickups. 
It also saves considerable wear and tear on the television units 
as well as time in setting them up for operation. 
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Description 

The body of the vehicle, built on a standard 1 ½-ton Chevrolet 

chassis, is custom-built to provide an attractive, practical and 

compact unit . Finished in two-tone umber gray, it is both 

attractive and durable. The roof is reinforced to support the 

weight of the fi eld cameras as well as the relay antenna and 

the operators. Access to the roof is made easy through use 

of an inside ladder and a H " x 36" rain-tight hatch . 

A short wheelba se gets the vehicle around sharp turn s in nar

row sire els; large, full-view shatterproof windows facil itale 

safe driving in heavy traffic; and a 90-horsepower engine pro

vides speed on open roads as well as pulling power on the hill s. 

Four cable reels mounted on swinging arms are housed in a 

rear compartment accessible through two doors in the back 

of the unit. When the rear doors are opened, the reel s can 

he swung out into the clear Lo facilitate unreeling the cable. 

Each reel can accommodate 200 feet of cable. If additional 

cable is required, there is space in the ,·ompartment for the 

addition of two cable reels. 

Inside, the vehicle has adequate heati11g faciliti es for cold 

weather. In warm weather, the heater fan can be used for 

ventilation. The linoleum covered operating table at the rear 

runs the full width of the Mobile Unit, and provides con

venient operating space for three opera tors seated side by 

side. Swivel chairs for the operators are permanently mounted 

to the floor. The storage lockers for the cameras, tripods and 

accessories are built along the inside walls of the vehicle. 

Specifications 
Outside Dimensions (overall): 

Length (bumper to bumper) ___________ ..,.69" 

Width 89" 

Height 110" 

ENGINE 
COMPARTMENT 

STEP 

STEP 

STO~AGE 

Interior view, looking aft, showing ladder to roof, 
and operators' positions 

Inside Uime11sio11,; : 
Width 84" 

Height 72" 
Height (at operators' table) _____________ 67" 

Gross Weight _______________ _,_3,500 lbs. 

Tire Size 7.50 x 20 

Chassi~ ____ _._,1andard 1 ½-ton 160" wheelbase Chevrolet 

Finish ____ Two-tone umber gray (light umber gray inside) 

STORAGE 

r------, 

..J 
~o 
lu a.: 
3 loz ~o u · 

RE.ELS 

lnuriar layout plan of T]-50.4 
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Film Proiector Type TP-16B 

Feat ures 

• Simple, straightforward film path provides for quick and 
easy threading. 

• R emovable film ga te makes aperlure cleaning easy. 

• t.'.unstant light soiir<·e provides ulmosl simplicity in d es ign . 

• Film lengths up to 2000 feet ran be used wilhout replacing 
reels. 

• Coated le nses rn in im ize refle<'I ion s and improve con I rasl. 

• Resolvin g power of le ns is 60 lin es per millimeler al any 
point in 1he field. 

• Projector can be opernl ed on a curren t supply of 50 ryrlcs 
as well as 60 cycles. 

Uses 
The TP-168 Film Proj erlor is usc tl in tel ev ision st udios to 
prov id e regular program mater ial usin g standard 16mm sound 
motion-picture film. To obtain lhe v ideo signal , the projerlor 
is used in conju11 cti on with the TK-20A Film Camera , a nd 
lhe two units are mounted in suc h a pos ition 1ha1 1hc TP-16B 
projc('tS a picture direclly 01110 the mosaic of 1he piclurc 
tube in the film eame ra . 

The TK-20A Film Camera is s imilar lo a s1 11dio ('amera ex
cept 1hat it is not provided wi1h any optirn l fo,·n s in i,; syslc 111. 
Instead , the optical system of 1he projeclor is used to size 
and focus the pi cture which i~ projecle<l on 1hc pickup 1111,c 

n1osaic. 

When more than one projector is used, it is not necessa ry lo 
have a separate camera for each projector. If lhe film pro• 
jeclors are arranged in pairs, a mirror switching arrangcmenl 
may be e mployed to make one ca m era se rve both projectors, 
and a slid e projector in addition. S in ce projeclors are ordi
narily used in pairs (for showin g a lternale reels) 1hi , is a 
very practical arrangement. 

De scription 

The TP-16B Projector is e ntire ly self-,·o ntain ed and, with th e 
cxeeption of the film feed arrangemenl, is e ntirely enclosed. 
The projector housin g is provided with a n allract ive umber
gray crackl e fini sh matching that of other RCA telev ision 
equipme nt. The projector proper is mounted on a h eavy cast 
base frame. This frame in turn is mounted by m ean s o f l evel
ing screws on a lightweight p ed estal of matching design and 
fini sh. This p ed estal greatly improves the appeara nce and 
provides a convenient place for mounting the co ntrol s and 
fi e ld-suppl y for the special three-phase motor which is a 
fea ture of the TP-16B. 

The m echani sm of the Type TP-16B Television Proj ector is 
an adaplation of that u sed in R CA's outstandingly successful 
PG-201 Deluxe 16mm Sound Projector. The film feed arrange
ment, optical system, and so und pickup un it of the TP-16B 
are ident ical to those of the PG-201. The cast-aluminum fram e 
and lhe front part of the projector housin g are also the same. 
Use o f these precision-made components, whose sa ti sfactoriness 
is allested h y thousand s of PG-20l's in u se, not only in sures 
trouble-free operation, but also makes it possibl e to provide 
a deluxe-type projector at a price much lower than would be 
entailed if these ma chines were special-developed and manu
factured from scra tch in the relatively sm all qua ntities r e• 
quired for television use. 

The optical projection system consists o f a 1000-wall air-blast
cooled incandescent lamp, a silver-coated pyrex glass re flector, 
a large two-element aspheric condenser le ns, a nd a 3.5 inch, 
F.2 "coated" projection lens. This system provides plenty of 

illumination on the mosaic of the camera iconoscope and is, 
of course, much simpler than systems using switched or pulsed 
li ght sources. 

The film feed arrangement of the TP-16B is identical to that 
o f the standard projector with the exception that the pull
d own claw works at a greater speed . Film is fed from the 
upper reel under a large sixteen-tooth feed sprocket and 
through the precision made film ga te. Light, controlled by a 
rotating shnller, is projected through the film at this point. 
The film is pulled down through the gate, a single frame at 
a time, by the pull-down claw just below the gate. 

Since televi sion standards (and proper synchronization) re• 
quire transmi ss ion of 60 fields (30 frame, interlaced) per sec
ond, and motion piclure film is made for projection at 24 
frames per second, some means must be provided for conver
s ion from the one rate to the other. In the TP-16B this is 
done h y "sca nnin g" the first frame twice, the second frame 
three times, the third twi ce, the fourth three times, and so on. 
The average rate, the n is 2½ scannings per frame-- which, 
multiplied b y the 24 frame s per second, provides 60 scanned 
fields per seroud. 
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If the "pull-down" could be accomplished during the vertical 
blanking interval- I /750th of a second, every 1 / 60th of a 
second- no further modifications of the standard projector 
would be necessary. Unfortunately this is not mechanically 
possible. Therefore, a further stratagem is employed. This con
sists in the use of short light flashes so timed that the film 
picture is projected on the pickup tube mosaic for only 
1 / 1200th of a second, every 1 / 60th of a second. These flashes 
occur during the vertical retrace time and are provided by 
a rotary shutter which consist s of an 18-inch m etal disc with a 
slot cu t in its per iphery. Thi s disc is driven at a speed of 
exactly 3600 rpm by a special 3-pha se syn chronous motor. Thi s 
arrangement is possible beca use the mosa ic of the pickup tube 
" stores" the pi cture <lurin g the inte rval between fla shes of 
illumination. 

Synchronization of the TP-16B Projecto,· with the televi sion 
system is assured by virtue of the fact that both the television 
synchronizing generator (which drives the b eam in the camera 
pickup tube ) and the motor which drives the projector shutter 
have a common source of power. To insure that the shutter 
will he in step at all times a large-size motor with a separat ely 
excited d-c fi eld is used. The d-c field , being polarized, makes 
the motor alwa ys "lock" in proper phase rela tionship with 
lhe sync generator. The power supply for the motor field ie 
mounted in the pedestal. 

Sound System 
A number of unusual features are incorporated in this sound 
unit. One is the u se of radio-frequency voltage (28 kc) on the 
exciter lamp filament. This prevents hum and noise from being 
in troduced by the lamp itself . Another feature is the fa ct 
that the exciter lamp mounting and sound carriage are die
cast in one piece, thereby insuring permanent accurate align
ment. Still another is the u se of the famous RCA-developed 
rotary stabilizer on the sound drive. This maintains smoothly 
uniform film speed for sound take-off- a guarantee of sound 
reproduction at originally recorded pitch. 

An audio preamplifier is built into the base of the projector. 
This amplifier, which is of conventional des ign, employs an 
RCA-1620 as a photo-cell amplifier, an RCA-6J7 as a voltage 
amplifier and RCA 6V6FT / G as an output tube. A tapped 
output transform er provides output impedan ces of 250 or 
500 ohms. Output level is + 4VU at 1000 cycles with less 
than 1% total r-m-s harmonic distortion. 

The audio amplifier is assembled on a small chassis which 
can he easily removed from the base housing. Also mounted 
on this panel is the 28 kc oscillator which supplies voltage 
for the filam ent of the exciter lamp and a power supply u sing 
a 5Y3-GT / E which supplies plate voltage for the amplifier 
and oscillator. 

2J4905-G 

A sound equalizer panel is available as an accessory for the 
projector sound channel and is identified as MI-26313. The 
unit is constructed to be mounted conven ient to the audio 
ron lrol position so that the film sound may be easily adjusted 
for proper response. The compensation in frequency response 
is necessary because of the wide variation in recording of 
and printing of 16mm films. A single control is used in a tilt 
circuit with a straight through center position; with three high 
boost and three low boost positions of 2.5 db steps each . 

Provision for Remote Control 

Controls mounted on the projector include "Standby,'' "Emer
gency Run," "Start," "Stop" and "Remote." When the remote 
swi trh is operated, "Start" and "Stop" control s at a remote 
!orat ion may be used to control operation. T hese circuits 
operate through relays and a master contactor mounted on 
1he pedestal. 

Maintenance Features 

Easy and qui ck maintenan ce is one of the features of the 
TP-16B proj ector. The fi eld power supply, control circuits 
and all external connectors in the pedestal are easily reached 
hy removing the pedestal side covers. The preamplifier and 
exciter fil ament supply unit are available when the cover 
plate, held by two 1humbscrews, is removed. The projector 
lamp is reached through a hinged door. The film gate assembly 
is easily removed for cleaning. All parts of the fi lm feed system 
are in 1he open where they may he constantly observed. 

Specifications 
Film Type _______________ ......,tandard 16mm 
Film Capacity 400' to 2000' 
Film Speed_ 4 frames per second 
Shutter Speed 60 frames per second 
Projector Lens Line 48" above floor 
Audio Output Power +4 VU at 1000 cycles 
Output Impedance 50 / 500 ohme 
Frequency Response + 2 db from 80 to 3000 cycles 

±3 dh from 80 to 4000 cycles 
Hum and Noise Leve~ _ _____ 40 db below output level 
Dimensions ______ H,.ight 68" ; Length 32"; Width 16¾" 
Weight_projector 90 lbs.; Pedestal 135 lbs.; Total 225 lbs. 
Tubes R equired 1 RCA-927, 1 RCA-1620, 1 RCA-617, 

2 RCA-6V6GT / G, 3 RCA-5U4G, 1 RCA-5Y3GT / G, 
Projector Lamp T-12 

Power R equired 
209-220 volts, three-phase. ___________ 250 watts 
105-125 volts, single-phas 200 watts 
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Television Film Proiector, Type TP-35B 
Features 
• Highly efficient pulsed light source, no shuuer mechanism 

required. 

• Quiet operation. 

• Excellent picture definition. 

• Completely enclosed unit- even lo film magazines. 

• Very liule heal on film- stills of any frame of the film can 
be projected. 

• RCA sound head used- respon se flat out Lo 6 kc. 

• Light output of projector favorable for proper operation of 
film camera. 

Use 
The TP-35B 35mm Televi sion Projector is designed for use 
in television stations as a means for utilizing standard 35mm 
sound motion picture film s as program material. The TP-35B 
can be used as the single source of program material for the 
television station, or it may be alternated with "live" programs 
and network shows Lo add variety to the station's program 

schedule. 

The TP-35B Projector is des igned for use with the TK-20A 
Film Camera. In the simplest arrangement, the projector is 
mounted in such a position that it projects motion pictures 
directly on the pickup tube in the TK-20A Film Camera. The 
video signal produced by the camera is then fed Lo the studio 
control room. A single TK-20A Film Camera can serve two 
motion picture projectors and a slide projector by using. a 
Multiplexer. This device employs a slide projector and two 
mirrors mounted al the required angle to direct the pictures 
from either projector onto the pickup tube of the film camera. 

Description 
The TP-35B Projector is e ntirely enclosed. The hou si11g is 
fini shed in an attractive umber-gray crackle fini sh, matching 
that of other RCA equipment. Shallerproof glass windows per
mit viewing the operation of the mechanism without removing 
any door or cover. 

Film is fed from the upper film magazine down through the 
film feed sprocket and through the film gate in the picture 
head. At this point, light produced by a pul sed-light lamp is 
projected through the film. The pulsed-light system eliminates 
the need for a shuuer mechanism. It consists of an electrically 
operated gas-filled lamp which produces short pulses of light 
at the required rate of speed. The film then passes over the 
sound drum to the lower film magazine in the pedestal of 
the projector. 

Also contained in the pedestal is a power supply which fur
nishes d-c voltage for the field of the driving motor, and a 
terminal board on which is mounted the relay for the pulsed-

light lamp. Power for thi s lamp is furnished by a power supply 
which is mounted in the projection room control rack which 
contains the monitoring equipment and remote control panel. 
A control box on the rear of the projector con la ins the neces
sary switches for starting and stopping. For the use of two 
projectors, a changeover panel is provided. This panel, which 
is rack-mounted directly below the video monitor in the pro
jection room, contains switches for starting and stopping either 
projector, and for changing over from one projector to the 
other. The ..Jrnngron·r switches control relays which switch 
the optical systems (douse and undouse) as well as the sound 
circuits. 

For the purpose of u sing sta ndard motion picture film, which 
runs at an average sp eed of 24 frames per seco nd, on a tele
vision system which has a ba sic rate of 30 frame s per second , 
a new type inlermillent ha s been des igned. Thi s intermillent 
is a 3-sided geneva movement driven al an average speed of 
24 cycles per second. Pull down time is 120° (as compared to 
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90 ° on a standard theatre projector ) . Showing time is alter• 
nately 168 ° and 312 ° (as compared to 270 ° on a standard 
theatre projector). This arrangement permits a 5o/o 60-cycle 
light pulse lo be phased so that three pulses occur during the 
312 ° showing in,erval, and 2 pulses occur during the 168° 
showing interval. This results in 60 pictures or 30 television 
frames per second, while the average speed of the film remains 
at 24 frames per second. 

The TP-35B designed for television by RCA, employs the most 
advanced features known to the field of film projection and 
its application to the production of television programs. One 
of the ba sic units of the equipment is the Brenkerl BT90 
Projector Head employing the special geneva movement and 
other feature s needed to meet the standards set up for the 
television system. 

The sound head is the standard RCA high quality unit used 
in all Brenkert theatre projectors. For the TP-35B, it includes 
a special salient-pole synchronous motor. The projection lens 
combines the favorable features associated with high quality 
projection lenses, such as: flatness of field, freedom from color 
fringes, excellent contrast, and definition. Durable anti-reflec
tion coatings increa se light transmission and improve image 
contrast through elimination of internal reflections. The lens 
mount is hermetically sealed to prevent the entrance of dust 
or moisture. 

Auxiliary equipment, not a part of the basic projector assem
bly, is normally housed in a standard cabinet rack located in 
the projection room. This rack-mounted equipment includes 
the pulsed light power supply, exciter lamp supply, remote 
control panels, and a 10-inch picture monitor. Controls are 
arranged so that either of two projectors can be started an,! 

2J4905-H 

stopped and change-over relays operated either at the pro
jector or from the control room. 

Most moving parts of the projector are automatically and con
tinuously lubricated. A pump inside the housing delivers a 
continuous flow of oil from the reservoir at the base of the 
main frame to the rotary lubricator which throws the oil over 
the gears and to every bearing. An oil sight gauge provides an 
indication of the amount of oil in the reservoir . 

Specificatio ns 
Film Typ~ ________________ _,_,tandard 35mm 

Film Capacity 000' 
Film Speed 4 fram es per second 
Light Pulse.__5o/o duration- 60 times per second (synchronized 

with flyback time of camera pickup tube) 
Projector Lens Lin ,,.__ _ _ ~ _________ 48" above floor 

Projection Di stanc (6½" focal length lens ) - 37" 
Audio Output Impedance 500 ohms balanced 
Dimensions (overall): 

Height _____________ _________ 6' 3" 

Width 16½ " 
Depth 34" 

Weigh L..._ ______________ 400 lbs. (approx.) 

Power Requirements (Projector ) : 
Projector Motor ?00 walls, 208 volts, three phase 
Projector Motor Field Supply ____ ~ OO walls, 115 volts, 

single pha se 
Pulsed Light Supply ___ 450 watts, 208 volt s, three phase 

200 watts, 115 volts, single phase 
Exciter Lamp Supply ___ 45 watts, 115 volts, single phase 

Tube Complement ( for Projector only) : 
3- RCA 5U4G 
I- Exciter Lamp, 10 v., 5 a. 
I - Type 868 Photo Cell ( for Sound Head) 

\"~i~;co 
/J.':," 
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Film Multiplexer Type TP-9A 

Features 
• Permits use of a single film camera for two film projectors. 
• Employs built-in slide projector. 
• Employs long life front-surface type mirrors. 
• Aids program continuity. 
• Introduces negligible optical distortion. 
• Permits use of a stand-by film projector. 
• Designed for use with 16mm and 35mm projectors. 
• Employs no moving parts. 

Uses 
The Film Multiplexer is a device for use in the television 
projection room. It enables television sta tion personnel to 
permanently arrange a single film camera and two film pro
jectors so that either projector can be used with the film cam
era, without need for moving the units about the room. 

The Multiplexer employs two mirrors mounted at the require,! 
angle to reflect the image from either projector onto the piekup 
tube in the film camera. In addition, a small slide projector 
mounted just above the two mirrors provides a means for 
station identification. The image from the slide projector i, 
focused directly on the tube in the film camera. 

Using the Film Multiplexer, it is also possible to have a 
standby film camera already set up for emergency use. The 
four units are then mounted opposite each other with the 
Multiplexer in the center. Since the mirror and slide projector 
assembly of the Multiplexer swivels on the pedestal mounting, 
the Multiplexer can be quickly swung around to serve either 
film camera. 

Description 
The Film Multiplexer consists of a cast aluminum pedestal 
which mounts two front-surface mirrors and a slide projector. 
The pedestal is fitted with a flange at the bottom for bolting 
to the floor. The slide projector is an Eastman Type A-2 
Kodaslide Projector with a 100-watt projection lamp. The 
Multiplexer is finished in umber gray to match other RCA 
television equipment. 

Typical projection installation showing Multiplexer with two 
TP-16A Film Projectors and TK-20A Film Camera 

2J4905-I 

Specifications 

Pown Requiri>mo,nt (for projector lamp) 
IIO volts a-c, 50 / 60 cycles 

Oimensions (overa ll ) : 

Height _ _______ ______________ ..,4" 

Width -------- - - ------------~3" 
Weight _______ ____________ .40 lbs. 

Stock Identification _____________ ~,.1-26318 
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Film Camera Type TK-20A 

Features 
• Either positive or negative film can he used. 

• Tubes and parts are easily accessible. 

• Operation is simple- few controls are used . 

• Camera can be operated 50 feet from control console. 

o Oscilloscope in monitor can be used for measuring pulses. 

• 10-inch alumi11ized Lube for picture monitoring provides 
very bright picture. 

• Clamp circuit eliminates low-freque ncy microphonics from 
video signal. 

Uses 
The RCA Film Camera Equipment consists of a Film Camera, 
a Camera Control Unit, and associated power supplies and 
cables. Thi s camera chain when properly se t up with a motion 
picture film projector or a slide projector, and supplied with 
synchronizing signals, will produce standard video signals which 
can he fed to the television transmitter . By u se of an RCA 
Multiplexer, which is a small, compact device having two 
mirrors mounted at the required angle, a single film camera 
can be arranged to serve two film projectors and a slide pro
jector. The TK-20A can be used with either l6MM or 35MM 
projectors. 

Description 
The Film Camera Equipment is designed to meet the require
ments of any size television station. Ordinarily, the film 
camera is permanently mounted to the floor in the projection 
room, although it also can be mounted on a wall track so 
that it can be moved easily to any one of several film projectors 
installed in the room. 

The Camera Control Unit consists of a chassis type unit con• 
Laining circuits for control of the signal generated in the film 
camera, and a Type TM-5A Camera Monitor for analysis of 
the video signal and observation of its picture quality. These 
two units are mounted in a desk-type console section which is 
located in the transmitter room or studio control room. This 
console section can be grouped with other console housings 
( with end sections for trim) to form a neat convenient oper
ating desk . The monitor unit contains a 10-inch picture tube 
and a 5-inch oscilloscope. D-c voltages for the TK-20A camera 
equipment are supplied by two Type WP-33A Heavy Duty 
regulated power supplies. These power supplies are rack
mounted in the control room or transmitter room. The TK-20A 
equipment is finished in umber gray to match other RCA 
television equipment. 

FILM CAMERA 
In the illustration, the film camera is shown mounted on a 
pedestal, which provides for permanent mounting to the floor. 
If the camera is to be mounted on a wall track, the pedestal 
of course is not required. Contained in the film camera case 
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Camera Control Unit showing interior arrangement. This unit 
is normally housed in the master control console. 

are the RCA 1850 lconoscop e pickup tube, blanking and de• 
flection amplifier s and a 6-stage video preamplifie r. Sin ce the 
picture from the projector is fo cused directl y on the mosaic 
of the Iconoscope, no fo cusing lenses are required for the film 
camera. 

CAMERA CONTROL 
The Camera Control consists of the control unit proper and 
the Type TM-SA Camera Monitor. The control unit contains 
a picture signal amplifier fed by the prea mplifier in the cam
era, pulse line amplifiers to feed driving signal s from the 
studio sync generator to the camera, and several controls di
rectly associated with the operation of circuits in the camera . 
All components of the control unit are mounted on a chassis 
installed in the console desk directly below the camera mon• 
itor, the controls projecting through a slopin g panel on the 
top of the console. 

Electri cally, the Camera Monitor is identical to the TM-SA 
Master Monitor used with the field camera equipment. It 
contains a IO-inch aluminum-backed Kinescope for observation 
of the composite video signal fed to the transmitter, and a 
5-inch oscilloscope for viewing the signal waveform and for 
quickly and accurately measuring signal levels. A calibration 
circuit in the monitor p ermits quick reference to a fixed 
voltage level. Circuits in the camera monitor include separate 
low-capacity inputs, video amplifiers and scanning generators 
for both the Kinescope and oscilloscope tubes. Transformers 
within the TM-SA provid e filament voltages for all tubes in 
the monitor. Plate voltages are supplied by one of the WP-33 A 
power supplies. 

2J4905-J 

POWER SUPPLIES 

The Type WP-33A H eavy Duty power supplies each furni sh 
extremely well-regulated d-c voltages at loads from 200 to 600 
milliamperes. Output voltages are adjustable between 260 and 
295 volts. The components are assembled on recessed type 
chass is for mounting in standard cabinets or open racks. 

Specifications 
POWER REQUIREMENTS 
Line Ratin.,___ ______ 105-125 volts, 60 cycle, sin gle pha se 

Power 1000 watts 
Current _ _ __________________ 10.1 amps. 

Power !<'actor 0.94 

INPUT SIGNALS 
Horiz. Drive ____ __ 4 volts, 15,750 cps, l0o/o pulse width 

Vert. Driv 4 volts, 60 cps, 4% pul se width 
CRO Drive (optional) __ 8 volts, mixed 30 cp s and 7,875 cps 
Mixed Sync (optional) 4 vo lts, RMA sig nal 
Mixed Blanking 4 volts, RMA signal 
Communication Circuits 

OUTPUT SIGNALS 
Picture Outpu .__ _____ 1.5 v. peak-to-peak (picture signal) 
R emote Monitor Output __ l.5 v. peak-to-peak (pi cture sig nal ) 

Frequency R espor>•e Flat within 1 db to 6 megacycles 
Input Impedan ce for Pul ses _ _ _____ _______ nigh 

Typical arrangement of TK-20A Film Camera and 
TP-16A Film Projector 

wigfi
Stolen 2 Line Transparent
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RCA Television Studio and Studio 

Control Room Equipment 

TS-lOA Switching Section 

TK-IOA Studio Camera 

RCA Television Studio Equipment is designed for all television 

tran, miuing installations, large or small. It is economical for 

stations starting out in a small way, because a minimum num

ber of equipment units will handle their early requirement s. 

As these stations grow, and new sources of program material 

become available, additional equipment units can he added 

without discarding previously installed equipment. In this way 

the small broadcaster can expect to have eventually a station 

which duplicates in appearance and facilities those stations 

which start on a larger scale. 

RCA add-a-unit designs are also e.-onomical for larger tele

vision stations; fir st, because they eliminate costly duplication 

of apparatus, and second, because their manufacture in rela

tively larger quantities makes it poss ible to offer heller quality 

at lower prices. 

For all television broadcasters who plan to provide studio and 

film teleca sts, there are five basic types of equipment required . 

These are, namely: (1) Pickup equipment, i.e., studio ,·ameras, 

film and slide projectors; (2) a switching system for the cam

eras (or for the studios); (3) sync generating equipment; (4J 

program monitoring equipment; and (5) camera dollies and 

pedestal s, line ~mplifiers, power supplies, etc. These items can 

be obtained separately, so that in each case, the broadcaster 

TP-16A Television Projector 

ca n buy to suit his particular needs. All units have matching 

appearance and umher-gray fini sh. Moreover, they are elec

trically and mechanically designed to operate together. Addi

tional units can he added at any time without fear of fill

ing studios and control rooms with a numher of dissimilar 

components. 

A typical electrical arrangement of what we consider to be 

the basic equipment required for even the smallest station 

with studio facilities is shown in the block diagram. 

4-Section Video Console 
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Use is made of two Type TK-l0A Studio Camera equipments, 

two TK-20A Film Camera equipments, a TG-lA Studio Sync 

Generator, and a TS-l0A Switching System. The switching sys

tem can handle six input lines. As shown in the diagram, two 

of these six inputs are u sed for remote lines such as network 

or fi eld pickups, and the other four are divided between two 

studio cameras and two film cameras. Sync is fed from the 
Sync Generator through a pulse distribution box to the TA-5B 
Stabilizing Amplifier which combines the sync with the cam

era video signals. Ordinarily, video signals fed to the remote 

inputs already contain sync which is supplied by the field 

equipment, or, in the case of the network input, is supplied 

at the station of origin. However, the Stabilizing Amplifier can 

also add sync automatically to remote input signals when 

necessary. 

Program monitoring equipment required depends upon the 

number of studios employed by the broadcaster. For the 
smaller stations with perhaps one studio plus a projection 

r---------., 
TK-l0A STUDIO CAM ERA EQUIP. ,i i BLA NKIN G 

L .J 

r--------, 
TK -J0A STUDIO CAMERA EQUIP. #2 

L .J 

r------- .., 

room, the video console formed by the camera control units 

and one switching unit will in most cases be adequate for 

sa ti sfa ctory supervision and direction of programmin g. This 

video con sole is made up by bolting side by side one camera 

control section from each camera equipment plus a sw itching 

sect ion. The addit,on of trim end-sections then form s an attrac, 

tivc desk-type console. Any number of these unit s can be 

fa stened together. 

Stations employing several studios and faciliti es for network 

programs will r equire a program director's console. This con• 

sole is styled similarly to the video console, but the viewing 

monitors are built inside the housing and viewed throu gh an 

opening in the top of the console. Thus, light cannot strike 

the screens. The director's console is provided with three 

monitors, two for preview and one for the program line. A 

switching panel allows the director to fade, lap-di ssolve and 

switch the video signals. 

u 
z 
>
V) 

--------, 

STUDIO 

SYNC 

G ENERATOR 

TG- lA SYNC. GENERATOR EQUIP. L ________ J 

REMOTE INPUTS 

, 

TK-l0A STUDIO CAMERA EQUIP .. ~3 1----0-------~ POWER 
OR SUPPLIES 

TK -20A FILM CAMERA EQUIP. 

r---------, 
TK-I0A STUDIO CAMERA UNIT ,f 4 

OR 
TK -20A FILM CAMERA EQUIP. 

L _______ .J 

TS- l 0A 

SWITCHING 

SYSTEM 

STABILIZING 

I AMPLIFIER I 
L _____ _J 

Block Diagram showing Schematic Arrangement of Studio Pickup and Control Room Equipment 
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Studio Camera Type TK-lOA 
Features 

• Camera does not require costly, uncomfortably-hot lights. 

• Camera mounting designed for a standard tripod, a crane· 
type dolly or studio pedestal. 

• Four lens positions provided on a rotatable turret. 

• Optical focusing easily accomplished by a knob on the 
side of the camera. 

• Hinged doors and covers permit easy access to camera cir
cuits and controls. 

• Four tally lights, two on the front of the camera, one on 
rear of camera and one beside the viewfinder kinescopc, 
indicate to the cameraman and performers when the camera 
is on-the-air. 

• A combination microphone and headset for each operator 
produces program sound in one earphone and order wire 
conversation in the microphone and other earphone. 

• Two phone jacks on camera- one for cameraman, one for 
production man • 

Uses 

The TK-l0A Studio Camera Equipment is designed to pick 
up scenes produced in te levision studios, and provide com• 
posite video signals that can be fed to a television transmitter. 

The camera uses a studio-type Image Orthicon pickup tube 
(RCA type 5655) which requires much less light than former 
studio cameras employing the lconoscope pickup tube. U nder 
normal lighting conditions (100 to 200 foot-candles) an ex
cellent picture is obtained. In fact, the quality of the picture 
compares favorably with that produced by the Iconoscope 
operating with light values of 1000 foot-candles. 

Description 

The TK-l0A Studio Camera Equipment consists of the Cam• 
era itself, which can be mounted on a crane type dolly or 
studio pedestal, a Camera Control mounted in a desk-type 
console section, and power supplies designed for rack mount• 
ing. The size and general appearance of the console section is 
identical to that of the Film Camera Equipment and the Studio 
Switching System. Therefore, the studio camera control unit 
can be used in conjunction with other studio and fi lm units. 
Any number of these console sections ( one for each camera) 
can he bolted together to form a convenient desk-type console. 

STUDIO CAMERA 
The general arrangement of the controls and components of 
the Studio Camera resembles that of the RCA Field Camera. 
Like the field camera, the studio camera employs image 
orthicon deflection circuits, a picture preamplifier, and an 
electronic viewfinder which is mounted directly on the camera. 
The viewfinder, which enables the camera man to view the 
scene he is picking up, uses a 5 inch picture tube (RCA-
5FP4A) which operates with an image brightness sat isfactory 
for viewing scenes even in brightly l ighted studios. Camera 
circuits are arranged on either side of the tube and coil assem
bly. On one side, the video preamplifier tubes are mounted on 
a shelf with the circuit components easily accessible on a ter-

minal board below lhc shelf. The deflection and high voltage 
pul se supply circuil s arc mounted in a similar manner on the 
other side of the <'amera. Hinged doors on either side of the 
camera swing down to provide easy access to the camera 
circuits. 

Four EKTAR type lenses are mounted 011 a lens turret which 
can be rotated by a handle at the rear of the camna. These 
lenses are relatively small due to the small size of the photo
cathode in the pickup tuli<>. They are available in sizes from 
35 mm f2.8 to 13 inch, f3.5 Optical focu sing is accomplished 
by adjustment of a knob on the side of tbe camera. Thi s 
knob moves the pickup tube and its focus and deflection coil 
assembly with respect to the lens. 

Controls for the studio camera circuits are localed 011 the rear 
of the camera in two rows behind hinged covers. All these 
controls are normally preset and do not require adjustment 
during a program. Communication and tally light circuits are 
provided in the camera cable. 
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Studio Camera Control Unit 

STUDIO CAMERA CONTROL 
The Studio Camera Control enables the video operator to 
monitor and control the quality of the picture signal produced 
by the studio camera. It is a desk-type console section with a 
TM-SA camera monitor mounted in the upper part, and the 
control chassis mounted in the compartment below. The camera 
monitor has a 10-inch picture tube for displaying the picture, 
and a 5-inch oscillograph tube which reproduces the picture 
signal waveform. Controls for gain and black level setting are 
brought out on the monitor front panel. 

The control chassis contains the necessary circuits for ampli
fying the video signal, establishing black level, mixing in a 
sawtooth correcting signal, adding picture blanking to the 
picture signal, adding the synchrorrizing signal, and providing 
3 separate outputs. It is a vertically mounted chassis with a 
bracket projecting from the top part of the chassis supporting 
the operating controls. Four commonly used controls project 
through the desk top surface. These are: 

1. Orthicon Focus 
2. Beam Current 
3. Target 
4. Image Focus 

Three less frequently u sed controls are recessed under a small 
panel in the top surface. 

The control unit complete with its controls can be removed 
easily from the con sole by removing the lower front panel 
and sliding the unit out. All electrical connections are made 
with plug-in connectors. 

POWER SUPPLIES 
Four power supplies are required for each camera chain. These 
are as follows : 

1. Type WP-33A to supply B+ to master monitor. 
2. Type WP-33A to supply B + to camera and viewfinder. 
3. Type 580-C Lo supply B + to camera control and to current 

regulator. 
4. Current regulator to supply constant current to camera focus 

coil. 

These four power supplies are designed for mounting in a 
standard rack in the studio control room. 

2J4905-L 

Specifications 

Number of Lines______ 525 
Odd Line Interlacing to 1 
Frame Rate ______________ _ _ __ ,30 per sec. 
Field Rate 60 per sec. 
Picture Signal Leve 1.5 volts, peak-to-peak max. 

(conforms to RMA standards) 
Picture Polarity al Outpu.__ _________ vlack negative 
Impedance of Coaxial Transmission Lin 75 ohms 
Maximum Len gth Camera Cabl 000 ft. 
Total Included Angle of Lenses : 

(a) 35 mm f2.8 Ektar ________ ==============_;,· Oo 
(b ) 50 mm fl.9 Ektar_ ~ (3 lenses 34° 
(cl 90 mm f2.8 Ektar_ _______ .... o0 

/d) 135 mm f4.5___ furnished) _______ _,_30 

(e) 8.5 in., f3.9 Ile"-------------~-8° 
(f) 13 in., f3.5 Ile,.__ _____________ ~ _5 ° 

Incident Illumination (min.) ________ _....5 foot-candles 
Incident Illumination for Best Results_ l00 to 200 foot-candles 
Power Sourc~------------ - 11. 7 volts, 60 cycles 
Power Consumption: 

/a) Healer Supply Camera Contro,,__ _ ____ _ 375 
(L) Two WP-33A Power Supplieo..... _ ______ , 800 
(c) One 580-C Power Supply ________ _ 370 
(d) Current Regulator ____________ _ 15 

Total for One Camera Chai .._ ___ _ 1560 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Camera ( including Viewfinder) 

Length 
Width 
Height 

Camera Control Console: 
Depth 
Width 
Height (overall) 

Weights: 

watts 
watts 
watts 
watts 

watts 

35" 
3" 
0" 

36" 
3¼" 
41" 

Camera (including Viewfinder without 
Camera Control Console Assembly 

lenses) _ _ l05 lbs. 

(including Master Monitor) _ ______ _ _ _ ..140 lbs. 
Camera Cable 0.4 lbs. per foot 

Close-up of Camera Control Unit controls ( on sloping 
panel to right of TM-SA Monitor) 
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Current Regulator Ml-26090 

Features 

• Counteracts current variations in camera focus coil circuit. 

• Current can be manually adjusted over a range from 65 

lo 85 milliamperes. 

• Common tube types are employed. 

• All tubes easily replaced from front of unit. 

• Designed for standard racks and cabinets. 

Use 

The Current Regulator is an electronic device which maintains 

constant current in the focus coil of the TK-IOA Studio Camera. 

Varia tions in the magnitude of current flowing through the 

coil are brought about by temperature changes, which would 

ordinarily impair the focus of the camera. The Current Regu• 

lator counteracts these variations and also provides a means 

for adjusting the focus coil current to the proper value. 

Description 

All components of the Current Regulator are mounted on a 

recessed chassis designed for rack mounting. The unit employs 

an RCA 6SL7-GT twin triode as a d-c amplifier, and an RCA 

6Y6-G current regulator tube. The cathodes of the d-c ampli

fier are kept at fixed levels by voltage regulalor tubes. 

2J4905-M 

The 6Y6-G current regulator tube is effectively in series with 

the camera focus coil and its 400-volt source of d-c so that 

the internal resistance of the 6Y6-G, which is controlled by the 

d-c amplifier, determines the magnitude of current flowing in 

1he coil circuit. The input of the d-c amplifier is connected 

across a small resistor also connected in series with the focus 

coil. Thus variations in the voltage developed across the small 

resistor (as a result of current changes in the focus coil cir

cuit) are fed to the d-c amplifier which in turn raises or 

lowers the conductance of the 6Y6-G to counteract the current 

change taking place. Regulation is, of course, instantaneous 

and the result is a constant flow of current through the focus 

coil of the camera. The Current Regulator will maintain con• 

slant current at a preset value over wide ranges of resistance 

change in the load and over wide ranges of input vohage. 

Specifications 

Power Requirements: 
A-c _______ Single phase 117 volts, 60 cycles, 15 watts 

(for Iii. transformer) 
D-c _______ 400 volts from Type 580-C Power Supply 

Chassis Dimensions: 
Depth ___________________ _J½" 

Width ______________________ 19" 

Height ______________________ 8" 

Weight --------------------7 lbs. 

Tuhe Complement: 
1- RCA 0D3/VR150 Voltage Regulator 
1- RCA 991 Vohage Regulator 
1-RCA 6SL7-GT D-C Amplifier 
I- RCA 6Y6-G Current Regulator 

f'fl\ N'tto 
IN 

(J,S."· 
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Microphone Boom & Perambulator Ml-26574 

Features 
• Boom and perambulator ran be passed through narrow 

doorways. 

• Duraluminum tubin g for boom assures ri gidity and li ght 
weight. 

• "Gunning" devi ce revolves directional mi crophones throu gh 
280°. 

• Radius of boom can be ext ended to 17 fee t- retracted to 
7 feet, 4 inches. 

• Iloom fitt ed with adjustable count erbalan ce fo r different 
m icrophoncs. 

• Quiet in operation . 

Use 
The MI-26574 Mi crophone Boom and Perambulat or is des igned 

for use in broadcast or televi sion studi os. It enables the oper
ator to quickly place the microphone with r espect to the sound 

source. H e can closely follow the sound, or m ove from one 

source of sound to anothe r easil y and quietly. 

Description 
The perambulator is constructed of steel tubih g with drop-rim 

type wheels and pneumatic tires. The steering wheel swivels 

180° and can he clamped to hold a given radius. The tiller 

when pushed hack operat es a toggle brake on the steering 

wheel. It is also provided with step s which aid the operator 
in mounting the pla tform when it is elevated. Operated by a 

2J4905-N 

Iinnd wheel, the ,, J,·vat ing co lumn ra ises the boom from a 

height o f 6 feet, 5 in ches to 9 feet, 5 in ches. The operatin g 

plntform raises with the boom . The wheel tread of the peram

bulator can he narrowed to 27 inches and the leaf portions 

of the table ca n be lowered to permit pass in g the perambulator 

through a 30-in ch door. 

A hand crank governs extension and r etraction of the boom, 

and a hand rail controls elevati on and horizontal traversal. 

As the boom is retracted, the microphone cabl e is received on 

take-up sheaves. The movement of the telescopin g member is 

co unterbala11 ced by weights whi ch can he adjusted to properly 

balan ce different mi crophones. Sin ce man y mi crophones are 

directi onal , the boom is fitt ed with a "microphone gunning" 

devi ce whi ch revolves the mi crophone th rough 280°. 

Specifications 
Dimensions: 

Maximum H eight 
Maximum H e ight 
Length of Boom: 

(with boom pedestal elevated ) ___ 9, 5" 
(with p edestal l owered ) ______ 6' 5" 

Extended _____ ________ _______ l 7' 

Retra cted 7' 4½" 

We ight : 
Boom (with gunnin g dev ice) __________ 66¾ Jl,s. 

Counterweights for Boom 35¼ lbs. 

P erambulator 421 lbs. 
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Monoscope Camera Type TK-lA 

Features 

• Useful lo television transmiuing station, laboratory, factory, 
or service bench. 

• Compact construction; bathtub chassis. 

• Built-in high voltage power supply. 

• Pauern shows scanning symmetry, vertical and horizontal 
resolution, shading, reproduction of isolated details, contrast 
and brightness. 

• Accessible arrangement. 

Uses 

The Type TK-lA Monoscope Camera may be used as a con

venient means of obtaining an image for video testing of tele

vision transmiuing equipment, or a "test pallern" to be 

transmiued during warm-up and stand-by periods. In the latter 

case, the station call leuers may be made a part of the pallern, 

thereby providing station identification. It may, likewise, be 

used in t.he television transmiuing station as a readily available 

source of video signal, of known quality, to be u sed in place 

of the studio camera when making tests or adjustments on 

other units of the system. In the laboratory, factory, or service 

bench, the equipment may be used as a source of video signal 

to test or adjust television receivers, video amplifiers, and 

picture tubes. With the addition of a source of blanking and 

driving signals, an IF sweep generator and an RF signal gen

erator, it produces a complete television picture signal simulat

ing that received off the air, and thu s provides a m eans of 

testing receivers under conditions equivalent to actual use. 

Description 

The TK-lA Monoscope Camera comprises the monoscope tube, 

the scanning generators, the video output amplifiers, nnd the 

high voltage power supply for the monoscope tube. This equip

ment is built on the familiar recessed bathtub type of chassis 

which fits into a standard nineteen-inch rack. All tubes and 

large components are located on the front of the chassis, while 

the wiring and smaller components are on the rear. The con• 

trols are grouped on a narrow control panel along the bottom 

of the chassis. When installed and in operation, the front is 

covered by a large cover plate which conceals everything but 

the control panel. This cover plate is interlocked to protect 

operating personnel from the high voltages present in the 

equipment. 

The monoscope tube in the TK-lA is mounted in a vertical 

position at the left of the chassis. The upper part of the tube 

is enclosed in a mu-metal shield. The magnetic deflecting coils 

are mounted within the shield, and are attached to it. By dis

connecting the tube socket, anode, and signal leads, the whole 

assembly-tube, coils, and shield-may be swung outward. This 

arrangement allows the tube lo be changed very ea~ily, and, 

at the same time, is very economical of rack spac.-. 

The monoscope tube ordinarily used in the TK-lA is an 

RCA-2F21. This tube provides a pallern which combines the 

features of several previously used tubes. It shows the follow

ing details of the quality of reproduction in a given television 

system: scanning symmetry, resolution in both vertical and 

horizontal directions, shading and reproduction of isloated de

tails. In addition it provides a pallern lo facilitate proper 

adjustment of contrast and brightness. 

The Vertical Deflection Generator consists of four tubes and 

associated circuits. The first of these tubes amplifies the drivin2, 
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signal received from the sy nchronizing generator and generates 

a sawtooth voltage wave which is amplified in the second, 
third, and fourth tubes. The output is applied to the magnetic 

deflecting coils of the monoscope tube. Negative feedback is 

employed to improve scanning linearity. 

The Horizontal Deflection Generator includes three tubes and 
associated circuits. The fir st tube is the driving signal input 

amplifier and sawtooth voltage generator; the second and thi rd 
tubes amplify the output wave and feed it lo the horizontal 

deflecting coils of the monoscope tube. 

The Blanking Amplifier is u sed to provide the proper level 

and polarity of the blanking pulses received from the syn
chronizing generator before these pulses are fed into the 

Video Amplifier for mixing with the video signal. 

The Video Amplifier includes six stages of video amplifica

tion- together with a clipper stage which is inserted between 

the fifth and sixth stages. The monoscope output signal is fed 

directly into the first stage of th is amplifier, and the blanking 

signal is introduced in the output of the fourth sta ge. The 

output of the fi fth stage (which contains both video and 
blanking signals) is fed to a clipper stage which adjusts the 

height of the blanking "pedestals". The clipper feeds an out• 

put stage which cons ists of two tubes having their grids tied 
in parallel, hut with the plate circuits separate. This provides 

VERTICAL 

DRIVING SIGNAL 

lf 

HORIZONTAL 

VERTICAL 

DEFLECTION 

GENERATOR 

HIGH 
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two separate outputs- one of which may be u sed to feed a 
monitor, while the other is u sually connected to a distribution 

amplifier. 

Specifications 
Output V oltag~ __________ l.5 volts peak to peak 

Power Supply Required: 
Blanking, Horizontal Drive and Vertical Drive 

Pul se Inputs (neg. polarity) _______ 3.5 to 5 volts 
Resolution Capability At least 450 lines 

Power Consumption: 
110-120 volts a-c 60 cycles ___________ lOO watts 
280 volts d-c (from Type 580-C Power Supply) __ 200 ma. 

Dimension 17½" high, 19" wide, 11" deep 

Weight 5 lbs. 

Tube Complement: 
6 RCA 6AC7 1 RCA 8016 
1 RCA 6H6 1 RCA 6Y6 
3 RCA 6AG7 I RCA 6V6-GT 
3 RCA 6SL7-GT 1 RCA 2F21 

Stock Identificatio 1-26960 

Accessories 
Tube Kit (complete tube complement) ______ M(-26679 
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Synchronizing Generator Type TG-lA 
Features 
• Special circuits which maintain the timing of the leading 

edges of the equalizing pulses, the horizontal synchroniz• 
ing pulses and the vertical synchronizing pulses, with ex• 
treme accuracy. 

• An improved locking circuit for synchronizing the gen• 
erator with the 60-cycle power supply-or with a remotely 
generated synchronizing wave form. 

• Use of circuits which are relatively insens1t1ve to large 
changes in tube characteristics, so that ageing of tubes will 
not affect operation of the equipment. 

• Operation of all tubes in extremely conservative manner, 
so that a very long, useful life may he expected. 

• Wiring which has been greatly simplified by carefully 
grouping components so that all leads are very short. 

• A built-in oscilloscope which, by means of a selector 
switch, can he used to check the step-down ratio of any 
of the frequency-dividing counter circuits. 

• A regulated plate voltage power supply unit which, with 
the other panels, is mounted in place and wired at the 
factory. The unit is ready for operation immediately on 
installation. 

Uses 
The TG-lA Synchronizing Generator is designed for use in 
television transmitting stalions as a source of synchronizing 
pulses for the studio and film cameras, the monoscope camera, 
the monitoring oscilloscopes, and the mixing amplifier (which 
adds the synchronizing pulses to the transmitted video signal) . 
In laboratories and factories it is used in conj unction with a 
monoscope camera to furnish a complete RMA standard video 
signal voltage which can he used in the development and 
production testing of television receivers. 

Description 
The Type TG-lA Synchronizing Generator is an integral unit 
complete with power supply. It is assembled in a standard 
cabinet-type rack which is 84 inches high, 22 inches wide and 
18 inches deep. The rack has front and rear doors which open 
the full length and width of the unit. This type of rack has 
been standardized for all RCA television, broadcast, and com• 
munications termiual equipment. Moreover, all RCA Tele
vision and FM transmitters are made up of racks which are 
similar in appearance, construction and height (although of 
greater width). Therefore, the TG-lA Generator, and other 
units mounted in similar racks, may he installed as needed, 
with assurance that they will match in appearance, other ter• 
minal and transmitting units which may he added later. 

The 60 tubes and other components which make up the cir
cuits of the TG-lA Generator are mounted on bath-tub type 
chassis which are placed in the cab inet vertically, as shown 
in the illustration. A 29¾ inch chassis al the top of the cabinet 
contains the "pulse forming" circuits. Immediately below is a 
similar chassis containing th e "pulse shaping" circuits. The 
10½ inch chassis near the bottom is a standard Type 580-C 
Power Supply Unit, and just below is a 1 ¾ inch chassis con
taining electrolytic filter capacitors. 

All of the controls, tubes and major components are mounted 
on the front of the vertical chassis. Thus, all ordinary adjust• 
ments, as well as routine checks, can be made by opening the 
front door. Since no high voltages are exposed on the front of 
the chassis, this door is not interlocked. Wiring and minor 
components, such as small capacitors and resistors, are on 

the back of the panels, a nd are accessib le through the rear 
door. All terminals are in the clear, a nd components are 
identified so that circuit testing, when required, is relatively 
easy. 

Electrically, as well as mechanically, the TG-lA Generator is 
divided into two main sections. The first section comprises the 
"pulse-forming" circuits while the second section comprises 
the "pulse-shaping" circui ts. The "pulse-forming" unit gen• 
erates all of the different timing frequencies which are re• 
quired by the system. It also provides a means \vherehy these 
frequencies ( which are all derived from a single master 
oscillator) may he "locked in", either with the local 60-cycle 
power line frequency, with a crystal oscillator, or with some 
other external source, such as a remotely generated synchroniz
ing wave form. The "pulse-shaping" unit forms the pulses into 
the proper wave shapes and combines them as required to 
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provide the fiv e different signals listed below. These signals 
are fed to ten oulput connectors lo cated on a suhpanel at the 
base of the "pulse-shaping" unit. 

It is intended that RGll /U or RG59 / U concentric lines he 
used between these points and the studio cameras, mixing 
amplifiers, etc. Two coaxial output connections are provided 
for each signal so that output of either n egative or positive 
polarity is available. When more than one equipment is fed 
from a single output, a distribution amplifier, su ch as the 
Type TA-IA, ohould be employed in order to isolate the 
circuits. 

Regulated plate voltages for the "pulse-forming" and "pulse
shaping" units are furni sh ed by the Type 580-C Power Supply. 
Filament voltages are provided by transformers mounted on 
Lhe units them selves. All a•c power input to the cabinet is 
controlled by the circuit-breaker switch at the bottom of the 
"pulse-shaping" unit. 

The T yp e TG-lA Synchronizing Generator furni shes all of the 
timing pul ses required in a complete television system . These 
pulses are accurately timed with r elation to each other, and 
are carefully controlled as to wave form in accordance with 
the standard s adopted by the RMA. The five different output 
signals which are generated will provide all of the timing and 
synchronizin g r equirem ents of a standard 525-line, 30-frame, 
interlaced televi sion system. These five output signals am: 

(1) HORIZONTAL DRIVING SIGNAL 

This consists of short-duration, square-wave pul ses at hori
zontal scanning frequency - (15,750 cycles). These pulses are 
used to "trigger" the saw-tooth wave generator (in the camera) 
which supplies the horizontal scanning voltage for the pickup 
tube. 

(2) VERTICAL DRIVING SIGNAL 

This consists of square-wave pulses of somewhat longer dura
tion which occur at verti cal scanning frequency (60 cycles). 
These pul ses are u sed to " trigger" the saw-tooth wave gen
erator ( in the camera ) which supplies the vertical scanning 
voltage for the pickup tube. The width of these pulses is 
sufficient to blank out the vertical return trace of the camera 
tube. 

(3) SYNCHRONIZING SIGNAL 

This is the signal which must be added to the camera picture 
signal before it is tran smitted in order to synchronize the 
sc1111ning action in the receiver. It is a composite signal con
sisting of (a) short-duration, horizontal syn chronizing pulses 
at 15,750 cycles, (b ) longer duration, vertical synchronizing 
pul ses of the " serrated" type at 60 cycles, and (c) a series 
of six short-duration, equalizing pulses just preceding each 

vertical pulse interval and six more following it. All of these 
have the timing and wave shape prescribed by the RMA 
Standards. 

(4) KINESCOPE BLANKING SIGNAL 

Thi s signal is adclecl to the transmitted video signal in orde r 
to blank out the return trace in the receiver p icture tube 
(kinescope) . It consists of square-wave pul ses at hori zontal 
srnnning frequeney ( 15,i50 cycles) and vertical sca nning fre
quen cy (60 cycles) . These pul ses are of longer duration than 
the synchronizing pul ses and are tran smitted at approximate ly 
"black" level. They form the "pedestals" on whi ch the syn• 
chronizing signals are placed. 

(5) OSCILLOSCOPE DRIVING SIGNAL 

This signal consists of pulses at half horizontal (7,875 cycles) 
and half vertical (30 cycles) frequen cies. They are used to 
trigger the saw-tooth generator in the monitoring oscilloscope, 
thu s providing (for "wave form" monitoring ) oscilloscope 
patt ern s which are two lines or two fields in length. 

Specifications 

Output Voltages 

Synchronizing Signals (pul ses as shown above black level in 
the FCC drawing below ) 

4 volts, peak-to-peak across 75 ohms 
Kinescop e Blanking Signal (pulses as shown below bla ck 

level on FCC drawing below) 
4 volts, peak-to-peak across 75 ohms 

lJ orizontal Driving Signal ( for actuating camera horizontal 
sra nning circuits) __ 4 volts, p eak-to-peak across 75 ohms 

Vertical Driving Signal (for actuating camera vertical scan-
ning circuits) _____ 4 volts, peak-to-peak across 75 ohms 

Oscilloscope Driving Signal 
(for actuating oscilloscope for wave form monitoring ) 

8 volts, peak-to-peak across 75 ohms 

Power Supply R equired 
From 120 volt, 60 cycle, single pha se lin~----450 watts 

Dimensions 

Mounted in Cahine~ _ _ __ 84" High, 22" Wide, 18" Deep 
Unmounted Rack Units _ _ 77" High, 19" Wide, 12½" Deep 
We ight (in cabinet ) _____________ 375 lbs. 

(unmounted) ______________ 160 lbs. 

Stock Identification ______________ ~ .. I-26915 

Accessories 
Front Door MI-30536-G84 
Side Panel (s inglel-----------~·~l-30541-G84 
Monogram ___ 1-30596 
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Distribution Amplifier Type TA-1A 

Fea tures 
• Equally useful as di stribution, mixing or isolation amplifier. 
• Five amplifiers on one chassis. 
• Bridging inputs. 
• Excellent isolation between units. 
• Positive or negative polarity. 
• Standard "bath tub" type chassis. 
• Accessible mounting arrangement. 

Uses 
The Type TA-IA Distribution Amplifier may be used in any 
one of the \hree following applications: (a) to feed video or 
synchronizing signals from a single source to several separate 
outlets; (b) to mix video signals from several sources in order 
that they may be fed to a single output line; (c) as a straight
forward isolation amplifier requiring voltage gain of not over 
15 db, by paralleling all five channels. The wide variety of 
poss ible u ses of this equipment makes it equally adaptable to 
test bench, laboratory, or television transmitting installation;;. 

Descriptio n 
The equipment consists of five separate video isolation ampli
fiers mounted on a single chassis. These amplifiers are of the 
bridging type, and have relatively high input impedance, per
mitting a number of them to be paralleled across a video 
line with a minimum disturbance to the driving source. Each 
amplifier delivers, to a 75 ohm output line, a signal of the 
same level and polarity as it receives. 

Wben the amplifiers are used to feed several output lines, the 
inputs being paralleled, there is a high degree of isolation be
tween lines and between any individual line and the source. 
Thus, disturbances, short circuits, equipment failures, or the 
like on one line will not be reflected onto the other lines. 
This is of considerable value to good overall operation in any 
television installation. 

The components of the TA-IA are assembled on a chassis of 
the recessed , or "bath tub" type. All tubes and other large 
components are mounted on the front of the chassis, with the 
resistors and other small components on the rear. This type 
of construction provides neat appearance, convenient operation 
and maximum accessibility. The chassis is standard rack width 
and is designed to mount in either an enclosed cabinet type 
rack or a standard open type rack. In the latter case a cover 
panel may be used, if desired. 

2J4905-Q 

Each of the five amplifiers consists of two stages. The two 
tubes and other components which make up each amplifier are 
arranged in a row across the chassis. Each amplifier is pro
vided with a gain control so that the gain may he varied from 
approximately .9 to 1.1. This feature is especially convenient 
when it is desired to equalize accurately the levels on the 
several output lines. 

The input and output connections on the rear of the amplifier 
are designed to accommodate standard fittings for either 
RG 11 /U or RG 59 / U coaxial lines. Two connectors are pro
vided for each input and each output to facilitate interconnect
ing the sections. This amplifier may he used at any point in 
a television system regardless of whether the polarity at that 
point is positive or negative. An adjustment is provided for 
reducing the low frequency phase distortion to a negligible 
value. 

A built in filament transformer provides filament voltages for 
all tubes. Plate voltages are obtained externally, preferably 
from a well regulated power supply such as the Type 580-C. 
Power connections are made by means of a standard cable 
receptacle at the lower left of the chassis. 

Specifications 
Number of Amplifiers _______ ___ _____ ~ · ive 
Voltage Gain, Each Amplifier _____ ..n.djustable .9 to 1.1 
Frequency Char ____ + 1 db to 10 me, and adjustable to 

ideal 60 cycle square-wave response 
Input Signal Level (max.) _______ ~ volts, peak-to-peak 
Output Signal Level (per section) volts, peak-to-peak 
Input Impedance Bridging 
Input Capacity (on two cable sockets) 40 mmf 
Input Polarity ____________ ~ositive or negative 
Output Load Impedance 75 ohms 
Output Polarity ositive or negative 
Power Supply Required 

a-c 110-120 volts. 60 cvcles ___________ ,50 watts 
d-c 280 volts (Type 580-C Supply) 60 ma 

Tube Complemen RCA 6AC7, 5 RCA 6AG7 
Dimension 12¼" high, 19" wide, 8" deep 
Wcig~ 8ThL 
Stock Identification 1-26155 

Accessories 
Tube Kit (complete tube complement) ______ M.l-26676 

f~\NT ,t0 
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Regulated Power Supply Type 580-C 
(General Purpose) 

Features 

• Extremely well-regulated output. 

• Unusually low output ripple. 

• Low internal d-c resistance. 

• Components and connections easily accessible. 

• Compact and neat in arrangement. 

Uses 

The RCA Type 580-C Regulated Power Supply fill s the need 
for a well-regulated source of d-c at loads of 50 to 400 milli
amperes. The output is adjustable between 260 and 295 volts, 

with variations of less than 0.25 volts from minimum to maxi

mum load. Thus it is suitable for laboratory, industrial , and 

communications applic.ations in which an unusually well-regu

lated source of d-c is required. As a-c ripple in the output 

is less than 0.005 per cent, the output voltage may be used 

for most purposes without additional filtering. 

The Type 580-C is especially suited for use with RCA 

televi sion equipment , which it matches in appearance ancl 

t•onstruction . 

Descriptio n 

The regulating circuit employed in the 580-C is of the series 

type. The d-c internal resistance is less than 0.7 ohms. 

2J4905-R 

This Power Supply is assembled on a recessed chassis of the 
"bath-tuh" type. Tubes and filter condensers project from the 
front of the chassis, while transformers, resistors, and wiring 
are at the rear. The chassis is standard rack width and may be 
mounted either in one of the new enclosed-type RCA cabinet 
racks, or on a standard "open-face" rack. In the latter event 
a blank panel may be mounted over the Power Supply if 
desired. Controls are centralized on a small, plainly-marked 
panel at the bollom of the unit. In addition to the power 
"on-off" switch there is provision for switching from a load 
range of 50-80 ma. to 80-400 ma., as well as a potentiometer 
for adjusting output voltage. A meter selector Rwitch and a 
meter jack provide for plugging in a meter to read individual 
tube plate currents, output current, and output voltage. A 
specia l meter (MI-21200-C ) is available for this purpose. 

Specification s 

Output Voltag~ ______ _ __,.djustable 260 to 295 volts 

Output Curren O to 400 ma . 

D-C Regulatio ess than 0.25 volts, minimum 
to maximum load 

A-C Rippl~---- ------~ess than 0.005 per cent 
Power Supply 110-120 volts, 50-60 cycles 

Power lnpu 70 watts (maximum) 

Tuhe Complement: 

2 RCA 0D3/VRl50 
2 RCA 5U46 

1 NE 32 

I RCA 6SL7GT 
6 RCA 6Y6G 

L>imensions _________ lO½" high, 19" wide, 12" Jeep 

Weight 58 lbs. 
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Regulated Power Supply Type WP-33A 
(Heavy Duty) 

Features 

• Extremely well-regulated output. 

• Unusually low output ripple. 

• Low internal d-c resistance. 

• Components and connections easily accessible. 

• Ki11escope centering-voltage supply included. 

• Compact and neat in arrangement. 

• Output voltage during starting does no exceetl final regu
lated value. 

Uses 

The RCA WP-33A Power Supply is intended for laboratory, 
industrial and communications applications requiring a well
regulated source of d-c voltage at loads of 200 to 600 milli
amperes. The output is adjustabl@ between 260 and 295 volts, 
and varies less than 0.20 volts from minimum to maximum 
load. A-C ripple in the output is less than 0.005 per cent, so 
that the outpuL voltage may be used for most purposes with
out additional filtering. 

The Type WP-33A is especially suited for use with RCA 
television equipment, which it matches in appearance and 
construction. 

Description 

The regulating circuit employed in the WP-33A is of the series 
type. The d-c internal resistance of this Power Supply is less 
than 0.5 ohms. 

2J4905-S 

The WP-33A is assembled on a recessed chassis of the "bath 
tub" type. Tubes, filter condensers, and transformers project 
from the front of the chassis, while transformer terminals, 
resistors, and wiring are at the rear. The chassis is standard 
rack width and may be mounted in one of the new enclosed
type RCA cabinet racks or on a standard "open-face" rack. In 
the latter event, a blank panel may he mounted over the Power 
Supply if desired. 

Controls are centralized on a small, plainly-marked panel at 
the bottom of the unit. In addition to the power "on-off'' 
switch, there is a potentiometer for adjusting output voltage. 
A meter selector switch and a meter jack make provision 
for plugging in a meter to read individual tube plate cur
rents, output current, and output voltage. A special meter 
(Ml-21200-C) is available for this purpose. 

Specifications 

Output Voltag~--------.ndjustable 260 to 295 volts 
Output Curren 00 to 600 ma. 
D-C Regulation Less than 0.20 volts, minimum 

to maximum load 
A-C Rippl~--------------~ess than 0.005o/o 
Power Supply 105 / 125 volts, 50 / 60 cycles 
Power lnpu 450 watts (maximum) 

Tube Complement: 

4 Type 5V 4G 3 Type 6AS7G 
l Type 6SL iGT 2 Type 003 / VR150 

Dimension~----------14" high, 19" wide, 9" deep 
Weight 82 lbs. 
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Stabilizing Amplifier Type TA-5B 

Featur e s 
• Combines sync with vid@o signals; separates sync from 

video signals. 
• Corrects defective video signals, eliminates hum and low-

frequency distortion. 
• Improves the signal-to-noise ratio of the sync signal. 
• Operates on signal levels as low as 0.25 volts peak-to-peak. 
• Restores sync to standard 25o/o levels in signals where sync 

is as low as 15o/o. 
• For special transmission requirements, can produce 50%, 

or 1.5 v. of sync. 
• Has two identical 75-ohm outputs. 
• Power requirements are low. 
• Bath tub type chassis mounts on slandanl r:wk. 
• Remote control available for "Pict. Gain," "Pict. Clippe,·" 

and "Sync Level." 

Uses 
The TA-5B Stabilizing Amplifier is a unit designed to cor• 
reel, automatically, faulty video television signals which may 
have become defective in their transmission from the pickup 
device to the input of the transmitter. It is also used with 
the RCA Studio Switching Equipment to combine the sync 
signal with the video signals from the cameras. 

The common sources of disturbance in any television system 
may he classified as follows: 

I. Hum or surges originating in power supplies and other 
random disturbances created by high-impedance grounding 
circuits, long cable sheaths, etc. 

2. Circuit saturation, with resultant destruction of the proper 
sync-picture ratio. 

3. Switching surges. including the shifting of patch cords. 
4. Low-frequency distortion introduced by coupling circuit• 

with inadequate time constants. 

Elimination of these spurious disturbances at their source is 
often difficult and sometimes impossible. They must be elim
inated, however, because in many cases not only is receiver 
operation impaired, but proper modulation of the transmitter 
will be affected. The Stabilizing Amplifier is capable of cor
recting any one or all of these faults simultaneously, thus 
producing a signal which is suitable for modulating the 
transmitter. 

Description 
The TA-5B Stabilizing Amplifier employs 19 tubes. Nine of 
these are used in a 6-stage picture amplifier which has two 
identical output stages for supplying signal to the transmitter 
and to a picture monitor. The remaining tubes are employed 
as sync separators, keyers, shapers, dampers, and tubes for 
adding sync. 

A two-position attenuator at the input accommodates a range 
of input signals from 0.25 volt to 2 volts, peak-to-peak. The 
output of the amplifier is designed to deliver the standard 
level of picture and blanking signal (1.5 volts peak-to-peak) 
wi1h a maximum sync of 1.5 volts peak-to-peak. The amount 
of sync can be adjusted independently to any value between 
0.2 and 1.5 volts, peak-to-peak. 

The first three stages provide linear amplification of the in
coming signal; while the fourth stage amplifies the sync 
pulses by a larger factor than it amplifies other parts of the 
signal. Three tubes are employed in this fourth stage. One 
operates as a normal amplifier and contributes signal through
out the useful portion of its characteristic curve: The second 
tube of the trio clamps the black level at a fixed point on the 
characteristic curve of the third tube, however, so that it 
operates only at grid levels above the blanking signal, ampli
fying only the sync signals. Since clamping action is inde
pendent of the signal, spurious additive componenls (at low 
frequencies) are eliminated from the sync amplifier. 

wigfi
Stolen 2 Line Transparent
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Amplified sync thus passes on to the fifth (clipper) stage of 
the amplifier which clips off the sync in accordance with its 
grid bias adjustment, yielding the desired sync-picture ratio 
at the output of the fifth stage. As is the case in the non-linear 
amplifier just described, the grid of the clipper is also clamped 
at black level so that the absolute amplitude of the sync 
pulses is fixed and independent of variations in the average 

amplitude of the picture signal. In this stage also, spurious 

components are eliminated from the picture and blanking 

portions of the signal. 

The sixth and last stage comprises the two output amplifier 

tubes, one for the transmitter and one for the monitor. The 

grids of these tubes are in parallel and their plates are coupled 

separately to two output connectors for 75-ohm coaxial lines. 

When output higher than the 1.5 volt peak-to-peak is desired, 

the two outputs can he paralleled to give almost double the 

signal obtainable from either one alone. 

Filament power for all tubes is provided by a transformer 

mounted on the chassis. Plate voltage must be obtained from 

an external regulated power supply such as the RCA Type 

580-C. All external power connections are made through a 

6-pin plug and receptacle. One side of the primary line to the 

filament transformer is fused. 

The TA-5B Stabilizing Amplifier is mounted on a recessetl 

chassis for standard rack-mounting. Therefore, it can he 

mounted in the transmitter room or studio control room with 

other rack-mounted equipment 

2J4905-T 

Speclflcatlons 
Input Signal Voltage 

Min, ______________ Q.25 volts, peak-to-p eak 
Max 2.5 volts, peak-to-peak 

Permissable Input Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
(a) High-Frequency Noise 2 
(h) Low-Frequency Noi se (hum) ______ _ ___ Ll 

Output Signal Voltage 
(a) Picture and Blankin&-____ _ l.5 volts, peak-to-peak 
(h) Sync (Max.) 1.5 volts, peak-to-peak 

Output lmpedanc 75 ohm s 
Frequency Char. + 1 db to 8 m e 
Power Requirements 

(a) A-~--- - - 100-120 volts, 50 / 60 cycles, 5 waits, fu se 
rating, 1 amp. 

(h) D-~---------~B0 volts, 235 ma., regulated 
(RCA Type 580-C or equivalent ) 

Dimensions 
Height _ __________________ JO ½" 

Width 19" 
Depth 8¾" 

Weight 17 lbs. 
Finish (front of chassis) Light umber gray 
Tube Complement 

1st Picture Amplifier ________ I-RCA 6SK7 
2nd " " I-RCA 6AC7 
3rd 1-RCA 6AG7 
4th I-RCA 6AC7 
5th Picture Amplifier (Sync Clipper J _ I-RCA 6AC7 
Picture Clipper 2-RCA 6AC7 
Main Outpu I-RCA 6AG7 
Monitor Outpu I-RCA 6AG7 
1st Amplifier- Sync Channe 1-RCA 6AC7 
Sync Separator 1-RCA 6AC7 
Pulse Former 1-RCA 6SN7-GT 
Keying Pulse Driver 1-RCA 6AG7 
Clamp Diode 3~RCA 6H6 
Sync-In serter Amplifier 1-RCA 6AC7 
Sync Clipper and Transient Sup ___ l-RCA 6SL 7-GT 
Voltage Regulator 1-RCA OD3 / VR-150 • 
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Studio Camera Switching Equipment Type TS-lOA 

Features 
• System will accommodat e six signa l inputs. 

• Manual fading control all ows choice of any fading speed. 

• Remote signals can he previewed before being switrhc,I 
on-the-air. 

• Full complement of tall y lights. 
• Tally ligh ts at on-the-a ir ca meras are :u·livat ctl l, y the 

switching system. 
• Local sync automaticall y adcled when remot e sy nc fail s. 

• Private or ronfere nce 1·0 1nn1u11iC'alion <·an li e 111ai11l :1i1u-- tl 

l,etw<>e 11 all slat io11 s. 
• I nt<'rcomm nni ca l ion can he or~ratcd with other cq 11ip111 e11t 

off. 
• All personnel have ac,·ess lo program so nnd. 

• Stahilizing amplifi er aulomatirally 1·or-re,·ts pi.-turc-syru· 
ratio for tran smitter. 

Uses 
The TS-l0A Studio Camera Switchin g System is des igned for 
use by television stations obtaining video signal s from more 
than one li11e. Brie fl y, the TS-l0A will allow a single video 
operator to do these things: (1) Select any signal from six 
input lines; (2) switch the desired signal into the on-the-air 
line; (3) fade or dissolve two signals simultaneou sly at any 
speed; ( 4) fade in or fade out any one signal; (5) switch 
iustantaneously from one signal to another; and (6) super
impose two signals with any desired degree of magnitude for 
each signal. 

Intercommunication circuits in the TS-l0A allow program per
sonnel two-way conversation . In addition, volume-controlled 
program sound is supplied to all personnel through one ear
piece of their headset. 

Description 
The TS-l0A Studio Camera Swit ching Equipment consists of 
the switching amplifier chassis-type unit, a TM-SA Ma ster Mon
itor, two WP-33A Power Supplies and a TA-SB Stabilizing 
Amplifier. The switching amplifier is mounted in the lower 
compartment of an RCA desk-type console section, and the 
TM-SA Master Monitor is mounted above it. The TA-SB 
Stabilizing Amplifier and WP-33A Power Supplies a re also 
chassis-type units designed for mounting in a standard equip
ment rack. 

Close-up of TS-JOA Control Panel 
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The controls for the switching amplifier project through the 
i11 clined top panel of the desk. These controls consist of two 
hanks of pushbuttons from which the on-the-air signal is 
selected, two to ggle switches for controlling local and remote 
sync, gain controls for two remote input lines, a three-position 
switch for selecting e ither the on-the-air signal or one of the 
two rf'mote signal s for preview di splay on the monitor, fading 
and di ssolvin g control s, and tally lights showing which inputs 
are being used. 

The switching amplifier consists of 3 two-stage picture ampli
fiers and 2 two-stage sync relay interlock amplifiers. Two of 
the picture amplifiers have their inputs connected lo separate 
banks of camera selector switches. They have common outputs, 
however, so that they can serve one camera singly or two 
cameras together in a lap-dissolve or superimposition. The 
third picture amplifier feed s the monitor input. The two sync 
amplifiers automatically add local sync to the video signal when 
remote sync fail s or when local sync is otherwise required . 

Specifications 
Power Line R equirements 

100-120 volts, 50 / 60 cycles, 1060 (max. ) walls 
(includes power required by the two WP-33A Power Supplies) 

Input Signal: 
Local Input 

( video from camera control) _ ____ 1.5 v. peak-to-peak 

Auxiliary Input (as remote) 1.5 v. min. peak-to-peak 
video, 18-33 o/o sync 

Input Impedance: 
Loral lnpu~ _______ ____ _____ _ 75 ohms 

Auxiliary Input 
I as remote) _ _ ____ 75 ohms, variable line termination 

Outp11t Impedance 75 ohms 

Mechanical Specification s (Console Section): 
Dimensions (overall ) _ _ __ 41" High, 13" Wide, 6" Deep 

Weight 46 lbs. 
Fini s ark umber gray 
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Portable Monitor Type TM-15A 

Features 

• Cabinel requires m1111mum floor spa ce. 

• Rubber-tired wheels a ssure qui eL, ea sy rnovern enl from pla ce 
Lo place. 

• Jnrlin ed panel is al con,·e nie nl h!'i ghL for oLscrvation fro111 
sta nding p os iLion. 

• MoniLor operales with synchronized pi cture input , or with 
separate video signal inputs. 

• V ideo wave form s can he di spla yed and co mpon c11L volta ges 
m easured. 

Uses 
The Portable Monitor co nsists of a chass is-Lype TM-5A Ma ster 
Monitor and WP-33A R egulaLed P ower Supply mounLed in an 
uprighL cabinet fated wiLh ruhher-Lired wheel s. The portable 
monilor can he wheeled about Lhe Lelevision conlrol room or 
tran smiuer room and connected Lo various points in Lhe vid eo 
circuiL to ohLain a large bright picture of the video signal. 

I N THE STUDIO CONTROL ROOM, the PortaLle Monitor is 
a valuable adjun ct to the monitors in the video co nsole. It 
ena bles operating personnel to observe the composite video 
signal at points along the program line which are not wired 
into the console. Or, in station layouts where few console 
moniLor s are employed , the Porta bl e Monitor ma y be cut in 
al various points to observe Lhe pi cLure without Lhe need 
for switching monitor s from circuits requiring co ntinuous 
observation. 

IN THE TRANSMITTER ROOM, the monitor in the trans• 
miller console can be switched to Lhe input of the Lransmiuer, 
the output of Lhe rnodulalor, or Lhe output of Lhe Lran smiuer 
( if a picture demodulator is u sed ). However, by u se of the 
Port ab le Monitor, the signal can b e monitored at one p o int 
while the console monitor is simultaneo usly reproducing the 
signal obtained a t another. Thus, accurate compari son s ca n 
he made of the reprodu ced signal at variou s sta ges of its 
tran smi ss ion. The Portable Monitor is al so u seful in monitor• 
in g signal s al rack-mounted units such as the relay receiver, 
stab ilizing amplifier, di stribution amplifier, monoscope ca m
era , etc. 

Descriptio n 

The rabinet is of convenient h e ight for the operator to o h
serve from a standin g position the pi<'lure appearin g on the 
screen at the Lop of the inrlined panel. All control s for the 
monitor are easil y access ible on this panel, and a 5-inrh 
oscill oscope sc reen at the bouom of the panel p ermits the 
opera tor to make amplitude m easu reme nts of compone nts of 
the picture signal. Ample space in the bottom compartment 
of the cabinet is provided for mountin g the WP-33A R eg ulated 
P owe r Suppl y which furni shes plate and screen voltages for 
the m on itor circuit s. 

Input circuit s of the Monitor can he p ermane ntl y wired into 
selected point s in the circuits, or fitt ed with a llex iGl e cahle 
with test probes for picking up the video signal at any number 
of points. Combinations of these two m ethods are al so possible . 
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Specifications 
Freque ncy R esponse: 

Kinescop e Ampl ifi,.r _ _______ ± I dL to 6 m e 
Oscilloscope Ampl ifi c r _______ ~ow n 6 db. at 4½ m e 

Input Impedan ce : 
Kinescope Input 
Oscilloscope Input _ 

S ii:nal Input Range: 
0.75 Kinescope lnpu ._ _ _ _______ ___ , 

Oscilloscope Input 

Power Required: 

0.75 
lo 
lo 

igh 
High 

3.0 volt s 
3.0 volts 

l05-125 vo lt s, 60 ryrl e, single p ha se ______ ~ 50 walls 
(280 volt d-c plat e a nd - 7 volt d-c cent erin g volta ges arc 
ohtained from the ~1P-3 3A Power Supp ly whi ch requires 
450 watt s) . 

Dim en sions Overal L_ ____ 49½" h igh, 21 " wid e, 28¼" deep 

Weight ___________________ JlO lbs. 

Tubes R equi red (Mo nitor Chass is) : 
I R CA-5CP1-A IO RCA-6SN7GT 

I R CA-1816P4 1 RCA-6SL7 

3 RCA-6AC7 2 RCA-6BG6-G 

6 R CA-6A G7 I RCA-6AS7G 

2 RCA-6AL5 2 RCA-1B3GT / 8016 
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Television Relay Transmitter Type TTR-18 

Features 
• Complete transmilling system. 

• Suitable for permanent installation. 

• Completely portable for field pickups. 

• Superfreque11cy operation permits simplified circuits and 
small physical size. 

• Flexibility of operation. 

• Lightweight. 

• Optional console operation. 

• Highly directional antenna. 

Uses 
The Type TTR-lB Relay Transmille r, when used with a Type 
TRR-lA Relay Receiver, constitutes a highly directional wide
band relay link especially suited to the transmission of tele• 
vision video signals. Such a link circuit has two important 
applications which are: 

(a) FOR STUDIO-TO-TRANSMITTER CIRCUITS where 
conditions of terrain, distance, or right-of-way make it more 
convenient or economical than a coaxial line. For such u se 
the transmitter and parabolic antenna units will be permanently 

mounted on the roof or other high location near the studio 
and the transm itter control unit will be mounted, ordinarily, 
on the equipment racks in the studio control room. The re• 
ceiving equipment will be permanently located at the trans
mitter site. 

tLJ i 'OR FIELD PICKUPS as a means of transm1llmg the 
video signal back to the studio when no coaxial line or satis• 
factory wire line is available for the purpose. In this case, 
the rotatable tripod mounting illustrated will ordinarily be 
used. The antenna will be located on some high point, such 
as I.he top of a stadium where there is a line-of-sight path to 
the receiving antenna at the studio. The tran sm itter control 
unit will be located with the camera control equipment as, 
for instance, in the radio booth or in the field truck or 
mobile unit. 

Description 

The TTR-lB Relay Transmitter is a complete, transportable 
transmitting system consisting of (1) a transmitter, (2) a 
highly directional antenna, (3) a rotatable antenna mounting 
unit, and (4) a transmitter control unit. These units are de• 
signed to work together, and may easily be set up an«l con• 
nected by means of plug-in cables. 
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The transmitter is contained in a cylindrical weatherproof 
housing attached to the rear of a parabolic reflector. It utilizes 
a klystron oscillator which is frequen cy-modulated by varia
tion s of the negative voltage on the repeller plate. It has a 
power output of approximately 100 milliwaus, operating at 
any selected frequency between 6500 and 7050 megacycles. 
The normal frequency deviation is 12 m e. with polarity such 
that a video signal in the white direction produces an increase 
in frequency. The output is fed to the parabolic r e flector by 
means of a wave guide. Coupled into this wave guide system 
are an absorption type wavemeter, and a crystal detector mon• 
itor. The wavemeter is preset to any desired frequen cy. The 
d-c from the crystal detector may be measured either at the 
transmitter or at the transmitter control unit as a rough indi
cation of relative power output. The a-c component of the 
crystal detector output is amplified and fed over a coaxial 
line to the transmitter control unit where it serves during pre• 
liminary adjustment to indicate the correct frequency, and 
during operation, to indicate proper centering of the signal 
around the resonant frequency of the klystron cavity. Filament 
power for the tubes in the transmitter is supplied from a 
small filament transformer on the same chassis. All other volt
age supplies are received on the transmitter chassis which are 
accessible by removing the protective cover over the cable 
input connection. By plugging in a suitable meter in the proper 
jack, it is possible to measure the current through modulator 
tube, and the oscillator tube. Another jack is provided so that 
a telephone handset can be plugged into the unit for com• 
muni cation with the tran smitter control unit location . 

The parabolic antenna provides a very high gain in the direc• 
tion of tran smission. The four foot size ( illustrated) has a 
gain of approximately 5000, thereby giving an equivalent power 
output of 500 watts. The parabola is also available in the six 
foot size, with approximately twice the gain, for u se in com• 
municating over greater distances. Transmission is limited to 
a line-of-sight path, and under normal conditions, a range of 
lO to 15 miles may be expected with a satisfactory signal to 
noise ratio. 

The antenna and transmitter are mounted on a standard ro
tatable camera tripod mounting unit. This mounting unit may 
be accurately adjusted over wide vertical and horizontal angles. 
For fixed installation s, a different type of mounting, providing 
only small adjustments of angle, is available. 

The transmitter control unit is housed in a small, easily. 
carried, portable cabinet with a convenient handle on the 
top. The controls are accessibly located on a control panel on 
the side of the cabinet. This control unit may be located up 
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to 400 feet away from the tran smiuer. It contains all the neces
sa ry operating and monitorin g controls, and after initial ad
justments of the tran smitter and antenna have been made, all 
operations may be carried on from this unit. It also contains 
a regulated B + suppl y for operation of the transmiuer tubes, 
and a r egulated negative supply for the klystron r epeller 
plate. For greater operating convenience, provision is made 
for extending the opera tion of the controls necessary for 
routine adju stments of the tran smitter to a monitoring console. 

Specifications 

Frequency Range ______________ 6800-7050 m e. 

Power Outpu 00 milliwatts 

Antenna Gain 
4 ft . reflector _________________ 4,500 

6 ft. re fle ctor 0,000 

Frequency Deviation for 100% Modulatio 0 me. 

Video Input Impedan ce 75 ohms 

Video Frequency Range _________ 60 cycles to 6 me. 

FM Noi se Level Below ± 10 m e Sw in g ________ 32 db 

AM Noi se Level Below (Maximum) Modulation ___ ---40 db 

Power Supply Requirements: 
ll0 vo lt, 60 cycles a-c _____________ l50 watt s 

Tube Complement: 

Transmiller 
l - 6AG7 
2- 6SL7GT 

Transmitter Control Unit 
l - 6AG7 
2- 6X5GT 
4---VR150 

Reflector Dimension s: Diameter 

4' 
6' 

l- 6H6 
l- 2K26 

l - 5V4G 
l - 6AS7G 
l - 6SL7GT 

Focal Length 

14.5" 
21" 

Depth 

10" 
14" 

Transmiller ____________ ___,_3" Diameter, 17" Long 

Transmiuer Control Unit: 
Carrying Cas~------~0" Long, 19" High, 13" Wide 
Standard Rack Space 0½" 

Fini s Two-tone umber grey 

Weights: 

Transmiller and Housing 6 lbs. 
Transmiuer Co ntrol Uni ~ ____________ ...,g lbs. 

Stock I<lcntificatio 1-26935 

• 
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Television Relay Receiver Type TRR-1B 
Features 
• Complete receiving system. 

• Suitable for permanent installation. 

• Completely portable for field use. 

• Lightweight. 

• Optional console operation. 

• Effective automatic frequency control. 

Uses 
The Type TRR-lB R elay Receive r, when u sed with a Type 
TTR-lB Relay Tran smitter, constitutes a highly-directional 
wide-band radio link especially suited Lo the transmission and 
reception of television video signals. Such a link circuit has 
two important applications which are: 

(a) FOR STllDIO-TO-TRANSMITTER CIRCUITS where con
Jitio11s of terrain, distance, or right-of-way make such a sys
tem more convenient or economical than a coaxial line. For 
such u se the antenna of the TRR-1B is located on a tower or 
other high point near the transmitter building in a fixed posi
tion directed toward the TTR-1B Transmiller lot·ated at the 
studio. The receiver control unit and power supply unit are 
ordinarily mounted on equipment racks in the transmiller 
control room. 

(b) FOR FIELD PICKUPS where a TTR-1B Tran smitte r, 
arranged for portable use, is employed to send the video 
signal back to the studio Onstead of wire or coaxial lines). 
In this case a rotatable mounlinp.: such as that illustrated will 
ordinarily be used (since there will be pickups from various 
directions). For temporary use, the tripod mounting may be 
used. When the equipment is used frequently, a more per
manent mounting is desirable. In any event it must be high 
enough to provide a line-of-sight path to the transmitting an• 
tenna location. 

Description 
The TRR-1B Relay Receiver is a complete (tran sportable, if 
desired) FM receiving system covering of frequency range of 
6500-7050 megacycles. It consists of (1) a receiver, (2) a highly 
directional antenna, (3) an antenna mounting unit which may 
be either fixed or rotatable, ( 4) a receiver control unit, and 
(5) a regulated power supply unit. These units are easily set 
up and connected by means of convenient plug-in cables. 

The signal is picked up on the highly directional, high gain 
( 4500) parabolic antenna and fed into the receiver. The re
ceiver is contained in a cylindrical, weatherproof housing at
tached to the back of the parabolic reflector. This housing 
contains a klystron tube heterodyne oscillator, a crystal mixer 
ci,·cuit, and five stages of the receiver i-f amplifier. This pro
vides an output signal of about 50 millivolts at an i-f center 
frequency of 120 me. This signal is fed to a coaxial line lead
ing to the receiver control unit. The receiver has a built-in 
transformer which supplies filament power to all tubes. All 
other voltages are obtained from the power supply by way of 
the receiver control unit. The equipment is provided with an 
intercommunication system so that handsets may be plugged 
in and operators may communicate between the receiver and 
the receiver control unit. 

The receiver control unit contains seven additional i-f 
stages, the limiter and discriminator stages, and the AFC sys
tem. There are two separate discriminator channels fed from 
the output of the i-f amplifier. One supplies signal to the main 
transmitter and monitoring circuits. The other is used to gen
erate a control voltage for the AFC amplifier. The purpose of 
the AFC is to control the frequency of the heterodyne os
cillator and keep it in proper adjustment for variations in 
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tran smitter frequency. The receiver control unit is connected 
to the receiver by means of a single cable with plug con
nectors at each end. In operation this cable may be as long as 
200 feet. For special rases, however, it may he made as long 
as 1000 feet by employing a separate coaxial line carrying the 
i-f signal. In addition, a cable connector at the rear of the 
receiver control unit permits the connection of an extension 
cable so that routine operation may be conducted from a 
nearby monitoring console. Both this unit and the power sup
ply are intended to be mounted in a standard equipment rack, 
as illuslrated. A small control panel is located on the front 
from which all adjustments can be made. They may also be 
mounted in convenient carrying cases for portable operation, 
if desired. This unit has its own filament transformer, but the 
other voltages are received from the power supply. All tubes 
are accessible from the front of the unit, and all cable con
nections are made at the rear. 

Specifications 
freqnenry Ra11ge ______________ 6800-7050 me. 
Type of Reception •requency modulation 
Video Fre quency Range 60 cycles to 6 me. 
Band Widt 15 me. 
Tube Complement: 

Receiver _______ _ 

Receiver Control Unit 
ll- 6AK5 
3- 6}6 
2- 6AL5 
l - 6AC7 

l - 2K26 1- 6}6 

2- 6AG7 
2- 6SL7-GT 
l- 6SN7-GT 

4- 6AK5 

Total Power Consurnplion_ ll0 volts, 60 cycles a-c, 250 walls 
Weights: 

Receiver and Hou sin ;;-------------~35 lbs. 
Receiver Control 36 lbs. 
Power Supply 58 lhs. 

Stock Identificatio I-26940 
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Television Transmitter Type TT-SA 

Features 
• Low ins1alla1ion cosls- flexible cabinel arrangemenl. 

• Low operating cosl. 

• Uses highly efficienl RCA 8D21 dual letrode as power 
amplifier. 

• Power amplifiers require no neutralization. 

• Quick changing of power amplifier tubes. 

• High level modulation in visual section. 

• Straight-forward "meter tuning" of all r-f driver stages. 

• Uses highly efficient RCA FM exciter in aural section. 

• Packaged for convenience in shipping and installation. 

• All components readily accessible through front and rear 
doors. 

Description 
The TT-SA is RCA's first post-war television transmitter. It 
represents the culmination of the many years of RCA Tele
vision research and develoi,ment. Many new features found in 
1his transmitter are the first applications of the latest RCA 
developments. 

The transmitter has a nominal power output of five kilowatts 
peak visual power, and two and one-half kilowatts peak aural 
power. This ratio is in conformance with the RMA standard. 
The frequency range is from 54 to 216 me., which covers the 
twelve presently assigned television channels for metropolitan 
operation. 

The entire transmitter is housed in eight steel cabinets which 
are fastened to a hase frame. This frame is divided in such a 
manner that the eight cabinets may he placed either in a 
straight line (overall width- 208") or in a "U"-shaped ar
rangement (smallest possible overall width- 150"). Each cab
inet has both a front and rear door. The front doors are pro• 
vided with windows for observing the transmitter while in 
operation. The components and wiring are arranged to permit 

maximum accessibility, for testing and servicing. End trim 
and meter panels complete the cabinet enclosure, so that it 
presents a pleasing and dignified appearance. A filtered air 
supply for each cabinet is provided through individual re
movable filters in the bouom. Warm air is expelled through 
the top. The visual section of the transmitler is located on the 
right side and the aural section is on the left, with the power 
supplies and control panel for both sections in the center. This 
central location of power controls provides a high degree of 
convenience and flexibility in the operation of the transmitter. 

The transmitter control circuits employ the newest and most 
modern techniques. Provision is made for both manual and 
automatic-sequence starling. The aulomatic system provides a 
three shot recycling sequence, which aulomatically returns the 
lransmiuer to lhe air up to three times in case of momentary 
overload. If 1he overload persists, the transmitter is automat
ically shut down. A special hold-in circuit permits the trans
mitter to return instantly to the air in the case of momentary 
power line failure, thus avoiding the thirty second delay re
quired for the plate time-delay relay to close. A switch is 
provided for each main rectifier to provide a reduced power 
position for tune-up and emergency operation. All critical 
power supplies are electronically regulated, making possible 
stable, high-quality operation under all conditions of signal 
or line voltage variation. 

The visual section of the transmitter is essentially a crystal 
oscillator followed by several r-f amplifier stages, and a grid
modulated, power amplifier. The use of final-amplifier, grid
moduation makes possible the operation of all driver stages 
as high-efficiency, narrow-band, class "C" amplifiers, which can 
be tuned quickly and easily from front panel meter obser
vations. 

The final power stage uses the new RCA 8D21 water-cooled 
dual tetrode operated as a push pull amplifier. The use of 
1his tube is one of the outstanding features of this transmitter. 
Its highly efficient water cooling system introduces a new 
principle in tube construction which permits roughly ten times 
the power handling capacity of other tubes of comparable size. 
It results in exceptionally low output capacitance. This, to• 
gether with the dual tetrode construction does away with the 
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necessity of neutralization. Since small physical size and low 
output capacitance are necessary requirements for broad band 
operation at television frequencies, this tube is an important 
development in the progress of television. 

The aural section of the transmitter utilizes the highly efficient 
RCA FM exciter, Ml-7015, followed by several amplifier 
stages, and a power amplifier likewise employing the RCA 
8D21 dual tetrode. 

Coupled inlo the outputs of both the visual and aural sections 
of the transmitter are "Reflectomeler" units, which perform 
the following important function s: 

I. Measure the standing wave ratio on the main transmission 
line. 

2. Measure the "Peak of Sync" power output ( when calibrated 
against the dummy load). 

3. Operate as an r-f overvoltage output, thus protecting the 
tran smission line against rupture due to lightning, bad in
strumentation or any trouble which causes excessive stand
ing waves to occur. 

The power circuits are so arranged that the operator may do 
emergency maintenance or servicing work on the aural or 
visual section of the tran smitter while the other is on the air. 
This includes changing the 8D21 tubes without shutting down 
the water circulator. The operator is fully protected by proper 
interlocking and safety devices. During test periods, either 
section of the transmitter may be operated independent of thi, 
other with a resultant saving in overall power consumption. 

All high power circuits are doubly protected by highspeed 
overload relays backed up by thermal type circuit breaker 
switches. Similar circuit breaker type switches are used to 
connect water cooler, blowers, filaments, and low power cir
cuits to the power line. All fuses are of the visual indicating 
type, and are mounted in a group on the front panel for 
easy accessibility and identification. 

In order to provide greater convenience in shipping and in
stallation, the transmitter is partially disassembled when it 
leaves the factory. The largest unit, uncrated, is 25 x 38 x 80 
inches, and no single unit weighs over 1000 pounds. This 
facilitates handling in confined spaces and elevators. All con
nections between units are made from conveniently located 
terminal boards on each unit. 

Specifications 
Aural 

Type of emisio.~---A3 
Frequency rang.,_ ___ Chan. 2 to 13 
Power output (into 

transmission line) __ 2 to 4 kw. 
RF output impedance_72 ohms 
Carrier frequency 

stability + 0.002 % 
Modulation capability_+50 kc. 
Method of modulation_Frequency mod. 
Input impedanc~---600 ohms 
Input leve'-------+12, +2 db 
Frequency response**_Uniform within 
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+l db from 30 
to 15,000 cycles 

Visual 
A5 
Chan. 2 to 13 

2.5 to 5 kw peak 
72 ohms 

+0.002% 
90% 
Amplitude mod. 
75 ohms 
I volt peak to peak 
*O db at 0.1 me. 
2 db at 0.5 me. 
2 db at l.25 me. 
2 db at 2 me. 
2 db at 3 me. 
3 db at 4 me. 

Aural 

Audio frequency 
distortion:••• 

50 to 100 cycles_I.5% 
100 to 7,500 cycles __ I.0% 
7,500 to 15,000 cycles_I.5% 

Noise level: 

FM noise, below 
+25 kc swing __ 60 di, 

Amplitude noise, 
rms below carrier_50 dh 

Amplitude variation 
oYer one frame . 

Power Line Requirement : 

Transmitter 

Visual 

Less than 5o/o of 
peak to peak signal 
amplitude 

Line voltag~-------------~08 / 230 volts 
Phase 
Frequency O or 60 cycles 
Instantaneous regulatio,~---------~% maximum 
Power consumption (approx.) 2 kw 
Power factor 85% 

Console, crystal heaters, etc. 
Line voltag.,_ ________________ ~15 volt1 

Phase 
Frequency _______________ ...,O or 60 cycle, 

Power consumption (approx.) 600 watt■ 

Dimensions: 

Overall length*"** 08" 
Overall height __________________ ,84" 
Overall depth (inc. door handles) 38" 
Building entrance and elevator clearance requirement■ 

25" X 80" 

Weight: 

Transmitter**** (8 cabinets plus 2 PA cabine18) 
8000 lbs. (approx.) 

Console ______________ 600 lbs. (approx.) 

Water circulating syste .. ~-------1300 lbs. (approx.) 

Finis ________ Two-tone umber gray with satin chrome 
trim and fittings 

Stock Identification ---------~.,£1-19205-A, B 

• Maximum attenuation with respect to idealized rectified 
vestigial sideband response. 

••For pre-emphasized response the pre-emphasis filter 
(Ml-4926A) is provided to he inserted in the 600 ohm 
audio input line at the most effective point. 

• * • Distortion and noise are measured following a standard 
de-emphasis network. 

•• • • To facilitate packaging and handling, the equipment 
breaks down into its component cabinets (8 plus 2 PA 
cabinets) and is shipped accordingly. The larger power 
supply components are also removed and packed 1epa• 
rately. Thus, the dimensions of the largest unit (un• 
packed) is 25 x 80 x 38 inches, and the weight approxi
imately 600 lbs. 

• 
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Vestigial Side Band Filter Type TZ-lA 

Fe a tures 

• Small size- small Aoor spa,·e. 

• No adjustments. 

• Low insertion loss. 

• Constant impedance input over entire double sideband. 

• Completely enclosed to prevent tamper ing and admission 
of dust. 

Description 

The sideband filter i s a device which is connected directly to 
the output of the television visual transmitter to absorb the 

relatively small amo unt of lower sideba nd energy falling out• 
side of the assigned television channel. U se of a sideband filter 
has several advantages : fir st, the tedious adju stment of tuned 
radio frequency amplifiers needed for the rejection of the side· 

Land when low level modulation is employed is eliminated; 
second, the sideband filt er has a constant impedan ce input so 
that the process of sideba nd elimination is accompli shed with
out a detrimental effect on the picture quality; and third, the 
high level modulation sys tem used in the transmiller gives 
the visual transmitter a better overall linearity . 

Electrically, the sidehand filter is a combination of two 
M-derived filters. Since filter components of the common co il 
and condenser construction would be difficult to manufa cture 
and uneconomical to use because of the currents, voltages an<l 

reactances involved, the sideband filter has been des igne<l, 
using low loss coaxial transmission lin e elements. The un• 
desired sidebands are passed throu gh one of the filter units 
into a properly terminated transm iss ion line that e ffect ively 

eliminates reflections of the lower sidebands. The desired sig
nals are pa ssed through the other filter unit and a notch filt er. 
The notch filter is incorporated in the design to give positive 
insurance against interference with the so und channel of the 
next lower televi sion channel. This no tch filter is a system 
of resonant coaxial transmission line, elements that allows the 
absorption of a single frequency in a second terminated coaxial 
transmission line while the desired television signals are not 

effected. 

Since the filter is completely assembled at the factory, all 

tuning adjustments are factory made. It is conta ined in a com
pletely enclosed metal cabinet finished in umber-gray and 
styled to match the associated television transmitter. The side

band filter is designed to stand in a vertical positi on near the 
visual transmitter, with a connecting transmission line prefer

ably not more than 10 feet in length. The transmiss ion line 
connecting the filter to the visual transmitter may l eave the 

filter through the top or bottom or on one side. The output 
line passes through the top of the unit. The only other con• 

nections are with the station water-cooling supply and the 
visual transmitter interlock circuit. 

Vestigial sideband filt er, Ml-19104-A, covers channels 1 to 6 
inclusive; and vestigial sideband filter, Ml-19104-B covers chan
nels 7 to 13 inclusive. Each unit is tuned for the desired 
specific channel at the fa ctory. 

2J4905-Z 

Specifications 

Dimensions 
H eight* 
Width 
Depth 

_ ____ ______ __________ ,84" 
_____________ _ ,36" 

42" 
Weight _____________ _____ 1400 lbs. 

Finis,~ _____ ___ _______ T wo-tone umber gray 

Water connections ( connected to transmitter water cooling 
system) 

" In" uni on for % nominal dia. copper water tubing 
"Out" union for % nominal dia. copper water tubing 

Electrical Connection~ ___ Transmitter interlock of circuit 

Radio Frequency Connections 

Input lmpedanc~-------72 ohms, 31/s" coaxial line 
Output lmpedan c 72 ohms, 31/s" coaxial line 

• Height of sideband filter with base taken off for shipment 
is 80", 
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Television Diplexer Units Type TX-2A 
Features 
• Permits use of one antenna for both visual and aural tele-

vision signals. 

• Enclosed cabinet prevents tampering and admission of dust. 

• Cabinet sides easily removed for inspection. 

• Dependable. Electrical networks are composed of conserva
tively rated coaxial sections. 

• No adjustment required at installation . 

• Occupies little floor space. 

Description 
The Television Diplexer is a device to permit the feeding of 
both the telvision visual signal and the television aural signal 

to the same turnstile antenna without detrimental cross talk. 

This eliminates one of the two transmitting antennas that 

would otherwise he required and thereby saves the expense of 

an additional antenna with its associated supporting tower. 

There are two types of Television Diplexers: one for low 

frequencies and one for high frequencies. Ml-19021 covers the 

television channels 1 through 6, and Ml-19022 covers channels 

7 through 13. The low frequency diplexer is larger than the 

high frequency unit because of the greater physical size of 

the components. 

The diplexers are completely enclosed in steel cabinets fini shed 

in umber-gray, and styled to match the apparatus with which 

they are associated. The cabinet sides are easily removed for 

routine inspection. The unit is shipped complete, and no 

adjustment is required during installation . 

In a simplified form, the diplexer may b e considered to be a 

balanced bridge circuit in which there are four legs, as illus

trated in the accompanying diagram. The visual and the aural 

High-frequency Diplexer, Ml-19022 

Low-frequency Dif)lexer, Ml-19021 

signals are fed to alternate diagonals of th e bridge. Since the 

aural signal is fed into the circuit across the mid-points of the 
antenna and the reactors, no visual signal can go into the 

aural transmitter. In like manner, the visual signal is fed to 

the circuit between two points of equal potential with respect 
to the aural transmitter so that no aural signal can get back 

to the visual transmitter. 

The Television Diplexer is in stalled in the station room, as 
near as possible to the vestigial sideband filter. In this way, 

it is convenient for inspection and maintenan ce, and no wind 

or weight load is added to the tower. Because of the upright 

cabinet type of construction, it occupies very little station 
floor epace. 
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TURNSTILE ANTENNA 
E-W RADIATORS 

VISUAL 
TRANS 

TURNSTILE ANTENNA 
N-S RADIATORS 

AURAL 
TRANS 

Simplified Schematic Diagram of Television Diplexer Unit 

Specifications 
LOW FREQUENCY DIPLEXER MI-19021 
Dimensions 

Height ___________________ _ 84" 

Width 81;/J " 
Depth 23/s " 
Weight ______ 450 lbs. 

Finish _____ _ _________ Umber gray 

Radio Frequency Connections: 
Input 

Visua~ __________ 72 ohms, 3 ¼" coaxial line 
Aura 72 ohms, 3¼" coaxial line 

Output 
Two __________ ~ l.5 ohms, 3 ¼" coaxial line 
Cross Tai elow 40 db. 

2J490s-A1 

HIGH FREQUENCY DIPLEXER Ml-19022 

Dimensions 

Height -------------------~7" 
Width 11" 
Depth 6¾" 
Weight 110 lbs. 

Finish Umber gray 

Radio Frequency Connections: 
Tnput 

Vi sua, ~ __________ 72 ohms, 13/s" coaxial line 
Aura 72 ohms, 13/s" coaxial line 

Output 
Two __________ ~ l.5 ohms, 13/s" coaxial line 
Cross Tai elow 40 db. 
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Television Triplexer Type TX-3A 
features 
• Permits use of one Super Turnstile antenna for both FM 

and TV services. 

• Styled to match other transmitting equ ipme nt. 

• Simple, compact design. 

• Requires no elaborale accessory items. 

• Small floor space requirement. 

Uses 
The RCA Triplexer is designed to permit feeding three inde
pendent signals to lhe Super Turnstile Antenna from where 
they can be radiated with good efficiency. The need for such 
a system might be found by the broadcaster planning tele
vision plus FM service. In this case all three, FM signals in 
lhe 88-108 me band, the TV picture signal and the TV sound 
signal can be fed through the Triplexer to one Super Turn
stile Anlenna, saving the broadcaster the expense of separate 
antennas. The broadband characteristics of the Super Turnstile 
make such a system very practicable. 

Description 
The Triplcxer consists of a number of rigid coaxial line seg
ments tuned to the frequencies of the three signals fed into it. 
These tuned segments act as wave traps to prevent any one of 
the three signals from feeding back into the feed lines of the 
other two. 

The usual arrangement is to have the TV picture and sound 
transmitters feed through a Diplexer to the Triplexer. The 
FM bignal is fed directly to the Triplexer as shown in the 
diagram. 

The FM power that can be handled by this system is limited 
by the standing wave ratios appearing on the lines. This is, 
of course, determined by the operating frequencies used. In 
general, the following combinations apply: TV channels II 
and III with an FM input up to 3 kw; channels IV-VI with 
an FM input up to 10 kw; and channels VII-XIII with an 
FM input up to 3 kw. 

The coaxial line assembly of the Triplexer is contained in a 
completely enclosed steel cabinet the same size as the standard 
low-fr.-quency Diplexer unit. The Triplexer, which is installed 
adjacent to the Diplexer, is fini shed in umber-gray to match 
the other television units. 

TELEVISION 
PICTURE 

TRANSMITTER 

TELEVISION 
SOUND 

TRANSMITTER 

FM 
TRANSMITTER 

214905-Bl 

SUPER TURNSTILE 

DIPLEXER 

TRIPLEXER 

Triplexer with all covers removed to 
show system of tunable coaxial lines. 
Two output connectors are made near 
the bottom, as shown. The two input 
lines are at the rear and are not 

visible. 

Specifications 
Input and Output Impedancc~--------~1% ohms 
Height 84" 
Width 2¾" 
Depth 8¼ 11 

Weight 4 75 lbs. 

~~\~NTt:l) 

u.s. r,. 
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Super Turnstile Antenna For Television 
Types TF-3A, TF-38, TF-6A and TF-68 

Features 

• Extremely broad frequency characteristic 

• High gain for given height. 

• Permits diplexing of visual and aural signals into same 
antenna. 

• No critical field adjustments-no coupling networks at tower 
top. 

• Furnished complete with all fittings and hardware. 

• Grounded for lightning protection. 

• No weight supported by insulators. 

• Allractive appearance- adds to appearance of tower struc• 
tures . 

Description 

The new RCA Super Turnstile for television broadcasting is a 
multi-element antenna system radiating horizontally polarized 
waves with a circular radiation pattern. An increased gain is 
accomplished by concentrating the radiation in the horizontal 
direction at the expense of radiation in the vertical direction. 
This gain increases with the number of sections, or layers, used 
in the antenna; however, practical considerations establish a 
maximum limit. 

Each section of the antenna consists of four radiators mounted 
at intervals of ninety degrees around a steel pole. The indi, 
vidual sections are mounted approximately a wavelength apart, 
center to center. These radiators are attached to the steel pole 
at both the top and bottom so that the complete structure is 
grounded for lightning, and no weight is carried by endseals 
or insulators. 

The radiators are fed by mean s of coaxial transn11 ss1on lines. 
Each set of opposing radiators may he considered as compris
ing a horizontal dipole antenna. The outer conductor of the 
transmission line is connected to one radiator, and the inner 
conductor is connected to the opposite radiator. Connection is 
made at the center of the inner member of each radiator. In 
the event of icing, therefore, only the central part of each sec
tion is subject to impedance change. Ice formations can he 
prevented, however, by the use of sleet melting resistors, 
which will be provided, if specified. The sleet melting elements 
are inserted into the vertical tubing of the radiating elements 
which are adjacent to the pole. This will prevent ice formation 
between the radiator and the pole- this being the only place 
where ice formation will have a detrimental effect. 

Three Section Super Turnstile. The center pole is self-support
ing and may be mounted 011 top of a suitable building, moun
tain or a supporting tower similar to that used · for strmdard 

band broadcasting antennas. 

The individual radiators consist of frameworks of narrow 
diameter seamless steel tubing with cross members of cold 
rolled steel rods. This open construction results in an antenna 
with a rather low value of wind resistance, and the somewhat 
triangular shape of the radiator forms a structure which is 
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TELEVISION TECHNICAL TRAINING PROGRAM 

TELEVISION TRANSMITTER THEORY 

FCC REGULATIONS- Specifications of Performance: 

a, Twelve channels are provided, from 54 to 
216 me, 

b, The width of the standard television broad
cast channel shall be 6 me, 

d, 

It shall be standard to locate the visual 
carrier 4.5 me lower in frequency than the 
unmodulated aural carrier, 

"Vestigial sideband" transmission shall be 
used with the idealized amplitude character
istic shown in Figure 5, L 

e, It shal 1 be s tandarl that a decrease in ini
tial 1 ight intensity cause an increase in 
radiated power (negative transmission). 

f, It shall be standard that the black level be 
represented by a definite carrier level , in
dependent of the light and shade in the pic
ture; that is , the "d-c component" must be 
transmitted, 

g. It sha ll be standard to transmit the blac'c 
level at 75"/r, ± 2. 5% of the pea!c carrier am
plitude. 

h. It shall be standard to rate the transmitter 
in terms of its peak power when transmitting 
the standard television signal. This rep
resents peak of "sync" power, "Carrier 
power" has no significance when the d-c com
ponent is transmitted, 

i. Ampl i tudc ,nodul at ion shall be standard in 
the visual transmitter , and the radio-fre
quency amplitude shall be reduced to 15·1'", 
or less , of the peak amplitude for maximum 
white. 

FURTHER CRITERIA FOR TRANSMITTER PERFORMANCE 
have been specified by tl.itlA: 

a. fhe carrier frequency of the visual trans
mitter shall be held to within ± 0.0021o, 

b , The peak-to-pca'c variation of transmitter 
output within one frame of the video signal 
due to all causes , including hum, noise , 
and low-frequency response , :neasuredat both 
sync peaic and pedestal level , shall not ex
ceed 3'}s of the average overall sync peak 

1.0 

., '-
'- ., 
-2 '-
" '-
~ cl 

0 . 5 

4 me 

6 me 

5. 25 I I I 
~ .==J 

r ela t i ve f i e l d s tren gth no t l o exc eed - 20 db at A 

Figure 5-1 - Vestig i al SidebandAmolitude 
Character is tic 

signal amplitude, Thus all effects of hum 
and. poor low-frequency response must be 25 
db down, 

c, £he ti.\!A recommended that , for normal trans
mission, the characteristic of transmitter 
output voltag e versus brightness of subject 
be substantially logarithmic, 

These regulations define, in general terms, 
the performance specifications of the visual 
trans:nitter, tVe see that we must operate in the 
medium- to semi-high-frequency part of the 
spectrwn , radiating sidebands from de out to 
4.5 me , using vestig ial sideband transmission 
with amplitude modulation. The minimum depth of 
modulation ;nust be 15 percent , and blac!c in the 
picture must rQpresent increased power. file 
carrier stability is defined, and the total of 
h1w , noise , and low-frequency response on the 
carrier must be at least 26 db down. The speci
fications on amplitude linearity, as it con
cerns the transmitter only, are covered up by 
the logarithmic character of the camera output, 
and will be discussed later, 

IDEALIZED TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTIC 

THE IDEALIZED TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTIC of 
the FCC governs transmitter design in several 
respects. First of all , this vestigial sideband 
characteristic lops off part of the lower side
band, and ideally transmits out to 1. !5 me for the 
upper sideband and 1.25 me for the lower, This 
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is basically to save channel space , but it is 
also a receiver problem. In any vestigial or 
single-sideband transmission and reception 
system, we deliberately throw away an amount of 
information, quantitatively in direct relation 
to the percent of one sideband which is attenu
ated, since one sideband only yields EO percent 
modulation. As long as one sideband is unaltered, 
the quality and resolution do not suffer. In 
the receiver , the i-f systems can be built with 
only half as much bandwidth, and the loss of 
signal is regained by adding a stage of video 
without any net increase in receiver cost. 

BANDWIDTH 

THE BANDWIDTH required to transmit a picture is 
basically a function of the number of picture 
elements which must be reproduced, and the speed 
at which an element must be scanned. In terms 
of picture constants , bandwidth is given by the 
relation 

w kjn
2 

h 2 

where w! h is the aspect ratio (4/ 3) 9 k the 
utilization ratio (0 . 75) 9 f the frame repetition 
rate , and n the total number of lines. The ex
pression is for equal vertical and horizontal 
resolution. Thus for a 525-line, :xi-frame pic
ture, fmax. equals 4.15 me. For double-side
band transmission, a total bandwidth of 8.3 me 
would be required. 

There are several ways of thus squeezing a 
525-line picture into a 6-mc channel. The most 
important arc known as the RA, or Receiver At
tenuation system, and tha TA, or Transmitter 
Attenuation system. The RA system is the one 
authorized by the FCC , and the frequency re
sponse through such a system is shown in the 
accompanying graphs , Figure 5-2. These curves 
are tyPical only of a high-level modulated-type 
nf transmitter. 

It is important to note the curtailment of 
high-frequency response in the receiver output, 
as compared to the response of the transmitter 
input. Studio equipment (and also the trans
mitter , to a lesser degree) is intentionally de
signed for greater response in the high end, to 
avoid any picture degradation, other than that 
actually imposed by the basic limitations of 
channel width. Since the receiver must adhere 
strictly to channel requirements, its reproduced 
picture will not contain as much detail as that 
actually transmitted. Th1s factor should be 
ta•cen into account when analyzing system per
formance. 

The es5ence of proper vestigial sideband sys
tem operation is the fact, that , in the region 
of carrier out to 1.25 me , the transmitter and 
receiver must have complementary phase and am
plitude characteristics , as shown in (d) and 
(e) , Figure 5-2. The transmitted signal has 
double amplitude response in the low-frequency 
end, which poses a monitoring problem, since a 
simple diode will not suffice. 

fwo other rather important matters arise in 
connection with sideband energy distribution. 
Tne first relates to the points designated as 
"a" in the FCC idealized characteristic. The 
regulations state that, at 1.25 me below the 
visual carrier and at 4 . 5 me above the carrier , 
the relative field strength shall not exceed 
0.0003 to prevent adjacent channel interference. 
'fhis value representa an attenuation of 60 db 
with respect to the 0. 5-value of normal sideband 
amplitude. This appears rather severe, partic
ularly at the point 1. 25 me below the carrier. 
However , Kell , Brown of RCA, and Keister and 
associates of GE, have made calculations and 
measurements which show that , for an average 
picture, the voltage components of sidebands in 
the vicinity of carrier ±1.25 me are at least 
40 db down. The transmitting equipment, then, 
must furnish the other 20 db. The R1P3 has taken 
cognizance of this relationship, and has recom
mended to the FCC that equipment performance be 
judged on the basis of-a> db being satisfactory. 

SIDEBAND ATTENUATION 

SIDEBAND ATTENUATION may be obtained by two 
basic methods , which, for want of better termi
nology, may be referred to as the GE method and 
RCA method. fhe GE method uses low-level modu
lation followed by a multiplicity of broadband, 
linear r-f amplifiers , with . each stage care
fully tuned off-center so that the overall re
sponse gives the desired pass-band and attenua
tion. The RCA system uses high-level modula
tion, though not necessarily in the last stage, 
and then inserts a filter system between the PA 
stage and the antenna. In medium-power trans
mitters , i.e., around 5-)cw peak output , it is 
technically and economically feasible to build 
a video system with good frequency character
istic and a voltage output sufficient to modu
late the grid of the final stage. If, however, 
we consider modulating the grid of a 40- or 50-
!cw output stage, we find that (1) the increased 
requirements of voltage necessitates water-cooled 
tubes; (2) water-cooled tubes with good modu-:
lator characteristics are not available; (3) 
ove1·all cost is greater; and (4) we can get 
about the same power output by operating the 
40-!cw stage as a class B linear amplifier. 

• 
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The RCA system, as used in the fT-5A trans
mitter , modulates the final stage of a medium
powe r transmitter and the next-to-the-final 
stage of a high-power transmitter. In either 
case, there are tuned tank circuits between the 
points of modulation and the transmission line; 
and the response characteristic, whichof course 
must be broadband, can be set with respect to 
the carrier frequency in such a way as to aid 
in . the attenuation at the points "a". This not 
only provides a safety factor for the vestigial 
sideband filter , but , what is more pertinent, 
such adjustment allows the PA to work into a 
higher impedance, since the pass band is smaller, 
and hence to be capable of putting out more 
power. 

NEGATIVE TRANSMISSION 

HEGATI VE TRAN SM ISSI ON means that the transmitter 
power decreases as the light intensity into the 
camera increases. In England and pre-war Europe, 
positive transmission was used, i.e., increased 
power with increased light, The reasons for 
standardizing on negative transmission in this 
cow1try are based on two facts: ( 1) Noise pro
duces areas of lack of light , or black spots , 
which are considered to be less bothersome to 
the eye than bright spots, and (2) a much simpler 
receiver AvC system can be built if the blacks 
go in the increased-power direction. Since the 
blanking pedestal must represent blac!c, the com
bined pedestal and sync pulse must modulate the 
transmitter in the "up" direction. Herein lies 
a disadvantage of negative transmission. To ob
tain increased output from a PA during the sync 
pulse interval , its grid must be driven into the 
positive or grid-current region, and the ten
dency is to saturate sync; or to reduce the am
plitude of the sync pulses with respect to the 
rest of the signal. This , of course, does not 
happen with positive modulation; but a certain 
percentage of saturation of the whites is prob
ably preferable to loss of sync voltage at the 
receiver. However , precautions can be taken to 
minimize sync saturation, and these will be dis
cussed later. 

t 

There is another important advantage in using 
negative transmission, which ties in with the 
FCC specifications stating that the black level 
shall be transmitted at 75 percent of the peak 
carrier height, Since the blacks and the sync 
signals modulate in upward direction, the trans
mitter must hold pea!c power only for the dura
tion of the sync pulse. Since the pulses are 
relatively short , about 6 microseconds for hori
zontal and 75 microseconds for vertical, they do 
not contribute appreciably to PA anode dissipa
tion. fhe -voltage and power relations are as 
shown in Figure 5-3. 

The voltage curve shows the relationships of 
black level to sync tips as specified by the 
FCC, on the basis of sync tip height equal to 
unity. If we now re-plot this curve in terms 
of power, still using the sync tips as unit~, 
it is seen that "black level represents (O. 75) , 
or ~.56, of peak power. Now , the sync pulses 
contribute additional power in proportion to 
their total duration an•1 repetition rate. If a 
complete signal is analyzed , including both 
horizontal and vertical sync pulses, it is found 
that their total duration is equal to O, 1 of the 
repetitive time interval; therefore , the power 
they contribute is 0.1 (1.00 - 0.56) = 0.044, or 
a total of o. 56 + O.O44 = O. 604, or 601" of pea!c 
of sync .power. Anode dissipation is propor
tional to power output (assuming constant plate 
efficiency). fherefore , for a given tube com
plement with a given anode dissipation, the out
put can be increased 40 1'00 If positive modula
tion were used, the output stage would have to 
be capable of handling continuous power equal 
to the peak power whenever a white picture came 
along. 

In addition to the stipulation that the black 
level be 751" of the peak r-f amplitude , it is 
also specified that this black level represents 
a definite power level independent of changes 
in the picture itself. This means that the 
peaks of sync also represent a certain power 
level , since the ratio between blac!c level and 
sync peaks is fixed. The picture transmitter 
could thus be rated (in power outpu~ in terms 

0.1 t, r
rt i.of 

7 
~ 
1.0 r 

.044 

_l1 Avg. -- -- -T Power 

.75 us .604 

__L 
E rf vs. 1'ime P rf vs. 1'ime 

Figure 5-3 - Voltage and Power Relations ror Negative Transmission 
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of either blac~ level or sync pea~s. The sync 
peak level was chosen because , at the time the 
old NTSC considered this matter, there was con
siderable discussion on what percentage of the 
signal should be devoted to synchronizing, and 
hence what percentage of the signal would be 
black level. So to avoid any possible confusion 
in the future , in case the percent of sync was 
changed, the peak of sync level was chosen, 

To appreciate the significance of maintain
ing the sync peak at a certain fixed power or 
voltage level , it is necessary to look briefly 
at the d-c component of the signal; how it is 
obtained, and how it is handled, The discussion 
must start with the stu:l.io camera, and end with 
the receiver kinescope, It is in the output of 
the camera tube itself that the composition of 
the picture signal must be recognized and han
dled properly. In any picture scene which ~s 
to be transferred to electrical wave form, the 
signal can be said to contain two generalized 
components: One , the detailed information, 
which is the a-c component; and the other, the 
background, or d-c component, The background 
is simply the average illumination of the whole 
sce:ie, taken over the interval of one complete 
picture frame. The image orthicon and the 
Farnsworth dissector tube are direct-coupled 
devices and automatically supply both components. 
The iconoscope , depending as it does , on a 
multiplicity of sensitized, capacity-coupled 
cells, puts out only the a-c component, referred 
to some arbitrary axis, The scene must there
fore be viewed with an auxiliary light-sensitive 
device such as a photocell, whose output, suit
ably amplified, controls the bias of an appro
priate tube in the unit in which the camera 
signal is combined with the sync signals (see 
Figure 5-4) • 

Thus, it is apparent that true d-c insertion 
is accomplished at the camera, and that funda
mentally this consists of properly locating the 

A-C Axis 

Camera Si gna I 
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ca'llera a-c output voltagewave form with re.__;pect 
to the blanking pedestal or black level. 

To preserve the background component , each 
amplifier between the camera and the kinescope 
could be d-c coupled, Jowever , it is neither 
desirable nor necessary to go to these extremes, 
When a video signal passes through a capacity
coupled amplifier stage, the signal orients it
self around a reference axis which is the aver
age of the entire wave form, Thus, in the out
put of such a stage, black is no longer black 
in the sense that it represents a given voltage 
level , since that level will vary as the sym
metry of the wave form varies. Jowever , the 
relationship between the a-c wave form and the 
blanking pedestal has not been lost, In fact , 
the only thing that is lac!dng is the establish
ment of the black level to represent a given 
volta6e or power output , as the case may be , 
Through relatively simple circuits, the black 
level may be re-established at any desired point 
in the television system, jot many years age , 
before the value of establishing the black level 
in the transmitter was recognized, re-insertion 
was not applied until the signal reached the 
grid of the kinescope, At this point, a simple 
diode was connected across the grid resistor , 
an1 the desired reproduction was obtained. 

LIMITING WAVE FORMS 

Before pointing out the advantages of estab
lishing the black level in the transmitter, let 
us look briefly at the iimi ting wave forms en
countered in video signals, as illustrated in 
Figure 5-5. 

The all-white and the all-black (with a 
white line) pictures represent the extreme cases, 
and typify the nature of the departure from sym
metry which we nearly always encounter in video 
signals. The significance of this phenomenon 

Axis located with respect to blacx} 
as dictated by average bri I I ance or 
scene rrom which I ine was taxen 

Figure 5-4 - Picture Signal Showing D-C Componenf 

wigfi
Stolen 2 Line Transparent
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A B C 

rn 

Figure 5-5 - Limiting Wave Forms in Video Signal 

is seen when we think of these unsymmetrical 
wave forms in terms o.f vol-tage swings on the 
tube characteristic. The important fact , for 
transmitter design, is that a given tube will 
h~ndle appreciably greater output with d-c re
insertion, although the actual voltage gain re
mains the same. Kell has shown, after analyzing 
the areas above and below the axis for the two 
extreme wave forms , that there is a ratio of 
1, 5 to 1 for the two cases. 

D-C re-insertion allows 50 percent more in
telligence to be transmitted in the sidebands , 
without increasing the carrier power , and hence 
without increasing the interference range of the 
transmitter. From the foregoing , it ii seen 
that it is particularly advantageous to re-in
sert the d-c component in high-level stages , both 
video and r-f, where voltage-swing limitations 
are encountered. In present jesigns, this prac
tice is followed, in that the d-c component is 
re-inserted in the grid of the last video or 
modulator stage , and preserved on the grid of 
the modulated stage by d-c coupling. 

BIi<. White F: . 

MODULATION 

The last point in our standard specifications 
for television transmitter concerns modulation. 
Amplitude modulation for the video sig nal is 
specified and grid modulation appears to be the 
preferred method for the very-broad-band sys
tems , and for systems requiring transmission of 
the d-c component. A similar analysis for nar
row-band sound transmission will probably yield 
the opposite answer , and one of the decijing 
factors , in this comparison) would be distor
tion. [Iigh-output grid-modulated stages yield 
such high distortion as to be intolerable for 
high-fidelity transmission. In order to wor!c 
on the truly linear portion of an r-f amplifier 
characteristic , it is necessary to stay almost 
entirely in the negative grid reg ion, and thus 
a very considerable amount of power must be 
sacrificed. In television signal transmission, 
much greater distortion can be tolerated, and 
as a matter of fact the right ~ind of distor
tion is invited. 

Referring to Figure 5-6, all camera tube s 

Wh 

·--.J 

Bl k_:;.... ___ _ 

F: . 
i n i n 

Camera Tr.ansmitter Receiver 

Figure 5-6 - Linearity Characteristics of TV S ystem Elements 
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have an a.mpl i tude-lineari ty characteristic which 

flattens off in the white region and is expanded 

in the blac1,. Camera circuits could be designed 

to correct this , but it so happens that the re

ceiver kinescope has an opposite , and nearly 

complementary, characteristic. Thus , at the 

rec~iver the response in the black region is 

contracted. decause , with negative transmis

sion, noise , and interference bursts are in the 

black direction, this !dnescope characteristic 

is very desirable , since it tends to saturate 

off noise peaks. It is very much a'dn to pre

emphasis of high's in a sound transmitter , so 

that the receiver can de-emphasize and attenuate 

noise. rhe RfPB recognized this feature , and 

recommended that the amplitude linearity of the 

5-7 

transmitted television signal be "logarit~mic" , 

and the receiver "exponential", Furthermore , 

the transmitter and receiver ci1aracteristics can 

depart considerably from being complementary 

without affecting anything except the relative 

shades of black and white in the picture , the 

optimum value of which changes from one scene to 

another. It is apparent then, that the charac

teristic of the transmitter proper can be al

lowed to vary considerably from linearity, par

ticularly in the white region, without appre

ciably changing the desired systems characteris

tic. It is important , however , to watch closely 

the linearity in the bl a ck region, since the 

sync signal must be hel'1 to + 0 9 - ~ percent of 

specified amplitude. 
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TELEVISION TECHNICAL TRAINING PROGRAM 

THE NEW RCA TELEVISION TRANSMITTER TT-5A 

INTRODUCTION 

The TT-5A Television Transmitter is designed 
for use in all television stations where an eco
nomical , compact , high-fidelity picture and 
sound transmitter is required. It covers all 
12 television channels assigned by the FCC for 
metropolitan use , and assures a signal of 5-'.::w 
pea1c power on each channel. 

Unified styling in cabinet design gives the 
pleasing appearance of single-unit construction, 
and yet the 8 individual cabinets of the Tf-5A9 

when installed, can be arranged to suit nearly 
any station layout. 

0perating from video picture and sound inputs 
of stanJard levels , the Tf-5A delivers an r-f 
signal in accordance with FCC and R'.tA standards . 
Compliance with these standards is brought about 
by positive means which cannot be affected by 
transmitter tuning o r any non-linearity in the 
power amplifier. 

All r-f exciter and driver stages are 
straightforward narrow- band amplifiers which can 

be tuned quic\dy and accurately by meter indi
cations. High-level modulation is applied to 
the grid of the picture power amplifier , and 
provision is maile for maintaining the d-c com
ponent and for maintaining linearity in g riJ
circuit loading. 

The picture power amplifier , the only broad
band r-f stage in the transmitter , employs the 
new, efficient RCA-:3D21 dual tetrode. This tube 
is specifically designed as a high-frequency, 
grid-modulated power tube for wide-band opera
tion, and incorporates advanced princ ipl es of 
screening, cooling, and electron optics. The 
screen-grid construction and internal neutrali
zation of the residual grid-pl ate capacity as
sure unusually high stability, while the effi
ciency of the tube provides operating economy. 
··.loreover , a gain of :i.o in the tube permits use 
of a small r-f drive r and modulator, effecting 
further econoiny. 

A master monitor , in the center of t he con
sole, can be quickly switched by push buttons 
to the input of the transinitte r ~ the output o f 
the modulator , o r the output of the sideband 

Figure 6-1 - TT-SA Television Transmitter, with rront doors open t o show accessibility. 

Frames I and 2 house the sound transmitter; Trame 3, the sound-transmitter 

power suoplies. Fr-'lme 4 . i s -'1 centralized con trol panel ror !Joth sound and 

oicture transmitters . Frames 5 and 6 contain the picture power s upo lie s, 

while f"rames 7 and 8 house the oic ture transmitter. Each rrame a/so has a 

ru)/-length rear door, to give to e-'lch comoartmentmaximum accessibility. 
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filter. Both the picture and its wave form, as 
well as sound, can be monitored in this way. 

Another new feature in the TT-5A is the "re
flectometer" , a unique device in the transmis
sion line, which indicates the standing-wave 
ratio on the line. The reflectometer also 
"loolcs" toward the transmitter, indicating rel
ative power output as required by FCC. The 
relative power output and standing-wave ratio 
indications appear at both the transmitter and 
the console. 

The control circuits of the TT-5A television 
transmitter are arranged for maximum convenience. 
The picture and sound transmitters can be oper
ated independently. For example , emergency 
maintenance or servicing work can be done on 
either transmitter while the other is on the 
air , even to changing power amplifier tubes. 
All critical power supplies are electronically 
regulated, enabling stable, high-quality per
formance under all conditions of load or ·line 
voltage fluctuation. 

STATION LAYOUT 

Unit construction permits flexible station 
layout and advantageous use of floor space. For 
the straight-line arrangement , the overall width 
is 208 inches. Also possible are several U-ar
rangements , providing a minimum width of 150 
inches. 

Transmitting equip nent also includes console , 
vestigial sideband filter, dummy load, water
cooling equipment, and racks for monitoring and 
pre-amplifier equipment. 

Figure 6-8 is a plan view of a typical rT-5A 
installation showing both low-frequency (chan
nel 2 to 6) and high-frequency (channel 7 to 13) 
versions. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

GENERAL - The TT-5A transmitter is designed 
around the RCA-aD21 dual tetrode. For the first 
time, a power tube has been designed specifically 
for use as a broad-band, highly stable, high
gain television transmitter tube capable of be
ing easily grid-modulated and operating at fre
quencies well above the highest television 
channel. It is a good broad-band tube because 
the "figure of merit", the ratio of filament 
emission current to output capacity (3.0 µµf 
~~ode-to-anode), is unusually high. This fila
ment emission is obtained at very low heating 
power (550 watts) by the use of a new filament 
ribbon construction of "thoria on tungsten on 
tantalum". Low tube capacities are achieved by 

utilizing advanced principles of water cooling 
which require slightly higher pressures (60 
pounds) but very low rate of flow. A total of 
only 1. 5 gpm is requir~d for each 8D21 tube. As 
an example , each anode will dissipate approxi
mately 370 watts per square centimeter, as com-
pared to 30 watts for older types of tubes. 
This type of cooling allows all tube elements 
to be built smaller in about the same propor
tion; hence all interelectrode capacities are 
very materially reduced. Thus , operation at 
frequencies as high as 300 me is readily 
achieved with open-type tank circuits and with
out having to "bury" the tube in a cumbersome, 
inaccessible concentric-line structure. 

The stability required in the modulated am
plifier stage of a television transmitter is 
many times greater than that required in any 
other type of service. The stage must not merely 
be '.cept below the point of oscillation; rather, 
the feedback must be kept many fold below this 
value to avoid severe distortion of the band
pass characteristic. The push-pull , tetrode 
construction of the 8D21 ma!ces possible unusu
ally low grid-plate capacities and substantially 
zero inductances in. cathode and screen circuits, 
and thus eliminates the major causes of input
output feedback. 

A good television modulated amplifier tube 
should be capable of high power gain, and should 
have grid-current characteristics which wi~l 
permit video modulation of either the exci ta
tio'n or grid bias with reasonably low value of 
video voltage and a substantially linear ampli
tude characteristic. This is achieved, in the 
8il21 dual tetrode, by applying the principles 
of electron optics , or electron beaming. The 
construction of the filament and filament bloc!c, 
and the location and disposition of control-6 rid 
and screen-grid wires are such that a minimum 
number of electrons are intercepted by the grid. 
Hence , "grid absorption" is low, power gain is 
high, linearity is good in the sync region, and 
the tube may be modulated by a very reasonable 
amount of video voltage. 

PICTURE CHANNEL - Figure 6-9 is the simplified 
schematic diagram of the plcture portions of the 
'fT-5A transmitter. 

The frequency of the picture carrier is es
tablished by a temperature-controlled crystal 
in the oscillator stage. An RCA-1614 tube is 
euiployed in this stage and its plate circuit is 
tuned to twice the crystal frequency. 

Figure 6-2 shows the complete r-f driver sys
tem, as used on channels 2 to 6, Link-coupled 
to the oscillator is an RCA-4E27 doubler with 
tuned input anJ output circuits. This doubler 
feeds an RCA-4E27 tripler which is, in turn, 

• 
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Figure 6 - 2 - Low-power Stages -of' Picture Trans

mit fer moun fed in f'rame 7 , just be/ ow the 

grid-circuit of' the picture PA . Note the 

crystal oscillator unit in box at l o wer right . 

This contains three crystals, one of' which is 

not visible in this view. These consist o f' 

the regular video-channel crys tal, a s pare 

crys fa/ of' the same f'requency , and a II tune- up 11 

crystal of' mid-band f'requency. 

inductively coupled to the tuned grids of two 
RCA-4-125/ 4D21 tubes in push-pull. For the fre
quency range of 54-88 megacycles , the push-pull 
stage drives the RCA-3D2l power amplifier tube, 
For the 174-218 megacycle range , additional r-f 
stages are inserted to provide adequate drive 
for the power amplifier. The additional r-f 
unit utilizes two RCA-4-125/ 4D21 tubes as a 
push-pull tripler, driving a pair of ilCA-4X500A 
tubes , also in push-pull, Sufficient shielding 
within the RCA-8D21 power amplifier tube and 
between the input and output circuits of the am
plifier stage precludes the need for neutrali
zation. (The grid tank circuit tunes to one-

6-3 

quarter wavelength on channels 2-8, and to 
three-quarters wavelength on channels 7-13.) 
Video modulation is applied to the grids of the 
8D21 tube, 

A "damping" circuit, in the grid circuit of 
the power amplifier , absorbs a constant amount 
of r-f power from the driver tubes. This tends 
to minimize (or "damp out") changes in loading 
on the driver during modulation. Appreciable PA 
grid current flows at the peak of the synchron
izing pulses , as compared to the transmission 
of white picture elements when no grid current 
flows. Thus, the r-f driving voltage is held 
nearly constant over the modulating range , 
thereby improving the modulation linearity in 
the high-output region, 

Power is coupled fr om the power amplifier 
plate tank to the series, tuned output tank, from 
where it is fed to the transmission line, as 
shown in Figure 8-3. The plate tank and the 
output tanic are slightly over-coupled and tuned 
for response over a broad band, A Balun 
( BA Lanced to UNbalanced) unit matches the push-
pull output circuit to the single-ended trans
mission line, Controls are brought out to the 
front panel to permit adjustment of the coupling 
and tuning of the plate and output tanks, Simi-
1 arl y, all tuning controls for the exciter , 
multiplier and driver stages are brought to the 
front of interlocked screen doors behind the 
front doors of the transmitter, 

Coupled to the transmission line inside the 
transmitter cabinet are two "reflectometers" 
for measuring both the standing-wave ratio and 
the relative power output of the transmitter, 
These devices also protect the transmission 

Figure 6-3 - Picture Power Amplif'ier , close-up 

view o f' the pl a te c-ircuit. (The s oun d PA i s 

Iden ti cal , bu't reversed lef't- to-right . ) Tuning 

is accomplished by f'le x ible-shaf't couplings 

to calibrated controls at the f'ron t . These 

c ontrols are located behind the f'ront doors, 

which on these f'rames are not inferlo c/<.ed. 
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line from injury by high-voltage surges which 
might be caused by mistermination of the line, 
lightning, etc. The reflectometer is basically 
a peak-reading vacuwn-tube voltmeter. Its pic!c
up coil is so designed that, when coupled to a 
properly terminated line , where no standing 
waves exist , the voltage pickup due to inductive 
coupling equals that due to capacitive coupling; 
and a meter in the output circuit of the diode 
rectifier reads a value proportional to the sum 
of these voltages. If, however , either the 
polarity of the voltage on the transmission line 
is changed or the connections of the pic!cup coil 
are reversed, the output meter will read zero. 
Since the waves travelling from the transmitter 
to the antenna are of opposite polarity to those 
returning f'rom the antenna to the transmitter , 
the outgoing as well as the incoming waves can 
be measured. Two reflectometers are used, one 
with the pickup coil o riented to indicate the 
incident wave, and the other the reflected wave. 

After the incident-wave reflectometer has 
been calibrated with a dummy load, indications 
of transmitter peak-power output are directly 
obtainable. The other reflectometer head -
the on~ responsive to the reflected wave -- also 
controls the bias voltage of an RCA-2050 tube, 
which fires and actuates overload relays when 
the voltage travelling toward the transmitter 
exceeds a predetermined value. 

VIDEO MODULATOR - The picture amplifier and 
modulator unit (see Figure 6-4) includes two 
video amplifier stages , the modulator stage, 
sync expander, sync separator, sync amplifier , 
and a d-c insertion diode. Three RCA-6AG7 tubes 
in parallel comprise the first video stage. In
put level can be controlled either at the trans
mitter or from the console. Control of the gain 
from the console is achieved by a reversible 
motor which drives the gain potentiometer. 

From the first amplifier , video signals pass 
through a high-frequency compensating network 
to the second video amplifier, consisting of 
two RCA-B07 tubes connected in parallel. To 
compensate for the loss in sync-pulse amplitude 
in the succeeding modulator and power amplifier 
stages, an RCA-6AG7 tube is connected in paral
lel with these 807's. Since the 6AG7 tube has 
high transconductance (and sharp cut-off) , it 
is used to expand the synchronizing pulse. This 
is done by using the plate current of the tube 
to increase the combined plate currents through 
the amplifier load during the pulse interval. 
The 6AG7 tube can increase the pulse amplitude 
by approximately 30 percent without increasing 
the amplitude of the picture signal. Its plate 
current is controlled by a potentiometer in the 
screen circuits. 

Six RCA-4E27 tubes in parallel modulate the 

Figure 6-4 - Video Modulator Unit . Comoact and 
l?elatively simole, this unit includes three 
straightforward video stages (the last of 
which develops all the video power needed 
fully to modulate the RCA-8D21 tube in the 
picture PA) , plus the sync separator and ex 
pander circuits required in al I video trans 
mitters . By this simple , fool-proof unit , 
high-level modulation can be used, eliminating 
the chain of Class B finear stages which are 
necessary in "low-level" transmitters. 

• 
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grids of the power amplifier. The modulator 
plate load is a constant-resistance network 
having four high-frequency sections and three 
low-frequency sections. This network maintains 
a constant impedance of 500 ohms over the en
tire video band. The section which tunes to the 
lowest frequency in the band utilizes the inter
nal resistance of the modulator power supply as 
a portion of the plate load, permitting excel
lent frequ~ncy response down to and including de. 

A "clamp"-type d-c restorer circuit is ~sed 
in the modulator stage. This circuit, which 
actually employs a sync separator (RCA-6J5) , a 
sync amplifier-inverter (RCA-6AC7) , and a bias
ing and restorer tube (RCA-6H6) , partially dis
ables the modulator tubes during the last part 
of the horizontal blanking signal immediately 
after the sync interval. This clamping action 
reduces to negligible amplitude such spurious 
low-frequency signals as microphonics , power
supply surges , and 60-cycle hum introduced in 
pr, ceding stages. 

The horizontal sync separator is transformer
coupled to the sync amplifier and phase inver
ter, The transformer is tuned by associated 
tube and stray capacities so that one-half cycle 
at its resonant frequency has a duration of ap
proximately two microseconds. ilighly damped by 
core losses , and to some extent by circuit 
losses, the transformer dissipates its stored 
energy in the form of a pulse which is then am
plified and inverted by the 6AC7 tube. Phase 
inversion is necessary to make the 6H6 clamp 
the modulator on the rear portion of the hori
zontal blanldng signal. Thus , modulator bias 
is automatically corrected to the same prede
termined value for each blan1dng pulse, and in 
effect, the d-c component restored. 

For test purpose~. it is desirable that the 
transmitter be capable-.Q.f being modulated with 
a signal which is symmetrical above and below 
the axis , such as a sine wave , video sweep , or 
square wave. This type of signal is unusual 
for a television transmitter and requires spe
cial adjustments which differ from those for a 
standard composite television wave form, This 
adjustment is termed "mid-characteristic" op
eration, and the changeover from normal "d-c 
restorer" operation is accomplished by an "AC
DC" switch. With this switch in the "AC" posi
tion, the grids of the second video amplifier , 
the sync amplifier , and the modulator stage 
tubes are returned to a manually adjusted bias 
source, In addition, the clamping circuit tubes 
are biased to cut-off. 

An RCA-6AG7 , coupled through a resistance at
tenuator to the output of the picture modulator, 
functions as a phase inverter, producing video 
signals of negative polarity for the monitor in 
the console, 
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POWER SUPPLIES {for picture portion)-Plate and 
screen voltages for the picture r-f portion of 
the transmitter are furnished by power supplies 
located in frames 5 , 6, and 7 of the transmit
ter, By equally dividing the power supply com
ponents between these three frames, overcrowd
ing was avoided, resulting in easiest accessi
bility to all components of the transmitter. 

Frame 6 houses , in addition to the 5000-volt 
supply for the plates of the power amplifier, a 
regulated 800-volt d-c supply which furnishes 
screen voltage to the power amplifier, and a 
1500-vo·l t supply for the plates and screens of 
the oscillator stage, the frequency multipliers, 
and drivers, The driver plate transformer is 
in frame 5, and the voltage dividers for this 
supply are in frame 7, The 5000-volt and the 
1500-volt power supplies both use 3-phase7 

full-wave rectifier circuits , the 5000-volt 
supply employing six RCA--i3008 rectifiers and the 
1500-vol t s_upply utilizing three RCA-8008 rec
tifiers. The electronically regulated 800-volt 
supply uses two RCA-816 tubes in a single-phase, 
full-wave rectifier circuit. A !rnife switch is 
provided for changing the primary circuit of the 
high-voltage transformer from a delta to a wye 

connection for tune-up operation. 

ivlodulator plate voltage is obtained from a 
1000- volt supply using six RCA-8008 rectifiers. 
From voltage dividers in this supply, 600-Volt 
de is fed through an electronic voltage regu
lator and applied to the modulator screens and 
to the plate and screens of the video amplifiers. 
A 300-volt d-c supply furnishes bias voltages 
for both the video and r-f stages of the trans
mitter. 

An electronically regulated, single-phase, 
full-wave rectifier supplying 1100 volts de 
provides the negative reference voltage which 
opposes the variable (with d-c component) posi
t! ve voltage at the 'llodul a tor pl ates, fhis bias 
supply is connected between the plates of the 
modulators and the grids of the power amplifier 
through the high-frequency portion of the con
stant-resistance network. 

Of the various modulation methods, RCA has 
chosen high-level grid modulation as being the 
most practical , efficient, and economical , par
ticularly for powers of the order of 5 !dlo~ 
watts. It affords much greater simplicity in 
driver-circuit design and adjustment than do 
low-level modulation methods. Moreover , slight 
maladjustment of the driver stages feeding a 
modulated power amplifier has no detrimental ef
fect on picture quality, •s long as correct 
drive to the PA is maintained. 

It may be of interest to discuss briefly the 
underlying principles involved. It is mani
festly true that the ultimate objective is to 
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feed to the radiating system an r-f signal mod
ulated by picture sidebands of an amplitude 
compatible with the rated output power. This 
sideband energy must be obtained by amplifica
tion of the low-level output of the line ampli
fier. This amplification can be accomplished 
either by broad-band r-f amplifiers or broad
band video amplifiers. The same picture energy 
ampLification must be accomplished in either 
case. It is RCA' s opinion that the picture sig
nal should be built up at video frequencies to 
as high a value as possible with simple, 
straight-forward tubes and circuits, and without 
utilizing water-cooled tubes for the modulator 
stage. Video is then combined on the carrier at 
this level. In the TT-5A, this point occurs at 
the grid of the final stage. For higher powers , 
a single linear amplifier would be used. Thus, 
video band-pass characteristics are accomplished 
in circuits with fixed constants, requiring no 
adjustments, contrary to the low-level system 
where the band-pass is entirely a matter of 
tank circuit tuning. 

The FCC regulations state that each station 
shall keep on hand a stated percentage of spare 
tubes for each type employed in the transmitter. 
In some cases, this might represent a large 
stock of spares , occupying extensive st<;>rage 
space in the station. In designing the TT-5A, 
an attempt has been ·made to reduce the number 
of different tubes required. As a result , even 
though both the sound and picture channels, with 
their power supplies , employ 75 tubes , there are 
only 15 different types. This , we believe, is 
a worthwhile reduction. 

SOUND CHANNEL- The tube complement and circuits 
of the sound driver and power amplifier are 
identical to those of the picture driver and 
power amplifier, and are shown on the schematic 
of Figure 6-9. Of course, the carrier frequency 
for the sound channel is higher by 4-1/2 me, and 
since a "direct-fm" exciter is used, the car
rier frequency is not generated by a crystal 
oscillator, and the power amplifier is not mod
ulated directly as is the case in the picture 
channel. But the important advantages of crys
tal control are also obtained in the sound chan
nel by the use of that well-known f-m exciter 
used in RCA' s dependable "BfF" series of f-m 
broadcast transmitters. The circuit employed 
retains the advantage of simplicity and fewer 
tubes , while at the same time it provides good 
I'idelity and the frequency stability of crystal 
control. 

POWER SUPPLIES (for sound portion) - The f-m 
exciter unit obtains its operating voltages from 
a regulated power supply using three RCA-5U4G 
rectifiers in a full-wave single-phase circuit. 
A selenium bridge-type rectifier supplies 
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19 volts de to operate the filaments of the two 
reactance tubes, the modulated oscillator, and 
the first frequency multiplier tube. 

A 1500-Vol t d-c supply, identical to the pic
ture supply, furnishes plate and screen volt
age to the r-f driver chain. The screen-grid 
voltage of the power amplifier tube is taken 
from a voltage divider in the output of the sup
ply. The rectifier and filter of this supply 
are in frame 3, the power transformer in frame 
1, and the output voltage divider in frame 2. 

The power amplifier plate voltage is fur
nished by a 5000-Vol t supply mounted in frame 3. 
This supply is identical to that used for the 
picture power amplifier. Operation on either 
high or low power is provided by a switch which 
changes the connections of the plate transformer· 
from a delta to a wye· circuit. 

The normal sound input to the transmitter is 
pre-emphasized according to the standard 75-
microsecond pre-emphasis curve. For listening 
purposes , a 75-microsecond de-emphasis network 
is included in the console behind the master 
monitor control panel. When S1112 is in the IN 
position, the de-emphasis network functions for 
the signal to the sound monitor amplifier when 
the transmitter input push button is depressed. 
When s1112 is in the OUT position, the trans
mitter input signal appears at the sound moni
tor amplifier without de-emphasis. Since the 
de-emphasis networ!, is a dissipative network, 
the level at the sound-monitor gain control will 
increase about 20 db , when the switch is 
changed from IN to OUT. The VU meter reading 
of the input level is not affected by the de
emphasis network or by s1112. 

R-F LOAD AND WATTMETER 

The R-F Load and Wattmeter is designed to 
terminate the output of either the visual or 
aural transmitter and to allow measurement of 
the power output of either transmitter. 

The MI-19024-A fl-F Load and Wattmeter is used 
with the TT-5A transmitter. This load consists 
of a vertical cylindrical tube containing the 
terminating resistor which is immersed in a 
coolant liquid. Tap water is connected to a 
heat exchanger coil within the tube, to carry 
away the heat developed. An internal interlocl, 
shuts down the transmitter to protect the load 
if the water supply fails. A rectifying crystal 
is connected to a probe on the resistor and in
dicates r-f power on a d-c milliammeter which 
is calibrated directly in r-f watts. 

The MI-19024-B R-.F Load and Wattmeterisused 
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with the rT-300A transmitter described in a 
later paragraph. This load also contains a re
sistor which terminates the transmission line 9 

but the unit is air-Cooled. 

Each unit correctly terminates a 51-1/2-ohm 
line , and has an input consisting of a section 
of solid-dielectric flexible cable with suitable 
fittings for ease of connection to the trans
mission line from the transmitter. 

CONSOLE 

fhe RCA TT-5A console is constructed as an 
attractively styled control center, where the 
operator has complete finger-tip control over 
both the operating and monitoring functions of 
the transmitter. Note from Figure 6-5 that 9 

provided in the console , are the essential start
ing and stopping switches , gain controls , indi
cator lamps , and output meters for transmitter 
operation, plus complete monitoring facilities 
for control of both picture and sow1d signals. 
Spare push button switches provide for the use 
of remote picture and sound monitors. 

.,lanual as well as automatic sequence starting 
is provided. While under automatic operation, 
repeated overloads produce a three-shot re
cyc ling sequence which automatically returns the 
transmitter to the air up to three times. If 
such overloads persist , the transmitter is 
automatically shut down. A special hold-in 
circuit instantly returns the transmitter to the 
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air after momentary line failures, thus avoiding 
the normal 30-second delay required for the 
plate time-delay relay to close. 

Monitoring of the sound channel is provided 
by a VU-meter and spea!cer circuit. The desired 
sound level can be maintained at will 9 and rel
ative indications of r-f power output from the 
sound transmitter are given by an output meter 
also located in the console. The monitoring 
speaker as well as the VU-meter can be switched 
by push buttons to either the input or the out
put of the audio channel. Two spare push but
tons for switching to either of two input lines , 
and another spare push button for both the meter 
aml the speaker 9 are provided for remote moni
tors or other optional use . 

Just as the console provides adequate means 
for control over the sound signal , it offers 
comparable facilities for the control of the 
picture signal. Picture gain can be controlled 
'llanually, and power output indications are li!ce
wise obtainable on a panel meter in the con
sole. Moreover, facilities for observation of 
the picture and for analysis of its wave forms 
are provided in a compact, easy-to-operate mas
ter monitor built into the center of the con
sole. 

The master monitor is identical to BCA's 
studio monitor and ¼ontains a ill-inch 1cinescope , 
5-inch CHO tube , video amplifiers , a sync sep
arator and sweep circuits. The lO-inch tube 
serves for observation of the picture , and the 

Fiqure 6-5 - TT-5A Television Transmitter Console 
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5-inch CRO tube reproduces the picture wave 
form. For measuring purposes , a calibration 
circuit establishes a definite voltage level on 
the oscilloscope screen. The CRO is synchron
ized (by the separator circuits of the kines cope) 
at half the sweep frequency of the kinescope. 
Therefore , two cycles of either horizontal or 
vertical sync pulses (as selected) appear on 
the cao tube screen. The monitor can be oper
ated with composite picture and sync input , or 
driven by separate picture and sync voltages. 
The grid circuit of the CRO tube in the monitor 
is accessible to apply pulse voltages for meas
urement. Depth of modul a tion can also be meas
ured, All circuits are easily accessible for 
servicing. 

In use , the few operating controls of the 
master monitor require only a minimum of adjust
ment. Upon starting, adjustment of the "hold" , 
focus , and brightness controls is of course re
quired, but thereafter only slight readjustment 
of the brightness and focus controls may become 
n ecessary as tubes age or room lighting condi
tions change. Aluminum backing on the screen 
of the '.dnescope produces a very brilliant pic
ture . 

PROGRAM-SWITCHING CON SOLE 

For those stations whicR require facilities 
for switching program sources at the transmit
t e r site , the "Program-Switching Transmitter 
Console" is available. This system facilitates 
rapid switching between two to five television 
program sources at the Transmitter Console posi
tion. Individual presettable gain controls are 
provided for each picture and each sound source. 
The several sources of picture and sow1d may be 
individually previewed and measured; and their 
levels may be adjusted at any time, either be
fore switching, or while the program is on the 
air. 

The change from one program source to anotrer 
is accomplished by mechanically interloc !rnd 
push-switches. Separate rows of buttons are 
provided for picture and soWld to attain greater 
flexibility than would result from simultaneous 
switching by a single button. If simulta neous 
switching is desired, it is only necessary to 
press sound and picture buttons at the same 
time. Two groups of buttons are provided, the 
left group for program switching and the right 
group for preview monitoring. These buttons are 
in two horizontal rows , with corresponding pic
ture and sound buttons one above the other and 
close enough together to be presse d with two 
fingers of one hand. Five identical sound and 
five identical picture channels are provided, so 
that transfer betwe e n program sources can be 

made instantly at any time. The five channels 
may be utilized for any combination of program 
sources , which may include locally generated 
picture signals such as from slides , film, a 
monoscope camera, etc., with sound signals ob
tained from microphone turntables , film , or 
other source , as well as signals from remote 
points. 

Tally lights are provided on the console 
adjacent to the push buttons to indicate the 
circuits in use. Terminals are provided for 
connecting external indicator lights where 
needed in announc~ booths, control rooms , and 
studios. Also relays can be connected to si
lence loudspeakers used for cueing in announce 
booths. 

COMBINATION CONSOLE 

It is not uncommon to t'ind station layouts 
in which TV, A.If , and F:,l transmitters are located 
at one site. In many of these it is highly de
sirable to combine the transmitter console 
facilities. fo fill this need, RCA has avail
able standard desk sections, 90° <ies!c sections, 
main turrets , and wing turrets , which may be as
sembled in any manner desired to form a complete 
and flexible transmitter console for any number 
or kind of transmitters. A combination console 
set-up which is capable of handling a TV , a n 
F.\l , and a n AM transmitter is shown in Fig ure 6-6. 
'lote that all RCA turret panels, whe ther A,1[ , F~i, 
or TV, will fit the standardized turret hous
ing. In addition, blank pane ls are available 
for specialized customer-built control assem
blies. Desks without turrets may be used for a 
log typewriter. 

OTHER FACILITIES SIMPLIFYING 
TRANSMITTER OPERATION 

A full complement of me ters and indic a tor 
lamps mounted along the top front panel of the 
transmitter permit quick observation of the 
performance of the various circuits. Separate 
panel meters are provide d for the grid and 
cathode circui ts of the driver stages and for 
the grid, screen, and plate circuit of each 
power a'TIJ'.llifier. fhe me ters c a n be easily read, 
since the scales and pointers are finished in 
highly contrasting white on blac 1c bac 1cg roumi. 

Switches for separate control of the sound 
and picture transmitters are mounted on a con
trol panel behind a non-interlo c 1ced door. fWl
ing controls for the sound and picture driver 
circuits are brought out to the front of inter
locked screen doors , behind non-interlocked 
front doors of the respective cabinets . 
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Figure 6-6 - Combination Consoles may be set up ror control or any number or dif"f"er-
enf types or transmitters. The above console set-up wi II handle a TV, an FM, and 
an AM fransmi ffer. 

The circuit arrangement and mechanical lay
out of the transmitter permits maximum acces
sibility. "Walk-in" type construction is em
ployed throughout , as shown in Figure 6-1. 3ub
assemblies are mounted to side panels providing 
easy access through both front and rear inter
locked doors. Where possible, components are 
surfaced-mounted, and wiring is exposed for 
speedy circuit tracing and servicing. The elec
trical circuits are arranged and connected so 
that emergency service work can be done on one 
transmitter while the other is on the air, even 
to changin6 the power amplifier tube of either 
transmitter. All fuses are of visual indicating 
type, grouped on the control panel for quick 
identification. [Ugn-power circuits are doubly 
protected by high-speed overload relays backed 
up by thermal circuit-breaker switches. Similar 
circui t-breal<er switches connect water-cooler, 
blowers , filament , and low-power circuits to the 
power line. 

Tube changing in the TT-5A can be accom
plished in a matter of seconds , thanks to the 
convenient "open" arrangement of the components. 
Even the RCA-8il21 water-cooled power amplifier 
tube , with its unusual construction, does not 
require more than a few minutes to change. When 
a spare ~D21 tube has been previously assembled 
to a mounting plate identical to the one in the 
transmitter, tube and mounting plate can be 
quickly replaced as a single unit, greatly sim
plifying the procedure, This mounting plate 
assembly is shown in Figure 6-7. 

In the TT-5A, the need for replacing tubes 
and other components should be very infrequent 
because the power dissipated in the circuits and 
the applied operating voltages are well below 
the conservative ratings of each component. 
However , transmitter failures are never beyond 
the realm of possibility, and their importance 
is directly related to the complexity of the 

Figure 6-7 - Spare-tube Mounting Plate . With a 
spare tube mounted on this plate , andwifh most 
wafer connections made , the assembly is ready 
ror quick insertion. 
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transmitter. In some instances, the completion 
of emergency repair work may be followed by re
tuning of the entire picture channel -- a labo
rious and time-consuming task which increases 
in size as the number of broad-band stages in
volved. Lack of a simple and reliable method 
of tuning up, therefore, may mean loss of valu
able program time. The logical step is to pro
vide effective means for quick restoration of 
service to be applied when failure occurs. One 
of these measures is the quick-picture- tuning 
method to be describe1. 

PI CTU RE TUN ING 

As previously mentioned, the power amplifier 
of the RCA TT-5A is the only broad-band stage 
in the transmitter. All r-f stages , up to and 
including the grid of the final stage, are tuned 
by means of meter observations in 30 to 45 sec
onds, (In the case of the channel 6 to 13 trans
mitter , this may be somewhat longer unless the 
two extra stages have previously been neutral
ized,) 

The video stages are fixed and need no tun
ing. The operator can follow either of two pro
cedures, If time is limited and he wishes to 
get on the air as quickly as possible, he will 
switch in a "tune-up" crystal provided for this 
purpose in the oscillator (approximately 1.6 me 
higher in frequency than the normal crystal) , 
tune up the r-f chain, tune the PA output by 

meter readings, and adjust the output coupling 
to give pre-determined meter readings, The pur
pose of the tune-up crystal is to allow the PA 
to be tuned up so that its pass-band is symme t
rical about the carrier, The normal crystal is 
then switched i~, the exciter stages touched up 
again for the normal frequency, and the excita
tion voltage on the final stage adjusted, The 
transmitter is then ready for modulation, and 
the tuning will be found close enough to give a 
good picture, For more accurate settings , the 
video sweep is fed into the picture input of the 
transmitter (after switching the transmitter to 
"sine-wave" modulation) and the signal is de
modulated by. the "sweep diode" of the WM-13A. 
Its output may be presented either on an oscil
loscope or the console CRO and will show the 
band-pass characteristic, All the necessary 
adjustments to the PA plate may be made by ob
servations of this presentation, In addition, 
any desired record can be made by transcribing 
from the scope, 

MONITORING 

As mentioned before , detected signals from 
the sideband filter can be fed t0 the master 
monitor in the console to provide composite 

black-and-white pictures as well as wave form 
displays of the signal being transmitted. De

tection of the r-f signals for feeding to the 
picture tube is performed by the RCA WM-12A 
Picture Demodulator, while video signals for 
wave form display are provided by the RCA 
WM-13A .~lodulation Monitor. 

Both these instruments are high-quality 
superheterodyne receivers , tunable to any one 
of the 12 Metropolitan television channels. A 
stage of r-f amplification, two stages of pic
ture i-f (25.75 me) , a diode-crystal second 
detector and two stages of video amplification 
are employed in each instrwnent. The WM-13A 
has additional components such as an auxiliary 
diode-crystal rectifier , two stages of sync 
amplification and separation, and !ceyer stages. 

The germanium crystal rectifier of the 
WM-lJA, with its input connected to pickup r-f 
from the transmission line and its output con
nected through a low-pass filter to the oscil
loscope, provides for observation of the trans
mitter frequency-response characteristics, A 
single switching system, employing a remotely 
controlled relay , allows the selection of 
either the crystal or the superheterodyne out
puts, Synchronized by vertical sync pulses 
separated from the composite video signal , the 
keyer of the \V,ll-13A produces a rectangular 
pulse of a duration equal to the flyb ack time 
of the oscilloscope sweep, This pulse is used 
to stop the local oscillator of the 1V:\1-13A for 
the pulse duration; and since the oscilloscope 
sweep frequency is half the picture frame fre
quency, the resultant display on the oscillo
scope screen will be •a horizontal base line 
referencing zero output from the transmitter, 

SMALL SPACE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE RCA TT-5A 

The entire television transmitter is housed 
in eight steel frames bolted to a base frame . 
The base structure is divided so that the 
eight cabinets can be placed either in a 
straight line or in several possible U-arrange
ments. A bulk wir:i.ng material kit is supplied 
as part of the equipment, and cabinet inter
connecting wires are designed to be run through 
the base structure to the various , conveniently 
located, terminal boards, Only external con
nections need be considered when planning the 
installation, as long as continuity is main
tained along the front surface of the cabinets 
comprising the transmitter, 

Individual air-inlet openings with removable 
filters near the bottom of the rear door of 

each compartment assure a clean, dust-free air 
supply to the interior of the transmitter , 
Small blowers , installed inside the cabinets, 
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supply adequate ventilation, warm air being ex
pelled through louvres in the top plates. For 
ease in shipment , handling, and installation, 
the RCA 'ff-5A transmitter is paclcaged in rela
tively small units. The largest unit, uncrated, 
measures 25 x 38 x 80 inches and weig;hs about 
600 pounds. 

WATER CIRCULATOR 

The water-circulating system is furnished 
complete as a unit, and may be located remotely 
from the transmitter in an adjoining room or on 
the floor below. The unit is a closed system 
and therefore does not require an external water 
supply. Connections to each PA cabinet can be 
made via either a trench terminating beneath 
the transmitter, or through access holes in the 
rear of the PA cabinets. Circuit-breaker type 
switches are used in the feed circuits for the 
water cooler as well . as for the ventilating 
blowers. 

Two sizes of water circulators are now avail
able for use with the fl'·-5A transmitter. The 
larger size, MI-19041, will furnish up to 6.0 
gpm for the transmitter proper , plus 4.5 gpm 
maximum for a dummy load, and will operate at 
50 cycles as well as 60 cycles with only very 
minor modifications. The smaller , and newer , 
circulator , ~fl-1!1045, will furnish up to 7 gpm 
for the transmitter, and is designed to operate 
only on 60-cycle supply. This reduced water
flow rating is justified, since the new dummy 
loads operate on the "heat exchanger" principle 
and, therefore, use the standard mains for water 
supply. fhe latter unit is completely encased 
and is somewhat quieter in operation than the 
larger unit. The following tabulation show~ 
the relative ratings and sizes of the two units. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

TRANSMITTER 

A3 

SOUND 

6-15 

Ml -19041 Ml -19045 

Rated water delivery. gpm 10. 6 7.0 

Rated water o ressure, psi 75 80 

Pressure regulation, psi t 2 -2 +5 

Rated heat dissipation . kw 15.2 10 .0 

Overall size . inches 53x34x76 54 X 25 X 36 

Weight, lbs . 1300 550 

MEASURING EQUIPMENT RACKS 

Fig ure 6-10 shows the measuring equipment 
cabinet rac'cs which are furnished , as factory
wired cabinets , for housing the more important 
auxiliary transmitter equipment. 

The left-hand rack contains the auxiliary 
sound equipment, consisting of the following 
major units: 

Ga- 1170-A 

l:lCA- ·36Al 
,ill-4645 
.ilI- L') 126 
flCA-i3A4A 

F/,l Frequency and ,\iodulation 
.~oni tor 

Limiting Amplifier 
Sound Jac'c Panel 
Pre-emphasis Network 
,llonitoring Amplifier 

The right-hand rack contains the auxiliary 
Video equipment , consisting of tne following 
major uni ts: 

iW-33A 
TA-58 
530-C 
.ill-26245 
,\II-3262 

WF-lflA 
WF-50A 

Console Power Supply 
~tabilizing Amplifier 
fA-5B Regulated Power Supply 
Video Jac!c Panel 
P:,wer .Supply for W\l-12A and 

.V ,,1- l3A 
Carrier Frequency Meter 
Carrier Frequency Uonitor 

PI CTURE 

A5 Types of emission 
Frequency range Channels 2 to 13 incl. 

Power output 
R-F output impedance 
Carrier frequency stabilit.y 
!llodul ation capability 
.\iethod of modulation 
Input impedance 
Input voltage 

(54 to 216 incl.) 
2 to 2. 5 !cw 
7 2 ohms 
t 0.002¾ 
t 40 !rn 

H.eactance tubes 
600 ohms 

+ 10 t 2 db for 
± -10- 1cc swing 

4 to 3 kw (pea•c) 
72 ohms 
± 0,002% 
901o 
Amplitude , PA grid 
72 ohms 
1 volt, pealc to 

pea1< 
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TRANSMITTER (Continued) 

Frequency response 

Audio-fre·quency distortion 

Noise level: 

SOUNO 

··· Uniform within ± 1 db' 

from :D to 15,000 cycles 

50 to 100 cycles 1, 5 1 

WO to 7300 cycles 1.0% 

7500 to 15,000 cycles 1. :H 

., .. ,. 2 db 
2 db 
2 db 
2 db 
3 db 

6-17 

PICTURE 

at 0,5 me 
at 1,25 me 
at 2 me 
at 3 me 
at 4 me 

F-;11 noise , below ± 25-!cc 

swing 

60 db Less than 5% of peak- to

peak signal amplitude 

runplitude noise , rms below 

carrier 50 db 

F'or ,Pre-emphasized response, the ,Pre-~m,Phasis filter (MI-IJ926-A) is to be inserted 

in the 600-ohm audio input lin e . 

Maximum variance with respect to the ideaiized rectified vestigial sideband 

response. 

Distortion and noise are measured following a standard de-emphasis net,vork. 

fransmitter Dimensions: 

Length 
Height . . . . 
Depth (overall , incl. 

Weight (approximate) 

door handles) 

a>a inches 
34 inches 
33 inches 

Transmitter (3 cabinets plus 2 PA cabinets) 

Console .. 

9000 
600 

lbs. 
lbs. 
lbs. 
lbs. 

Power ilequirements 

fransmi t ter: 

iVater Circulating System 

Line voltage 

Power consumption 

Power factor 

Console, Crystal Heaters , etc.: 

Line voltage 

Power consumption (approximate) 

VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND FILTER 

{ 
650 

1:l>O 

203/ 2:D vol ts, 3-phase , 
50 or 60 cycles 

24,00U watts 

. . . . . . 851. 

115 volts , single phase, 

50 or 60 cycles 
. . ... 600 watts 

Lower sidebanu attenuation ................... 20 db or greater at frequencies 

Frequency range 
Low-frequency uqit . 

ii igh- frequency unit 

below channel 

Channels 2 to 6 inclusive 

Channels 7 to 13 inclusive 
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VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND FILTER (Continued; 

Maximum power transmission (either unit) 
Insertion loss . 

Input impedance . . . . . . 
Output impedance ..... . 
Dimensions: (unit will be ceiling-mounted): 

R- F LOAD 

Length 

1Yidth 
ileight 
Weight (approximate) 

Impedance ....... . 
Video standard-wave ratio 
Frequency range .... 
Power dissipation (maximum) 

ilimensions: 
Height 
Midth 
Depth 
Weight (approximate) 

5 kw 
3. 39¾ at 100 me (varies as square

root of frequency) 
51.5 ohms 
51.5 ohms 

D2 to 121 inches, depending 
on channel 

11-1/2 inches 
7-3/ 4 inches 
a.JO lbs. 

51- :i/ 2 ohms 
:... 1 maximwn 
Channels 2 to 13, 50-216 me 
Output of 5-'cw transmitter 

(3-!cw black-level power) 

33-1/2 inches 
5 inches 
5 inches 
1-6 lbs. 

RCA TELEVISION TRANSMITTERS 

TT-500A ANO TT-500B 

I HTRODUCTION 

fwo low-power television transmitters have 
been designed which permit high-definition pic
ture transmission at the power levels and low 
financial outlay required for the smaller metro
politan areas. 

The TT-500A and fT-500d transmitters are for 
low-band (channels 2 to 6) and high-band (chan
nels 7 to 13) respectively. Since the tubes 
and circuits of these two tyPes are somewhat 
different, they will be taken up separately. 

The physical specifications and electrical 
performance, however, are largely the same for 
both tyPes and, wherever possible, are listed 
for both tyPes. The use of high-gain beam pover 
tubes throughout these equipments makes possible 
a low tube-complement cost and, at the same 
time, gives greatest simplicity in tuning opera
tions. 

The use of single-ended r-f circuits in these 
equipments ma ·,es possible some simplifications 
in circuit layout. "i'he grounded tyPe of cir
cuit also removes the need for a 11 balUJ1" between 
amplifier and transmission line. 

Control circuits in visual and aural UJ1its 
are separate , so that either portion may be used 
independently of the other. 

The complete aural and visual transmitter 
combination is 56 inches wide , ]1 inches high , 
and has a depth ~f 31 inches over the door 
handles. Detailed dimensional information is 
given in Figure 6-19. 

fhe external appearance of these two equip
ments is essentially the same and is shown by 
the photograph Figure 6-11. 

A typical 500-watt transmitter room arrange
ment is shown in Figure 6-- :t.2. 
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Figure 6-11 - TT-SOOA o r TT-5008 Television Tran smitter and M/./9266 Console 

TT-5OOA TRANSMITTER (CHANNELS 2 TO 6) 

VISUAL PORTION - The r-f and driver stages are 

conventional narrow-band circuits which may be 

tuned quickly and accurately by meter indica

tions. !ligh-level video modulation is applied 

to the grids of the visual power amplifier tubes. 

These tubes , two RCA-4--250A/51l229 are parallel

connected and their output circuit is the only 

broad-band r-f circuit in the equipment. Fig

ure 6-13 shows the tube line-up and circuit for 

this equipment. 

The visual carrier frequency is established 

by direct crystal control. The crystal unit , a 

type Ti\1V-12f.lC temperature-controlled unit , oper

ates at one-half the visual carrier frequency. 

The video amplifier and modulator include 

three stages. Two type RCA-6AG7 tubes are used 

as high-quality voltage amplifiers to excite 

the grids of three type RCA-307 beam-power mod

ulator tubes. Suitable high-frequency compensa

tion is applied to the plate load circuit of 

each stage to provide uniform gain and phase 

characteristics over the entire video-frequency 

band. 

A clamp-type d-c restorer circuit is used in 

the grid circuit of the modulator stage. The 

clamp circuit employs a sync separator (RCA-

6C4) , a pulse amplifier and inverter (RCA-6C4) 9 

and a restorer tube (RCA-6AL5). These tubes 

are actuated by the sync pulses to generate a 

half-sine-wave pulse of about two microseconds 

duration immediately following each horizontal 

sync pulse. The generated pulse and its in

verted self are applied to the restorer diodes , 
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---------6'------------

T.V. 

TT">OOA 
TRANSMITTER 

STATION MONITOR 
EQUIPMENT 

0 

I I 
I r-1 

TRENCH FOR 
I WIRING-. 

I I 
I i TT">OOA 

====@)'"~ 
0 

TYPICAL 500W TRANSMITTER ROOM 

Figure 6-12 - Typ ical SOOW Tran smitter Room 

and during the resulting conduction period the 
modulator bias is set to the correct value for 
the blan!dng pedestal level. 

An amplifier coupling switch is provided to 
disable the clamp circuit just described, when 
making tests with other than RMA picture sig n a l 
input to the modulator. The AC position is used 
for sine wave, square wave , or sweep modulation, 
while the d-c position serves only for composite 
picture signal input. 

A variable-gain _sync expander tube (RCA-6AC7) 
is connected parallel to the second video stage. 
This tube pre-emphasizes the sync portion of the 
picture signal in order to make up for a slight 
compression of sync which occurs in the modula
tor stage and in the r-f modulated amplifier 
stage. 

A tyµe RCA-6V6- GT tube samples the output of 
the video modulator and provides 2 volts of 
video to operate the master monitor in the con
sole. 

Coupled to the r-f transmission line inside 
the cabinet is the reflectometer unit , which 
provides continuous monitoring of the relative 
pea•c-power output; in addition, when rotated 
180 degrees by a front-panel t01ob, the ratio of 
the reflectometer readings in the two positions 
is the reflection coefficient at the antenna 
transmission line connection. 

Figure 6-13 outlines the fundamental video 

modulating circuits of the TT-500A, In this 
transmitter the drop across the modulator load 
resistance is the total grid bias for the R-F 
Power Amplifier. ·fhis scheme of :iirect coupl
ing between stages necessitates inverted opera
tion of the modulator power supply, as shown in 
Figure 6-13, 

The variable inductance in the plate circuit 
of the rl-F Power Amplifier , tog ether with the 
distributed capacit a nce of the tubes , consti
tutes the primar y circuit of the overcoupled 
output circuit. The coupling capacitor is a d
justable, to permit variation of the coupling 
coefficient between this primary circuit and the 
secondary resonant circuit. The secondary cir
cuit includes the a ntenna tr a nsmission line as 
a load. A variable capacitor , in shunt with 
this load, permits variat ion of the e ffe ctive 
seri e s-re sistance component to obtain optimu,n 

secondary "Q". 

AURAL PORTION - fhe RCA F;,1 exciter , wh i ch h a s 
been highly successful in the l:<':11 broadcast fi e ld, 
is used in the aural portion of the TT- 300A. 
This exciter drives a single RCA-4-125A/4D21 
doubler stage , which in turn d rives the final 
PA using two RCA-4-i25 A/4 021 tubes in par a llel 
connection. All the circuits in this unit are 
e·asily and quickly adj uste::l by means of me t e r 
indications. 

fhe aural carrie r frequency is automatically 
adjusted by comparison with oscillations of a 
temperature-controlled cryst a l unit , RCA tyµe 
T.,IV- 129G. 

F igure 6-14 is a simplified schematic di agram 
of this equipment , showing the tube lin~- up and 

b a sic circuit. 

TT-5OOB TRANSMITTER (CHANNELS 7 TO 13) 

VISUAL PORTION - The visual carrier freq ue nc y 
in this unit is e stablished by direct cryst a l 
control. fhe tyµe TMV-129C temperature-con
trolled crystal unit operates at :l/ 36 the output 
frequency. Following the low- power fre que nc y
multiplication stages , an RCA-4Xl50A doubler 
stage drives the fina l high-level modul a ted PA 
stage consisting of four ilCA- ,1X150A tubes in 
parallel. 

Figure 6-15 shows the tube line-up for the 
TT-500B. [!ere , as in the RCA TV Transmitters , 
high-level grid modulation is applied in the 
final il-F Power Amplifier stage . Only one r-f 
circuit , the PA output circuit, handles modul a
tion components. 

In this transmitter, as in the TT-500A, the 
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output-circuit primary is tuned by distributed 
capacitance, the variable element being the in
ductance. A novel, collapsible , coaxial bellows 
arrangement is the inductive element. The over
coupled secondary is a high-impedance coaxial 
section. Despite the physical differences 
necessitated by the higher frequency, the tyPe 
of circuit is equivalent to the output circuit 
of the fT-500A. 

A three-~tage video amplifier modulator is 
used in this transmitter. fwo stages of voltage 
amplification, using RCA-6AG7 tubes , are em
ployed ahead of the modulator stage. The modu-
1 ator tubes are two tyPe RCA-307' s , the output 
of which is coupled to the grids of the final 
r-f power amplifier. Direct coupling to the 
point of modulation is made through two buc'cing 
bias glow tubes. These tubes provide a con
stant negative bias voltage which is added to 
the modulator power supply and load resistance 
drop to give the correct range of bias voltage 
variations to the modulated r-f stage. 

A novel tyPe of sync expansion has been in
corporated in this modulator. A single german
ium-crystal diode unit is connected between the 
cathode of the modulator and the c a thode of the 
second video stage, and is so biased as to con
duct only durini sync pulses. Its conduction 
develops a voltage pulse across the cathode re
sistor of the second video stage during the 
sync pulse. This developed voltage is regenera
tive and adds to the total sync output. 

A clamp-type d-c restorer circuit is used in 
the grid circuit of the modulator stage. The 
cla:np circuit employs three sections of RCA-6J6 
tubes. fwo sections are used in the sync sepa
rato~ and the third section serves as a pulse 
amplifier a nd inverter . The d-c restoration 
diode is an £lCA-6AL5. 

rwo reflectometer units are included, one 
each in the transmission line of the visual and 
the aur a l units. fhese instruments contribute 
the dual feature of continuous power-output in
dication and ability to quic'cly determine the 
Condition of transmission-line match at the 
transmitter output c oaxial line. 

AURAL PORTION - The circuit diag r am Figure 6-16 
shows details of the aural transmitter. Ji:xcept 
for the FJ Exciter , this unit is the same as 
visual unit. 

ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT 

CONSOLE - The monitoring console furnished with 
the 500-watt transmitters provides push button 
switching facilities for checking tlle quality of 
picture and sound signals at various points in 

the transmitters. This function is invaluable 
for maintaining highest quality transmission, 
since it permits immediate localization of any 
defect that may appear in the transmitted 
program. 

The standard RCA TM-5A master monitor unit 
is used for picture and wave form observation. 
Its !cinescope and CRO tube input circuits may 
be independently switched to the different cir
cuits by means of pui;;h buttons. Push button 
switching is also employed at the input of the 
VU-meter and the monitoring amplifier input. 

A gain control for both the visual and the 
aural signal input to the transmitter is con
veniently located on the panel of the console. 

All monitoring circuits are readily avail
able on the jack panels of the monitoring equip
ment rac!cs , thus facilitating other than routine 
tests , and maldng possible the use of monitoring 
equipment for other than strictly transmitter 
testing. 

Outline dimensions for the console are given 
in Figure 6- 17. 

MONITORING EQUIPMENT - Since the monitoring re
quirements are the same for a low-power as for 
a high-power station, the same set of monitor
ing equipment is furnished with 500-watt trans
mitter as with the higher-powered RCA Television 
Transmitter. 

fhe standard moriitoring equipment rac~ in
cludes program limiting and monitoring ampli
fiers for the aural transmitter , and a stabiliz
ing amplifier for incoming video signals. 

Complete frequency and modulation monitoring 
units are provided for the a ural and visual 
t r a.nsmi tters. 

Visual monitoring equipment includes the RCA 
1M-12A and W~l-13A units. The W.l-12A demodulates 
the output of the vestigial sideband filter in 
the swne way as a receiver , giving the neces
sary video output to operate the picture !dne
scope in the console master monitor. The W.,l-13A 
gives either of two output signals which display 
the synchronizing wave form or the sweep response 
char a cteristics , at the option of the operator. 

All test equipment terminals , and the termi
nals of signal circuits to the various pieces 
of audio and video equipment , are brought to 
jacks on the monitoring equipment racks. By 
the use of patch cords and jump er plugs, great 
flexibility is attained in the connection of 
equipment. 

R- F LOAD AND WATTMETER- A dummy load, ,lfI-19024-B, 
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properly terminates the output of either the 

aural or visual transmitter, and gives a meas

urement of the average r-f power. A coaxial 

coupling is provided for making connection to 

standard 1-5/ 3-inch, 51-5-ohm transmission line. 

The internal resistance element of the r-f 

load is liquid-immersed, and the heat therein 

developed is conducted to the external radiating 
fin structure. 

Power output is measured by a calibrated 

crystal detector and current-indicating instru

ment ~hich is coupled into the r-f feed line. 
The time constant of the meter circuit is such 

as to give an indication of average power of a 

black television picture , as required by FCC. 

This load is shown in the drawing Figure 6-13. 

ontoHAl ME-Y ... 00 OF 
J¥10Utn'IN(:i ~~OWN IN 
¥HAN10M. 

NAME 

Ml 

FREQUE NC',' MC 

RF INPtJT 

RF OUTPUT 

NON · ftF <oNNECTIONS 

T'f Pf OF M0UNT1 ... Q 

tt-lPUT 

R F LOAD ~ V\/ATTME"TE~ 
500 W~••S 

19014 & 

54 - ti<, 

1-+0RllONTAL SUR.PAC£ VJlit-4 FREE 
AIR Cl~CULA1ION. I.JSE A FAM IF 
AM81~t,IT 15' o\leR 100 F , 
t-to-re OP'TIOr-l .. L N'\OO..,T1Nc,. 

6-27 

Figure 6-18 - 500-waff R-F Load and Waffmefer, 

UI- /9024-B, Out! ing Drawing (M-450447) 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 

TRANSMITTER 

TyPe of emission 

{ ff-500A 
Frequency range TT-500 3 
Power output into transmission 

line 
R-F output impedance 
Carrier frequency stability 
l!odulation capability 
Method of modulation 
Input impedance 
Input voltage 
Frequency re·sponse ., .. ,. 

SOUND 

A.'I 
Channels 2 to 3 
Channels 7 to 13 
250 watts 

51. 5 ohms 
± 0,0021a 
± 40 kc 
Reactance tubes 
600 ohms 
t 10 ± 2 dbm 
Uniform ± 1 db 
XI to 15,000 
cycles 

P,I CTURE 

A5 
Channels 2 to 6 
Channels 7 to 13 
500 watts peak 

51.5 ohms 
± 0.002% 
90 fo 
Grid amplitude 
75 ohms 
1 volt peak to 
2 db at 0.5 me 
2 db at 1.25 me 
2 db at 2.0 me 
2 db at 3.0 me 
3 db at 4.0 me 

peak 

* Maximum variation below idealized rectified vestigial sideband response. 

,;.,~ F'or Pre-emphasized response, the Pre-emphasis filter (MI-IJ926-A) may be 

inserted in the 600-ohm audio input line at the most effective point. 
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TRANSMITTER (Continued) 

Maximum audio-frequency 
distortion ., .. , .. ,. 

:Voise level 
F-.\I noise below ± 2fl-- kc swing 
Amplitude noise , rms below 

carrier 
Amplitude variation over 

one frame of picture 

SOUND 

50 to 100 cycles 1. 5;,?; 
100 to 7500 cycles 1.0¾ 

7500 to 15,000 cycles 1. 5¾ 

60 J.b 
50 db 

PICTURE 

Peak to peak less than 5¾ of 
the synchronizing peak level 

Distortion and noise measured foll owing a s tandard de-emphasis network. 

POWER LINE REQUIREMENTS 

TRANSMITTER 

Voltage 
Phase 
Frequency 
Instantaneous regulation 
Power conswnption (app rox, ). 
Power factor (approx.) 

aJ'l/ 230 vol ts 
singie 
50/ 60 cycles 
5'.fc; maximum 
3000 watts 
0 , '35 

(for 50- cycl e operation, regulating trans f ormer HI- 28176 i s require d in the aural transmitte r . ) 

CRYSTAL HEATERS 

Voltage 
Phase 
FrequencJ 
Power conswnption 

MONI TORING EQUIPMENT 

Vol t age 
Phase 
Frequency 
Power conswnption (approx.) 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

TRANSMITTER 

Dimensions (overall) 

Width 
'.!eight . . . . . . . . . . . 
Depth (including door handles) 

Weight. 
Finish 

115 vol ts 
single 
50/ 60 cycles 
56 watts 

115 volts 
single 
50/ 60 cycles 
1'300 watts 

56 inches 
34 inches 
31- 1/16 inches 

2.1.50 lbs. (approx.) 
Two-tone umber grey with brushed 

chrome trim and fittings 
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7-1 

TELEVISION TECHNICAL TRAINING PROGRAM 

ANTENNA EQUIPMENT 

The following notes are a summary of lectures on antenna equipment for television systems, They 
present, in outline form, the various pieces of equipment required in the television station beyond 
the transmitter, Each piece is discussed as to its purpose, requirements , basic principles, con
struction, and performance, 

SUMMARY OF ITEMS OF ANTENNA EQUIPMENT 

NAME 

Balun 
(BALanced to 
UNbalanced) 

Vestigial Sideband 
Filter (VSBF) 

iliplexer 

Triplexer 

Antennas (Standard 
Types) 

Antennas (Special 
·rypes) 

Antennas (Combination . 
Types) 

Transmission Line 

LOCATION 

Part of transmitter 

Station, behind 
transmitter 

Station, behind 
transmitter 

Station, behind 
transmitter 

rop of tower 

Top of tower 

Top of tower 

In station and between 
station and antenna 

FUNCTION 

Converts double-ended line to single
ended line and maintains bandwidth, 

1-leauces energy in portion of lower side
band (portion outside channel) in ac
cordance with FCC requirements. 

Perm! ts simultaneous use of a same an
tenna for visual and aural transmis
sion, 

Permits simultaneous use of a same an
tenna f'or FM broadcasting in the 
38- 103 me band, 

Radiates visual and 
well as FM signal, 
used. 

aural signals as 
if triplexing is 

Same as above, except fulfills special 
requirements as higher gain, simul
taneous use of one site for several 
television stations, directional ef
fects , etc, 

Allows FM broadcasting by use of Pylon. 

Transmits power with minimwn reflec
tion and loss. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

TRANSMISSION LINES 

THE INFINITE LINE is a uniform line of infinite 
length. For practical purposes, a line termi
nated in its characteristic impedance (also 
called surge impedance) behaves like an infin
ite line because there are then no reflections 
from the far end of the line. 

SURGE IMPEDANCE - The surge (or characteristic) 
impedance of a uniform line is the impedance 

==========~:>_,--+_________________ TO 
-0 ___ _,INFINITY 

Figure 7- I - In rini te Line and Surge Impedance 

which terminates any length of the line witnout 
causing any reflections. 

STANDING WAVES - Standing waves on a transmis
sion line are caused by reflections from a mis-
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termination at the far end or by discontinuities 
on the line itself. The reflected wave is al
ternately in phase and out of phase with the 
incident wave. Voltage at a point on the 1 ine 
measures less than the incident wave if the re
flect'ed wave is out of phase with the incident 
wave; it measures more than the incident wave 
if the reflected wave is in phase with the in
cident wave. 

Figure 7-2 - Standard Waves on Transmission Line 

VOLTAGE STANDING WAVE RATIO (VSWR}-The VSWR is 
defined as the ratio of maximwn-to-minimum vol ts 
appearing along the transmission line. These 
voltage maxima and minima are the resultants of 
the addition and subtraction, respectively, of 
the incident and reflected waves. The surge 
impedance of the line being designated by Z

0 
and the terminating impedance being called Z9 

the voltage reflection coefficient K is 

K 

Thus for Z
0 

K = O. 33. 

50 ohms and Z 100 ohms we have 

If A and Bare the minimum and maximum vol
tages along the line, respectively, then 

VSr/R 
B 

A 

1 + Jx I 
1 - lxl 

2 f or K 0. 33). 

From experimental data it is found that the 
VSWR or the antenna system should be 1,1 or 
better over the band, to avoid the appearance of 
echoes or multiple images in the picture. 

BAN DWI DlH - The bandwidth is the frequency range 
over which the VSWR is within certain defined 
1 imi ts. 

General Principles of Maintaining Bandwidth. 

a. Constant-impedance Network - This is a par
allel-resonant circuit having resistive compo
nents in each branch. When 

ri7c 

the circuit has constant resistance at all fre
quencies. Such a circuit is used in modulator 
and sideband filters. 

,,,...,.<"7C~?<"'-

LOAD 

Figure 7-3 - Series-resonant 
resonant Circuit Combination 

b Series-resonant circuits, used in conjunc
tion with parallel-resonant circuits , proviJe 
complementary reactances off resonance fre
quency. This principle is applied in the balun, 
diplexer 9 and antenna. It is illustrated in 
Figure 7-3 9 which shows the circuit arrangement 
as well as the series-circuit and parallel-cir
cuit reactances as functions of frequency The 
overall , or net, reactance is the difference of 
the series-circuit and parallel-circuit reac
tances. This net reactance is seen to be nearly 
zero within the range of frequencies (marked 
off in dotted lines on the diagram) which de
fines the bandwidth of the system. 

BALUN 

This name is derived from the words "BALanced 
to UNbalanced" which define the purpose and 
function of the device , namely, to convert the 
output of the a.u21 tube to a single 72-ohm line, 
on both aural and visual sides. 

---E------~-----------------------<..___: 

----A 

-f -- + ---------------- if..___ B 

.. 
Figure 7-4 - Ouarter-wave Transrormer 
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-

fhe principle is illustrated in the first 
diagram of Figure 7-4. This shows a coaxial 
line, the end of which is surrounded by a quar
ter-wave sleeve connected to the outer conduc
tor. The equivalent circuit of this "quartcr
wave transformer" is shown in the second diagram 
of Figure 7-4 as a parallel-resonant circuit 
connected between the outer conductor A and 
ground, but not across the inner conductor B. 

As a remedy to this unsymmetrical arrange
ment , the device of Figure 7-5 is used; it is 
here shown with its equivalent circuit. fhis 
is an application of the second principle dis
cussed previously for broadbanding (see para
g raph b under the heading BA.~OWIDTH). fhe ac
tual circuit shown in Figure 7-5 has been used 
in the diplexer. For the balun unit, the londs 
and generator should be interchanged~ 

A 

C 
D 

I 

LJ 
E 
F 

~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Figure 7-5 - Principle of Dip/exer and Balun 
Uni ts 

VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND FILTER 

PURPOSE - The vestigial sideband filter reduces 
the energy in the lower sideband in accordance 
with FCC requirements , while still presenting 
constant resistance to the transmitter over the 
re qui red band. 

REQU I REM EN TS 

( 1) ID db in addition to the average 40 db in-
hercnt in typical picture. 

(2) Attenuation occurs in l/2 me. 
( 3) Constant VSIVR of 1. 1, or better, over the 

band, 
( 4) Small power absorption. 

7-3 

fypical characteristics of the vestigial 
sideband filter are shown by the curves of 
Figure 7-6. 

- 10 

·5 

-, 

,.YPICAL fNElt.c; V DIST11:1&UTIOM 
IN PICT Vl't l!: 

•I -+Z ., 
l"Rl:oue MCY• M [4ACl'C:LES 

Figure 7-6 - Characteristics cf Vestigial 
Sideband Fi/fer 

PRINCIPLE - A simple filter circuit is shown in 
Figure 7-7. This filter , however , does not 
satisfy the second of the requirements listed in 
the preceding paragraph. It is thus necessary 
to use a four-leg filter network, such as the 

L 
INPUT 

I 
I 

C 

PASS 

.Figure 7-7 - Elementary Fi/fer Circuit 

( RL RC = ~ L/C 

one shown in the upper diagram of Figure 7-8. 
Depending on the frequency considered, this net
work appears with a low-pass or a high-pass 
characteristic, and is equivalent to the circuits 
shown in the lower diagram of Figure 7-8. 

VESTICiAL SIDEBAND FILTER 
I M-4504"O 

Figure 7-8 - Vestigial Sideband Fi/fer Circuit 
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CONSTRUCTION - dee Figure 7-9 Four shunt lines 
are made re-entrant to limit the length to a 
value of 92 to 121 inches , depending on the 
channel considered. Series capacitors and in
ductors are line sections less than one-quarter 
wavelength long. These sections are telescoped 
into the shunt sections. The entire unit is 92 
to 121 inches long, 11 1/ 2 inches wide , and 
7 3/ 4 inches high9 and is designed for ceiling 
mounting. 

VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND FILTER 
Ml·l9114A CHANNELS II ·"\ZI 
Ml-19114 B CHANNELS W·XIII 

CHANNEL 
II 

" lZlI[ 

TYPE OF MTG. HORIZONTAL 
SUSPENDED FROM 

EILING ABOVE OR 
BESIDE XMTR. 

L 
l00 
" . 
100 

Figure 7-9. Vestigial Sideband Filter 
Construction 

PERFORMANCE - All units are preset at the fac
tory and require no field adjustment. The power 
absorbed in the load resistor never exceeds :JO 
watts , out of 5 !{w9 and then only with unusual 
detail energy beyond 1 1/4 me. Normally, neg
ligible power is absorbed in a typical picture. 
The unit meets all requirements outlined previ
ously. Power absorption is 3. 37:1o at 100 me. 

R-F LOAD AND WATTMETER 

PURPOSE - The purpose of the R-F Load and Watt
meter is to determine the operating power in ac
cordance with FCC requirements. The unit iso-

!ates the antenna system from the transmitter 
when shooting trouble. 

REQU I REM EN TS 

( 1) Dissipates black-level power of 3 kw. 
(2) Accurately terminates output of trans

mitter with no reflection. 

PRINCIPLE - The principle of the R-F Load is 
illustrated in Figure 7-10. A small resistance 
R1 can be inserted at section A. Section B 
should then be terminated for a surge impedance 
of Z

0 
- R1 , which results in a smaller diameter. 

The process is continued until the required 
surge impedance is zero. This is merely a means 
of using a resistor of finite size when an in
finitesimally small resistor would otherwise be 
needed for proper termination, since this is, 
practically, not feasible. fhe shape of the 
outer conductor 9 theoretically, follows an ex
ponential curve, but a straight line is close 
enough an approximation for practical cases. 

, , , 
I I _________ __,_ 

1t1+1 
AB 

Fiqure 7-10 - Princiole of R-F Load 

The resistor is cooled by immersing it in a 
light grade of oil. With the unit in vertical 
position, the oil flo,ws by convection to the top 
of the tank, where it is cooled by tap water 
while in u~e. Power is measured by measuring 
the voltage across the resistor, using a crystal 
detector for rectification. 

CONSTRUCTION - fhe load consists of a tank 5 
inches in difu~eter and 33 1/2 inches overall in 
heig ht. Connections are made to the output of 
the transmitter by 10-foot lengths of flexible 
RG- HJ/U cable. The unit terminates a 51. 5-ohm 
line and9 if used with the 75-ohm vestigial side
band filter , requires a quarter-wave transformer 
for conversion. See Figure 7-11. 

DI PLEXER 

PURPOSE - The diplexer permits the use of the 
same antenna for visual and aural transmission. 

REQU I REM EN TS 

(1) Low cross-talk. 
(2) VSWR of 1.19 or better9 over the band. 
(3) Minimum power absorption. 
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RF LOAD AND WATTMETER 5 KW 

NAME 

Ml 

M!-19024-A 

LIFTING HOOKS 

l.1-----SUPPLY & DRAIN WATER 
CONNECTIONS}'2" 1.P.S. UNION 

IQ ~ I 
~ le - 51z OHM 

RG -19/u CABLE =r:! SEE NOTE 

RF LOAD & WATT METER 
5KW 
19024-A 

FREQUENCY MC 44-216 
WEIGHT LBS. 
RF INPUT 
RF OUTPUT 
NON F CONNECTIONS TAP WATER I GALLON PE 

TE 
TYPE OF MOUNTING VERTICAL SURFACE 

Figure 1-11 - R-F Load and Wattmeter 
Cons true t ion 

PRINCIPLE- 3ecauseof the turnstiling principl--- 9 

which will be discussed under the heading 
ANTENNAS, the antenna can be considered as two 
separate loads - a N-S radiator and an E-W 
radiator - which do not interact (see Fig
ure 7-12). The diplexer is a bridge circuit , 
as shown in diagram 1 of Figure 7-12. 

The visual transmitter output is single-ended 
and must be converted to a double-ended output. 
This is done with another balun unit, applying 
the same principle as discussed previously. 

The use of a combination of sideband filter 
and diplexer is illustrated in Figure 7-13. 
The energy from the picture transmitter goes 
through the vestigial sideband f'ilter , where the 
unwanted part of the lower sideband is suppressed. 
The energy to be transmitted then passes through 
the diplexer , where the sound energy joins in. 
The combined television signal (visual and 
aural energy) is then fed to the antenna over 
twin transmission lines , of which one is made 
one-quarter wavelength longer than the other to 
provide proper quadrature-phasing in the antenna. 
This last point is discussed in a later para-

_,me.•~••"' 
SPLIT 5LfE"1! ADIATOlt, 

5VNRT\IIU'IST1LE .Af.tfH.U. 
M·1' IUOIIIT.wti 

Figure _ 1-12 - Diolexer Schematic Diagr,:1m 

7-5 

graph concerning the turnstiling principle. 

CONSTRUCT I OH - The construction of the diplexer 
is apparent from Figure 7-14 and is not further 
described here. 

P ERFO RMAN CE 

( 1) No cross- tal !c has ever been encountered in 
the many checks that have been made. 

(2) The VS1Vtl is :i., 19 and usually better, over 
the band. 

( 3) The power absorbed is a fraction of a deci
bel. 

ANTENNA 

REQUIREMENTS (ELECTRICAL) 

( 1) Horizontal polarization. 
(2) Operation in 54-38 me and 174-216 me bands. 
( 3) Low VSWR over ~hannel. 
(4) Gain sufficient to provide good coverage. 
(5) Pattern to be circular. 

wigfi
Stolen 2 Line Transparent
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SIDEBAND 

r ;i; ;i; 

PICTVR~ 

FILTER 

OIPLtX 
IJ>IIT 

T 
~ 

RF TRMJSMISSION SYSTEM 

~ 

ANTENNA 

TRANSM 551oN 
LINE 

SOUND 

M-45041:.2 

Figure 7-13 - R-F Transmission System 

(6) Ability to handle visual and aural power 
of transmitter, and additional FM trans
mitter in some cases. 

(7) Must lend itself to transmission of visual 
and aural energy from the same antenna. 

(B) rransmission of FM from the same antenna 
is also desirable. 

REQUIREMENTS (MECHANICAL) 

(V Low wind resistance. 
(2) ,lfechanically rugged. 
(3) Sleet melting provision. 
( 4) Minimum number of end seals. 
(5) Not to be vulnerable to lightning. 
(6) Easily erected. 

PRINCIPLE 

(V For low VSWR response over the band (1.1 or 
better) , use is made of the second general prin
ciple , previously discussed under the heading 
BANJJWIJJfH, of combining a parallel-resonant with 
a series-resonant circuit. Such a combination 
circuit, using lumped par~neters, was shown in 

DIPLEXER Ml-19028 

CHANNEL p Q CHANNEL P 
I 133 tS/ 16 68 7/ 8 VIII 36 5/ 16 
II 107 1 16 55 s/a IX 3S 5 / 16 
Ill 97 9/ 16 50 11/ic. X 34 S/ 16 
IV &9 1/ 16 4" 5/ XI 33 9 / 16 
V 78 9 / 41 3/ 1<. XII 32 9/16 
VI 7 3 S 16 38 ., / 16 XIII 31 13/ 16 
VII 37 9/ 16 20· 11/ 16 

NAME · DIPLEXER 
Ml 19028 
FREQUENCY MC 
WEIGHT LBS. 
RF INPUT AND OUTPUT 
TYPE OF MOUNTING 

Figure 7- 14 - Dip/exer Construction 

Figure 7-3 , together with its reactance-fre
quency characteristic curve. The distributed
parameter equivalent, which forms an antenna, 
is shown in Figure 7-15a. Its reactance-fre
quency curve is given in Figure 7-15b. 

Addition of a second stub to the arrangement 
of Figure 7-15a provides a second ground point 
and adds rigidity; see Figure 7-15c. 

In general , radiators with large diameters 
tend to have a more constant impedance over a 
given band since the ratio XL/R, and hence the 

"Q", is smaller. Since a large diameter is not 
suitable for mechanical reasons , the same ad
vantages are obtained by using a large flat 
sheet. This sheet can be visualized as a series 
of dipoles, each carrying a current proportional 
to the current distributed along the two stubs. 
See Figure 7-15d. 

oy notching-in the sides, the current in the 
upper and lower edges of the radiator, also 
called "batwing" , is increased, which flattens 
the vertical pattern and increases the gain. One 
radiator has the same gain as two dipoles spaced 
one-half wavelength apart. See Figure 7-15e. 
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Figure 7-15 - Development or 7VAntenna 

By experimentally determining the minimum 
number of rods that can be used instead of a 
solid sheet, wind resistance is considerably re
duced. See Figure 7-15f. 

(2) 1'he 1'urnstiLing Principl e - We now have a 
dipole with wide-band characteristics. To ob
tain a circular pattern, turns tiling is applied. 

CURRENT 
DIST"-RIB~!~9-~- -

W ~/ 

s 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

Figure 7-16 - Turnstiling Principle {Field 
Magnitude is Proportional to the Angle 
Between Direction or Radiator and Direc
tion or Observation) 

A circular radiation pattern can be obtained 
from cross dipoles arranged in the shape of a 
turnstile as follows (see Figure 7-16): 

Angular Bearing 0 30 ° 45 ° 60° 90° 
Field from N-S Radiator 0 0.5 0.707 0 . 866 1.0 
Field from E-W Radiator 1.0 0. 866 0.707 0.5 0 
Vector Addition 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

7-7 

To achieve this effect, the phase difference 
between the currents in the N-S and E-W radia
tors must be 90°, which is accomplished by mak
ing one of the lines 90 degrees (or one-quarter 
wavelength) longer than the other. 

(3) Stacking Se ts of Radiators to Increas e Gain -
This principle (see Figure 7-17) is an old one 
and has been used for years in communications 
antennas. If the currents in radiators A, B, C 
have the same phase (same number of wavelengths 
from the source) and if distances AP, BP , and 
CP are substantially alike, the field at P will 
be greater than that produced by a single radia,.. 
tor. Similarly, sets of batwing radiators are 
stacked to increase the gain. The length of the 
feed-line for each set , back to junction point, 
is kept the same. The centers of the successive 
radiators are spaced one wavelength apart. 

Figure 7-17 - Stact,.ing or Antenna Radiators 

CONSTRUCTION - The sets of crossed super-turn
stile radiators are moun.ted on flag poles. The 
number of radiators that can be stacked is 
limited by the flag-pole taper and mechanical 
requirements. 

The following types have been made: 

FREQ. (MC) STANDARD SPECIAL 

54-66 3-bay 
66-88 3- bay 4- bay, 5- bay 

174-216 6-bay 

In the 3-bay antenna, each radiator has a 154. 5-
ohm imp.edance from the feed point at the center 
to ground. For three radiators in parallel ; 
this becomes 51. 5 ohms, which is the surge im
pedance of the main transmission line. Each 
branch line has an impedance of 154.5 ohms. For 
other types, transformers are used. 
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PERFORMANCE (ELECTRICAL) 

( l) The antenna has extremely wide bandwidth. 
One set· of radiators covers the 54-66 me band 
-221.; another the 66-88 me band -331.; and a 
third set covers the 174-216 me band -25'.f.,. The 
pole-to- radiator spacing is varied slightly for 
each channel by means of pads or adjustments. 
An SWR of 1. 1, or better, can always be achieved. 

(2) rhe gain approaches the ideal that can be 
achieved and is 1. 2 times the number of sections. 
This gain is obtained by measuring the vertical 
field pattern and taking into ·account losses in 
the radiators and feed system. 

Ail exact tabulation of gain is shown: 

3 - BAY 3-BAY 

TV Channel 2 3 4 5 6 

Approximate 
Gain 3. 3 3.7 3. 3 3.8 4.1 

(3) Theoretically the pattern is circular , but 
actually it departs from this slightl y because 
the super-turnstile radiator is not a point 
source. This produces a square circle which, 
under ideal conditions , deviates by less than 
±0.5 db. At no frequency within the specified 
TV channel will the pattern deviate by more than 
±1.5 db. 

(4) The antenna will handle a power of al ~ 
which is limited by the feed lines. The act~-1 
power for a 5-kw TV transmitter is 3 1cw of vis
ual power (black level) and 2 l/2 kw of aural 
power. This pow~r is multiplied by the VSWR to 
allow for local heating at the current peaks. 
For TV, this is onl y 1.1. Hence, the total TV 
power is 6 kw. When triplexing is used , FM 
power is then limited to 14 kw divided by the 
maximum VSIVR that may occur in the feed lines. 
This amounts to 10 !cw for the B6-88 me antenna, 
and 3 kw f'or the 54-66 me antenna. 

(5) By using the turnstiling principle and the 
bridge circuit of the diplexer, both visual and 
aural power can be transmitted over the same 
antenna. In addition, a triplexer enables the 
antenna, because of its response in the _88-108 
me band, also to be used to radiate FM power. 

PERFORMANCE (MECHANICAL) 

(U Low wind resistance is achieved as a re
sult of the open super-turnstile radiators. 

(2) Ruggedness is achieved by: 

(a) The inherent stiffness of triangular 
structures. Both top and bottom are firmly 
grounded and no weight is supported on insula
tors. 

(b) The pole is made f'rom Bessemer seam
less steel tubing which has a U. T. S. of' 60 , 000, 
and has shown ·as much as 70,000 , 30, .000 , and 
even lal , 000 on actual test. Since the material 
is stressed only to a>,000 lbs. / square-inch, a 
high safety factor is obtained. 

(c) Calculating a> lbs. per square-f'oot of 
wind loading on rounds , a wind velocity of 95 
miles per hour is required to stress the mate
rial to ai,ooo lbs. per square-inch without ice. 
With l/2 inch of' radial ice, a velocity of 35 

6 - BAY 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

6 . 4 6.6 6 . 7 6.8 6.9 7.0 7.1 

miles per hour is required to reach this same 
stress value. 

(d) All brac!,ets and radiator clamps are 
bonderized and zinc plated. 

(3) De- icing is done for electrical reasons 
only, and not to reduce wind loading. Hence, 
only the section adjustment to the main pole is 
de-iced, which is the only portion aff'ected by 
ice. 

Heaters are used as follows: 

ANTENNA TYPE WATTS PER RAD IATOR KILOWATTS PER BAY 

5 4- 66 750 3 
66 - 88 500 2 

174-216 250 l 

(4) Minimum end- seals are needed f'or feeding 
this antenna. 

NUMBER PER BAY ANTENNA TYPE 

2 54_-66 and 66-88 
4 174 - 216 
8 Dioole Construction 

TOWER DESIGN - RCA has published the projecte d 
area of the antenna as well as other pertinent 
dime nsions . From this information the tower 
manufacturer can design his tower. A standard 
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specification is now being considered by RMA 
conmittees, which will put all tower designs on 
the same basis. 

The tower should be designed to take the 
standard guide flange and pole sockets provided 
( see Figure 7-18) • 

GUIDE 
FLANGE 

POLE 
SOCKET 

Figure 7-18 - Antenna Tower Layout 

INSTALLATION 

SH I PM ENT - The pole can be shipped broken down 
as follows: 

7-9 

(3) Electrical leakage tests 
(4) VSWR check over the band, with panoramic 

sweep equipment. 

The RCA Service Co. has experienced men and 
suitable equipment, and is prepared to render 
this service at a reasonable cost. These tests 
should be made, whether the antenna is assembled 
in Camden or in the field. Simple corrections 
become extremely complex. to make after the an
tenna is erected. 

ERECTION 

IN ONE PIECE - ,Vhen the antenna is to be erected 
in one piece, the pole should be welded before 
assembly. Quite a number of installations have 
been successfully made in this way. 

PARTIAL DISASSEMBLY AND REASSEMBLY - The disas
sembly should be done by the riggers who will 
reassemble the antenna. Feed lines should be 
carefnlly removed and lcept in the original posi
tion. The pole need not be welded if this is 
done, but can be caulked after erection. 

RIGGERS - It is most economical to use the same 
riggers who are erecting the tower. The same 
gin poles, donkey engines, etc., can be used. 

NUMBER OF 
ANTENNA POLE SECTIONS LENGTHS - FT. AND INCHES 

3-bay 54-66 3 171 6" 23• O• 24 • 0" * 

3-bay 66-88 2 21 • 6 11 30'0"* 
4-bay 66-88 2 36 I 2" 32'6" 
5-bay 66-88 3 28 1 8 II 31 1 0 II 29 1 0 11 

6-bay 174-216 2 26 1 8 11 22'1" *f** 

* F'or Pylon mounting, the sections listed on the right are 3 to 6 ft. shorter. 

** On most installations to date, this antenna, because of its greater number 

of ,Parts, higher frequency, and more critical a s sembly, has been assem

bled in Camden by workmen and engineers familiar with this work. The an

tenna has then been shi,P,Ped to the customer in one ,Piece. 

ASSEMBLY - If the antenna is assembled on the 
customer's premises , it should be assembled on 
the ground in a horizontal position, with the 
pole restingon saw horses. This assembly should 
be done under engineering supervision. The feed 
system should be put on the antenna. The bend
ing tool provided should be used. Kinks and 
flats on the line must be avoided. 

TEST ON GROUND- After assembly, the RCA Service 
Co. should be requested to make the following 
checks: 

( 1) Gas leaks 
(2) D-C resistance 

This requires close scheduling. 

PAINTING - The pole and radiators are shipped 
with one coat of red lead only, 
in transit and during erection. 
painted with CAA colors after 
portions , except the end seals , 

SPECIAL ANTENNAS 

for protection 
They should be 

erection. All 
can be painted. 

~-BAY AND 5-BAY - These antennas have been 
buil t for the 66-38 me band. None have been 
built for the 54-66 me band, although there is 
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no technical reason to prevent it. It is not 
feasible to carry flag-pole construction to 
greater gains, because the pole taper causes a 
wider spacing between the lower radiators, re
sulting in a different impedance than for the 
upper sections. 

SUPER-GAIN ANTENNAS - These antennas will take 
the form of a tower tYPe• One tYPe would con
sist of dipoles mounted on the four faces of a 
tower one-half wavelength square. Such antennas 
are used for three reasons: 

(1) Higher Gain - 'fhe allocation scheme of FCC 
is based on 50 kw radiated power. A 5-kw trans
mitter , with a standard 3-bay or 6-bay antenna 
and nominal line loss, will radiate about 15 kw 
in the 54-88 band, and 25 to 30 kw in the 174-
216 band. 

Super-gain antennas will permit gains of 10 
and 12, so that 50 kw radiated power can be 
achieved. 

(2) Stacked Antenna Systems - If one site is 
desirable for several television stations , the 
lower antenna can be a tower tYPe and the upper 
a standard tYPe• Propositions have been worked 
up for three television stations with additional 
FM Pylons. Since receiving antennas are direc
tive and generally aimed at a central cluster of 
stations, it is highly advisable to be in this 
central cluster. The use of the stacked antenna 
makes this possible. 

(3) Directionai Antennas - Radiators can be 
left off on one or two faces of the tower, to 
produce a directional pattern. Directional pat
terns are not recommended as a rule , since the 
total area covered is less. See Figure 7-19. 

NON-0\QE-C, \\ON,.._\.. 
PA..l\E.Q.\.J 

(3 

oua.t.C..I\ON~L 
p,ti,,..,\'c..R\.J. 

A.lii:.'i:..,.._ S.'c:.Q.""-lc.Oa. 

Tt.l-/""'r R).,_ Tt.R.,_ 
4 = -'2.-

F!.JJure 1- 19 - Antenna Radiation Patterns - With 
the directional pattern shown, ff/e area served 
is one-half the area covered with the circular 
pattern. Also, four times the power is concen
trated in a same area . Hence, the fields fre.!:..fl_fh 
is doubled and the radius is extended by ~ 2 R 
(as a general approximation, the service radius 
varies as the fourth roof of the power). 

In some cases, of course, where mountains be
hind the station cause serious ghosts or where 
protection to other stations is necessary, di
rectional antennas must be used. 

COMBINATION ANTENNAS 

a. COMBINATION WITH FM BY USE OF PYLON ANTENNA 

A 2- or 4-section Pylon underneath a TV an
tenna can be placed below any 3- or 4-bay an
tenna in the 54-88 band, or a 6-bay antenna in 
the 174-216 band. 

Pylons have a gain of 1.5 per section mid
band and will talce up to 50 kw of FM. They are 
20 inches in diameter and 14 feet high. The FM 
feed system is inside. The TV system is mounted 
on the back of the pylon, opposite the slot. 
All FM-pylon and TV-antenna combinations have 
been checked for structural so.undness by inde
pendent consultants. 

b, COMBINATION WITH FM BY USE OF TRIPLEXING 

Pur-t,:;se - To use TV antennas for FM radiation. · 

Requirements 

( 1) Must keep Fill out of TV and Vice versa. 
(2) Must not disturb VSWR of either serv-ice. 
(3) Must have low insertion loss. 

PrincipLe - The TV and FM energies are kept 
flowing in their proper paths by suitable notch 
filters, as shown in Figure 7-a>. 

Construction - The external dimensions are the 
same as those of the 54-38 me diplexer. 

Performance - Installations made at stations 
WNBW, WEWS, WLWT, are all working satis'.ractorily. 

Power Limitations - Because of limitations in the 
feed system of the super-turnstile antenna dis
cussed previously, F.•-1 power is limited to 10 !cw 
for the 66-88 me antenna and 3 kw for the 54-66 
antenna. 

c. USE OF TV SUPER-TURNSTILE FOR FM ONLY -
This implies that the TV installation will be 
made at a later date. 

PrincipLe - See Figure 7-21. 

d. COMBINATION WITH AM 

Purpose - Use of AM tower for 'fV antenna sup
port. 

Princip Le - TV line must be isolated from ground 
at AM frequency, 
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Figure 7-20 - Princiole or Triolexing 

As shown in Figure 7-22a, the tower acts as 
the outer conductor of a balun. The capacitance 
at the end A loads the balun to resonance if the 
tower is not high enough to furnish one-quarter 
wavelength at the AM frequency. 

Referring to Figure 7-22b, a balun of wires 
is constructed around the TV line approaching 
the AM tower -for a distance of one- quarter wave-
1 ength, or equivalent. 

TRANSMISSION LINE 

PRINCIPLE - Without insulators , the surge im
pedance is 

N-S 

D (outer) 
138 iog 

~4FM 

d ( inn er) 

E-W 

TRANSFORMER 
TO 51.5 OHMS. 

Figure 7-21 - TV Super turns ti le Antenna 
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TV ANTENNA 

TV LINE 
CONNECTOR 
TO TOWER 

AM TOWER 

A 
TV 
LINE 

(a.) (/,) 

Figure 7 -22 - Use or AM To wer f"or TV Antenna 

In practice, insulators are always required. 
The line must then be treated as made up of re
current T-sections , with each insulator con
sidered as a lumped capacity. See Figure 7-23. 

I I I I 
Figure 7-23 - Transmission Line Principle 

This brings about two additional considera
tions: 

( 1) The line must always be cut half-way between 
insulators , to avoid discontinuities. 

(2) The line is really a filter and has a cut
off frequency. On standard RMA line , the cut
off point is above 216 me , due to a proper 
choice of insulator capacity and spacing. 

RMA SIZES- Standard sizes are 7/ 8, 1-5/8, 3-1/8 
and 6-1/8 inches. Of these , the 1.,-5/8- and 
3-1/8-inch sizes are the most widely used for 
5-kw TV installations. 

SURGE IMPEDANCE - The value is 51.5 ohms for 
all sizes. The primary consideration in this 
choice was the I 2 R loss , with a slight com
promise on attenuation. The odd value of 51.5 
ohms was chosen because this is the actual im
pedance of solid-dielectric line. Hence , the 
two tYPes of line can be used in the same run. 

POWER RATING - This is one-half the _power re
quired to raise the temperature of the outer 
conductor 40 ° C. 

SIZE (IN.) 50 MC 100 MC 200 MC 

7 / 8 4 . 5 kw 3 kw 2 kw 
1 5/ 8 16 10 7 
3 1/ 8 64 42 27 
6 1/ 8 235 166 118 
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LOSS - Loss takes into account copper loss, in
sulation loss, and some derating due to connec
tions. The average power transmitted at 100 me 
over a 500-foot run of line is 75% for the 
1-5/ 8-inch line and 85% for the 3-1/8-inch 
line. See published curves in the .ilCA equip
ment specification. 

GAS - Dehydrated air, obtained from a commer
cial dehydrator , is probably best. Only a 
small positive pressure is needed; 5 lbs. is 
adequate. 

CONSTRUCT! ON - See Figure 7-24. The primary 
purpose of this construction is two-fold: 

(" To prevent electrical discontinuities in 
the line. 

(2) To make the installation as nearly fool
proof as possible. 

=: ~:: ~::::====== = ~ = ~ {I..!'., .. 
ONE INSULATOR SUPPORTS 20' or INN!"R CO ... MECTOR' 
COltCDVCTOR . NO ANCHOR JO rNTS I\R:i! f,,,l,Ee'0£.0 

Figure 7 - 24 - Transmission Line Construction 

No soldering or brazing is needed in the 
field. If a length other than a> feet is needed, 
the line is cut and a flange adapter is used, 
which requires no brazing. Flange joints are 
pulled up tight and require no "feel"• 

FITTINGS - Fittings must be designed to prevent 
electrical discontinuities. This means that 
diameters 'must remain the same and insulators 
must continue at the same spacing. Elbows must 
have a wide sweep. See Figure 7-25. 

!NE.VL~ioRS ...., iJ 6T C'ONT lNV'-

~~O~V,!~ ~ ~:::~FILS ~ 

Figure 7 - 25 - Transmission Line Elbow Fitting 

TEL EV I SI ON STAN DA RDS - While lines intended for 
rv and FM have the same approximate dimensional 
~tandards and external appearance , the surge 

impedance limits on TV line are tighter because 
the reflection problem is highly important in 
television. In ordering lines , be sure to spec
ify it for TV standards, or better yet, order 
it through RCA. 

CUTTING POINTS OTHER THAN HALF-WAY BETWEfN IN
SULATORS - If this is absolutely necessary, a 
point should be chosen further back, where the 
line can be cut half-way between insulators. 
rhe odd balance is then filled out with a line 
containing no insulators and having a diameter 
that will g;iveasurge impedance of 51.5 ohms. 

EXTRA QUARTER-WAVE FOR DIPLEXING- The equipment 
specifications (AS-5979) show several methods 
of introducing this at the diplexer. It also 
gives a table , for each channel , of the differ
ence that should exist , ta!dng into account the 
actual velocity of propagation along the line. 

ATTACHING LINE TO TOWER 

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS - Both lines should be 
as identical as possible all the way do~n the 
tower. Flanges and elbows should be located in 
the same places from the tower top to the di
plexer in the station, where the extra quarter
wave is inserted. This .is because each elbow 
can insert a slight mismatch. If the two lines 
are exactly alike as to mismatch, the latter is 
balanced out by the extra quarter-wave section, 
which inverts the reactance. 

MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS - The primary require
ment is to provide allowance for expansion. The 
following should be noted. 

(1) Expansion of the inner conductor is made 
possible by the sliding of the spring-loaded 
inner-conductor connector. 

~LID 
COWMEC'TIOM ---TI 

Figure 7-26 - Transmission Line In s ta/ la tion 
Layout 

(2) Expansion of the outer conductor is per
mitted by spring hangers. The line is connec
ted solidly at the top of the tower; and then 

wigfi
Stolen 2 Line Transparent
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it is connected to the tower every 10 feet (see 

Figure 7-26). These hangers are pre-loaded in 
accordance with the temperature conditions at 

the time of erection. Under ordinary climatic 

conditions , expansions of l inch in 100 feet 

will occur, and this will be accommodated by the 

hangers. An e lbow at the bottom of the t o wer 

should be arranged to take this movement, 

If the tower is more than ::,00 feet high, the 

arrang ement can follow the layout shown in 

Figure 7- 27. 

CHECKING LAYOUTS - Transmission line layouts 
will be checked by RCA for accuracy anJ com

pleteness , if submitted. 

NOTE - Any pains t aken in establ i shing a good 
transmission Line and an t enna i ns tal l a t i on pays 
eno rmous d i v i de.nds . Here , i f any1.vh er e , a s li ght 

effort in tim e will preven t expen-sive and 
Lengthy del ays at a La t er da t e . 

501. 10 
CONNE Cl lO N 
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Figure 7-27 - Tran smissi on Line Installation 
La you t 
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